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PREFACE

I have but few points to emphasize in this short preface.
The most important is to express my conviction that the progress of our studies on papyrology, progress which is of the
greatest importance for our knowledge of the ancient and thus
of the modern world in general, largely depends on a systematic
excavation of as many cities and villages of the Fayum as
possible. What has been done up to this time is merely fairly
systematic digging for papyri, hunting after documents, mostly
regardless of other remains uncovered during the excavations.
However the more we deal with the written documents the more
we feel the necessity of having before us the scenery in which
the Greco-Egyptian life was led. For a better understanding of
the documents, sometimes for understanding them a t all, we
need to have before us a full picture of one or more of the
villages of the Fayum, the ruins duly explored, mapped and
photographed, the remains of the furniture, the implements and
utensils of its inhabitants. Moreover I a m sure that such a n
exploration if systematic and scientific will certainly yield many
new papyri or a t least will make it certain that no more papyri
can be found in this place. I have often discussed this idea with
Mr. B. P. Grenfell and he fully agreed with me. Some days ago
I received a letter from Mr. C. C. Edgar, another great authority in this domain. He writes as follows: "The idea of systematically clearing one of the Fayum sites has long attracted me.
But it would have to be done by a European or American
society; the Egyptian Government, I feel sure, will never undertake it. And if it is to be done it must be begun a t once, for the
destruction of all these sites has become more and more rapid.
I n fact I a m afraid it is too late to do anything of the sort a t
Philadelphia, though papyri are still being found there (there
was another big find last year); but it might still be possible to
work Batn Harit (Theadelphia)."
1s it utopian to think that there are men and women in the
United States who may grasp the importance of such excavations and may help one of the existing organizations to carry
Out such an excavation?
vii
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The second point, not less important to me personally, is to
express my warmest thanks to those who helped me in bringing
together and explaining the important material which forms
the subject of this book. I am greatly indebted to Mr. C. C.
Edgar for sending me his valuable articles and for supplying
me with the photographs of the Cairo papyri which are reproduced on pl. I1 and 111. Dr. H. J. Bell was kind enough to lend
me his copies of the Zenon papyri of the British Museum. Professor P. Jouguet has sent me the photograph of the top of P.
Liile 1, reproduced here on pl. I. But my greatest thanks are
due to my colleague and friend, Professor E. H. Byrne, who
helped me in the most unselfish way to give to my English
respectable form. Many thanks are also due to Professor W. L.
Westermann who was good enough to read the proofs of this
book. The Index was compiled by my wife, Mrs. S. Rostovtzeff.
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the Rev. J. P. Mahaffy and J. A. Smyly, Dublin, 1905.
R. L. or REV. LAWS-Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus ed. by B. P.
Grenfell. Oxford. 1896.
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1920.
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Smyly, London, 1902; Part I1 ed. by B. P. Grenfell, A. Hunt, J. Goodspeed,
London, 1907.
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.
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Mitteis und U.
WILCKEN CHREST. and WILCKEN GRUNDZ.-L.
Wilcken, Gundzuge und Carestornathie der Papyruskunde I , 1 (Grundziige) ; I, 2 (Chrestomathie), Leipzig, 1912.

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES
I.

P. Lille 1, recto. Ghoran. Om. 16 cent. xom. 31 cent.

Year 27. Map and device of the irrigation work on the
estate of Apollonius-Frontispiece.
11. P.Z. 22. Philadelphia. Om. 245 mill. xom. 10 cent.
39.
Year 29. Letter from Zenon to Panakestor-p.
111. P.Z. 27. Philadelphia. Om. 19 cent. xom. 34 cent.
Year 30. Letter from Apollonius to Zenon-p. 49.

I. INTRODUCTORY
Of the Greek papyri from Egypt the PtoIemaic documents
form only a small portion, and among them are relatively few
of the third century, i. e. of the first period of the Greek domination in Egypt. Most of the Greek documents bought and
excavated in Egypt, as is well known, belong to the Roman
period, to the first three centuries A.D. Moreover the early
Greek papyri of Egypt are mostly fragmentary and in a bad
state of preservation, having been extracted for the most part
from the cartonnages of mummies found in Greek cemeteries of
the Ptolemaic p e r i ~ d . ~
Most of the early Ptolemaic papyri are found in the Fayum.
Such are the valuable documents collected by Petrie a t Gurob
and published by Mahaffy and Smyly in the three volumes of
the Petrie PapyriL Another series was collected by Jouguet
and Lefebvre in the south-west corner of the Fayum, in the
cemeteries near the village of Magd01a.~ In the Fayum probably
was found the largest papyrus of the early Ptolemaic time, the
vbpor T E ~ W V L K Oof
~ Ptolemy Philadelphus, his "Revenue Laws,"
publishea by GrenfelL4 Some interesting early Ptolemaic documents were also extracted from the cemetery of Tebtunis in the
southern part of the Fayum and will shortly be published by
Grenfell and Hunt in the third volume of the Tebtunis Papyri.
But there are many and valuable documents of the same
period which do not belong to the Fayum, e.g. the Dikaiomata
of the time of Philadelphus published by the Graeca ha lens is,^
On the finds of Papyri in general, see the two best introductions to the
study of the papyri, L. Mitteis and U. Wilcken, Grundzuge ~ n Chrestod
mathie der Papyruskunde (Leipzig, 1912), and W. Schubart, Einfuhrung
i n die Papyruskunde (Berlin, 1918).
J. P. Mahaffy and J. G. Smyly, The Flinders Petrie Papyri, 3 ~ 0 1 s .
(Dublin, 1891-1905).
a P. Jouguet, P. Collart, J. Lesqujer, M. Xoual, Papyrus grecs, 2 vols.
(Paris, 1907-1912); the second volume contains the papyri of Magdola.
' B. P. Grenfell, The Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus (Oxford,
1896).
' Dikaiomata, Auszuge aus Alezandrinischen Gesetzen und Verordungen, herausg. von der Chaeca Halensis (Berlin, 1913).
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the papyri of Elephantine in Upper Egypt published by
Rubensohn; and those of Hibeh published by Grenfell and
Hunt.'
The majority of these papyri are, as I have already pointed
out, fragmentary, badly preserved and very difficult to read.
But among them we have some large and comparatively well
preserved documents of the greatest historical importance;
also several series of letters and documents, addressed to the
same person, which probably belonged to a larger body of
either private or official writings. Among those of the first
group I should name the already mentioned Revenue Laws,
the Dikaiomata, and an unpublished document of the third
century found in Tebtunis, instructions given by the dioeketes
(Minister of finances) of Euergetes I to an oeconomus (Secretary of finances) of the Fayum (the Arsinoite nome). To the
second group belongs for example the correspondence of the
engineers of Ptolemy Philadelphus and of Ptolemy Euergetes,
who worked in the Fayum, and created by their efforts the
flourishing agricultural district,-the Arsinoite nome, formerly
partly desert, partly marshy land. Their names were Kleon
and Theodorus. The documents of their archives were found
by Petrie a t Gurob. Another series of connected documents
is the find of Magdola, scores of petitions addressed to the
military governor of the Fayum, the strategus. They fqrmed
probably for a while a part of the archives of the governor a t
the capital of the Fayum, Crocodilopolis, and later on were sold
to some fabricant of cartonnages who furnished the whole nome
with his products. Fragments of such extensive groups are
found everywhere among the documents of the early Ptolemaic
period, sometimes only two or three letters, sometimes a larger
group like some groups of the papyri of Guaob, Hibeh and
Elephantine.
The importance of the early Ptolemaic documents is enormous. During the third century B.C. the Ptolemies, especially
the two first, Ptolemy Soter (the Saviour) and Philadelphus

' 0.Rubensohn, Elephantine Papyri (Berlin, 1907).
' B. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, The Hibeh Papyri (London, 1906); cf.
G . Plaumann, Griechische Pafiyri der Sammlung Gradenwits (Sitz.-Ber. der
Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschajten, 1914, Lief. 15).
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(loving his sister), carried out a work of first rate importance
not only for their own land, Egypt, but for the ancient world
in general. In Egypt they met with multisecular traditions,
with an organization of the political, social and economic
life which had gradually grown out of the special conditions presented by this peculiar land of Egypt. This
ancient native organization of Egypt, built up by the most
creative dynasties of the Ancient, Middle and New Egypt, was
of course shattered by the long years of foreign domination,
interrupted by national revolutions and by temporary reestablishments of a national monarchy, changes preceded and
followed by years of struggle and of anarchy. Only partial
restoration occurred in the periods of comparative quiet, so
that Egypt a t the time of Alexander and of his Egyptian expedition was no more a flourishing, well organized state as it
had been before the Assyrian and Persian conquest. Its agriculture suffered from years and years of irregular work on the
banks and canals,-a question of life and death for Egypt; its
commerce was almost entirely in the hands of foreigners both
Greeks and Phoenicians; its industry was to a great extent
monopolized by the temples and by the clergy, dominant in
the political, social and economic life of the country.
The first Ptolemies, if they wanted to make Egypt the centre
of a mighty State which would be able to compete with such
large and rich monarchies as Syria, the heir of the Persian
Empire, and Macedon, the new ruler of the Greek world on
the mainland, were faced with the necessity both of restoring
the economic life of the country and of consolidating it by
means of a good, properly organized administration. A mere
restoration of the old administration was of course impossible.
With the Ptolemies a new element came into the country, the
Greeks. They were the conquerors and on their strength was
based the might and power of the Ptolemies. They brought
with them their own customs and habits, their own needs, and
they claimed the right to be or to become the dominant class
in Egypt. On the other hand the organization of the native
element was far from perfect. Egypt a t the time of Alexander's
conquest was no more the centralized and highly developed
bureaucratic and autocratic state of the Pharaohs of the
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Eighteenth Dynasty. Feudal elements during the periods of
Assyrian, Babylonian and Persian domination had won one
victory after another over the idea of centralization. And
Egypt of the fourth century B.C., as far as we can judge, was
a land of many almost independent temple and feudal territories ruled by the highest clergy and by some feudal lords for
their own profit. Any restoration of order and prosperity in
Egypt meant first of all the elimination of these elements.
Thus the task of the Ptolemies was in no way an easy one.
And the lines which they would take would be decisive for the
whole future of Egypt, both as a separate and independent
state and as a member of the then established balance of power
in the Mediterranean.
The history of Egypt during the last three centuriesB.C.
shows that the first Ptolemies did succeed in forming a.strong
and well organized state. They were dominant in the Hellenistic world for about a century and they preserved their independence against the renewed attacks of Syria and Macedon
in the following century. They were the last among the leading
Hellenistic powers to succumb to the world domination of Rome,
and the last battle fought by the Orient against the Occident
was organized and prepared in Alexandria by the common
efforts of Antony and Cleopatra. This shows that Egypt
during the Hellenistic period had strong vital forces based on
a rational exploitation of the resources of the country. It is
therefore highly important to know what were the devices
by which the Ptolemies restored to Egypt these vital forces
which it seemed to have lost irretrievably.
The early Ptolemaic documents enumerated above give a
partial answer to this question. They show how systematic
and logically progressive was the work of restoration and
reformation of the first Ptolemies in Egypt and how lasting
were the foundations laid by them in their reforms. The
general lines of this work were retained not only by their successors, the Ptolemies of the second and first centuries B.C., but
by the Romans as well. Even in the Byzantine and Arabic
period some of the remains of this thorough work of the first
Ptolemies lived on.
I cannot deal with this subject a t length. The reader will
find my ideas on this topic explained in my article on Ptolemaic
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~ g y p in
t the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology and in my book
on the Hellenistic world and Rome now in course of publication.'
But I must emphasize the fact that if the main lines of the
reform work of the Ptolemies may be traced with some degree
of accuracy, many and highly important points remain still
dark and therefore hotly debated. One of the most important
and of the darkest questions is that of the part pIayed in the
economic life of Egypt by the Greeks and other foreigners, of
the relation of the new-comers to the ancient population of
Egypt, of the importance of both elements in the restoration
of the economic strength of the new Greco-Egyptian state.
This is just the point which seems to be to a certain degree
elucidated by a recent find made in Egypt during the war. I
mean the discovery of a new and exceptionally rich series of
documents of the third century B.C. made in 1915 a t Kharabet
el Gerza in the Fayum, the site of the ancient village of Philadelphia. The new find forms a unit. All the Greek papyri
which belong to it were filed and docketed by a certain Zenon
and formed therefore a part of his correspondence, his private
archives. The discovery of these papyri was accidental. The
discoverers were Egyptian peasants, fellahin digging for sebakh
(the fertilizing earth of the ancient ruins used regularly by the
Egyptian peasants for fertilizing their field^).^
As usual the whole lot of documents (how many they originally were, nobody knows) was acquired by dealers, specialists
in the papyri-trade, was divided by them into many parts and
M. Rostovtzeff, "The Foundations of Social and Economic Life in
Egypt in Hellenistic Times," Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, VI, 3
(1920), 161 ff.
O We have no evidence about the conditions under which the find was
made as the dealers were not willing to disclose their source of supply.
What is known is related by C. C. Edgar, "On the Dating of Early Ptolemaic Papyri," Anneles du Swuice des Antiquit& de I'Egypte, XVII (1917)
2m; cf. the introductions to his subsequent articles in the Annales and the
prefaces of Vitelli in P.S.I. (see below, note 10). There is every probability for the belief that the papyri were found in the ruins of the house which
formerly belonged to Zenon, probably in the cellars. Another possibility
is that they were thrown out of the house at once and were preserved for
centurir? in one of the heaps of refuses.
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these parts were sold to different purchasers, gradually, one
lot after another. A large part came through the late Gentilli
to Florence, another was acquired by the Museum of Cairo
which is still buying up one lot after another; two important
lots were acquired by the British Museum, and one by the
Library in Manchester. One papyrus of the same series came to
Hamburg. Some offered for sale to different institutions were
not purchased, and may still remain in the hands of the dealers
or may have been sold to one or another private collector. I t
is indeed urgent that everybody who possesses papyri of the
correspondence of Zenon should notify the editors of the
larger lots and not hide the documents for years and years, as
many collectors of papyri sometimes do.
War time was not very favourable for the publication of
papyri, nor is the time we are living in any better. Nevertheless the energy of Vitelli and his collaborators in Italylo and of
Edgar in Cairon has resulted in the publication of most of the
best preserved documents of the Italian and Cairo collections,
and Bell and Grenfell will do the same for the documents which
are now in England. Thanks to the kindness of Bell and
Grenfell I have seen their copies of the English part of the
Zenon archives and am acquainted with their content. The
papyrus which came to Hamburg was published by P. Meyer.12
Thus we have already a body of more than three hundred
and fifty documents published and partly explained. Many
new ones will soon appear in the next volume of the Papyri
of the British Museum and in the next articles of Edgar. They
will certainly bring to light valuable new information on the
lo Pubblicazioni della Societd Ztaliana per la ricerca dei papiri greci e
latini i n Egitto. Papiri Greci e Latini, IV, V, and VI (Firenze, 1917, 1920).
Quoted as P.S.I. with the number of the papyrus, without the number of
the volume.
11 C. C. Edgar, "Selected Papyri from the Archives of Zenon," Annales
du Service des Ant. de ZJEgypte, XVIII and XIX (pt. I, nos. 1-10, vol.
XMII p. 159 ff.; pt. 11, nos. 11-21, vol. XVIII, p. 225 ff .; pt. 111, nos. 22-36,
vol. XIX, p. 13 ff.; pt. IV, nos. 37-48, vol. XIX, p. 81 ff.). Quoted P. Z.
with the number of the papyrus or pt. I, etc., and the page. The papyri
from Zenon's archives now in London are quoted by the Inventory number
of each.
1' P. M. Meyer, Griechische Papyrusurkunden der Hamburger Sladlbibliothek, 2 parts (Leipzig, 1911 and 1913), no. 27.
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affairs of Zenon, some fragments will fit into already published
documents and make it easier to understand them. Many
questions of chronology and of details will certainly arise
from the new evidence. Under such conditions it may seem
unwise to deal a t present with the correspondence as a whole
from the historical point of view, or to try, before the series is
complete, to point out its scientific value and its enormous
importance for our knowledge of the early Ptolemaic Egypt.
Nevertheless I have decided to take up this question a t
once and to publish the results of my investigations. My
reasons for doing so are as follows. We possess already sufficient evidence for forming a conception of the correspondence
as a whole, and the conception which I have formed by means
of a close study of the published documents is very much
different from that which was formed by the editors of the
documents. I should like therefore to make my conception
accessible to the editors of the new documents, subject it to
their criticism and thus make their work of publishing the
new evidence easier, since the reading of the new pieces of evidence and commenting upon them depends very much for its
value on the right understanding of the series as a whole.
Furthermore I am not afraid of committing mistakes. I should
be very gIad to correct my statements in the light of any new
evidence and to modify my opinions. But for the successful
progress of the work of editing and commenting on the new
papyri in general it is urgent that the new documents be compared with the old ones and that this new evidence be assigned
its place in the already known series of the same time and the
same place. We shall see how close is the connection of the
Zenon papyri with those of the Petrie lot on the one hand and
with the Revenue Laws on the other. I t will appear also that
many of the Lille papyri explain and are explained in their
turn by the Zenon papyri. I therefore do not regard my labor
in compiling this article as a waste of time. Science progresses
step by step and nobody should be afraid of committing
mistakes in dealing with new and unexplained material,
assuming that his study of this material is thorough, animated
by a sincere desire to find the truth, and founded on a well
established general conception.
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11. PHILADELPHIA
The place where the Zenon correspondence was found is well
known to the papyrologists and to the dealers in papyri. Philadelphia (Gerza near the modern Rubbayat), like Karanis and
Soknopaiu Nesos and some other sites in the Fayum, was one of
the first places to be attacked by the sebakh diggers and papyri
plunderers in the eighties of the last century. Many papyri
in a good state of preservation found in the ruins of Philadelphia
were sold in Europe to the Museums of Berlin, London, and
Geneva.l3 Most of them are published in the papyri publications of Berlin, London and Geneva. Nobody tried to collect
them all and to give a picture of Philadelphia and its economic
development. The task is not an easy one as the papyri from
Philadelphia are but few in number and only a part of them
meation the name of the village. New evidence about the
earlier times of Philadelphia was brought by the Petrie papyri
and some Lille papyri extracted from the cartonnages of
Ptolemaic mummies. Most of the Petrie and the Lille papyri
probably belong to the archives of Crocodilopolis, the capital
of the Arsinoite nome, and some of them mention Philadelphia
among the other villages of the Fayum.
The systematic excavations in the Fayum which were begun
by Petrie, developed in the nineties of the last century by
Grenfell, Hunt and Hogarth, and later on by the French
scholars Jouguet and Lefebvre and by the administration of the
Cairo Museum, never touched the site and the ruins of Philadelphia. I n 1900 Grenfell and Hunt tried to excavate the
necropolis of Philadelphia but soon became discouraged by the
bad state of this cemetery which had been repeatedly plundered
by the fellahin and papyri dealers." The ruins of the city
itself seemed to be entirely exhausted and not worth the
expenditure on them of time and money.
1' Grenfell and Hunt, Fayum Towns and their Papyri, Introduction, p.
11; Grenfell and Hunt, Tebtunis Papyri, 11, 345; Archaeological Records of
the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1900-1901, p. 6 8.
1' Grenfell and Hunt, Arch. Rep., loc. cil.
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Nevertheless the activity of the commercial excavators a t
philadelphia did not cease. Some papyri from Philadelphia
appeared again lately on the market, thus testifying to a renewed activity of the sebakh diggers in Gerza. Some of them
were bought by the Library of Hamburg and published recently
by p . Meyer, some by Mrs. Rylands. Among the Hamburg
lot there was already one of the Zenon papyri. No doubt the
Zenon find was one of the results of the activity of papyri
robbers.
No wonder therefore if our knowledge of the destinies of
Philadelphia is scanty and fragmentary! The name of Philadelphia shows that the village belonged to those which were
founded under the second Ptolemy as the result of his work of
drainage and irrigation in the marshes and sandy land on the
shores of Lake Moeris. Philadelphia was one of the many
creations of the Ptolemies in the Fayum. We know how extensive and successful this work of the Ptolemies was. In the
list of the villages of the Fayum which already existed there
in the early Ptolemaic epoch and which are mentioned in the
Greek papyri of the Fayum, the list compiled with great care
by Grenfell in P. Tebt. 11, there are found 114 names of larger
and smaller settlements (I take the villages only and leave
aside the smaller places: 76~01,hroi~ta,xwpia etc.). Of these
114 villages 66 have Greek names and only 48 Egyptian. But
even the villages with Egyptian names are in no way altogether
pre-Ptolemaic. Most of them as well as the villages with Greek
names are creations of the Ptolemies. I t is shown by the fact
that many, perhaps most of them, bear the same names as some
larger and smaller cities in the Delta and in Middle Egypt. In
the Fayum as in the United States of America, another great
land of colonization, we meet with village after village homonymous to celebrated cities, in this case cities of Lower and Middle
Egypt with their partly Hellenized, partly native names:
A*6XXwvos ?r6X~s~ h p q ,'Ep~(oi,n6Xcs ~ h p v'H
, Xiou ?rbXts ~hpr],Kvvijv
rbXls K ~ L L V , ATTOGS T ~ X L S ~bpv,Mkp4ts ~hpv,NeiXov n6Xts ~ & p q
on the one hand and 'Aepi@~s,
Boi@acr~os,
Bovuiprs, Mkvsvs, 'O(bpw
Txa, ~ ~ / ~ c v v ~T,~TVo L
s+ap@aiOos,
,S ,
etc., on the other. No doubt
these names recall the names of the places whence the new
settlers came to the Fayum, perhaps of the nomes to which they
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formerly belonged, as the recorded names are names of the capitals of the nomes of the Delta and of Middle Egypt. Other
purely Egyptian names of the villages of the Fayum may have
been borrowed in the same way from other less conspicuous
places of Egypt. But this point requires further investigation.
The only difference between the settlements with Greek and
those with Egyptian names is probably this, that the former
had a Greek majority among the new settlers, the latter an
Egyptian one, i. e., that the former were mostly settlements of
Greek soldiers, the latter of Egyptian crown-peasants, the
#Jau~Xi~oi
yewpyoi. We shall retain this fact as one which is
very characteristic of the history of the colonization of the Fayum of which I shall speak more fully later on.
Among the new settlements in the Fayum with Greek and
native names Philadelphia occupies a rather exceptional
position. I t belongs to the small class of Greek settlements
with names derived from the names of the rulers of Egypt,the Ptolemies. It seems strange that in a region settled mostly
by mercenary soldiers dynastic names form rather an exception.
But the fact in itself is beyond any doubt. I n the whole
Fayum we have only fourteen ~ijpaiwith dynastic names out
of 66 with Greek names, namely two Bepavi~is,two 'Apcrivb, one
Ekpya~is, one Bea66Xqicta, five II~oXepais, one @LXWTE~LS, one
+iAosdr~wpand one @~Xa6CX+eia.Much more usual is it to give
to the villages names derived either from the names of some
gods (e. g., Ba~xths,'H$aicr~ihs--disguised Egyptian gods?) or
from the names of persons not connected with the royal
house, some of whom seem to have belonged to the class of
higher officials of Egypt in general and the Fayum in particular. It is very likely, e. g., that 'A~oXXwv~ds
was named after
the dioeketes Apollonius, the Qeoykvovs~ h p qafter the dioeketes of
Euergetes I, Mq~poGOpov~Opqafter the oeconomus of the Fayurn
of the same time, and some other ~Gpaiafter the vopdrpxac of
the Fayum. We shall come back to this special point later on.
The rarity of the dynastic names can be explained only by
the supposition that it was not free to the new settlers to take a
dynastic name without special permission and that a dynastic
name implied a kind of patronage of the King and the Queen,
perhaps even the institution of a royal cult by the settlers.
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We shall see later on that such special connection with the
royal house very probably existed in the case of Philadelphia.
Beside the mere fact of its foundation under Ptolemy Philadelphus we knew very little about the early history of Philadelphia before the discovery of Zenon's correspondence. Some
Petrie papyri testify that important works were carried out in
the neighborhood of Philadelphia by the royal engineers Kleon
and Theodorus,I5 that the place was surrounded by settlements
with Egyptian names, probably colonies inhabited by royal
peasants as they bear names derived from some famous places
in the Delta: Bubastus, Tanis, Patsonthis,16 and that it soon
became an important centre of wine production.17 Under
Euergetes I Philadelphia was the chef-lieu of a toparchy, the
residence of a toparch.18 Under Philopator we meet with a
wholesale merchant, resident in Philadelphia who has a large
herd of sheep.lg At the same time it had a comparatively
large population of soldiers serving in the cavalry.20 Comparatively large sums paid by the inhabitants of Philadelphia for the
tax on internal commerce (laOv~ov)~'
and for the tax on W?T~OV~'
may allow us to suppose that the community was thriving and
had developed a certain amount of commercial and industrial
activity (the weaving industry, for example, the virpov being
used for washing cloth).
The Roman documents add but few new features to this
meagre picture. Under the Roman emperors Philadelphia
still remained an important centre of vintage and gardening.
The culture of olive trees seemed to prosper there, as we hear
often of tXaiDves and iXaiwvoaaph6eiaoi and palm plantations
l5

P. Petrie II,4,4-III,42,6, irrigation of the region b?rd Q~Xa6AcpeiasIws

~~TU;V~EWS.

P. Petrie 11, 46 (b)-ILI, 57 (a) and (b); 111, 105; 117 (j); 117 (k);
11, 28-111, 66 (a).
l7 P. Petrie 11,46 (b)-III,57 (a) and (b).
l 8 P. Lille 3, col. IV, 1. 73.
l9 B. G. U. 1012 (170 B. C.?).
2o P. Petrie 111, 105.
P. Petrie 111, 117 (j): k?r&vrov is the tax on the sale of products in the
market.
22 P. Petrie 111, 117 ( k ) ~
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owned by the inhabitants of the ~illage.~"asture
land and
cattle breeding seem to have played an important part in the
economic life of the settlement."
Along with Karanis, Bacchias and Soknopaiu Nesos and
other localities situated on the verge of the desert and connected with Memphis by a caravan road, Philadelphia was one
of the places where custom-duties on import and export were
levied by the finance administration of Egypt. But the
scanty amount of custom-duties receipts discovered a t Philadelphia in comparison with those discovered a t Soknopaiu Nesos show that Philadelphia was not situated on the main road of
traffic.2s I t is possible to infer from one of the Zenon papyri
that this customs station a t Philadelphia was created as early
as the foundation of the village itself (see P. Z. 46, year 35
of Philadelphus, cf. ibid., V, p. 21).
A peculiar feature in the history of Philadelphia, as was
shown recently by the Hamburg and Ryland papyri, part of
which belong to the first century A. D. (most of the Roman
papyri belong to a later epoch-the third and fourth centuries
A. D.), is the fact that a large part of the territory of this
village after the Roman conquest came into the hands of
large landowners either members of the family or favorites of
Augustus and his successors. The large estates (obuiai) e. g.
those of Germanicus, Maecenas and Seneca, included large
parcels of land in the territory of Philadelphia. All this
land was confiscated by Vespasian and formed a special class of
the state or imperial land in general ( y i ofuta~~i)
exploited by a
special class of crown peasants, the ytwpyoi obuta~oi.~~
=See, e. g., P. Hamb. 5 (89 A. D.); B. G. U. 603,14 (168 A. D.), cf. 604;
P. Lond. 111, p. 69 a n d p. 44 e (173 A.D.); P. Hamb. 40-53 (213-219 A. D.).
These plantations still existed in the fourth century A. D., B. G . U., 519,
1. 13; 456; 1049, cf. 1022 which testifies to the existence of oil factories in
Philadelphia.
" P. Hamb. 40-53 (213-219 A. D.).
See Wilcken, Grundzuge, p. 191.
P. Hamb. 3 (74 A. D.); P. Ryl. 11, 383 (second century A. D.); P.
Gen. 42, 16 (224 A. D . ) : BaorA'rtoilrtai oiwrartoi rtai a p w d u c o i [ Y W P Y ~ O ~
x&pm l t A 3 t X c p e l a s . Cf. M. Rostowzew, Studien zur Geschichte des Romiscken Kolonals (Leipzig, 1910) pp. 119 ff., 218.
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Along with this class of -rown peasants other parts of the
philadelphian land were farmed by 6qp6atot and @aatXi~oi
ycwpyo~,
a fact which testifies that an important part of the
territory remained in the hands of the state and was rented
by the state directly. But along with this state land the same
territory included many parcels, mostly vineyards and gardens,
owned by private persons among whom we notice some descendants of the Ptolemaic military settlers and many Roman
veterans, the latter mostly well to do landowner^.^^
Like most of the villages of the Fayum, especially those
which were situated on the border of the desert, Philadelphia
did not prosper for very long. A constant and progressive
decay of the economic life is felt in Philadelphia as in many
other villages of the Fayum as early as the second century
A. D. I t is explained probably by the negligence of the
administration to maintain the dikes and canals in good order
and by gradual impoverishment of the population overburdened by taxes and liturgies, a process which is characteristic of
most of the cities and villages in Egypt from the second century
A. D. onwards. This process has been repeatedly described
and explained by myself and other scholars.2s
l 7 P. Hamb. 5 (89 A. D.) a n d 40-53 (213-219 A. D . ) ; the last group of
documents forms a splendid parallel to the documents which were investigated by W. Westermann in his excellent article, "An Egyptian Farmer,'
University of Wisconsin Sludies, Language and Literature, no. 3, p. 171 ff.
The papyri Rylands also brought out a large amount of material which
characterizes theagricultural activity of the Roman veterans in the Fayum.
One of the most interesting documents, a register of taxes on land, late
first century A. D., deals with the territory of Philadelphia and the neighboring villages Tanis and Hephaestias, P. Ryl. 11, 202, cf. 386 (second
century). The land owned by the veterans belonged mostly to the class of
catoecic and cleruchic land and thus was formerly owned by the soldiers
of the Ptolemaic army who were deprived of their property for the sake of
the Roman veterans. But there are also Greek names in the register mentioned above (cf. P. Ryl. 1881, probably those of the descendants of the
catoeci and cleruchi of the Ptolemaic period. I t is noteworthy that the
famous letter of Apion (B. G. U. 423; Wilcken, Clrrest., p. 480) was found
a t Philadelphia. The whole question of veterans a s landowners should
be investigated anew, even after the treatment of this question by Lesquier,

L'armte romaine dJEgypte (Paris, 1919). The Greek, and later the Roman
character of the population seems thus to be a feature of Philadelphia all
through the seven centuries of its existence.
Ro: towzew, Studien, p. 206 ff.
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For Philadelphia this fact is well illustrated by one of the
Hamburg papyri of 160 A. D. (no. 35). I t is a petition to the
governor of the nome from three men and their associates who
were entrusted by the governor to ~ p o a r a 9 i j v a i~ h p q scPiXa6eXpeias.
These are their complaints: "Inasmuch as the arrears of this
village are big and we need help bitterly, and most of the heads
of the village neglect their duty of collecting taxes, especially
the field-guards, we beg you to make an inquiry into the matter
and to order a more careful collection of them."
I n the third century the situation becomes alarming. The
amount of dry land increases steadily. I n the fourth century
the ruin is almost complete, as is shown by some Geneva papyri
which mention a special class of land entirely unproductive
booked by the officials under the heading of Zi~opovor L?rbp,pwv
bvo,ub~wv,--entirelyunproductive land.29 Very soon the place
became completely depopulated and was never settled again.
No papyri later than the fourth century A. D. were discovered
a t Philadelphia. At this time the village was abandoned by its
inhabitants and became again a part of the sandy desert as it
was before the time of the first Ptolemies and as i t remained to
the time of the discovery of its papyri by the sebakh diggers.
Such are the scanty data which we possess on the history of
Philadelphia. And we must say that in this respect Philadelphia is not an exception. The history of most of the places in
the Fayum is the same as far as we know it. And yet this poor
picture does not correspond to the truth. Philadelphia had its
time of feverish activity, of great plans and projects, of interesting attempts. The accidental discovery of the correspondence of Zenon illuminates this epoch with many minute details
and enables us to follow the destinies of this typical place from
the very beginning of its development. I t is a fascinating
study to follow these destinies. I t is of course local history,
history of a small place which never was connected with the
great historical events; but how much light it throws on many
historical questions of first importance; how many new data it
gives for our appreciation of the Hellenistic period in general;
I follow Wilcken
ZQ P. Gen. 66, 67, 69, 70; Wilcken, Chresl., 380, 381.
in his explanation of the term iirropa h v b ~ a r acf.
, Nochlrdge, p. VII.
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and how instructive it is for our conception of the ancient world
in general!
But before we take up this subject let me deal first with
Zenon, with his career and his relations to the many persons with
whom he was connected.

ROSTOVTZEFF-A

111. ZENON AND APOLLONIUS

THETWOEARLIEST
PERIODSIN

THE

ACTIVITY
OF ZENON

The archives of Zenon were found a t Philadelphia. But
many of the letters kept by Zenon in his archives were not
addressed to him in the Fayum. The dates, addresses, dockets
and contents of many letters show that they were written before
Zenon settled downat Philadelphia (the second half of the year
29 of Philadelphus), a t a period when he resided partly in
Alexandria, partly in the Syrian provinces of the Ptolemies.
I t is evident that he brought these letters with him to Philadelphia and kept them in his archives for one reason or another.
This fact explains the paucity of our evidence about Zenon
and his affairs before his activity in Philadelphia. Zenon
travelled very much during the first periods of his life. No
wonder if during these travels he did not keep all the letters
which he received. Most of them naturally disappeared and
what remained were not always the most important. Such
is the impression left on us by the remains of the correspondence
of Zenon before his coming to Philadelphia. The further we
go back from this date the scantier the remains. We can hardly
expect that this impression would be very much modified by the
publication of the other parts of Zenon's archives. Zenon
might have kept his archives in order; it is even possible
that the letters were found arranged according to some system.
But the order in which the letters fell into the hands of the
different purchasers shows that this order was not observed
by the diggers, that in selling the documents the dealers mixed
them up hopelessly.
A mere glance a t the correspondence of Zenon shows that
during all the time of his active intercourse with his correspondents he was in close and uninterrupted relations with his
chief, Apollonius the dioeketes of King Ptolemy I1 Philadelphus, i.e., the manager in the name of the king of the economic
life of Egypt. Before the discovery of Zenon's papyri we
knew but little of Apollonius and his career. He was first
mentioned in the year 27 of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and the
16
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last mention of his name belonged to the year 34. Zenon's
allows us to define more accurately both the
time of his appointment to the duty of dioeketes and the time
when he left this
p.S.1. 324 and 325 (cf. 322 note 1) show that Apollonius was
already dioeketes in the year 25 of Philadelphus. On the other
hand in the R.L. of Philadelphus which were published in the
year 27 rob ably by Apollonius, we have in the section on the
apomoira as an appendix to the rpbypappa and Grhypappa of
this year, two earlier documents dated in the year 23 by which
two declarations preliminary to the collectibn of apomoira were
prescribed: an inventory of the persons who had already paid
a part of their yield of the vineyards and gardens to the temples,
and an inventory of all the vineyards and gardens. These
inventories were ordered to be delivered to those "who work
under Satyrus" (70% rap& Zaripou ~payparewpivors)l and
the first one moreover "to the accountants who work under
Dionysodorus" (rois aaph Atovvuo6Opou reraypClivois &y)toytura~s,
R.L. col. 36, 10 and 37, 11-12). From P.Z. 44 (year
34) we know that Dionysodorus was in this year the chief subordinate of Apollonius (cf. P.Z. 14, 8, year 29)' the chief eglogist
in Alexandria. There is no doubt therefore that Satyrus and
not Apollonius was dioeketes in the year 23. As in the year
25 Apollonius was already dioeketes, it is clear that he was
appointed to this office between the two dates, probably in
the year 24.
When did he leave this office? He was still dioeketes in the
last year of Philadelphus (P.S.I. 383), but no longer in the first
Years of Euergetes. This I deduce from P. Petrie II,42a111'43, 1. This document is a notification by the author of the
document to all the officials of the Fayum telling them that

"

Almost nothing has been written on Apollonius. His name does not
appear in the Indices of Wilcken's and Schubart's introductions to papy'ology. Even the careful book of BouchC-Leclercq, Histoire des Lagides
(Paris 1903-1907), mentions his name only once (vol. 111, r. 266 cf. 111p.
381, note 2 and IV p. 342) irr 4peaking of the Revenue Laws. The papyri
where Apollonius is mentioned have been quoted by many scholars
but mostly in the notes; he seemed unworthy of mention in the text.
See, e. g., Preisigke, Klio, VII, p. 241, note; P. Hib. 44, note 3; Dikaiomaia.
P. 260; P.S.I. 383, note 12 (Vitelli).
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instead of Kleon, Theodorus had been appointed by him chief
engineer of the nome. Kleon occupied in the nome a very
high position and was subordinate to the dioeketes only, by
whom he was appointed, if not by the King himself. Now the
document in question was sent out not by Apollonius, who was
still dioeketes in the last year of Philadelphus, but by Kleandrus,
no doubt the dioeketes a t the time when the letter was written.
The letter of course is not dated. But many documents show
(P. Petrie 111, 43, 2 ff.) that in the second year of Euergetes
~~
Theodorus is the acting chief engineer of the F a y ~ m . Thus
he was appointed not later than in the second year of Euergetes,
probably in his first year. It is only natural that the new King
wanted to have a new manager of his finances, a man personally
devoted to him. We may find a corroboration of this hypothesis
of mine in P. Petrie 111, 53,-a badly preserved private letter.
This letter twice mentions the King, once a man called Diotimus,
who, as we know, was one of the local dioeketae under Apollonius and remained hypodioeketes under Euergetes for some
time (see Appendix I), and once a man of the name of Kleandrus. With Diotimus the writer of the letter was on good
terms, but Kleandrus is named in a connotation which seems
to imply a different attitude of our man towards him although
the passage is unfortunately very fragmentary. The author
of the letter is in great anxiety. His main fear is to lose
s1 P. Lond. Inv. 2089 shows that Theodorus fulfilled the duties of chief
engineer of the Arsinoite as early as the year 36 of Philadelphus. In his
letter to 'A.[ . .Ipiar he asked for a salary not less than the salary
received by Kleon and promised in this case to do everything possible for
the dioeketes and for the man to whom the letter is addressed. If therefore he was appointed as early as the year 36 as the chief engineer of the
Grsinoite, the letter of Kleandrus was written for the purpose of reappointing him, after Kleandrus had taken the office of Apollonius; or rather for
the purpose of informing the officials of the nome that Theodorus had been
maintained by him in his commission of the chief engineer of the nome.
But it is possible also that Theodorus' commission in the year 36 was only
that of a sub-engineer. In this case the letter (P. Lond. Inv. 2089) shows
that as such he claimed a salary from the estate of Apollonius equivalent
to what was given to Kleon, probably in a private way, as a kind of bribe.
Theodorus may have received the special commission to care for the dykes
which were built in the estate of Apollonius. Be that as it may, the new
document changes nothing in my statement about the career of Apollonius.

.
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his KT+pa. Was he not one of the higher officials, a subordinate of Kleandrus and Diotimus who has lost his commission c o ~ t e m p o r a n e ~ with
~ ~ l yApollonius?
We may safely assume therefore that Apollonius who was
appointed about the year 24 remained in the office as long as
the rule and life of Philadelphus lasted, enjoying during his
time the full confidence of his King and being his chief collaborator for some 15 years. Under Euergetes the conditions were
different. I n the year 5 the post of the dioeketes is occupied
no longer by Kleandrus but by Theogenes (P. Petrie I I , 3 8 (b)111, 53 (e) ; cf. P. Lille 4, 5; P.S.I. VI, p. 70, note I), in the year
10 the dioeketes is Eutychus (P. Petrie 11, 15, 2; 111, 43, 7, cf.
Hib. 133), in the year 18, Chrysippus (P. Petrie 111, 5 (1 and
m), cf. P. Grenfell 11, 14 (b) 2) and our information is probably
far from complete. I t is possible that in these few years there
were more than three dioeketae. This comparison between
the two reigns, that of Philadelphus and that of Euergetes, is
noteworthy since it shows the great influence of Apollonius
with the King and their close f r i e n d ~ h i p . ~I n~ the letter of
Philon to Zenon of the year 34 (P.Z. 44) there is of course a
remark which could let us suppose that temporarily a t least
Apollonius had lost his appointment. Philon adds to his
letter "you must know that Apollonius took over all the matters
in Alexandria and that Dionysodorus acts as the eglogistes,"
but this postscript implies no more than a temporary but long
absence of both the individuals mentioned from Alexandria
during which time somebody else acted as dioeketes and
eglogistes.
Of the nature of the previous activity of Apollonius, we are
ignorant. But we may safely suppose that if he was in the
service of Philadelphus before he was appointed dioeketes
and was not invited by Philadelphus from abroad (we know of
Athenian refugees in the service of Philadelphus occupying influential positions, see Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, 188,
"Ote
cf. 197 and Edgar, P.Z. VII, p. 91, note I), he probThis influence is illustrated by the last section of the Dikaiomata, 1.
P. 260 B.,-a letter of Apollonius to Zoilus about the privilege of not
subject to the salt tax, ( d X ~ 4 ) ,granted to some persons of liberal
professions. The tone of the letter is noteworthy.
I t seems as if it is not
Apollonib, but the King who speaks.

lS8
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ably served in the Ptolemaic army. At that time there was no
sharp distinction between the military and civil career and the
staff of the king bore a n almost purely military character, just
as in the time of the early Roman principate which was as
personal and as military as was the Hellenistic kingship of
the first two generations. The only difference was that the
"house" or the "court," to use either the Greek or the Oriental
word for it, of the Hellenistic kings was never filled to such a n
extent with slaves and freedmen, as was that of the early principes, heirs in this respect of the Republican magnates with
their husbandry based on slavery.
One word more about the circumstances in which the career of
Apollonius ended. New light is thrown on this question b y a n
interesting letter of Zenon's correspondence (P. Lond. Inv.
2087, no date). A certain Sosicrates (cf. P.S.I. 614) writes to
Zenon and gives him the order to arrest the slaves who formerly
belonged to the ex-dioeketes Apollonius and now belong t o a
certain Paideas (1.2: r i j v ~pbrepovBVTWV 'AaoXXwviou roc [[~LoL]]
YEYOpCvov ~ L O L K ~ ) Tv Oi )~~6'6vr~vTIatGiov). There are four slaves: Pindarus from Lycia, and Philonides, alias Beltenuris, and moreover
two who formerly belonged t o Alexander, who had been a
hostage probably a t Alexandria. This singular order, its
appearance of haste, the fact that the writer cancelled 706 ~ L O L ~ q r o i )and wrote instead 706 yevopkvou ~ L O L K ~ ) T Othat
~,
Zenon is still
in Philadelphia managing the estate, furthermore that many
slaves of Apollonius having fled from Alexandria are supposed
to be in Philadelphia,-all
this taken together shows that a
catastrophe happened in the household of Apollonius a t Alexandria after his dismissal. I can explain it in one way only:
that Apollonius was not only dismissed but that his property
was confiscated and some of his slaves came into the hands of
Paideas, four of whom used this opportunity for escaping. The
official and perhaps the physical life of Apollonius ended therefore with a catastrophe, King Euergetes having deprived him
of his commission and his fortune.
Interesting also is the mention in the same document of
some slaves who had come into the hands of Apollonius from the
property of a certain Alexander residing a t Alexandria as a
hostage. A hostage who possessed many slaves,-one a Baby-
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lonian, a bath-rubber by profession, another a Median coachman, could not be a n ordinary man. He must have been a great
probably of royal origin. I would suggest that the
man in question was Alexander, the son of Lysimachus and his
Odrysian wife; after the death of Lysimachus he remained in
Asia (see App. Syr. 64; BouchC-Leclercq, Histoire des Lagides, I,
149, 4). I t has always been a puzzle to me how this man could
remain quiet in the troubled times after the death of Lysimachus
and after the seizure of power by Ptolemaeus Keraunus. We may
now suppose that Ptolemaeus Keraunus seized Alexander and
having concluded an arrangement with Philadelphus delivered
Alexander to him. Alexander was then kept a t Alexandria as a
hostage in the same way as Demetrius Poliorketes had been
kept in Syria. Philadelphus had a n interest in having the man
in his power, first to secure the throne of Asia and Macedon for
Keraunus, thus eliminating a rival to Euergetes, and secondly
as a good weapon against Keraunus. Alexander probably died
very soon a t Alexandria when his possessions came into the
hands of Philadelphus and his courtiers.
For an understanding of the correspondence of Zenon, his
position, the affairs which he managed and his personal relations
with the dioeketes it is necessary to have a clear notion of what
the office of the dioeketes was. As the word "dioeketes"
shows, this official was the manager of the economic affairs of
the king and therefore of the kingdom. We must not forget
that the rule of the Hellenistic Kings was a purely personal one.
They were not appointed by anybody nor even elected by the
population. As generals of Alexander they were his satraps
and they retained their satrapies because of their military
strength and their personal influence on the troops, the deification coming much later. This personal rCgime brought with it
as a logical consequence the idea that the kingdom as such was
the personal property of the Kings, acquired by force of arms.
This idea was almost exactly identical with the idea prevailing
in Egypt as regards the relations between State and King with
this as the only difference: the Egyptian royalty was based on
religious ideas and had a religious legitimation which of course
the Hellenistic Kings were forced to borrow from their predecessors. Egypt was thus the private property of the Ptole-
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mies, their estate, so to say, and the dioeketes was the manager
of this estate.
I n the close collaboration of the King and his minister it is
not easy to make out what belongs to the King and what to his
minister, as everything which touched the economic management of the State passed through the hands of the dioeketes.
For understanding therefore the atmosphere in which both
Apollonius and Zenon lived and worked we must first realize
the purely personal character of the office held by Apollonius,
and on the other hand the leading ideas of the King on the
economic management of his lands. I t is not an easy task t o
grasp these leading ideas, our information being scanty and
fragmentary. Moreover we have more or less good information
only for the second half of the reign of Philadelphus and almost
none for the first half, not to speak of the times of Soter and
Alexander. It is a striking phenomenon that the Greek papyri
of the early Ptolemaic time rarely belong to the first 50 or 60
years of the Greek domination. Is this phenomenon accidental?
Should we not deduce from this very fact that the Greek bureaucracy whose activity created the Greek archives of the Ptolemies
all over the country was itself a creation of the second Ptolemy?
The facts agree perfectly with this assumption. There i>
every reason to assume that Soter, and Philadelphus in his early
years, were rather generals of the late Alexander than kings of
Egypt. Both were entirely absorbed in the affairs of Alexander's world-state and took active part in the conduct of world
affairs. Of course Soter was the first to claim for himself an
independent position in his satrapy, which was Egypt, but
nevertheless he never dissociated himself entirely from the affairs
of the other generals. The policy of Philadelphus, based on
securing for Egypt the vital conditions of the existence of Egypt
as a self-sufficient, strong state,33 was not free from imperialistic
tendencies. The Syrian war and the first failures of Ptolemy
See my remarks in the Journal of Eg. Arch., VI, 3 (1920), p. 172.
In these remarks I have emphasized too strongly the non-imperialistic ideas
of the first Ptolemies. The first Ptolemies certainly had no intention of
creating a world State; nevertheless Philadelphus, and after him Euergetes,
pursued an imperialistic policy aiming at hegemony on the sea, which of
course was a vital question for Egypt.
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philadelphus in carrying out his imperialistic program obliged
philadelphus to realize for the first time that his safety depended
completely on Egypt and that his first task was to consolidate
the foundation of his power, i.e., to organize Egypt as firmly
and as consistently as possible. Hence his energetic activity
in ~ ~ y after
p t the first Syrian war and the minute elaboration
of the peculiar economic and administrative system characteristic of his time. I do not mean that the main leading ideas
were all his, that Alexander and Soter had not previously
traced the main outlines, but I am convinced that Philadel~hus
was the man who shaped these ideas into the Greco-Egyptian
forms which permeated the whole administration as we know it
from the papyri of his later years. I shall speak of this organization of his later on, in my last chapter, but I wish here to
emphasize the point that the fifteen years of Apollonius' term of
office were a time of strenuous work, of energetic activity on
partly new lines, the main result being the Hellenization of the
Egyptian administrative and economic life as far as the outward
forms were concerned. The substance of course could not, and
was not intended to be changed or even hellenized.
Such then, was the spirit of the time and the atmosphere in
which Apollonius, and with him Zenon, worked for fifteen years.
Let me now return to the correspondence of Zenon.
For the period of the life of Zenon before the year 25 of
Philadelphus we have almost no evidence. The earliest document of the archives of Zenon dates from the year 12 of Philadelphus and is preserved in two copies (P.S.I. 321 and P.Z. 1).
This document, a loan contract which does not even mention
Zenon, presents no evidence on his affairs and may have come
into the hands of Zenon subsequently (cf. P.S.I. VI, p. IX).
More interesting is the second earliest document,-a letter
addressed to Zenon by a certain Horus, which mentions the
Year 13 and is dated by Vitelli in the year 14 of Philadelphus
(P-S.1. 551); the letter of course may be of a much later date.
Horus describes his interviews and his talks with the King
a vineyard of his own. One of these interviews.
took place on a silverpooped light ship ($p~bX~ov)of the King,the way a good illustration of the well known description
of the wealth of Philadel~husgiven by Appian (Prooem. lo),
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where Appian mentions 800 gold-prowed and gold-pooped cabinships used by Philadelphus for his travels. For the biography
of Zenon the letter has some interest as i t shows that Zenon was
already a member of the court circle; whether or not he was
connected with Apollonius a t this time will probably be shown
by papyri not yet published.
The second period in the life of Zenon begins with the year
25 and lasts through the years 26 and 27. The evidence is fuller
but still scanty. For the first time we get information about
the personal position of Zenon. He was a Carian Greek,
citizen of Kaunus, the son of Agreophon (P.Z. 3, comp. P . Lond.
Inv. 2092). Through his wife he had connections in the city
of Kalynda. His brother Epharmostus was also in Egypt
(P.S.I. 331). Zenon had children: one son, Kleon, is known
to us from some letters. Zenon was therefore a resident of one
of the foreign provinces of the Ptolemies and of course tried to
place as many of his relatives and compatriots as he could in
the service of the Ptolemies. I t would be of great interest to
know what was the mother-country of Apollonius himself.J4
One of the letters of the year 26 (P.Z. 2) shows Zenon already
in relations with Apollonius, and through a letter of the year
27 we ascertain his semi-official title: he is 7Gv aepi 'AnohXhvwv
or d nap' 'AaoXXwviov (P.Z. 3), one of the agents of Apollonius.
Such titles are very common in the Greek papyri of this time
and denote merely a subordinate position in general: one may
be b rap' oi~ov6povor vophpxov or even one of the agents of a less
conspicuous official as well as one of the agents of Apollonius.
The title moreover does not imply a position in the service
of the State.
The contents of the letters of this period first show us Zenon
on his way to Syria and then in Syria and Palestine. TWO
documents of the year 25 (P.S.I. 324, 325), which are not
addressed to Zenon, deal with grain trade and are written by
Apollonius. The letters contain orders from Apollonius to two
different persons to make certain merchants who export grain
from Syria pay to the bank either the full price of the grain or
On Zenon and his family relations see Edgar, pt. I, p. 160. Edgar
quotes some unpublished papyri testifying to Zenon's relations with
Kalynda.
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a part of the sum as a pledge. We may suppose that the two
letters of Apollonius were intended to be handed over in Syria to
the addressees, were given to Zenon to carry with him to Syria
and were never delivered: they have no dockets testifying reception, We may suppose therefore that in the year 25 Zenon was
on his way to Syria. I n the year 26 he isalready somewherein
Syria or in Palestine. The only published letter of this year
( p . ~ 2),
. is the already mentioned first letter of Apollonius to
him informing him of the sending of two persons to Syria and
ordering him to prepare a ship for them and to pay them their
salaries.
More evidence exists from the following year. One letter,
(p.S.1. 327), deals with some goods which were sent from Syria
to Palestine for Apollonius, and contains the valuation thereof,
probably for the custom-house. Some documents of this year
carry us to Palestine. One, (P.Z. 3), is a contract of sale.
Zenon bought a t Birtha in the Ammanitis from a soldier of the
cavalry corps of Tubias a girl-slave of 7 years of the name
Sphragis. We shall meet the same Tubias later. He was
probably an influential native sheikh entrusted by Ptolemy
with the command of an Egyptian cavalry regiment. Another
letter of the same year, (P.Z. 4), speaks again of private affairs of
Zenon and his staff. A certain Straton, one of Zenon's staff
(6 aapd Z$vwvos), tries to get back some money lent by him or
by Zenon to a native of an Ammanitis village by name Jeddus
(probably an influential sheikh again). The attempt this time
was unsuccessful; Stratoa, in spite of his military escort and a
letter from Zenon, was ejected from the village with violence.
Finally in the last letter of this period, (P.S.I. 406), which
bears no date but refers to the same locality and must be dated
in the same year, we meet some individuals of less importance
but turbulent and wicked indeed. They are coachmen
(cvvwp~o~ai)
and grooms (imro~b~oc)
who either belong to the army
Or to a special corps of men buying up horses in the prairie land
the Ammanitis for the supply of the Ptolemaic army. The
document is fragmentary and written in bad Greek, but we see
how undisciplined and greedy this class of people were and
how badly they behaved in the conquered land. They drink,
and probably steal girls, violate them and disappear with
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them and with the beasts in their care. Zenon seems to be
their chief and to him is addressed this complaint of the foreman
of these robbers, H e r a k l e i d e ~ . ~ ~
I t is not an easy task to form a judgment about the duties
which Zenon performed in Syria and Palestine. Does he
belong to the regular administration of the province? Is he
acting as an envoy of Apollonius the dioeketes or as the private
agent of the same dioeketes? We may assume both, but we
have no proofs for either of these assumption^.^^ The Syrian

"

On this letter see Wilcken, Arch., VI, 393,449; cf. P.S.I. 616. Wilcken
assumes that the two robbers were agents of Zenon hunting for slaves.
But this buying and stealing of slaves is just what Herakleides, the chief
of the robbers, objects to. Herakleides did not lend them a carriage with
two horses: he does not speak of such a loan in his letter but exclusively of
xr/rvq, horses, which were neglected by the two scoundrels, and of a donkey
and a wild ass which were sold by them. This implies that the two men
were keepers of n s + q and not professional slave buyers. We shall see later
on that importation of slaves into Egypt from Syria was not allowed
by the government.
Almost nothing is known about the organization of the Ptolemaic
administration in Syria, Phoenicia and Palestine. See D. Cohen, Dc
magistratibus Aegyptiis externas Lagidarum regni provincias administrantibw (Hagae 1912), p. 98 ff. Therefore all the more important are the
letters of the correspondence of Zenon. They seem to show that no regular
financial administration of the country was sent to the district of Ammanitis from Egypt. The Ammanitis seemed to have been ruled by native
chiefs. The same is shown for Palestine by the well known story of the
ruler of Palestine, Josephus. Josephus probably received Palestine from
King Euergetes I or from Philopator as a kind of l o p c b , with the obligation
to pay to the King a kind of tribute, just as the nephew of EuergetesPtolemy the son of Lysimachus, received from him Telmessus in Lycia
(see below p. 45 ff.notes 50, 51). This kind of financial autonomy does not
exclude military occupation of the land by the Ptolemies. But even in this
respect the Ammanitis seems to have enjoyed a kind of autonomy, as is
shown by the fact that the sheikh Tubias held a military command of
Egyptian troops. The system of the Ptolemies in ruling the cities and
lands on the seashores was ~ r o b a b different.
l~
The Ptolemies certainly
drew a regular income from the custom-duties of these ancient commercial
cities. I cannot understand the attitude of Cohen towards the story told
by Flavius Josephus. If some farms ( t v a i ) of special revenues were sold in
the provinces of Asia Minor and Thrace i t does not imply that Palestine
could not be handled in a different way and its revenues sold en bloc in
Alexandria to the representatives of the country itself. I t may be that
along with this general farming of the revenues separate hrai of special
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grain bought by the merchants might have been State grain
or the private property of Apollonius. The horses might have
belonged to the army but might have been bought by Apollonius for sale afterwards to the State. We shall see that the
documents of the following period rather speak for the hypothesis that Zenon had no official commission in Syria and Palestine
but was a private agent of Apollonius. But we must not insist
upon this distinction for there is no definite line between private
and public in the Ptolemaic administration, where the King
dealt with the State as with his private estate; his subordinates
of the higher ranks hardly drew a sharp line between their
private affairs and the affairs entrusted to them by the King.
We meet with the same confusion in the early Roman Empire.
What status had the procurators of Augustus, oi ~ a p Ad i ~ ~ o b u r o u ?
Of course they were usually his private agents but in the senatorial provinces they had probably more importance than the
proconsuls.
Probably in the same year 27 Zenon came back to Egypt.
A letter of Apollonius of this year speaks of sending a ship to
Gaza for him to bring him back to Egypt (P.S.I. 322, comp.
P.S.I. VI, p. X). The date of this letter is not preserved,
but 1 would suggest the year 27 or 28 rather than the year 25
which is proposed by Vitelli.
taxes and of custom-duties in the harbours were sold separately. There
was no one system of provincial administration a t the court of the Ptolemies.
The systems were adapted to local conditions and may have been changed
often according to circumstances. We have no right to postulate such
a uniform organization for the Ptolemaic epoch, individual and informal
as it was; a regular system of provincial administration first grew up in the
l b m a n world State; the process of its formation was slow and in its beginnings it was very similar to the Ptolemaic system or rather to the
Ptolemaic lack of system.
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IV. ZENON AND APOLLONIUS

The next two years of the activity of Zenon are much better
known to us. I n the years 28 and 29 Zenon was again in
Egypt, now in Alexandria, now on a long journey through the
northern and middle parts of Egypt.37 The letters of this period
are comparatively numerous and may be easily subdivided into
classes which fully illustrate the activity of Zenon in Alexandria, living the life of an influential, perhaps the most influential
member of the "house" (oixia) of Apollonius. But very soon
Apollonius and with him Zenon left Alexandria and began a
long journey through many different places in Lower and Middle
Egypt. They stopped often and spent days and days in the
same place. Of these halts of the travellers we know something.
A comparatively long time was spent a t a landing place on the
river or on one of the main canals, Btpevixqs 8ppos,-perhaps
a new foundation of the Ptolemies; the location of this place is
unknown. Afterwards Apollonius and Zenon resided for some
time a t Bubastus and a t Mendes, visited Memphis and came to
Alexandria, stopping perhaps a t Tanis and certainly a t Naucratis. This itinerary is of course not complete and we shall
probably learn more of i t after the whole of Zenon's correspondence has been published.3Y The stopping places were fixed
by the aim of the journey which seems evident enough. The
new administrative and economic system introduced by
Philadelphus and Apollonius required constant watching by its
authors, steady control and readjustment of the new bureaucratic machine and therefore the occasional presence on the
spot of the chief manager and executive power, the dioeketes
himself.
The dates of the documents are quoted in this article according to
the regnal years of Philadelphus, since the question of t h e calendar and of
the dates of this reign have been hotly debated and are still the subject of
controversy. See Edgar, pt. IV, 93, and Wilcken, Arch., VI, 447.
On the itinerary of Zenon see Edgar, pt. I, p. 174;pt. IV, p. 81; cf.
Wilcken, Arch., VI, 448.
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~ u Apollonius
t
during his travels was occupied not alone by
his organization of the public economy and b y other affairs of
State. H e had various private affairs of his own on hand
and during his travels he attended to them constantly. We
shall see that for this purpose especially he had taken Zenon
with him.
I n one of the letters, written from Alexandria to one of the
members of Zenon's staff, we meet with the title which Zenon
bore a t that time (P.Z. 16). He is of course still 6 a a p d 'A?roXXoYioV but a t the same time he is the oixovbpos of Apollonius.
This title is given to him in this document only, wherein the
official title (~70Xdlpxqsis given to one of his colleagues. We
may therefore conclude that oixovbpos is also an official title.
The designation oi~ovbposis very vague indeed and has many
meanings. I t s origin must be sought in the domain of private
economy, the oeconome being the manager of the house,
corresponding to the latin vilicus, the manager of a villa. I n
the Egyptian administration this title was given to the direct
representatives of the dioeketes in the administrative regions
of Egypt, the nomes, or to his representative in the foreign provinces. I t is impossible to assume that Zenon was one of these
Egyptian or provincial oeconomes. T h e letters do not show
that Zenon had any special official connection with any place
either in or outside of Egypt. The following investigation of
the correspondence of Zenon for these two years will show
precisely what the title did mean.
Before we deal with the content of the many letters of these
two years we must first stop and look a t the surroundings of
Zenon, a t his constant corresponden~swho also formed a part
of Apollonius' staff. This survey will bring us into the midst
of the court of Apollonius, which was not very different from
the court of the King himself.
The best known members of the court of Apollonius and the
closest colleagues of Zenon were the following. An important
Post was occupied by A m y ~ t t a s a, man probably of Macedonian
origin. According to the content of the letters which he wrote
to Zenol17he managed large numbers of domestics employed b y
Apollonius. His official title is not mentioned in Zenon's
but the contents of his letters leave no doubt
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of the character of his commission. One of the most amusing
of his letters runs as follows (P.S.I. 329, year 28): "Amyntas
to Zenon greetings. You must know that the cook whoin you
bought ran away taking with him the 80 drachmae which he
received for buying hay for the horses. He was met by some
people near Athribis. He is now with the Cappadocians who
have their camp there. You would do well if you would
announce to all our servants, and if you would write to everybody whom you find useful, to catch him and to help in sending
him to you (or to me)."39 I t is interesting to see that the
household of Apollonius consisted, a t least in part, of slaves
who were dispersed all over the country and that this household
was constantly being enlarged by new purchases of slaves.
We may conclude from this letter that one of the tasks of Zenon
was to buy slaves for Apollonius' household and that slavery
was gradually introduced into Egypt by the new foreign
elements in the country.
Similar information is derived from the letter P.S.I. 483;
here we find Amyntas quarreling with one of the carpenters of
the household. I n another letter (P.Z. 10, year 28), he gives
orders to pay salaries to some Greek members of the household,
among others to an Artemidorus the BXharpos,--the
manager of
the table, and to the gardener, probably chiefs of the corresponding departments of the household.
Some papyri, (P.Z. 8 and 9 and P.S.I. 533; cf. P. Lond. Inv.
2305), deal with preparations for a river journey. Amyntas
asks Zenon to prepare several ships for this journey and to buy
The text of this letter is printed by Vitelli with some lacunae and
some unsatisfactory supplements. I give i t with the corrections of
Wilcken, Arch., VI, 386, and with my own. ' A p b v r a s Zjvwvr Xalper[v.
T ~ W U K STL
~

b pa]yerpos Sv 6ptis 4 x p i a u [ 8 t ] / Xa@Bv x a X ~ o t Bpaxpds x 6 u r [ c

eis X 6 p ~ a u p ] asois Yuirors bxo6&6par[e. u v v j v ] / r r l r c 6; rrutv xepi "AOXrBrv' 6s r a l
&urrv [ r a p & ] rois K a u x b B o ~ rr o i s &re[? r e l ] / v o w t v . raXGs bv oiiv xorjuars rois
~ [ e x] a r u i u t u r GtayyciXas ~ a yi p i [ + a s ?rp6s]/ ofis hv 6iroXapBQvqrs x p + u r w r
eb[ar

~ ] K W Phv

oi u a p l jp&v

C x ~ X a p ~ [ h v w v ] / ~abroG
ar
u v v a v r ~ ~ & B ~ v716
~a[

700 r]araura@fivar abrbv apb[s 6p/rSs]. 'Eppwuo. ~ K V[.
Aburpou q 4v MCvGqrr.

..

' A p b v r a s xcpi TOG payeipou/roG

Verso.

(bow)
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certain equipment and some pieces of furniture. If the plans
were made for the journey by Amyntas himself, as seems likely,
~ ~ o l l o n i not
u s being in Alexandria a t that time, we cannot but
wonder a t the high requirements of this courtier of second rank
and at the comfort of his travels.
Other officials of high rank were Aristeus and Artemidorus.
The first was the treasurer, the second b h
i ~ i j soixias, i.e.,
a kind of manager of the palace of Apollonius, similar to such
managers as were formerly members of the households of the
Russian Grand Dukes. All of these officials are named in P.S.I.
331. Very amusing is the letter P.S.I. 411. A fourth member of the court, Kriton, of whom I shall speak later, informs
Zenon that: "Apollonius has opened the treasury0 and has
missed seven talents of silver and ordered the accounts of
Aristeus and Artemidorus verified. I have written this to you
so that you may accordingly make your own accounts ready.
Apollonius was especially angry that the money was recorded
as paid, without his order." I t seems that the prospect of being
called up for accounts without preparation was not a very
pleasant one for the members of Apollonius' court.
The same Artemidorus is named also in P.Z. 26 (year 30)
along with another Artemidorus, the chief secretary. Another
papyrus where we meet some of the same individuals and some
new ones is P.S.I. 340, while the same subject is discussed in
P.Z. 11 and perhaps in P.S.I. 391 (b) (cf. also P. Lond. Inv.
2096). Unfortunately the letter P.S.I. 340 is not complete
and is badly preserved; the first part of the letter is missing and
the part which we have in full contains more hints a t well
known facts than the facts themselves. Who the writer of the
letter was we do not know; it is addressed to Artemidorus the
doctor, probably the house doctor of Apollonius. There are
some difficulties concerning a palaestra. The author of the
letter is involved in these difficulties. The question is, will the
Palaestra be opened or not? The writer is afraid that the King
would become aware of the opening of the palaestra and that

K?

Cao6pbvros.-Zjvovr.

Cf. P.S.I., VI, p. X; in 1. 3 , Vitelli proposes: &re[? u r d p 6 v Z ] / ~ o w r which
,
may be accepted if the x in 1. 4 is certain. I n 1. 5 Edgar and Vitelli read
e l v [ a r i ] v a cjs Bv 01 et cetera.

'O ' P i o r o r (chest) seems to be a common word in the Hellenistic period
and especially in Alexandria; i t designates the treasury. See Ps. Aristeas,
33 and the Lexica, cf. P. Lond. Inv. 2312, 1. 11. Josephus, A . J., XII, 2, 4,
translates it as K @ W T ~ Fcf.; Cohen, De nragis~ralzbusAegypliis, p. 102.
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he, the writer, would be held responsible for it. The cause of
all these troubles is a certain Metrodorus (1. 4: 2arc 6C uoc
ndrvrwv r i j v KQKGV ~ E T L O S MqrpbSwpos). Further on this
Metrodorus is defined as an iivOpwaos drveXe69epos a man without culture, a parvenu in the circle of the highly civilized
courtiers of Apollonius. But he can do much harm if Amyntas
and the addressee will not interfere and if Hegemon will not
write to Apollonius. If all these efforts remain unsuccessful
and a certain Ptolemaeus does not receive the management of
the palaestra the writer would be obliged to resign (1. 17:
~KXU~€;V
LK 7;s oi~ias). Some lines in this letter are worthy of
quotation in full, as they throw a splendid search-light on
conditions prevailing in the house of Apollonius, 1. 7 ff.: "I
did not know of all that (the intrigues of Metrodorus). But
now when I learn of it I protest and I say: Apollonius spends
most of his time in the country (xcLpa as opposed to Alexandria);
Amyntas does not live in the house; he has recently been
married and a baby has been born to him; he is therefore beyond
suspicion. Accordingly it is against me that the arrow is shot,
against me who lives in the house."
What kind of palaestra is meant in this and the related letters
quoted above I do not know. I t seems to be a palaestra where
the children of the higher officials were trained, the veavia~oc
from the ranks of whom the officers of the army and the higher
officials were recruited, a kind of page corps closely connected
with the house of A p o l l ~ n i u s . ~ ~
And now to consider the last and perhaps the most interesting
member of this company. I mean Kriton the stolarclzes, the
commander of the fleet. His title is mentioned in the letter
quoted above (P.Z. 16, year 28). The treasurer Aristeus
writes to Aratus who accompanied Apollonius on his journey, to
remind Zenon and Kriton not to forget to buy various kinds of
cloth, some of which were specialities of the city of Tanis.
His commission as commander of the fleet is reflected in his
short and friendly letter to Zenon (P.Z. 17), where he urges

" On these v c a v i o ~ o rsee the last article of the late Lesquier, "Le papyrus
7 de Fribourg," Rev. d. tludes gr., X X X I I (1921) 367. On the v e c r v i u ~ o r
B a o r X ~ ~ osee
i
Rostowzew, "Die romischen Bleitesserae," Klio, Beiheft 3
(1905) p. 78.
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Zenon to return to one of the sailors his pledge, lest the sailor
refuse to work. But the most instructive are the letters P.S.I.
494 and 495 (both of the year 28) which form a unit with some
letters written to Zenon (P.Z. 12 and 14, both of the year 29)
and to Apollonius himself (P.S.I. 330, year 28). The letters
p.S.1. 495 and P.Z. 14 were written by a certain Heraclitus;
p.S.1. 494 by Zoilus, P.Z. 12 by Krotus. Moreover in P.S.I.
614 is mentioned Heragorus whose name is connected with olive
oil in the agenda of Zenon P.S.I. 430, 3. These men very
often mention each other. All write from abroad, from Syria
and Palestine. Kriton himself travels very often and is often
abroad (P.S.I. 614). They mention in their letters Ake
(Ptolemais) (cf. P.S.I. 612), and Tripolis, Joppe, Gaza, Tyre,
Sidon, the plain Maaubas, between the Lebanon and the Antilebanon. Some of these places, Gaza, Ptolemais, Rhabatammana, and moreover some cities of Asia Minor, Kaunus, Miletus,
Halicarnassus, are mentioned also in P.S.I. 616, in connection
with .trade in cloth. All the letters speak of commercial
transactions, of purchases and sales of different kinds of goods,
of quarrels with the custom-houses. The letter P.Z. 14 shows
that much trade was done in slaves, but that exportation of
slaves was subject to certain formalities, the exporters being
obliged to have a special license, 1. 10 ff.: "Menecles, the man
in Tyre, told me that he himself transported some slaves and
goods from Gaza to Tyre and transshipped them in Tyre
without having declared them to the farmers of the customs
and without having a license for export; the custom officials
became aware of it and confiscated the goods and the slaves."
The rest of the story was that Apollophanes, an agent of Kriton,
declared to the custom officials that the goods belonged to
Zenon; thus Menekles got possession of them again. Heraclitus considered that Zenon should have given orders to
Apollophanes to "profess" ( h ~ ~ ~ h ~ e a d a ctechnical
-a
term of
the custom-houses) as belonging to him, only "that which is
useful."
Most characteristic is a letter of Zoilus written to Apollonius (P.S.1. 330). He asks Apollonius for permission to come
UP to Egypt and to report to Apollonius on "everything." "Do
allow me to be ruined, but help me. You thought me
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worthy of great honour, but that man covered me with the
greatest dishonour. I do not argue about money, the money
which I paid under pressure, against every right and law."
The man seems to have been involved in some rather doubtful
affairs as an agent of Apollonius, and he hopes to be protected
by him.
One of the men who appears in P.S.I. 495 is Nicaaor (cf.
P.S.I. 616, 5). He seems to be a man of some authority in
Syria. We meet him again in P.S.I. 594, where he is sending
to Apollonius some thv~a,i.e., gifts of wine, olive oil, meat, etc.
I n the same document are enumerated some products, including Syrian wine from the estate ( ~ r t p a )of Apollonius in Baitanata in Palestine (Bethanath), sent with the same ship by a
certain Melas. This Melas, as Edgar pointed out, seems to be
the manager of Apollonius' estate somewhere abroad, as shown
by the very fragmentary document P.S.I. 554. The letter,
P.S.I. 594, is written by Nicanor not to Apollonius but to Zenon
and Kriton. The goods were to be delivered by the agent of
Nicanor, Leonidas, a t Memphis. We shall later learn something of Apollonius' connections in Memphis. Were the products, sent by Nicanor, also products of an estate of Apollonius
or were they gifts, not to say bribes of an influentialofficial to the
mighty dioeketes of Alexandria?
Our evidence about the affairs of Apollonius in Syria is scanty
enough. But I must confess that the impression produced
on me by the papyri quoted above is not a very attractive one.
These agents of Apollonius who worked for him, one of whom
was Zenon for some time in Syria and Palestine, tried to make
the most out of the high position of their master. Syrian oil
and slaves (cf. P.S.I. 648 where "slaves from Syria,"-ahpara
b ~ Zvpias,
b
are mentioned), just the articles which were not
allowed to be imported into Egypt, seem to be the goods in
which they dealt by preference. Their worst enemies were the
farmers of the custom-duties, men who were certainly subordinates of Apollonius.
Another case of the same type forms the subject of a sharp
letter which one of the highest courtiers of the King, Posidonius,
the kbCarpos or master of the table, wrote to Apollonius in the
year 28 (P.Z. 6). His barge with grain was arrested by the
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farmer of the custom-duties a t Memphis, and the iron which he
had on board was confiscated. Trade in iron apparently was
not allowed to private persons. Posidonius is highly indignant.
He claims of course that the iron is not for sale but is part of
the necessary equipment of his barge. And he appeals to
~ ~ ~ l l o n to
i u whom
s
certainly the custom-houses of Egypt
were subordinate.
Apollonius appears therefore as a man involved in many
commercial affairs in Syria. No doubt these were his
private affairs and had nothing to do with his official position.
He owned large fleets of merchant ships both in Egypt and
abroad, and the commander of these fleets was Kriton the stolarch. We may ask, why did the King allow this curious
combination of official and private business? I imagine that
Philadelphus was not against such a combination. Was he not
himself a t once a King and a wholesale merchant? Did he
not himself trade in the products of his lands? It was easy to
nationalize everything in Egypt: agriculture, industry, trade
and the rest. But foreign commerce is a complicated business
and without the help of the born traders and sailors, the Greeks,
no foreign commerce whatever was possible. Apollonius may
have cheated the treasury of which he was the head. But
without such men as Apollonius Egypt was unable to develop
its world-wide trade and to claim to be the heir of Athens.
I do not know that Apollonius himself did not act as a kind of
agent of the King. I repeat, no sharp lines can be drawn
between private and public in the Hellenistic monarchies in
general. The Bosporan Kings, for example, were a t the same
time kings and presidents of the associations of Bosporan and
foreign merchants, being great merchants thernselve~.~~
Such was the court of Apollonius. For the first time the correspondence of Zenon gives us a vivid picture of such a court,
the court of one who was a high official and a business-man a t
the same time. How complicated was its organization! We
hear nothing of the lower elements of this court, slaves to a
great extent. But how many heads of different departments we
meet: the master of the house, the master of the servants, the
''See my book, The Zraniavs and the Greeks i n South Russia (Oxford,
19221,~ h IV,
. VII.
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treasurer, the secretary, the doctor, the head of the flalaestra.
Below them some minor officers: the chief of the table, the
chief gardener, the chef, the chief carpenter, etc., etc. And
along with them the master of the commercial fleet and scores
of agents in Syria and probably in other places. Can we affirm
that this organization was a revival of the ancient Oriental and
especially the Egyptian courts? The analogy in some points is
striking. But have we not a little later a similar organization
in the courts of the great Roman magnates of the second and
first centuries B.C.? We may say that these were copies of the
Hellenistic courts. But could not the organization of a purely
Greek house have developed into a court and have been merely
influenced by the Oriental customs? The "house" of a Roman
senator was just a typical Roman "domus" but of enormous
size and consequently exceedingly complicated.
Zenon was a member of this court. We may say he was
already that during his stay in Syria and Palestine. What kind
of commission had he a t this court? Let us examine the
documents.
I t is worth noting that among more than forty letters of the
archives of Zenon which belong to this period only one is connected with affairs of State and this one is addressed not to
Zenon but to Apollonius himself. This letter (P.Z. S), written
by a certain Demetrius, speaks of a highly important matter
closely connected with the building up of the Alexandrian
trade. Demetrius reports to Apollonius the result of an order
issued probably by the King and by Apollonius, according to
which all the foreign merchants were required to exchange their
foreign gold, likewise their worn Ptolemaic gold coins and even
their gold plate, for Egyptian gold and silver coins. The
aim of the measure itself was not unwise. But many details
had not been provided for with the result that trade was
hampered; the business-men, the wholesale merchants (ZPaopoc)
and the owners of store-houses (CyGoXcis)became angry. They
had brought with them much gold plate to be used in making
their purchases and now complained (1. 24), they could not
"send out their agents to buy goods and their gold lay dead."
I cannot deal with this papyrus a t length. I t requires a
special investigation from the numismatic and economic points
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of view. But I do not wonder that this letter was handed over
by Apollonius to Zenon. Was Zenon not the chief of the commercial operations of Apollonius and had he not constantly to
do with foreign trade?
The rest of Zenon's correspondence deals exclusively with
the private affairs of Apollonius. A comparatively small
number of letters bear on matters connected with the household
of Apollonius in the strict sense of this word. I have mentioned
some of them already in dealing with the staff of Apollonius.
There are, for example, letters asking for money to expend
on the travels of Apollonius and his staff (P.S.I. 482 and 533;
P.Z. 8 and 9), a letter dealing with some grain to be paid to a
aphx~wp(P.S.I. 335), a letter demanding money for the payment of salaries (P.Z. lo), etc. A curious group deals with
religious affairs. I n P.S.I. 328 (year 28) the priests of Aphrodite of one place in the Memphite nome ask for a large amount
of myrrh for the ceremony of the burial of Osiris or Adonis.
The letter is interesting in itself as another instance of the
mixture of native, Greek and dynastic
Aphrodite is
certainly another name for Isis, as the priests themselves explain
it, and both are identical with Arsin0e.4~ I t is not surprising
that for the burial of her divine husband, be it Osiris or Adonis,
the priests expect the government to give the required myrrh.
But why do they ask Apollonius and not the King directly?
Hardly because the trade in myrrh was entirely in the hands of
the State. If this were the reason the priests should ask the
oeconome of the nome for it. But we shall see later on that
'a See the ingenious article of G. Glotz, "Les fCtes d'Adonis sous PtolemCe
11," Rev.d . Ltudes gr., X X X I I I (1920) p. 169 ff.
" I see no possibility of following Wilcken in his explanation of this
papyrus as given in Jahrb. des Deutsch. Arch. Znst., X X X I I (1917) p. 202
and Arch., VI, 386. He thinks that the myrrh was required for the burial
of a woman or girl who had drowned herself in the Nile (hueis),--perhaps
favourite of Philadelphus. The burial is probably that of Osiris or
Adonis, not Apis. The name Coeir may be a mystical name for Isis and in
this way may have been given to those who found their death in the sacred
waters of the Nile. More probable is the explanation of Edgar, P.S.I.
VI, D. X : he thinks i t was the sacred cow, Hathor, drowned in the Nile
by the priests in a sacred ceremor ,, cf. Spiegelberger in Orient. Lilerature~itun<,
XXIII, 258.
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Apollonius had quite special relations with the Memphite nome,
which were not restricted to his having an estate (dwpcd) there.
I think therefore that the priests addressed ApolIonius as the
m a n who represented for them the King and the State.
Of the same kind is P.S.I. 435-P.Z. 7 (year 28), again a
document highly interesting for the history of the religious
policy of Philadelphus. This time a certain Zoilus (is he
not the same man who was the agent of Apollonius in Syria?)
asks Apollonius to give him money for the erection of a sanctuary to Serapis somewhere outside of Egypt. He refers to some
miraculous appearances (i?rccpdrve~ac)
of Serapis and tells how he
was punished for his incredulity by a sudden illness. It is
just the well known story told by Livy about Juppiter Capitolinus. The aim of the man is certainly to make himself known
to the King through his devotion to the cult of Serapis created
by the King. Since it was a request for money, the letter was
given to Zenon by Apollonius, just as he had given him the
request of the priests of A p h r ~ d i t e . ~ ~
But the greater number of the documents of these two years
are of quite a different character. They may be divided into
two large groups. One group which I tried to explain, early
in this chapter in dealing with Kriton, is concerned with
the commercial affairs of Apollonius in Syria, Phoenicia and
Palestine. All these letters, whether written to Zenon personally or to others, to Apollonius or to Kriton, were placed
in his hands, no doubt because he was the chief manager of
these matters prepared as he was to deal with them by his two
years of residence in Syria. Another letter of the year 28
refers to the same activity of Zenon (P.S.I. 491). Epharmostus (the brother of Zenon?) forwards his accounts and some eight
documents to Apollonius, first through Agreophon and then
through Zenon. Among the documents there is a letter of
Hipponicus and one of the banker Zoilus.
The second group, still larger and still more important, deals
with agricultural work near Memphis and Philadelphia. For
the year 28 we have ten such and a larger number for the next
'6 Cf. the well known story of the Serapeurn of Delos lately investigated
by P. Roussel, Les culles Cgyptiens d Delos (Paris, 1916), p. 7 1 ff. On the
&ricpbvtrai see Rostowzew, Klio, XVI (1920), p. 203, cf. P.S.I. 539.
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year. They refer to lands which Apollonius received from the
King as gifts, Gwpaai. The chief correspondents of Zenon were a
certain Panakestor who resided in Philadelphia and a certain
Addaeus who wrote to Zenon from the Memphite nome.
Panakestor even came to see Zenon to confer with him on
these affairs (P.S.I. 502)
Many letters give Panakestor the
t i t l e d rap' 'AaoXXwviov, the same which Zenon had in Syria.
He was certainly the chief manager of the Gwped of Apollonius
in Philadelphia and we may assume the same position for
Addaeus over the doped near Memphis.
This evidence shows that Zenon in the years 28 and 29 was
the chief manager of all the private affairs of Apollonius, both
commercial and agricultural. H e stood in the same relation to
Apollonius as Apollonius to the King. Thence his title o ~ K o v ~ ~ O S
the manager of Apollonius' OZKOS (estate), of all the economic
affairs of Apollonius He may have occupied the same post
during his stay in Syria or he may have been promoted to this
influential position after displaying exceptional ability in his
work in Syria.
The second half of the year 29 brought a n important change
in the life of Zenon. He left Alexandria for the Arsinoite nome
never to return to Alexandria. Some of his letters of the year
29 are docketed as received in Arsinoe (P.S.I. 505 and P Z. 15,
comp Edgar 11, p 235), one is written by him to Panakestor
from Crocodilopolis (P.Z 22), the capital of the Arsinoite
nome At the same time Apollonius was expected to come
to the Fayum ( P Z 18) I t is not easy to say what place is
meant by Arsinoe. The most natural supposition would be
that Arsinoe is Crocodilopolis and that Zenon spent some time
in the capital of the nome before starting for Philadelphia But
some scholars have suggested several reasons for supposing
that Crocodilopolis never bore the name Arsinoe and a t that
period was usually called Crocodilopolis 46 I cannot discuss
this matter here although I have many doubts on the value
of this suggestion (see P Petrle 11, 26, 7 and 8, I I I , 6 4 ( a ) , Plaumann, A r c h , VI, 180) On the other hand we know of a place
near Philadelphia called Arsinoe which is often mentioned in
Zenon's correspondence ir close association with Philadelphia
* Grpnfell, P Tebt , 11, Geographical Appendix, sub oerbo
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(P.S.I. 360, year 34). Nevertheless I am inclined to suppose
that Zenon stopped not a t this last Arsinoe but in the city, in
the capital of that name.
Why did he go to the Fayum? We have seen that his activity
in the year 29 was more and more absorbed by the management
of the agricultural affairs of Apollonius. I t may be that
Apollonius decided to devote more attention to these affairs
and to invest in them more money. I n any case the whole
amount of this business was placed in the hands of Zenon.
On the other hand the correspondence of Zenon with Panakestor
and of Panakestor with Apollonius shows that Apollonius was
not satisfied with the activity of Panakestor a t Philadelphia.
One of the letters which Apollonius addressed to Panakestor in
the year 29 (P.Z. 19) contains a polite but flat refusal of one of
the demands of Panakestor. Another letter of the same year
(P.S.I. 502) is sharper in tone and accuses Panakestor of
negligence. At the same time Panakestor during his visit to
Zenon seems to be looking for other employment (P.S.I. 502,
1-7).
I t is not surprising that having decided to invest large sums
of money in his domain of Philadelphia (see below, chapter VI),
Apollonius should have sent to Philadelphia his best man,
Zenon, without having dismissed Panakestor. I n any case
Zenon after having stopped for some time a t Arsinoe-Crocodilopolis, or a t Arsinoe and Crocodilopolis, went straight to
Philadelphia where we meet him in the month of Mecheir of
the year 29. P.Z. 23 is a letter received by Zenon in Philadelphia where he is addressed in the same way as Panakestor
before him, as 6 aap"AnoXXwviov hv @iXaseXveiai riji i v
'Apcrivoir~i. No doubt then he had been appointed by Apollonius chief manager of his estate a t Philadelphia where he was
to reside. His further correspondence shows that he never
left Philadelphia except for short times but devoted his life to
the affairs of Apollonius there. After the year 29 there are
almost no letters which deal with business outside Philadelphia.
His friends in Alexandria do not write to him very often and
when they do their news is not always pleasant. For example
in the letter P.Z. 26 (year 30), Zenon is informed that Artemidorus the house-keeper of Apollonius does not want to pay
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the debts contracted by Zenon in the name of Apollonius
(1. 18): "Artemidorus says that the matter does not concern
him and that he will not even pay any attention to it if you
write to him personally." We may suppose that Artemidorus
was the successor of Zenon in his office of chief manager of the
private affairs of Apollonius. This impression is confirmed by a
letter written to Zenon by Artemidorus in the year 30 (P.
Lond. Inv. 2083). I n this letter Artemidorus asks Zenon to
send him an accounting of the purchase of some animals he
had bought, as the expense should be charged to the account of
Apollonius and not to the account of the estate.
Thus after the year 29 the correspondence of Zenon deals al..
most exclusively with the affairs of Philadelphia and the Gwped
of Apollonius there. Let us examine the nature of his business
there.

ROSTOVTZEEF-A

We have seen t h a t the economic interests of Apollonius lay
chiefly in land which he possessed in the two nomes, Arsinoe
and Memphis.
These interests are described in some documents of Zenon's correspondence. I n the fragmentary P.S.I.
511, 1. 4, something, the name of which is missing, is sent eis
T+V i v M i p p e i Gwpebv T+V 'AxoXXwviov to the estate of Apollonius in
Memphis. T h e account dealing with the new wine, yXeO~os
(P.S.I. 544) is headed: eiaiv oi o b ~e ~ ~ q ~ b r e s /YXEOKOS
rb
81'
' E p p o h h o v / i ~ 700 Meppisov./ i~ rljs 'AxoXXwviov (i. e., Gwpe&s)
perpqrai K (twenty).
So much for Memphis. I n P.S.I. 518,
the first lines run as follows: (Zrovs)/Xe &K rijs 'AnoXXwviov/roG
8 i o t ~ q r o f i6wpe&s/rljs AhpiGos ~ a 'EseKipxou
i
vopapxias. We know
t h a t the nomarchy of Damis and Etearchus was situated in the
Arsinoite in the meris of Herakleides. Therefore this second
Gwpeb of Apollonius is identical with Philadelphia, the residence
of Zenon.
Thus Apollonius possessed two estates called Gwpeai: one
in the Arsinoite, the other in the Memphite nome. Awpeb
means gift, present. The special kind of land grant called
Gwpeai is known to us from some references in the documents of
the early Ptolemaic times, from Philadelphus to Philopator.
I have dealt with this topic in my book on the C ~ l o n a t e . ~ 'Let
me briefly repeat my statements with certain modifications and
additions.
The nature of a Gwped is clearly defined in two chapters of the
vbpoi r e A w v i ~ o iof Philadelphus: in col. 36, the x p b a r a y p a of
Philadelphus of the year 23, and in col. 43 in the chapter on
the payment to the treasury of the popsia i k a r ~ a .
The first text prescribes a registration of the vineyards and
orchards by their holders (1. 11 ff.): c j a a i r ~ w [ s ] / 6k ~ a ri[ o 3 ] s
~Xqpobxovs70th Z X O V T ~ S < T O ~ ) S> K i p ~ e A i j [ v a s ] /n~a p a [ 6 e i a ] o v[ s i ] v rois
xip pots 01s eiA+paur n a p = s[o]Cpa/aiAiws ~ a s[oir]s
i
Xoiaoirs aCLvras robs
~ e ~ ~ q p i v /o udpneXijvas
s
ij xapadeiaovs $ kv Gwpeais Zxovsas f
yewpyoCvras K d ' bv~tvoirv rpbxov i'aausov, etc.; t h a t is to say,

'' Rostowzew, S t u d i e n , ~42. ff.; c f .Lesquier, P . Lille 28, introduction and
commentary.
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~ ~ ~ i m i l aboth
r l y the cleruchi who possess vineyards or orchards
in the lots which they have received from the King, and all
other persons who own vineyards or orchards or possess them
within their Gwpeai or hold them in lease on any terms whatever." The second text (1. 11 ff.) says: [6u]ot 6' dlreXeis eiutv ~ a s b
.+Y
~ 3 p a v$ i v G[wpeP]r/ [ f ] i v a v v r h ~ i~ x o v a <i v > ~ O p a s ~ a yljv
i
that is to say, "all persons throughout the country who are
exempt from taxation or hold villages and land in gift or receive
the revenues therefrom as income." And finally in col. 44,
3 ff. we read: 6 a a i 6' i v GWPEL?L ~ D p a teiurv i v rahrais 6& iXaiohpyiov
prlo?v ~ a O t a r h r w a a v ,"they shall not install oil factories in the
villages which are in gift."
I must first emphasize the fact that Gwped and Gwpeai are used
b y Philadelphus in two different though related senses: village
i v 6upeEr or land i v Gwpe&r mean the same as Gwpeai simply, thus
Gwped designates both the status of the land and the land itself.'*
Moreover the R. L. show that the Gwpeai were very common in
the time of Philadelphus and ranked as high in importance as
other classes of land, such as the cleruchic lands and the private
lands. The status of this class of land was similar to that of
lands which were exempt from taxation and lands i v u v v ~ h E e i ,
that is, according to the explanation of Lumbroso, the lands
whose revenues were regarded as substitutes for salaries or
other payments due to their holders. But there is no evidence
in the R. L. that the Gwpeai were exempt from taxation. Another
peculiarity of the Gwpeai is that they may be land only, or
land a n d a village, even land and many villages. Philadelphus
in his v6por T € X W V L K O ~ makes no distinction in this respect in
saying K & ~ S aa; yijv; he allows us to suppose that generally
the two kinds of gifts were combined, land being given together
with the ~ O p qor ~ i j p a t . I t is to be noted that such villages
were not allowed to contain oil factories, precisely because
they were given in gift. We shall later come back to this
point.
The scanty evidence of the R. L. quoted above is almost all
that we have hitherto had about the Gwpeai; references to the
Gwpcai in the early Ptolemaic texts are very rare. Let me
In this point m y translation differsfrom that given b y Grenfell.
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review these references. Near the village of Rhprvor (Furnaces)
there was the Gwped of Chrysermus (P. Lille 28, year 4 of
Philopator). Chrysermus is a comparatively well known
man. An inscription a t Delos (Dittenberger Or. Gr. inscr.,
104) of the time of Euergetes shows that he was a son of Heraclitus, an Alexandrian citizen and under Euergetes had the
title of the King's relative (uvyyev~js) and some honorary
commissions in Alexandria: he was k[qyqr+s, h i TGV ia~pGvand
~ A L U T I ~ TTO;
~ S MOUUC~OU,
i. e., the president of the city council in
Alexandria, the president of the Academy of Medicine and the
president of the Academy of Science and Letters or Museum.
His active service was performed in the time of Philadelphus
when he was one of the Eponymi (titular heads) of a military
corps, probably the acting and not the honorary commander.
The papyrus P.S.I. 513, year 34, mentions one of his officers
who had received land in the territory of Philadelphia. Under
Euergetes he was out of active service b u t was highly esteemed,
therefore probably not very young. I n P.Z. 65 (year 4 of Euergetes) he acts as a judge in a law-suit between two members of
the late Apollonius' household-Zenon
and Philon. Yet he
survived Euergetes, as is shown by the papyrus which mentions
his Gwped in the year 4 of Philopator, and kept his prominent
position even under Philopator. His son Ptolemaeus was one
of the ablest diplomats of Philopator and a friend of Cleomenes
(Plut. Cleom. 36). Nay, even the sons of Ptolemaeus and one of
his grandsons were still influential a t the beginning of the second
century, as is shown b y the fact that they were sent to Delphi
as ambassadors in 188 and 185 and were elected Proxeni of
Delphi (Dittenberger, Sy11.,3 585, 1. 52 ff. and 84). I t is
probable that Chrysermus received his Swped either under
Philadelphus or under Euergetes, as i t is hardly ~ o s s i b l ethat
the old man lived very long under Philopator. He may have
received from Euergetes some of the grants given to Apollonius
by Philadelphus. This would explain his r81e of arbiter and
judge between the two members of the former court of Apollonius, P.Z. 65. Of his Gwp~d as such we know very little.
The peasants of the village Khp~vorworked the land of the
Gwped and paid the ~ K ~ ~ P LorO rent
V
to Chrysermus; in judicial and
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administrative matters they were subject to the regular administration.
Another document, P . Lille 19 (year 16 of Euergetes) speaks
of a certain amount of grain (224714 artabae) paid by Sarapion
the manager of the estate of Kallixenes (6 ~ T ~ o € u T ~ Krcs
& s KaX~ ~ [ h v o v sGwpeLis), through an agent of the epimeletes to the
treasury. The nature of the payment is not understood nor is
it known who Kallixenes was.
Finally Lesquier in his comment on P. Lille 28 pointed out
that P. Petrie 111, 100 (b), col. 11, 30, seems to mention a
Gwpea of Nicanor (ir?rb 7;s N L K ~ V O
6wPeLis).
~OS
If he be right
Nicanor may be identical with the Eponyme of one of the
military corps mentioned in 238/7 B. C. (P. Petrie I, 15-111 2,
5-6). Moreover the Gwpeai are mentioned also in P. Petrie 11,
39 (g), a reference to hay which belonged to a Gwpeh, and
perhaps in P . Petrie 11, 53 (s), where one of the taxes seems to
be assigned to the holders of a Gwpea.4Y
Outside of Egypt we may regard as a Gwped the city and
land of Telmessus, given to Ptolemy son of Lysimachus b y his
uncle King Euergetes." Many peculiar characteristics suggest also a similarity between the holders of the Egyptian
'O P. Petrie 11, 39 (g) is a collection of excerpts from different letters, the
second excerpt being: h X A q . o f g a r u c ?rapa~oAou%e;v/ 61611 bairpxer i v r i j r

B w p e C i / ~ 6 ~ r o is~ a v d sb v ' 0 6 i b v / kv 6 v v a s i j l j i XqrpBrjvar/
b@p6xous/ris tipoipar

eis s b s i v r S i vopirr

Z ij ~ X r i o v ~ a eii o l * r s p ~ % i j v a rsdv ~ a e t j / ~ o v + avpdu
a
oC6'

i h u bvciq. The sense of this excerpt is far from being clear. P. Petrie 111,
53 (s) contains a ~ p i w r a y g aof the King: . . . f i ] / g i p a s K . a p o u / s C ~ p a r a
B a u r h i w s l ~ ~ o ~ e g a i o v . / b ~ c i ~b ia/ g~e va 7 6
i - y p 6 v ~ o v /siru . 4 i y v a s i / w v 4 u ~ y p a v i ) V .
/rd

61 b a d [ r ] o b / s w v apbsepov ? r e i a r o v / 6166vai r a p ' a i / r o O

T O ~ S€ X O U U I /

77)~

Again the sense of this order is not
clear. I t seems that the revenue from the ypbrprov due for the former
years was given by the King to the holders of a certain 6 w p c 6 , the payers
being freed for the future from the payment of the tax. P. Petrie 111, 73,
which I quoted in my Studien, p. 42, speaks of a market building which
belonged to a certain Artemidorus; the building may have belonged to a
6wpeb.v.

€sous

rs r o p a i a i o v 6 , X o i a x 1 6 .

Bwpca.

See Rostowzew, Slr~dien,p. 278 ff. On Ptolemaeus who is a subject
of controversy, see E. van Stern, Elernres, 50 p. 427 IT., especially p. 437.
Stern quotcs my statement on the 6 w p e L of Ptolemaeus in my book on tax
farming, Gescltichle dcr Staalspacht i n der Romischen Kaiserzeit (Leipzig,
1900), p. 261, note 61, but overlooks my treatment of the inscription
Dittenberger, Or. gr. inscr., 55, in my Sludien quoted above.
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Gwpeai and Josephus the farmer of Palestine, probably under

Phil~pator.~~
Such are the scanty data on the Gwpeh. I t is noteworthy
that the evidence belongs almost exclusively to the early PtoIemaic period, the third century B. C., especially to the time of
Philadelphus. T h e documents of the second century thus
far disclosed do not mention any Gwpeai. The silence of the
Tebtunis papyri can of course be explained b y the supposition
t h a t the territory of Tebtunis contained no Gwpeai, b u t the
silence of P. Paris 63 is more significant, although we may
suppose t h a t in the enumeration of the different classes of landholdings, the Gwpeai are included in the lands held b y the strategi and other more influential officials. Nevertheless the
fact remains t h a t the name Gwped is not applied t o these lands.
I t seems therefore as if the Gwpeai were peculiar to the reign
of Philadelphus and t h a t after him the institution either died
out or assumed a different form.
The correspondence of Zenon throws fresh and abundant
light on the Gwpeai both a s regards their legal status and their
economic management. I n P. Z. 36 (year 31), cf. P.Z. V, p. 19,
no. 36 (a), in a loan-contract between some peasants and Zenon
~~vros
we read (1. 4 ff .) : CGhveruev Z.ljvwv ' ~ ~ ~ e o ( a G v [ r o s ] / [ ~rGv
aepi 'AnoXXhvrov ~ b vS L O L K ~ T ~6~ V irpou~aOe]is kv r a i s M (pvpiars
Cpoipats) rais i v @rAaGeX~iarGedopivats i v Swpeiir 'AnoA(Awviwc)
Oi~b 7[00 /3autXiws] and the same expression is used in two

letters from peasants, one addressed to Apollonius, the other to
Zoilus the oeconome (P. Lond. Inv. 2090, 1. 1 foll.: oi yewpyoi
. . . i~ ~ b p q s@rAaSeX(aeias roi, 'Aparvoeirov vopo; &K TGV U ~ V
pupiwv cipovpGv and P. Lond. Inv. 2094, 1. 1: oi yewpyoi . . . i ~
~ h p q srijs @rAaGCXpou iK TGVpupiwv hpoupGv). The expressions used
in these papyri for describing the estate of Apollonius leave no

'' I maintain my belief in the historical kernel of the story of Josephus,
the farmer, which was told a t some length and with some details, partly
invented and partly borrowed from the Bible, by Flavius Josephus, A. J.,
XII, 4; cf. Cohen, De magislratibus Aegypliis, p. 98 ff. There is no contradiction between the data of t h e inscriptions and papyri and those of
Flavius Josephus. Palestine in the story is treated in the same way a s
Telmessus was treated by Euergetes I; the only difference is t h a t for the
Cwpcd of Palestine the holder paid a tribute which equalled the revenues o f
the province formerly paid by the official representatives of the land.
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doubt about the position occupied b y Zenon in Philadelphia: he
is the manager for Apollonius of the estate given to Apollonius
by the King. Furthermore the documents describe the estate a s
a grant of 10,000 arurae of land in the territory of Philadelphia.
us of one of the P. Petrie which never has been
~t
I mean P. Petrie 11, 42 (a),-the well known
appointment of Theodorus, the chief engineer of the Arsinoite,
of which I have spoken above in chapter 111. This document
runs as f01Iows: KAi1avSpos oi~o[v6]pors V O ~ ~ ~ X [ ~ L S ] / @ ~ U

L ~ L K O ~ S

ypappa.rei,a~ C o v X a / ~ i [ ~ apuprapotpors
r]s
K W ~ ~ ~ X [ O L SKopoypappa] /
Tei,ar X a i p e ~ v . /haoXeXoiaapev 8e66wpov rbv 3 s a p x r r i ~ r o v anpbs rijr
c p v A a ~ i j ~rGv
/ ~ w p h r w v~ a ri a i s h(aiaea~v/ &vre~Xhpevo~
atrGi ~ a i
~ 1 j vhva/[@oX7jv rGv i ] v [TGLvopGr xwphr]wv (the supplements in

the last line are mine)--i. e., "Kleandrus to the oeconomi, the
nomarchi, the royal secretaries, the police, the ten thousand
arurae men, the komarchi, the village secretaries, greeting.
We have left (i. e., appointed) Theodorus the second engineer
to guard the dykes and the sluices having entrusted to him
also the construction of the dykes in the nome." The enumeration of the officials is characteristic. First the oeconomi,
the managers of the economic affairs of the nome, then the
nomarchi, of whom we shall speak later on, and then the
royal secretaries,-all officials of the nome who had to do with
the management of the land. After them the police officials
in general, and finJly the myriaruri, the comarchi and the
village scribes, the officials of the territories of which the nome
consisted. I t should be noted that the toparchi and the
L
not mentioned.
secretaries of the T ~ H O are
I t is evident that the pupt6poupor, the holders of the Gwpeai of
ten thousand arurae, rank with the village administrators,
responsible like the comarchi and the village-secretaries for a
territory which corresponded to the territory of a village.
I t is exactly this position which the R. L. assign to the Gwpeh:
the territory of a Gwpcci corresponded or rather may have corresponded to the territory of one or more villages. I t is
evident also that under Philadelphus and Euergetes, the
myriaruri formed a class that was very numerous in the nome,
and a t the same time they were situated above the regular
village administration.
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Moreover, the title myriaruri permits us to grasp the military
character of the royal gifts since the terminology is based on the
the e i ~ o a i p o v cleruchic terminology. Along with the Ge~~ipoupoc,
pol and the rest up to the i ~ : a ~ o v r a p o u p o(the
c
holders of ten,
twenty, and up to a hundred arurae), we have then a much
higher class of cleruchi, the ten-thousand-aruri. I n the case
of both the cleruchi in general and the myriaruri, the grant
of land is a royal gift specified as such of course only in the
case of the myriaruri. But the idea of the cleri as royal gifts
is common to the Hellenistic period; see, e. g., Phoin. Meg. fr.
4 (AbXVrpi6es): a hetaera lived with a soldier or officer who
convinced her "that he will receive a Gwped from the King.
And this he repeated over and again. Now because of this
Gwpch of which I am speaking this scoundrel had me a whole
year for nothing (dwpeav)."
If we try to define more closely the legal position of
these grants of land, of these gifts of the King, we find
first of all that the grant had a purely personal character.
This personal character is emphasized by the R. L. 8uoe i v
6 w p e 6 ~ . . . F~oucrr ~ w p a s~ a yijv
i
as well as b y the denomination of the Gupcai b y the individual name of the holder:
' A a o X X o v i o u , X p u a i p p o ~ t ,K a X X ~ @ v o u s etc. I t is certain therefore
that the Gwptai were not hereditary b u t personal holdings,
usually associated with the high position occupied by the holder
in the military or civil administration of the kingdom. Note
t h a t the Gwped of Apollonius is constantly specified as the Gwpea
of Apollonius the dioeketes. As a personal grant of the King
the G w p ~ dcould certainly be taken back b y the King a t a n y
moment. If Chrysermus kept his 6wpea for a long time i t was
because of his constantly good relations with the Kings, of his
being permanently in the royal service. T h e question arises
as to whether the possession of bwpeai was dependent on service
for the State or not, t h a t is, whether the man who lost his
commission was deprived automatically of his Gwpcd or not.
This question so far remains unsolved.
There is no doubt that the Kings regarded the duped not
as the property of the temporary holder but as their own
.
is
property, as a piece of the royal land ( y G S a u t X ~ ~ t i )This
manifest from one of the letters of Apollonius to Zenon. I n
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p . ~ 27
. (year 30) he writes as follows: "The King has ordered
to sow the land twice. As soon as you gather the crops,
irrigate the soil immediately by hand, or if that is impossible,
allow as many tollenos (shadoofs) as possible to be operated
and irrigate the land, but don't keep the water on the fields
longer than five days. After irrigation sow the three-months
wheat Write me when you have succeeded in gathering the
first crops."
Edgar in his comment on this papyrus assumes that the
King is speaking of a piece of royal land. But this piece of
land 1s really the ten thousand arurae which Apollonius had
received from the King The King intends to intensify the
productivity of the Egyptian soil and starts with the land which
he gave to this intelligent and zealous servant. Apparently
he regards the land as his own, managed but not owned by
Apollonius. T h e letter, by the way, also throws some light on
the question of the intentions of the King in granting such large
parcels of land to his nearest assistants. I t seems that the
holders of the Gwpeai had no more than a personal use of the land
which remained the property of the State like the cleruchic land
Nevertheless the holders of the Gwpeai were not in exactly
the same position as the holders of the cleruchic land. A grant
of ten thousand arurae in the territory of a village meant
that the village came under the rule of the holder of the Gwpeh;
the village, so to say, was itself a part of the grant I do not
like to speak of patronage in this connection as i t implies a
measure of self-government in the village, I would prefer the
word responsibility, the holders of the Gwpeci being responsible
for the proper administration of the village as well as for the
Proper management of their clerus We shall see later the form
this responsibility assumed in the collection of taxes and in the
tillage of the soil. Let me speak in this chapter of the administratlve slde only
UTe do not know whether or not the
G ~ P cof~ Apollonius was confined to the territory of the new
village of Philadelphia exclusively. We shall see that Philadelphia in its economic life was closely associated with other
villages of the neighborhood, Hephaestias, Tanis, perhaps
Arslnoe, N e a v i a ~ oand
~ others
But it seems that the relation
A~olloniusto these villages was of a purely economic nature
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and did not imply any interference on his part in the administration of these villages. An interesting hint a t the relations
between Philadelphia and the above mentioned villages with
their population of P ~ Q L X L ~
KeOu~p ~ 0 1may
, be gathered from
the fact stated in my second chapter, that Philadelphia was
later the head of a toparchy, including thus in its jurisdiction,
from the administrative point of view, many other villages. We
may expect some new light on this point from the publication
of the documents collected a t Tanis by Grenfell and Hunt in
1900.
But in Philadelphia itself Apollonius and his manager Zenon
occupied quite a peculiar position. I n the scores of letters of
Zenon we find no mention of the regular village administration
of Philadelphia, the komarchi, the village secretaries. All the
functions of these administrative officers were therefore concentrated in the hands of Zenon. This is shown first of all by the
fact that Zenon is the chief of Philadelphia's police force, the
pvXa~i~ae.We have no mention of the village-epistates in
Philadelphia, the official who plays such a prominent part in the
contemporary documents of Magdola; the duties of this official
were fulfilled by Zenon. This is stated definitely by many
papyri. I n P.S.I. 570 of the year 34 Zenon is asked to send
(policemen) or perhaps the cpvXa~iracwho are
some cpvXa~i~ac
under his orders ([TO~S
i r ~ bbe ( D U ~ ] Q K ~ T
I n~ P.S.1.
F ) . 359 (year
34) Philiskus, the oeconome, requires from Zenon the delivery
to his agent of a man who had fled to Philadelphia with a donkey
and some sacks. I n P.S.I. 366 and 367, Damis the nomarch
asks Zenon to investigate the theft of a cow by two peasants,
and to deliver the criminals to a policeman sent by Damis. I n
P.S.I. 384 (year 38) Zenon is asked to send back to Alexandria
a tailor who had found refuge in Philadelphia in the house of his
brother, one of the employees of Zenon. This man was a debtor to the State in Alexandria. I n P.S.I. 419 (cf. 3-59), three
Fivoc, i.e., men who did not legally belong to the population of
Philadelphia, are found to be in prison in Philadelphia. They
ask Zenon to release them and to give them the opportunity of
appearing before the court of Philiscus. I n another instance
Zenon arrests the treasurer of the beer-shop of Philadelphia
(P.Z. 33, year 31). Finally Zenon has a t his disposal both local
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police-agents (pvha~i~ae)
and native police-soldiers (pLxipo~)as
stated in P.S.I. 353 (year 32). These are functions identical
with those of the epistate of a village, purely administrative
and in no way judicial functions.
Zenon and his predecessor Panakestor were also responsible
for the different kinds of compulsory labour due to the State by
the population of Philadelphia. I n P.S.I. 493 (year 28), the
of the estate is asked to compile a list of men
subject to labor in the salt monopoly. I n P.S.I. 498
29),
Zoilus the oeconome demands of Panakestor a list of a certain
,-lass of ~ X O T E X E ~ with
S
their families residing in the village.
of a similar nature also is the fragmentary letter P.S.I. 353,
addressed to Zenon. Thus the duty of the registration of the
population of the village as far as this population was in the
service of the State fell to Zenon as it fell to the village-secretaries in other villages.
Finally, Zenon, like the comarchi and the village-secretaries,
is responsible for the payments of the inhabitants of the village
due to the State. I n P.S.I. 510 (year 30), Zenon is asked to
exact from Teos the bee-keeper his cpbpos for seven months;
Teos was ascribed to Busiris in the Herakleopolite nome.
Another document of the same kind is P.S.I. 591, where
Zenon appears as an intermediary between a certain Massichus,
from whom a certain sum was exacted by Philiscus the oeconome,
and Apollonius the dioeketes and Diotimus the hypodioeketes.
The same functions were exercised by Zenon in the Memphite
GwpcL. I n P.S.I. 440, he is asked by the sacred slaves, catfeeders (ai~ovpo/3oa~oi),
of Bubastis a t Sophthis in the Memphite nome, to free them from the compulsory labour which was
imposed on them by Leontiscus, the chief of police in the village.
A peculiar relation existed between Apollonius and some
Arabs in the service of Apollonius, residents of the territory of
Philadelphia. We shall come back to them later on, but in
P-S.1 538, their representatives, the G r ~ a i l p x a i , ask ApolIonius for permission to have a chief of their own, an epistates,
and they ask him also to write to Zoilus the oeconome to
register this epistates as their chief.
So far we have dealt with the native population and their
relations to Apollonius and to Zenon, but this population was

e ear
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not the whole population of Philadelphia. Gradually some
Greeks, not natives, came to settle a t Philadelphia. I n the
year 34 (P.S.I. 513) some officers of the Ptolemaic army
received parcels of land in Philadelphia. I n P.S.I. 536,
cleri in Philadelphia were assigned to some horsemen (iaxe7s)
by order of a certain Dikaeus. I n these assignments Zenon,
as the man responsible for the whole territory of the village,
took an active part, here again fulfilling the duties of the
village administration.
Moreover, others than soldiers received land grants in Philadelphia. Such was a certain Artemidorus, without doubt identical with the housekeeper ( b iai rijs o i ~ i a s )of Apollonius. He
sends to Zenon in the year 33 a very interesting letter (P.Z. 42)
which was written in Sidon where Apollonius with Artemidorus
in his train was accompanying the Queen, probably Berenice,
to her royal husband in Syria. Artemidorus informs Zenon
that he will soon come to Philadelphia, asks him to make all
necessary preparations and meanwhile to take care of his
house and land. The house is almost ready, the roof only is not
yet finished. The land is sown, and Artemidorus is anxious
about the harvest. Some money is due to Artemidorus from
his sesame and croton. He possesses some cattle: draft
cattle ( { e v y h p ~ a )i.e. oxen and cows, calves or pigs (iepeia) and
geese. He is coming in a horse carriage, and asks therefore that
barley be purchased for the horses and honey for himself.
Thus we see the complete and extensive husbandry of a civilian
not an officer of the army.
Men of similar standing are enumerated in the interesting
document P.S.I. 626 (no date), along with natives who had
emigrated to Philadelphia from other parts of the country; the
document is a list of payments for the cattle owned by these
persons. I n this document we meet a man from Soli, in Cilicia,
one from Lacedemonia, another from Kalynda in Caria, Jason
by name, of whom more later, one native of Sicily, one of
Cyrene, and, of course, Zenon himself.
Of the relations existing between these Greek landholders
and Apollonius, we are ignorant. The question is, to what
extent, in their relations with the officials, were they dependent
on the administration of the village concentrated in the hands
of Zenon.
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~ h u Apoilonius,
s
after having received his large clerus in
philadelphia, became automatically the head of the village of
philadelphia. T o his care all the land assigned to the village
and all the population of the village were entrusted. I n the
next chapters we shall try to define with more precision the
relations between the holder of the Gwped and the population
on the one hand, and the relations between the holder and the
regular administration on the other.
So far we have discussed the Gwped of Apollonius a t Philadelphia. But Apollonius possessed another Gwped in the Memphite nome. What do we know about this 6wpeh? I t is hard
first of all to locate this Swpeh. We shall see later on in dealing
with the different departments of Apollonius' husbandry that
the management of this second estate of Apollonius did not
differ very much from that a t Philadelphia. But there are
insurmountable difficulties in finding out what territory this
estate included. Apollonius and Zenon have important economic interests in the city of Memphis. A large woolen factory
seems to be situated in the city (P.Z. 24, 30). Payments are
made in barley to the apcc/3irrepor of Memphis. all men with
Greek names, P.S.I. 627. Goods destined for Apollonius
are sent from abroad not to Alexandria b u t to Memphis, P.S.I.
594, 5 (cf. 615 and 619). Apollonius has a special interest
and takes special care of the dykes built by a contractor in and
near the city of Memphis (P.S.I. 488), and in the letter which
this contractor sends to Zenon together with his offer to undertake the work, he writes of himself as receiving a salary from
Zenon and thus depending on Apollonius and Zenon. T h e
fact that the offer to undertake the work of keeping the dykesin
order, a t Memphis is addressed, not to the regular administration of the nome but to Apollonius directly, and that the
contract between Apollonius and the contractor is subject to
the subsequent approval of this administration, the oeconome
and the engineer, is indeed peculiar. We know from the
Petrie papyri that the contracts with the contractors for work
done on dykes and canals were concluded b y a special commission consisting of the officials of the nome. And actually
how could the dioeketes manage to conclude all these contracts
himself? There is no other way to explain this contract t h a n
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by assuming that the work was done for Apollonius in the first
instance and that the State entered into it only as the
controlling power.
Moreover Apollonius has a special interest in the religious life
in Memphis. P.S.I. 531 is a letter of the priests of Astarte
in Memphis asking for help in getting some oil and K ~ K Lon the
same conditions as those granted to the Carians and Hellenomemphites. I t may have been the duty of Apollonius as a
dioeketes to grant the oil. But what is the reason for this
document being in the archives of Zenon if not because the
private interests of Apollonius were involved in this request?
I am reminded in this connection of the request of the priests
of Aphrodite-Isis (P.S.I. 328) who probably resided not in the
Arsinoite but in the Memphite nome.
3 n the other hand we have some documents testifying to a
special connection of Zenon with Sophthis, a village in the
Memphite. I have quoted already a document about the catfeeders of Sophthis (P.S.I. 440). Another document speaking
of the same village is P.Z. 25 (year 30). A slave-girl, Sphragis,
was robbed on her way to Sophthis from Memphis or perhaps
from Philadelphia, and asks Zenon to give an order to Leontiscus, the chief of police a t Sophthis to restore to her the
things stolen from her. Another village of the same nome,
Moithymis or Moiethymis, is also frequently mentioned in the
correspondence (P.S.I. 341,lO; 346; 354; 587,4; 629,6; P.Z. 52).
I t must have been situated nearsophthis, as we hear in P.S.I. 346
of the same Leontiscus being chief of police in Moithymis also.
Apollonius seems to have owned in Moithymis large herds
(P.S.I. 346 and 354) and arable land (P.S.I. 629). I do not
know to what part of the nome to assign the village Taitar6
situated certainly in the Memphite nome; Apollonius is asked
by the peasants of this village to build a dyke for them. Nor
do we know the exact situation of Taskry of the same nome
(P.S.I. 380, comp. 374) which perhaps formed a part of Apollonius' Gwpeh (P.S.I. 682).
No definite conclusions can be drawn from the evidence quoted
above. I am inclined to assume that Apollonius had some
land granted to him in the neighborhood of Memphis and held
a t the same time Memphis itself as a Gwpei. But I fully
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realize how casual such treatment of the ancient capital of
~
~ might
~ appear,
p
twere it not for an intentional degradation
of this city by Philadelphus and for an attempt a t its Hellenization or internationalization (see the @o~vi~acyirn~~or,
the KhpcS
and the Hellenomemphites of P.S.I. 531 and the 2vponCpaac,
the K a p i ~ band the Hellenion of P.S.I. 488; cf. P. Lond.
I, p. 49 and Wilcken, Grundz., p. 18).
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,-bus and their brother Sostratus, and the day-expense is sealed

VI. T H E ESTATE O F APOLLONIUS AT PHILADELPHIA

A lively correspondence with the different persons associated
with the Gwpcd of Philadelphia was maintained by Zenon during
all the time of his residence there. Moreover we possess his
correspondence with Panakestor of the year 28 and especially
of the year 29 as well as the letters of Panakestor for the same
period which Zenon as his successor found there and kept in
the archives of the estate. Our information therefore, even
for the years 28 and 29, to say nothing of the following years, is
very good.
As this correspondence shows, in the years 28-30 much
important work was done on the estate; of special importance
were the extensive works designed for the regular irrigation of
the land, and buildings erected in the village itself. Regular
husbandry was of course carried on a t the same time, but we
hear most of the constructional activities mentioned above.
One of the most instructive documents of this period, one
which permits us to gain an interesting insight into the life
of the estate in the year 29, is P.S.I. 500 (cf. 501 and P.S.I.
VI, p. XVII; the same men, Panakestor, Maron, Damis,
Etearchus, Sostratus, are mentioned also in P.S.I. 613). T h e
letter bears the address, "To Zenon," and the docket, "Maron
to Zenon." "About Diodorus and the constructions and about
Damis and the land. Year 29, 14 Daisios, in Alexandria."
At the time of this letter therefore Zenon was in Alexandria. "Maron to Zenon greetings. If you are in good
health and everything else is going according to your wishes,
all is going as I would have it. I am in good health myself.
Apollonius writes to me in his memorandum that the affairs of
the constructions are in the hands of Diodorus and those concerning the land in the hands of Damis. The constructions
are not yet finished, but the gathering of the crops, the cutting
of brushwood, the planting of sesame, the firing, the planting
of kiki (are going on or are finished). All the expenses for
the last operations go through the hands of Damis and Etear-

by them. But Diodorus contradicts every d a y more than is
reasonable (this phrase is then cancelled by the writer) makes
difficulties all the time, but nevertheless the expense is registered daily. About the rest Jason and Panakestor himself, to
whom I wish a happy arrival, will inform you. Be in good
health. Year 29, Pachons 14."
Apparently Zenon is still in Alexandria in the month Daisios
of the year 29 and he is expecting the arrival of Panakestor in
Alexandria. Maron meanwhile writes him a letter to explain
the situation in the estate after Panakestor had left. Important
work is going on, both constructional and agricultural. I n
this work the regular administrative officials of the estate
cooperate with two persons: with Diodorus for the constructions,
and Damis for the work on the land. Damis and his brother
Etearchus are well known as the nomarchi of the district where
Philadelphia was situated. This implies that Diodorus was not
an agent of Apollonius but a kind of state official. The duties
of these two men are to supervise the expenditures; they register
the expenses daily and testify to the exactness of the accounts
by their seals.
Diodorus controls the building activity in the estate. The
character of these buildings is not defined in the papyrus; it
says simply ;pya. An answer to the question as to what kind
of building activity is meant, is given by a Zenon papyrus
and by the papyrus Lille 1. The first document (P.S.I. 496,
comp. Edgar in P.S.I. VI, p. XVI) of the year 28, speaks of
constructions in the village itself, certainly houses and other
buildings of a similar kind, as ;pya XiB~va,aXivO~vaand [iXtva
are mentioned (stone, brick, and wood work). The second
document (P. Lille 1) of the year 27, remains still unexplained.
The heading says that the writer of the document is a certain
Stotoetis the secretary (hvriypacpeCs)and that the document is
addressed to Apollonius. The document is countersigned by
Diodorus. The body of the document contains a chart of a
plot of land of 10,000 arurae with indications of the dykes and
canals to be constructed. The plot has a quadrangular form
(nXrv0eiov or ~XivO~ov);
it is measured and subdivided according
to the technique with which we are familiar from the Roman
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Gromatici.S2 The text gives a description and an estimate of
the work of constructing the dykes and the canals indicated on
the map. Moreover there are two estimates of the probable
expense according to different conjectures as to the time
required for completion of the work. An appendix deals with
a n estimate of the cost of maintenance of the constructions
already existing on the plot, subject to verification and approval
by the engineers and the royal secretaries. All the estimates
are rough and merely approximate. The writer says that they
~~);
will be specified in detail in special contracts ( p ~ ~ O h ~ine one
of the two estimates the writer says, "we shall indicate this in
the contract, i.e., the measurements and the supplementary
expense;" and in the second estimate, "it will be included in the
contract, when we know the measurements of the land in these
places and the length of the sides." The last lines of the
papyrus contain the approval of the estimates by Apollonius
and a brief postscript by someone else, probably Diodorus,
who describes his journey a t first in the company of Apollonius
and afterwards alone, from an unnamed place to the Labyrinth
and to the city (4 n6Ats).
Edgar was the first to see that the Lille papyrus deals with
the estate of Apollonius, and that the Apollonius named therein
is Apollonius, the d i ~ e k e t e s . ~I~think that his hypothesis is
perfectly correct. The presence of Apollonius on the spot,
the active part taken by him in the whole affair and his written
approval show that he had a particular interest in the plot of
10,000 arurae. Furthermore the Apollonius of the papyrus is a
great man: note the reverence with which Diodorus speaks of
him. Moreover, the size of the plot coincides with the size
of Apollonius' Gwptd, and the man who acts as financial supervisor bears the same name as the supervisor of some works on
the estate in the year 29. The coincidence is so complete
that there is not the slightest doubt that the Apollonius of
our papyrus is Apollonius the dioeketes, that in the year 27 he
went to inspect his grant and with the collaboration of the
I n P. Giess. 15, 2, early second century
6 2 See Wilcken, Arch., 111, 218.
A . D., such a m a p is called Gtiypa; cf. P. Tebt. I , 82 a n d P. Meyer, P.
Giess., 11, 53.
Edgar, Anwales, X V I I , 211 a n d 111, 34.
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local administration, to formulate a plan and a n estimate for the
complete irrigation thereof. Who the author of the plan and
estimate approved by Apollonius was, we do not know. He
was the secretary of one of the local officials, but of which one?
The greatest probability speaks for the oeconome, the chief
manager of the economic life of a nome.
Thus Apollonius' new estate was a aArvOe;ov of 10,000 arurae,
not wholly desert since there are some dykes and canals on it,
not entirely uncultivated and not devoid of population; that
there were cultivators there I shall show later on; but it was not
yet fit for intensive cultivation. A series of water-works was
needed for making the plot cultivable in its entirety. How
this improvement of the estate was to be achieved is shown by
the chart and the estimates of P. Lille 1.
The important work of systematic irrigation of Apollonius'
estate was decided upon in the year 27. Who was to carry i t
out? I n P. Lille 1 it is foreseen that minute calculations and
estimates would have to be covered by special contracts.
Therefore special contractors are regarded as necessary for
carrying out the work. The publishers of the papyrus and
most of the scholars who have dealt with i t have generally
supposed that these contractors were business men who took
over the construction of the dykes and canals for certain
payments. I n this way for example the constructions planned
and supervised by the engineers Kleon and Theodorus had been
carried out. These contracts were concluded between a special
commission of government officials and the contractors; the conditions were payment of half the sum in advance to the contractor, and furnishing of tools and implements. Apparently
the same method was projected in the document, P. Lille 1.
On the verso 1. 4 ff. where the author speaks of the works
already existing on the plot, he says that the cost of the existing
works, if they fit in with the new system, should be deducted
from the sum which was due to the ~ L U O O U ~ ~ V O Lthe
S , contractors.
But in the second version of the same clausula the words are
slightly modified and instead of oi p~cr9oipevorappear oi ycwpyoi.
Starting from this reference to the peasants or farmers of
the land (ycwpyoi) Wilcken supposed that the work was given
out not to special contractors but to farmers of the land and
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that the obligation of carrying out the work was to be included
in the contracts of lease to be concluded with the local peasants.64
Such obligations are met, he says, sometimes in land lease
contracts of the Roman time. I think that the hypothesis of
Wilcken is not the most probable. The Roman contracts never
speak of new works b u t always of the maintenance of the old
ones, and the reference to peasants in P. Lille 1 does not imply
that they were the contractors. This reference means t h a t
the cost of the old constructions should be deducted either from
the sum due to the contractors or, which amounts to the same
thing, from the pay of the peasants who worked for the contractors either as subcontractors or as workmen (ahpara);
these peasants, according to the general rule prevailing in
Egypt, rendered compulsory but paid labour.
The evidence which is furnished by P . Lille 1 is confirmed
and completed by some Zenon papyri mainly of the years 29
and 30. I n P.Z. 20, Zoilus tilz oeconome asks Panakestor to
send Komoapis the engineer to Tanis where a dyke needed
repair. Komoapis therefore must have been the engineer who
managed the irrigation works a t Philadelphia. T h e same
Komoapis, to whom in one papyrus is given the title of engineer
(Edgar, P.Z. 30, Introd.), reports to Zenon in the year 30
(P.Z. 30) of his having concluded a series of contracts(d~b.a~auts)
with different persons for irrigation works to be built a t Philadelphia. A receipt of one of these contractors of the year 29 is
preserved in P.Z. 23. T h e type of the contract and the methods
of payment are identical with those of the contracts concluded
by Kleon and T h e o d o r u ~ . ~ V n d eKomoapis,
r
or perhaps
along with him, worked another engineer and contractor,
Petechon, also of Egyptian origin. Petechon appears as a
general contractor (ipyoX&Pos) in the papyrus mentioned
above (P.Z. 30). He is mentioned also in a papyrus of Florence (P.S.I. 571, 4) along with a certain Pyron (cf. P.S.I. 418)
and twice in the Petrie papyri. One of these letters, of the year
30 (P. Petrie 11, 13, 4-111, 42(c), 6), is from Klearchus to the
chief engineer Kleon with a n appended letter of Petechon,

" Wilcken, Arch., 111, 218.
ss P. Petrie 111, p. 117 ff., the contracts of Theodorus; P. Petrie 111,
42 (F), year 33; 11, 18 (a) and (b); 111, 42 ( G ) ,7.
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h a p x t r k ~ r ~orv sub-engineer. A part only of this letter is
preserved. This part deals with the letting out of some works
between Philadelphia and Patsonthis. T o carry out these
works Petechon was appointed by Apollonius the dioeketes
himself, iIcp';v qpiis ~araXeia€t 'AROXX~VLOS
b S L O L K I ~they
~S;
were, of course, works for the Gwped of Apollonius. The letter
of petechon is scornful. He reproaches Klearchus and Kleon
with their quarrels for which the responsibility will fall upon
him, Petechon (6tb r q v fperipav ci+tpaxiav ifi[&]i v C~~Atj~paac
r[ivccrOa~]) and adds that until the dull mind of Klearchus
grasps the situation the works may suffer. Such language is
only comprehensible if Petechon was protected by the authority
of Apollonius. I n the same year Petechon works in the same
places as stated by P. Petrie 11, 6-III,42, 7. This document
shows the kind of works Petechon was engaged upon: first the
great canal of Kleon, which irrigated sandy land (iipafil.rosy+),
and a complicated drainage system for the recovery of marshy
land (revhyrl) by means of ditches (bxeroi). The land which
was salty (bXpvpis) was of course hopelessly unproductive
(P.S.I. 639).
The whole system of work within the limits of Apollonius'
estate lies therefore clearly before our eyes. The work is
done under the supervision of the regular engineers of the
nome, Kleon and his subordinates.
The manager of the
region covering the estate of Apollonius is Komoapis. The
general contractor and one of Kleon's staff of engineers as well,
is Petechon, to whom the works in and around Philadelphia
were given out by Apollonius himself. Petechon in his turn
gives out parts of the work to small contractors some of whom
were local peasants; but he works also by means of compulsory
labour as is shown by P.S.I. 337, where a certain Horus, dekaor foreman of a ten, receives the same sum for the same
amount of work as the contractors in other papyri, namely
4 drachmae.
The same system of irrigation work seems to prevail in the
M e m ~ h i t eGwped as well. I n the year 28 Addaeus writes to
Zenon that the peasants of Taitar6 are asking that irrigation
work of the same kind as that done in other parts (of the
~ u P ~ L ?should
)
be carried out on their lands, according to the
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promises of Apollonius. Addaeus urges that the work be
begun a t once, as later on it would cost more (P.S.I. 486). I
have dealt already with the interesting document P.S.I. 488
of the same year. T h e contractor who here addresses Zenon
and Apollonius and wants the work on the dykes to be given to
him, proposes exactly those conditions with which we are familiar
from the other papyri quoted above. As in the P. Lille 1, he
makes his work subject to the approval of the oeconome and
the engineer. He is probably already working somewhere in
the neighborhood, as he informs Zenon that he is busy in
registering (baoypapG) the uhpara, i.e., workmen furnished
by the population.
If i t is now asked, who paid for the irrigation work done
on the estates of Apollonius, I must say that I have no answer
to this question. We must not forget that the Gwpch of Apollonius a t Philadelphia consisted of two parts: his clerus,
the 10,000 arurae, and the territory under his control, that
is, that of the village of Philadelphia and perhaps of other
villages. I n the documents quoted above Apollonius is busy
in organizing work not only in Philadelphia but as far as Tanis
and Patsonthis. T h a t is probably the reason why the work
done a t Memphis, although given out by Apollonius, was paid
for by the treasury while the work done a t Taitaro was probably
paid for by Apollonius himself.
Many data in the Zenon papyri allow me to believe that the
work on the 10,000 arurae was paid for either by Apollonius
alone or according to a complicated system whereby certain
revenues from the Gwped were used in payment for the construction of the irrigation works. The fact that i t is Apollonius
who accepts the estimates of the work to be done, that the
work is given out by his agents and the state engineers, that
Horus in P.S.I. 337 is paid by the administration of the estate,
and many other details lead me to believe that i t was Apollonius
who paid for the work. On the other hand the supervisior~
of the work by the officials of the nome, especially by the
engineers, and the presence of two officials in the estate supervising the expenditures for irrigation and agricultural works,
show that the State took a n interest in the workand probably
participated in one way or another in financing it.
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I do not deny that sometimes parts of the irrigation work
were given out to the farmers of certain parcels of land; for
example in P.S.I. 577, Dionysius the farmer of 150 arurae of
unirrigated land (iibpoxos 7:) is performing some work of reclamaor 6Ao~opia(clearing the land of brushwood) and
tion: K&flapa~s
.Irep~Xwa~s
(constructing dykes). However, this is not the main
work of reclamation but a kind of supplementary work made
possible by the fact that the main work was already done.
The same situation is found in P. Lond. Inv. 2094, where
peasants are working on a Gpvpbs which is situated within the
boundaries of the land leased by them from the 10,000 arurae
of Apollonius.
I must emphasize the fact that almost the same relations
existed between the State and the cleruchi on whose land
irrigation work was carried out by the State. Among the contracts of the engineer Theodorus, two documents (P. Petrie
111, 43, 2, col. I and 11) deal with the lands of the cleruchi.
I n these contracts before the paragraphs dealing with the
warrants, the payment of money and the implements, and
after those dealing with the description of the work to be done,
there is a fragmentary paragraph, which does not appear in the
rest of the contracts. The conditions prescribed b y this
paragraph are as follows, the beginning being missing: "with
the condition that they should pay half of the expense for the
work in the third year, the money to be taken from the price of
the oil seed which they will pay into the treasury. If they will
not deliver their oil seed they shall pay ll/i times the amount
when the money is exacted from them." The publishers of this
papyrus suppose that those meant in this paragraph are the
members of the commission who gave out the work. But
what had the commission to do with the oil seed! Did the
members of the commission necessarily deliver oil seed to the
State? We know from the R. L. that the popria iAac~hwere
delivered by the producers, who received the price of this seed
in money. Now the producers of oil seed in our papyrus are
certainly the cleruchi, holders of the lands which were to be
irrigated. I presume therefore that these cleruchi were the
Payers and that the obligation to pay the expense of the work
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done on their lands was theirs. The money for this payment
was the income which the cleruchi expected from the newly
irrigated or drained land. I t is not incidental, as we will see
later, that the cleruchi covered the expense with their revenues
from the oil seed; the oil plants were the best crop to be raised
on newly irrigated or drained lands. I t is noteworthy also
that the cleruchi paid regular taxes for the maintenance and
guarding of the water-works on their fields (see, e.g., P.S.I.
344 of the year 30). According to the order of Apollonius
quoted in this papyrus they were treated as the peasants were,
~a66~
KQLi aapdl TBVyewpyLjv and the tax was paid from the
revenues (yev~jpa~a)
of their fields, which revenues were under
suspension as long as the payment was pending.
Let me now quote again P.S.I. 500. We remember that
along with Diodorus, the supervisor of the expenditures for
irrigation works, Damis the nomarch is working on the estate.
His duty is the control of the SvXo~oriaand the b ~ v p ~ a p b of
s,
planting the oil plants and gathering the crops. ZvAo~oaiaand
& ~ T u P ~ u ~ C ~ S are works making the land, already drained, fit for
cultivation. Large tracts of land in the neighborhood of most
of the new villages were Gpvpoi, i. e., pieces of the lake shore
overgrown with brushwood, reeds and weeds. There are scores
of references to 6pupoi in the Fayum papyri.5"lmost
every new
village in the Fayum had its Gpvpbs or 8pvpoi and its shore land,
aiyroXbr." Another name for brushwood land was yij E u X i ~ r sor
EvXis, see, e. g., P.S.I. 502, 28 where yij aquapi~rsand ~ U X ~ T are
LS
measured by Panakestor. I n P.S.I. 631, col. 11, 1. 1, and P.
Lille 5, 1. 13, land sown with grass was formerly Gpvp6s. I n
P. Lille 5, 1. 19, land sown partly with sesame was formerly
.$vXi~is;
in 1. 23 of the same papyrus are mentioned 200 arurae of
land where brushwood ought to be cut ([vho~oaia). I n P. Petrie
I I , 3 9 (a), seed of croton was delivered for sowing some yrj .$vXirrs
near the shrine of Isis of Attinas. The most common kinds of
brushwood in Egypt were willows (isia) and tamarisk (pvpi~~lj,
the latter used frequently for the dykes and bridges. For
56

The evidence on the Gpupoi was collected b y Calderini, Aegyplus, I,

56 fi.
s7 I remind the reader of such names as IIsohapair Apupoi;. Philadelphia
also had its 6pvp6s. P. Gen. 81, 29.
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example, a growth of tamarisk is mentioned in P. Magd. 4,
year 25 of Euergetes, where some thieving shepherds hid
swine stolen by them in a tamarisk growth (1. 3, according to
my supplements, says: ~aO]eicrav~~s
cis T & pvpi~~va,-having
hidden (placed) them in a tamarisk growth). For making
such land after drainage fit for agriculture or for pasturage,
it was necessary first to cut the wood, ~ ~ A o s o p e i(or
v irAo~opeiv,
see P.S.1. 577, 1. 7 ff., 71)v TE y$v &[~a8h~evaa]/fih~)s
peffr~v ~ a i
T c p ~ ~ h aia6~iaa,-I
as
cleared the soil which was full of brushwood
and irrigated i t after having constructed dykes). I n P. Lond.
111, 179, 3Xo~opiais combined with 8pvoroaia, cutting of reeds.
The second operation was to eliminate the stumps by burning
them. This is the operation of &pavpiupbsmentioned many
times along with EvXoxoaia in Panakestor's correspondence
of the year 29 (P.S.I. 323, 338, 339, 499, 506, 560; cf. P.S.I.
VI, p. IX). ' E p a ~ p ~ a pwas
i ) ~ probably done a year after the
ivAo~oaia (P.S.I. 560: ipavpiapds ~ i j aepvaivrjs,
s
i.e., burning out
last year's land). One of these operations is mentioned in P.S.I.
667, cf. 564; a girl (ra~6iffKT))
working in the estate writes to
Zenon that she is tired of dragging wood (1. 2 ff., ~ e ~ [ p q ~ v i ] a
~uXocpopov"aa~ a dlAi[eir~uaa])~~
i
but she does not like the prospect
of going on strike, as was done by her companions (oi, 8CAovua
iva;ywprjaar). I t is to be noted that the land thus fitted for
cultivation, especially the Euhi7iS, was used by preference for
planting oil crops, as such land probably gave abundant
harvests of oil seed.
The facts quoted above allow us to understand P.S.I. 500.
Damis supervises and controls the operations of cutting and
burning, and those of sowing and planting sesame and kiki.
According to the papyri quoted above brushwood cutting was
organized in the same way as the building of dykes and the digging of canals, and was paid for by the administration of the
estate. Therefore the part played by Damis in these operations
I can hardly believe in M. Norsa's explanation of bhrsiovua as fishing.
Some kind of work on the newly gained land is certainly meant. Cf.
the reference in one of the Cairo papyri, P.S.I. 629, Intro., t o *eAi-*ers
~hrturrxol:one cannot easily fish with axes. An operation connected with
tree cutting might have been called BhtaGtrv. But I should suggest the
reading, b h l [ ( o w a ] , i. e., dragging, piling, and gathering wood.
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was to supervise the work and to secure the money necessary
for it in the same way as was done on the cleruchic land, by
supervising the planting of oil plants and by watching the harvest until the work done for the improvement of the estate was
paid for by means of the delivery of oil seed to the public granaries. For the same reason Damis controlled the harvesting
of other crops, especially wheat (uirou ~ a r a ~ o p G $This
).
fact
explains, by the way, the extraordinary growth of oil production in Egypt under Philadelphus, the introduction of the
monopoly in oil and perhaps the restrictive measures on the
importation of olive oil from abroad.59 Thus the work of irrigation and drainage on the estate, as well as the work of preparation of the soil for agricultural purposes was paid for by the
holder of the estate out of the products of the estate; and this
explains the necessity for the State having two agents to keep
detailed accounts of all the expenditures and of all the revenues
of the estate as long as the work of improvement and irrigation
continued. Such supervision was probably general on all the
Gwpeai. The land of the Gwpeai, as I have already pointed out,
was in no way private land; it remained yij PQULXLK$,
and the
State was not willing to leave the work on such land entirely in
the hands of the landholders, lest the work should be neglected
or performed in a way which was not profitable to the State.
Such was the situation on the land given to Apollonius as his
clerus of 10,000 arurae. What part he played in the irrigation
work of the territory of his Gwped in general we do not know.
I would suggest that the conditions were more or less the same,
with the single exception that the money was paid from the
treasury out of the revenues of the land, the land being farmed
to the peasants of the villages of the Gwpeh. I shall come back
to this question in my next chapter.
After the land was once drained and irrigated, the watering
from the canals, the operations of opening and closing the
sluices, remained under the supervision of the general administration of the nome, that is, under the oeconome and, from the
technical point of view, the chief engineer. The whole matter
of reclamation of such large tracts of land was too vital to the
69
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State to be left to the private management of the holders of the
Gape&.
This point is fully illustrated by some Petrie papyri.
I n p. Petrie 11, 13, 5-III,42 (B) 1 of the year 29, Panakestor,
the manager of Apollonius' estate, writes a sharp letter to
Kle0n.6~ Something has gone wrong in the small canal and the
administration of the estate is helpless ([tjpeis -y4]ii~ecpoiCupcv
says Panakestor). Panakestor asks-Kleon to come, but Kleon
was busy and went straight to the Small Lake ( M L KAipv~).
~~
Panakestor insists on Kleon's coming; he promises to give him
men and tools, as there is danger that the land will remain
unwatered. The letter ends with the following words: "if you
won't come I shall be obliged to write to Apollonius that his
land in the Limne is left alone ( I read povw[6eiua] which makes
good sense whereas Edgar 111, p. 14, note 1, reads ~ O V W T ~ T V ,
which means that the land was exceptionally badly treated)
and therefore remains unwatered, although I was ready to deliver
everything which was required."
Such conflicts between
Panakestor and the administration were probably the reason
for his being replaced by Zenon. Another document of the same
kind probably is P. Petrie 11, 13, 11-111, 42 (A) of the year 28.
Here it is Zenon who writes to Kleon. He says that the water
is high and that he is therefore obliged to open the sluices,
probably without the special permission of the engineer (cf. 11,
13'9 and 10, also about opening the sluices).61
Cf. Edgar, pt. 111, 34.
the activity of Kleon and Theodorus see U. von WilamowitzMoellendorf, Reden und Vortrage, ed. 3 , p. 361 ff.; A. ~ouchC-Leclercq,
"ClCon," Rev. d . t u d e s gr., X X I (1908), p. 121 ff.; Witkowski, Epistulae
Privatae Graecae, ed. 2, p. 1 ff.; K. Fitzler, Steinbruche und Bergwerke, p.
57 ff.; M Chwostoff, Public Works i n tlze Hellenistic Egypt, Volume i n honour of
V . Rz(resk1r1, Kharkoff 1914 (in Russian); Westermann, Classical Philology,
XII, 426 ff. and XIV, 158 ff.; A. Calderini, "Ricerche sul regime delle acque
nelllEgitto greco-romano," Aegyptus, I, 37 ff. No exhaustive or even good
treatment of the irrigation work done by the engineers of Philadelphus exists.
An investigation of the matter, especially from the technical point of view would
be of great value. The independence of the estate as regards the maintenance of
the irrigation works is shown by P.S.I. 421, no date. I n this document the
guards of the dykes ( x w p a r o q b h a ~ e s )ask Zenon to give them their salaries
and their rations of grain (b,bhvmv and o e r r o p e r p i a ) . They end their letter
with the usual threat: "Thus if you send us our food and salaries: all
right. If not, we shall flee. We can stand no more!" The guards were
'O

" On
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I t is also worthy of note that Theodorus in his request for his
salary promises "to work without reproach for the dioeketes"
and for the man to whom the letter is addressed (P. Lond.
Inv. 2089,l. 16). Who knows if the salary for which he applies
is not private remuneration given to the engineer by Apollonius,
the holder of the Philadelphia estate?
Such was the organization of the work by which a large territory around Philadelphia, and especially the 10,000 arurae of
Apollonius' clerus, were transformed into good arable land,
fit for cereals, vineyards, orchards, et cetera; the transformation of land hitherto in part a sandy desert, in part marshy
land overgrown with brushwood and reeds, only some of which
had been previously watered and drained by the construction of
dykes and canals, primarily by the construction of the main
canal, the canal of Kleon.
We easily understand why Philadelphus in carrying out this
work should proceed by granting large plots of land to his best
assistants, who were a t the same time important officials of the
State. The bureaucratic machine alone was powerless to carry
out such a gigantic task. There was great need of a combination of private efforts and energies with the resources of the
State. Such collaboration was attained by attracting to this
work men like Apollonius. I t was the same system as that used
in developing the foreign coinmerce. Apollonius used his
energy, his skill, his influence to push forward the work, and
other men of the same standing, other myriaruri, did the same
in other places. They worked not only for the State,-most
of them, new-comers as they were, did not care very much for
Egypt as such, but also and mainly for themselves in the hope
of enriching themselves without risking too much, backed as
they were by the State. And they succeeded by their common
efforts in transforming a marshy and sandy landinto fields and
villages. After they disappeared having achieved their main
object,-their own enrichment, the land which they helped to
win for cultivation remained in the hands of the State, in the
hands of the King. Thus the King achieved his aim too, the
enrichment of himself and the State.
certainly peasants of one of the villages of the 6wptd and performed their
work under compulsion, receiving their allowance from the estate and not
from the Government.
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In the estate of Apollonius the work which began in or after
the year 27 was probably finished about the year 30, as we hear
nothing of dykes and canals being constructed after that year.
~t may be that this is accidental, but I a m confident that the
main work was done during these three years. I n other parts
of the Fayum it continued much longer as the contracts of
Theodorus were concluded in the first years of Euergetes.
Along with this work of constructing dykes, digging canals
and drainage ditches, cutting wood and reeds, and burning the
stumps, the big work of building up the centre of this region,
the village of Philadelphia, was going on. We do not know
certainly that any settlement existed on the site of Philadelphia
before Apollonius received his grant. The fact is probable, as
Apollonius went to a place where some canals and dykes
already existed and therefore there were probably men working
the arable land. But it is certain that only under Apollonius
did Philadelphia become a large village, almost a city, as some
of the future settlers, to be sure, reverently called the new
settlement (P.S.1. 341, year 30: b ~ o h v ~ eydp
s ~b KUOS
~ i j sirbhews,
"having heard of the fame of the city," say weavers who want to
settle down a t Philadelphia; the same expression is used by some
peasants who went to settle a t Philadelphia, P. Lond. Inv.
2090,l. 6). Apollonius of course built a residence for himself.
We have as yet no papyri which deal with this subject, but
Edgar says that the Museum of Cairo possesses such documents.
One papyrus a t least (P.Z. 21, year 29) speaks of a garden of
Apollonius. Apollonius is anxious to make i t as Greek as
possible in planting the garden olive and the laurel. Along
with the palace, scores of buildings were necessary for the estate,
stables for the cattle, store-houses of different kinds, winecellars, et cetera (see P.S.I. 546, 547). For the religious
needs shrines of the Greco-Egyptian type were constructed.
Two of them are mentioned: one of Thoeris, the hippopotamus
goddess (P.z. 47) and one of Anubis, the jackal-headed god
(inscription for the health of Apollonius and Zenon, Lefebvre,
Annales, XIII, p. 93). The royal cult was also introduced and
a shrine built for the deified sister-wife of Philadelphus-Arsinoe
(P. Lond. Inv. 2314). A necessary work was the construction of one or several market-places usual in all the Greco-
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Egyptian village~,6~
not excepting the Gwpeai. One of them,
named cvvo~~ia
(P. Petrie 111, 73), bears the name of Artemidorus and has a special manager. Had not the village of
Philadelphia a market-place named for Apollonius? I shall
later speak of public baths and beer-shops, important centres
of public life.
At the same time private houses were built one after another.
We have quoted already the papyrus which mentioned the house
of Artemidorus. Another house of the same kind occupied
the interest of Zenon in the year 31 (P.Z. 31). I t was built not
for Zenon, although he and the members of his staff certainly
possessed houses in Philadelphia, but for somebody else. I t
is a large house of the Greco-Egyptian type," with a court, a
monumental pylone, a garden, a special horse-stable-i?r?rrjv
(the builder was probably a knight-irmits), and a large bakery
(cf. P.S.I. 669 where a kitchen, a swine-stable and a press for
"vinacia," Italian vinello, P.S.I. 554, note 18, are constructed).
We have seen that Diodorus of P.S.I. 500 was in charge of
this building activity. I n P.S.I. 496 of the year 28 (cf. P.S.I.
VI, p. XVI'I he is sending to Apollonius a report about the situation: the brick and stone work are progressing fairly well, but
not the wood work. I t is a constant problem in Egyptian life
that wood is so scarce and difficult to procure, as we shall see
below in discussing the ship-building of Apollonius. With Diodorus, Morus, a n assistant architect, is making bricks (P.S.I.
625, apparently one of the accounts of Diodorus). The presence
of Diodorus may mean that this kind of work was also under
state-control and that the expense for it was not entirely on the
shoulders of Apollonius, but was covered partly by the revenues
of the domain, which were not regarded quite as the private
revenues of the land-holder.
I t is possible that a certain Nicon, one of the constant correspondents of Zenon, was also connected with this constructive
work of Apollonius and Zenon in Philadelphia (see P.S.I. 350,
492,493, 595, and especially P.Z. 28).
Grenfell and Hunt, F a y u m Towns and their Papyri, p. 24.
F . Luckhard, Das Privethaus i n ptolemaischen und romischen Aegypten, (Giessen, 1914); Schubart, Einfuhrung, pp. 437, 445.

VII.

THE ESTATE OF APOLLONIUS AT PHILADELPHIA

A ,-lerus of 10,000 arurae and the supervision of the territory
of one or more villages around this clerus was a complicated
business, especially in Egypt, where the largest individual
tenures of the soldiers did not exceed 100 arurae and the
average tenure of a crown farmer was still smaller. I t is not a n
easy task therefore to grasp the mechanism of such an enormous machine in all the details, especially since we have only
parts of the correspondence of its chief mechanician, the manager of the Gwpeh. The complicated character of the business of
this manager is depicted in two papyri hastily written and
without dates, constituting the agenda of Zenon for the next day
(P.S.I. 429 and 430). No doubt Zenon could not foresee
everything which might occupy his attention the next day and
noted the most important matters only. These documents are
instructive snapshots of the daily life of the estate, incomplete
and incidental as snapshots usually are but highly interesting
and full of life.
In the first note we read (P.S.I. 429) : (1) "TO ask Herodotus
about the goat wool; (2) to ask Ameinias whether he has sold
the mina (of wool probably); (3) letter to Dioscorides about the
barge; (4) to make an agreement with Timaius about the
animals for sacrifice (probably calves or pigs); (5) to sign the
contract with Apollodorus and to write that it should be delivered; (6) to have the barge loaded with wood; (7) to write to
Jason that he should load the wool and to take care that Dionysius should ship it when cleaned; (8) about the fourth part of the
Arabian sheep; (9) to ship also the vinegar; (10) to write to Meliton about the vineyard which is in the care (?) of Neoptolemus,
that it should be planted, and to write to Alkimus, whether he
approves; (11) to write to Theogenes about the 12 pairs of
Oxen; (12) to give back to Apollodorus and Kallippus drachmae
- . . out of drachmae . . . ." And on the verso of the papyrus: "(13) letter of Metrodorus to Athenagoras about the
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produce of the harvest of the same year; (14) the rescript
((a'XdrvOpw~a)to Theophilus, and about everything concerning
the buildings; (15) to write to Jatrocles and Theodorus about
the grain before the water of the canal. . . ."
The second slip of the agenda is shorter and written in a
different hand (P.S.I. 430): "(1) to receive the olive seed;
(2) olive oil from Heragorus; (3) to buy for the horses 4 scrapers,
4 cloths for rubbing, 4 scrapers (of another kind), and 1 scraper
for Phatreus; (4) to receive the saplings (or cuttings) of the
royal nuttrees; (5) to verify the list of the wine already shipped,
for which nomes it is destined; (6) to get back the slave (?) of
Hermon."
The agenda of Zenon show how complicated was the husbandry of the estate for one thing. Almost everything is touched
upon: grain, irrigation of the land, vineyards, orchards, beasts
both for agriculture and for wool, transportation, money,
slaves, buildings, et cetera. The agenda also show how little
we know about the estate and about the correspondents of
Zenon. Of nineteen names recorded in the agenda we find only
six in the letters preserved in the archives: Herodotus and
Jason (P.S.I. 360) as the sub-managers of the estate, Dionysius
as one of the farmers, Neoptolemus (P.S.I. 434, 10) as concerned with the vineyards, and Metrodorus and Athenagor~s
who were probably officials (P.S.I. 353 and 354).
Nevertheless the data of the letters are sufficient for illustration of every item of the agenda and for completion of the
picture sketched therein. Let me begin with agriculture and
especially with the production of grains, wheat, barley and
others. We cannot fully grasp the importance of this department in the life of the estate. Production of grain was routine
work in Egypt and did not absorb very much of Zenon's
attention. Nevertheless we have many documents which deal
with this branch of the husbandry of the estate.
These documents may be divided into two classes. The first
deals with the relation to the estate of the crown peasants, the
Xaoi j3autX~~oi,
who were bound to Apollonius and to his agents
by understandings concluded en bloc, by collective contracts.
I n the dealings of the administration of the estate with the
peasants an active and important part is played by the state
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officials, the oeconome and the nomarch. Let me produce our
evidence from this class of documents first.
w h o these peasants were and whence they came to Philadelphia are questions answered by two documents in the British
Museum, P. Lond. Inv. 2090 and 2094, both without date.
These documents are complaints of the peasants against Damis
the nomarch, some addressed to Apollonius, some to Zoilus.
Other documents on the same subject may come to light later
as the peasants in 2094 mention that it is their third request
addressed to Zoilus, and how many may they not have written
to Apollonius! I doubt that there is any connection between
these documents and P.Z. 40, as this last letter deals with the
peasants of Hephaestias and is dated in the harvest and not in
the sowing season. The subject of the complaint is not yet quite
clear. The peasants came to Philadelphia from the Heliopolite nome, whether as permanent settlers or for one season
only we do not know. They are numerous, as they have more
than three elders (~peuj3irrepot);they formed presumably the
population of a whole village (see 2090, 1. 3). At Philadelphia
they have rented one thousand of the 10,000 arurae, partly
brushwood land (6p11fibs).~~
They had probably concluded a

"

The beginning of P. Lond. Inv. 2090 is not clear. The peasants say
in 1. 2 ff. that they have tilled and sown 1000 arurae given to them by
Apollonius but the rest of the document shows that they had not. They
speak in the document of the prospect of the land remaining unsown in case
they receive no hearing or satisfaction. I suppose therefore that in 1. 2 ff.
they intended to say that they received the 1000 arurae to be tilled and
sown but that Damis prevented them from doing so: r o c 66vsos Jlpiv
& ~ [ o b / p a l sti cjs r&v pupiwv O r r e ~ a r e p y h r e o e a c ~ a rl ~ e p e i v(instead of ~ a l
~ ~ b r ~a arr e p y a r a p l v o v~ a u?rcrpbvrwv)
i
dpeihero JlpGv Ahpts dpobpas 8 . The
secretary of the peasants was not an expert in Greek. Bell in a private
letter suggests that the first sentence may refer not to the current but to
the previous year. This suggestion is hardly acceptable, as the last lines
of the document show that the peasants had just arrived a t Philadelphia
their place, 1.9: e i m u ~ a i o yr Q Capcv hp' 03 & ~ 6 ~ p o O ~ e v ~ o v A 6 p62
[ euv roCr p ] (1 am not satisfied with the supplement u ~ e i p a tbut I cannot find anything better; the context, as I understand it, requires something like
~ r ~ A ~ h u r e u e ob
a ~ )6 u v b p d a dAAa i [ a v r l A ~ h ~ a p c vel r r e Z ~ o r e v &nr6qpoDvrss

'. e.y

"there are now twenty days since we arrived. We intended (to
leave) but cannot and we spent during our stay everything we had."
I t may be that they came regularly each year to Philadelphia; but this
also is hardly acceptable.
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contract with Apollonius or Damis. the nomarch, before coming. But very soon after they had come their hardships began.
They were not allowed by one of the agents of Apollonius
(Zenon himself?) to live in the town (abXts), and they soon
started to quarrel with Damis about the working and sowing of
the land. According to their confused complaints Damis
deprived them of the one thousand arurae, arrested their elders
i. e., a renunciation
and forced them to sign a ypaplj dr~oa~auiou,
of the contract.65 They proposed that he pay them nonetheless as hired workmen, probably as long as they cleared and
sowed the land, but Damis refused and preferred that the land
should remain unsown. How much of their assertion is true
and what was the real point of their quarrel with Damis, we do
not know. They were quarrelsome people, these peasants,
and they had a good attorney, although not a very literate
one, who wrote their requests for them.
But be that as it may, the facts transmitted to us by these
requests are of the greatest importance. We see that the land
was rented in lots of large extent collectively to a body of
peasants, who came from distant places. We see that both the
landholder and the peasants were bound by a contract, and that
the contract could only be cancelled by a formal declaration by
one of the parties to the effect that that party had no claim to
the land. We see that in this affair the administration of the
nome in the persons of the oeconome and of the nomarch took a
lively part, although the contract was probably concluded
between the peasants and Apollonius. And we see finally that
the peasants were called to work on new soil, part of which was
not yet entirely fit for cultivation.
Most interesting is the opinion of the peasants on the management of the estate. "There are," they say to Apollonius
a On the yparp? or auyyparp$ brroaraaiou, see Mitteis, Grundz., p. 167 ff.;
cf. p. 173 and B. G. U., 998; Clrrest. 252. P. Meyer, Juristische P a p y r i
(Berlin 1920), p. 77, gives a full bibliography. I n P.S.I. 551, 1. 8 ff., the
uuyyparp? baoorauiou appears a s a separate document not connected directly
with any purchase or lease. Horus, in P.S.I. 551, obtained such a document from his adversaries through the court; in our papyrus Damis forces
the peasants to sign a document of the same kind. Of course before this
document was drawn, in each case a sale or a lease had already been concluded.
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(2090,l. 7), "lots of mistakes in this business of the ten thousand
arurae, because there is no intelligent person to manage the
agricultural work. Call some of us up and listen to what we
have to tell you," and they say almost the same in the second
letter asking Zoilus to give them an opportunity to confer with
~ ~ o l l o n i pu es r s ~ n a l l y . ~ ~
We meet with almost the same situation in P.Z. 40, year 33.
Some land is assigned to the soldiers in the territory of one of the
villages of the Gwpedr, probably not out of the 10,000 arurae;
meanwhile it has been rented to a body of reup-yoi. These
peasants declare a strike in the month of Xoiax and go to a
temple of Isis in the Memphite nome. The nomarch Maimachus
is called up from Crocodilopolis to turn them out of the temple
(1. 4: b'ms BY i~eipviairrobs).
The most important document which deals with this topic
is P.S.I. 502 (the year 29). Panakestor writes a private letter
to Zenon, who is a t that time in Memphis, and sends him a t the
same time copies of a letter of Apollonius to himself and his
answer to this letter. The letter of Panakestor to Zenon is
purely private .and does not deal directly with the subject
of his correspondence with Apollonius. More interesting are
the appended letters. Apollonius writes to Panakestor the
short sharp letter of a master to a bad servant: "I am astounded
by your negligence. You have not written me a word about
the agreements on the valuation and on the gathering of the
crops. Write me immediately how everything is. The year
29, Artemisius 23, Pharmouthi 30."
The answer of Panakestor contains long detailed excuses and
explanations. He received the letter of Apollonius through
Zoilus the oeconome. On the subject of the valuation and of the
gathering of crops he has to communicate the following data.
He arrived a t Philadelphia on the 16th of Phamenoth,-referring certainly to his journey to Memphis to meet Zenon, and

"

P. Lond. Inv. 2090, 1. 7 ff.: ~ a Oi~ I KbXiya 62 d@apr+para b r r v 671 l a i s
ruplacs kpobparr 6rdr 7b .LL+ b x Q ~ e r v iiuOpwxou ovucrbv/ xcpl ympyiav. 6 d p d a
o b oou el oor 6 o ~ c ieia~aACaOar(sir) rrvas +p&v ~ a ciua~o^vuar
i
xepi Zv j3ovX6pBa
~ 0 LuayyciAar.
1
Also P. Lond. Inv. 2094, 1. 5: xai ei nor 6onci cIoayov [sic,the imperative!] + p i s xpbs 'A.lroAAcjvrov. l o r r v / y i p rrva & j3ovX6pda &vayyc;Xar
&&pa
a6rGr.
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immediately wrote to Zoilus, to Zopyrion and to the royal
secretaries asking them to come to Philadelphia and to act
according to the orders of Apollonius. But Zoilus the oeconome
was busy. He was on a n administrative tour with Telestes.'j7
The royal secretaries and the agent of Zopyrion Paues arrived
twelve days after the request was sent. I n their presence in the
course of five days the land was surveyed according to the
holders of the different parcels and to the character of the crops.
After this had been done the farmers were called up and the
rescript (cotXCvBpwaa) of Apollonius was read to them. They
were afterwards offered the opportunity to conclude agreements
about the valuation, according to the orders sent by Apollonius
to Panakestor in a special memorandum, and to make a contract with Panakestor sealed by both parties. They asked for
time to consider the proposal, and after four days went on strike,
moving into the sacred precincts of a temple, saying that they
didn't want any valuation, be it fair or unfair, and preferred to
renounce their rights to the crops. They alleged that Apollonius had concluded a n agreement with them about the payment of one-third of the harvest. Panakestor and Damis the
nomarch tried in vain to persuade them, and both went t o Zoilus
asking him to come. But he alleged that he was busy dispatching the sailors (to Alexandria?).G8 After four days' absence
Panakestor and Damis came back to Philadelphia, and according to the memorandum of Apollonius, as the peasants had
refused to accept the valuation and refused also to pay anything
in advance, offered the peasants the chance to present their
own lower valuation ( i r a o ~ i p ~ a i sthis
) ; the peasants did. These
b a o r i p ~ a t t swere sent by Panakestor to A p o l l o n i u ~ . ~After
~
" I suppose that Telestes was the eponyme of the corps of troops called
by his name. P. Hibeh 85, 14 and 99, 8. His journey was probably
connected with the operation of assigning land to the soldiers of his corps.
Telestes himself, as is shown by P. Hibeh 99, 8, had economic interests in
Hibeh. The same part is played by Tlepolemus in P.S.I. 513, and perhaps
by Pythocles in P. Freiburg 7 . Cf. Lesquier, Rev. d. Ltudes gr., X X X I I
(1921), 364 ff.
1 speak of the & r o ~ ~ o vAa+v r i j v in my forthcoming commentary on
P. Tebt. 703.
I know of no parallel to this practice and of no analogies for the word
i r r o r i p ~ a r sused in a similar connection.
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this Panakestor and the royal secretaries began to measure the
land to be sown with sesame and the land covered with brushwood. I n conclusion Panakestor asks Apollonius not to accuse
him of negligence: "your servant cannot be negligent."
The document is best explained by the R. L., in the part
which contains instructions on gathering the crop of oil plants,
R.L., col. 42, 3-43, 2: "When the season comes for gathering
the sesame, croton and cnecus, the cultivators shall give notice
to the nomarch and the toparch, or where there are no nomarchs
or toparchs to the oeconome; and these officials shall summon
the contractor and he shall go with them to the fields and assess
the crop. The peasants and the other cultivators shall have
their different kinds of produce assessed before they gather
the crops, and shall make a double contract, sealed, with the
contractor, and every peasant shall enter on oath the amount of
land which he has sown with seed of each kind, and the amount
of his assessment, and shall seal the contract, which shall also
be sealed by the representative of the nomarch or toparch."
I n the following paragraphs (col. 43) the law prescribes that
the holders of privileged lands shall deliver to the treasury
the whole produce and receive money for it according to the
appe~ldedlist of prices. I t is clear therefore that the nonprivileged farmers or peasants ( y ~ w p y o i ) were not in this
position. One part of their crops was due to the State as
payment for the seed grain, another as the rent of the land
(i~&ptov), and the rest was taken and paid for by the State.
The aim of the valuation is to calculate in advance how much
given fields would yield, how much of the yield is due for seed
and for the ~ K P ~ P L O Yand
,
how large is the part due to the peasant.
The system of calculation before the harvest is probably
necessary owing to peculiarities of the oil crop. In making
the valuation before the harvest the State tried probably to
make impossible any tricks by the peasants during the harvesting and threshing. The system was unfair, as the valuation
of the yield of a field before threshing is always problematical.
and in making the contracts the peasants were not the stronger
party.
The same conditions and the same rules form the underlying
basis of the affair described by Panakestor. I n both cases we
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have two parties, the peasants on one hand and the contractor
on the other; in our case the place of the contractor is taken by
the holder of the estate, Apollonius and his agent Panakestor.
The part of mediators and active supervisors is played by the
same officials as in the R.L., the oeconome and the nomarch.
The toparch is not present as we have seen that his functions
were fulfilled by Panakestor. The difference in the relations
of these different parties to each other in the R. L. and in the
Gwped, as a matter of fact is enormous, as a t Philadelphia the
contractor of the R. L, is replaced by the mighty dioeketes
himself, who dictates his conditions both to the peasants and
to the administration. This is probably the reason why
Zoilus avoided taking any part in the transactions. Nevertheless Panakestor and Damis were not able to force the peasants
to accept their conditions, the peasants having recurred to their
old weapon, the strike. The peasants apparently did not
object to the payment of one third of the produce of the fields.
But they objected to the method, to the practices of valuation
and of contracts, practices which are identical with those
prescribed for the oil crops in the R. L.; whether they objected
to the principle of valuation in general or to the valuation
proposed by Panakestor we do not know; they insist on not
accepting the valuation as such; but the fact that they agreed
to present undervaluations (3n-o~iP~aeis)seems to show rather
that they refused to accept the valuations of Panakestor.
Thus the rescript of Apollonius and his memorandum to
Panakestor prescribed the introduction into the practice of the
division of the crops between himself and the peasants, the same
rules which he himself probably had elaborated for the division
of the oil crops between the peasants, and the contractors who
represented the State. The only change introduced by Apollonius in this practice, as compared with the R. L., was that the
valuation was made not before but after the harvest, with the
grain piled on the threshing floors. This is proved by the date
of the documents. The whole matter was taken up on the 16th
of Phamenoth, that is, a t the harvest time (see P. Magd. 12, 3
and the note of the editors), the harvest time occupying in the
Fayum, in the third century B.C., the months of Mecheir and
Phamefioth. The dealings were protracted deep into the
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month of Pharmuthi and were not even ended then. No
crops could stand on the fields as long as this. Certainly the
harvest was gathered and the grain threshed before the beginning of the whole affair. Was the measure of Apollonius a wise
one or not? Judging from the fact that the same system was
adopted a t the same time by Hiero in Sicily and a little later
by ptolemy the son of Lysimachus a t Telmessus, we may say
that from the point of view of the State the measure was a t
least profitable. But the Verrinae show that it was profitable
for the State only, the tillers of the soil protesting constantly
against this practice. The reason was that the two contracting
parties were not equal. Once the third party,-the officials,
were on one side or were forced, as in the Verrinae, to yield t o
the pretensions of one side, the peasants were hopelessly
cheated. The letter of Panakestor gives a splendid commentary
on the complaints of the population against the contractors who
were the agents of Verres, the governor himself. The part of
Verres is played by Apollonius. Whether he was as unfair to
the peasants as Verres was we do not know.'O
Did Apollonius introduce the practice of valuation and contracts for the Gwpcai only, or perhaps for his own Gwped only,
or was it the adaptation of a general rule, of a vbpos to the
Gwptai? The question is of enormous importance. But we
are not able as yet to give any definite answer to it. The
practice of the later Ptolemaic times seems to exclude any
participation of third persons, of contractors, in the gathering
of the rent from the peasants. But we must reserve our
judgment."
'O On the Lez Hieronica and its relation t o the legislation of PhiladelP ~ U Ssee
, Rostowzew, Studien, p. 233 ff.; Frank Hewitt Cowles in his book,
''Gaius Verres," Cornell Studies i n Classical Philology, no. 2 0 (1917),
ignores m y treatment of the subject quoted above; J. Carcopino, La loi de
Hieron el les Remains (Paris, 1919). On the law of Telmessus see m y
Studien, p. 278 ff.; Cohen, De magistratibus Aegyptiis, p. 12 ff. The P.S.I.
502 is a new illustration of the idea which I formulated repeatedly,-that
in their administrative reforms the different Hellenistic rulers moved on
the same lines and followed the same principles. I should not be surprised
i f a law similar to those of the Ytolemies and of Hiero appeared somewhere
in Asia Minor a s a lez Attalica or Antiockica.
''M. Kostowzew, "Kornerhebung und Transport in ptolemlischromischen Aegypten," Arch. j . Papyrusf., 111, p. 207; Pauly-Wissowa-
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Conflicts of this kind between the peasants and the holders
of the Gwpeai were constant a t that time. Another clash is
referred to in P. Z. 35 (year 31). The peasants of Hephaestias
went on strike against Damis. They complained to Apollonius
but Apollonius was not able to appear personally and sent a
judge, the chrematist Peton, before whose court the peasants
had to appear. I n all the papyri referred to above the nomarchs, especially Damis, appear in the r61e of agents of Apollonius, as men who manage the relations between Apollonius
and the peasants. We must not forget that in P.S.I. 500,
Damis and his brothers are the men who supervise the agricultural affairs in the Gwpeh of Apollonius. Undoubtedly Damis
acts in the London papyri, in P.S.I. 502 and in P.Z. 35, in the
same capacity, as a state agent forming a link between the State
and Apollonius.
We do not know whether the peasants of Hephaestias a n d
the peasants of P.Z. 40 worked on the land which belonged to
the 10,000 arurae, or on the territory of Philadelphia not included
in the ten thousand, or on the territory of one of the adjacent
villages which formed a part of the Gwpedr of Apollonius. One of
the London papyri seems to show that the 10,000 arurae, as is
natural, formed a well defined territory which was just the territory of the v;llage of Philadelphia. I n P. Lond. Inv. 2088,
Psenemus, perhaps identical with Psenomus mentioned a t the
bottom of P.Z. 40 as a man who was probably connected with
the affair of the peasants of Hephaestias, writes to Zenon (year
3 l ? ) about some quarrels between the villagers of Philadelphia
(oi i~7Fjs @tXaGeXqeias) and the inhabitants or farmers of the bori hpiwv T [. . . ,
derland of the ten thousand arurae (1. 1: oi i ~ TGV
cf. 1. 2: i r i 7Gu bpiuv rijv p ~ P i [ u u&P~vPGv])connected with the water supply. The men of the borderland dug some pits to get
water and were ill treated by the men of Philadelphia. I think
that these borderland men were villagers of Hephaestias and
Psenemus was their representative, perhaps the komarch. But
in any case we see no important differences, from the economic
point of view, in the treatment of both kinds of land.
Kroll, R. E., Frumentzrm; Wilcken, Crundz., p. 180 ff.
Wilcken, Chrest., 287.
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somewhere in the neighborhood of Hephaestias was situated
another small settlement of peasants, Atvviws K O ~ T ~ . I n P.
Land. In". 2097, 37 ff. we meet some ~ p e u f i C ~ e p oelders
t,
of the
,,illage, of this place. The peasants of Aruv&ws K O ~ Trented
~
their land from Apollonius and paid to him a n I ~ q b p ~ o(rent).
v
The document deals with a tax in money which they had to pay
to the State and which was advanced to them by Zenon and his
agent Jason. We shall come back later to this document.72
such is the first class of documents which inform us about
the management of the land in and near Philadelphia in the
estate ( 6 ~ ~ of
~ 6Apollonius.
)
Big tracts of the arable land of
the ten thousand arurae, and probably almost the whole of the
arable land of the other villages, were leased to groups of native
peasants, in part residents of the villages, in part coming for this
purpose from the neighboring nomes.
The second class of documents connected with the agricultural exploitation of the 6wped deals not with groups but with
individuals, not with peasants as a body but with individual
farmers, mostly of native origin, but partly Greeks. Let me
first produce our evidence.
One of these individual farmers of the estate of Apollonius
was a Greek, Dionysius. He is connected with Jason, of
whose dealings with the pasture land and cattle breeding, a s
well as with the lands not included in the 10,000 arurae, we shall
speak later. Dionysius appears in three documents, P.S.I.
577 (year 38), 432 (no date) and in the agenda of Zenon 429, 14.
"With this series of documents we may compare the fragmentary but
important P.S.I. 490, year 28. Since the names in this document
are different from those connected with the Philadelphian estate and since
the harvest time is a t an earlier date than in Philadelphia, Mecheir the 8th,
We may suppose t h a t the document belongs to another Gwpcd of Apollonius
perhaps that of Memphis. We meet again with disturbances a t harvest
time, but this time i t seems that the trouble is with the guards of the crops,
the y c ~ ~ a r o ( o b X a n r in
s , which disturbances the peasants are also involved.
The trouble results in a strike, but by whom, the guards or the peasants, we
do not know. The danger is that the grain gathered on the threshing floors
spoil, may be eaten by worms. An interesting but still obscure point
is the reference in 1. 11 to contracts ( o ~ y y p a ~ a i with
),
some contractors,
it
seem ( 0 ; Ctcc . . . probably ( ( e ~ [ X ~ ~ b . r ei.r ]e.,
,
contractors).
This would be the first definite mention of contractors occupied in collecting the rent in kind,-the h x d p r a .
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I n the two first documents he is called Atoviru~os6 yewpybs. P.S.I.
577 is a long letter from him to Zenon full of complaints directed against Jason. Dionysius rented a piece of land of 150
arurae formerly unwatered. He cleared this land of brushwood, built or repaired the dykes and watered the land. I t is
now sowing time, but Jason does not advance to him the seedgrain, and much of the land is in danger of remaining unsown.
One portion of the land Dionysius sowed with his own grain.
Another complaint of Dionysius refers to draft cattle. He
asked for five pairs of cows; Jason replied that he had plenty of
oxen but only one pair of cows. I n P.S.I. 432 the same
Dionysius is found to have given his 120 a r ~ r a eto somebody
else to till. This man asks Zenon with what kind of crops to
sow the land, oil plants, grass or wheat. I n any case he needs
seed grain in time. Seed grain and its timely delivery seem
to be a constant difficulty on the estate of Apollonius.
The conditions under which the second farmer Psentaes
works are similar (P.S.I. 422). How large was the plot of land
of Psentaes we do not know. But the whole plot was never
plowed before; "the land is full of gullies," says Psentaesl. 14 ff.,
Psentaes is confident
"for it was never plowed before."
that he can sow i t all, for the whole land is watered. His
difficulties are only that Kerkion, the agent of Zenon probably,
does not give him the necessary number of oxen, and those he
has given are the weakest ones. He is anxious too lest he
should not get seed grain in time. I n speaking of his own
achievements Psentaes does not fail to hint a t comparison
with his fellows, Psenobastis and Posidonius; Psenobastis received the full number of cattle and yet 50 arurae of his plot
remain unwatered. He ends his letter with the following proud
words, 1. 30 ff., "were I furnished with everything (meaning
seed and cattle) nobody would work better and speedier than I
do, as my father in the Saite nome was always the first among
the people there."
The fellow farmer of Psentaes, Psenobastis, works probably
under the same conditions as Psentaes, as does the farmer in
P. Hamb. 27 (year 36). This last man informs Zenon of the
progress of his work. He received oxen from Onnophris and
three hired men (ptcrOw~oi)in addition, who were paid a t the
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rate of 2 obols for the plowing of one arura, which makes, for
12 arurae, 4 drachmae. But Onnophris did not send him enough
grass for the oxen, and he is in need of seed grain; his supply will
last two days more but no longer. More complicated is the
situation in P.S.I. 400. I t is a letter of Agathon to Zenon.
He writes about 265 arurae which are rented by Petobastis.
petobastis is a debtor of the treasury and there is danger that
the land may be confiscated. Agathon tries to show Zenon
how to make a profit out of this land and proposes two solutions
of the problem. First, he would pay 10 artabae for one arura
of land sown with cereals taking care himself of the &K(D~PLOV
to be paid to the State. Or, he is ready to pay 10 drachmae for
one arura, Zenon paying 4 drachmae as rent to the State.
One hundred arurae would be fallow land. Agathon would
pay for it in kind if Zenon would pay the rent; if not, he would
pay in money, three drachmae for one arura, and in addition
would give "for nothing" the grass for Zenon's cattle, probably
the cattle used for plowing the land. Besides, Agathon asks
for a salary, ten drachmae a month. According to P. Lond.
Inv. 2095, 1. 1-2, .Petobastis was a farmer of the land situated
in the territory of the Zirpwv ~ h p q(emigrants from Syria?).
The evidence which I have produced shows that individual
farmers of large plots received for the most part new land, still
unplowed and unsown. They.rented the land on the condition
that seed grain and cattle would be furnished by the landholder,
the farmer furnishing probably his manual labour only. The
Payments of the farmers consisted of the land tax or rent to the
treasury, of some payments in money to the State also, probably
for different taxes like the dyke tax, the guard tax, et cetera,
the repayment of advances (of seed grain, for example),
and of a rent to the landholder. P.S.I. 400 shows that different
combinations were possible and were used in making these
payments.
The management of the seed grain was a particularly difficult
and complicated matter, and here again there seems to be a
kind of collaboration or control on the part of the State (see
P.s.1. 603).
The fundamental fact which emerges from both series of
documents quoted above, is that the arable land which belonged
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to the Gwped is regarded altogether as state land, yij BaurXc~fi,
and
paid everything which was due by the state land in general,
rent, money taxes to the State, and all the rest. But over the
peasants and farmers who worked on the land stood the landholder, the master of the Gwpei, who appeared as a kind of
general faimer of the land; he rented the land to the farmers,
provided the farmers with seed grain and cattle, and received
from them a rent, of which the rent due to the state formed one
part and the smaller part only. There seems in this respect
to be no difference in principle between the situation of peasants
who rented the land collectively and that of the individual
farmers.
One of the collective contracts stipulates the payment of one
third of the produce to the holder of the 6wpt1, whereas the
individual contracts vary as regards the amount of the rent,
probably according to the condition of the land. I n the case of
the collective contracts we do not know who furnished the
peasants with the seed grain and the cattle, whether the landholder or the State, but probably it was the State. I n the case
of the individual farmers it was generally the landholder. I n
both cases the rent to the landholder was paid subsequent
to the payment of the rent and of the taxes due to the State.
The methods may have varied. The state payments might
have been included in the rent and paid by the landholder, or
paid by the farmers first, before the payment of the rent;
but the main fact remained unchanged: the State received its
revenue and received it first.
Under this assumption only can we understand the part
played by the nomarchs and the oeconome in the management
of the land rented to the peasants. They were there to guarantee the prior interests of the State. I t may be that as long as
the irrigation works were being constructed on the land, the
whole revenue both of the State and of the holder of the Gwpch
was used to cover the expense of this work. But even after this
had been done the nomarchs remained its the supervisors of the
agricultural work, a t least as far as the crown peasants were
involved in it. I have already pointed out that every document
dealing with the crown peasants mentions either Damis and
Etearchus, the brother nomarchs, or Maimachus their col-
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league, or Sostratus the third brother of Damis and Etearchus
(cf. P.S.I. 613). I n P.S.I. 598 for example, Sostratus, as an
agent of Zenon and Etearchus, in his quality of nomarch is
busy collecting and buying up grain probably for furnishing
the seed (cf. P.S.I. 356, where a farmer of the Gwped complains
that he cannot buy grass seed because of the competition of the
oeconome who is buying up seed for the treasury).
Of great importance for this question is P. Lond. Inv. 2097,
a report of Jason, a sub-manager of the estate under Zenon.
The report is divided into three paragraphs. The first deals
with cattle owned by Apollonius and in the care of Jason.
Jason owes to the State the pasture tax (kvvbprov) and the
guard tax ( ( P ~ ~ a ~
and
~ has
~ ~ no
~ bmoney
~ ) , to pay these taxes.
He proposes instead of this payment to give the oeconome the
produce of the garlic plantations of the peasants of Hephaestias.
But Etearchus the nomarch objects that this produce does not
belong to Apollonius but to him, since he was the man who
furnished the seed (~op~yeiv,
a technical expression for furnishing seed grain). After he receives the rent and his loans
to the peasants, Zenon and Jason may take the rest. Apollonius appears here again as the holder of the land but along with
him the state agents, the oeconome and the comarch, represent
the interests of the State, and their claims come first.
1 should like to draw the attention of the reader again to P.
Lond. Inv. 2097, 37 ff., the same document, but to the last
paragraph. The elders of the village here owe money to the
State, which was probably advanced to them by Zenon to be
covered a t the time of the payment of the rent.
Certain relations between the state and the individual
farmers of the Swptd are illustrated by P.S.I. 356, year 33.
Nicanor, probably a farmer, makes his payments in grain to the
treasury through the keeper of the storehouse, the sitologue, and
through a cheiristes, a collector of arrears, subordinate to the
sitologue. These payments represent either his whole rent, to
be divided afterwards between the State and the landholder, or
'he Part due to the State only (cf. P.S.I. 371, year 36).
The relations of the peasants with the administration of the
6Wri, as well as with the state officials are not very friendly.
Strike after strike, complaints, requests, trials, are the order of
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the day. The scape goat of the peasants is Damis the nomarch.
The peasants of course do not dare to attack Apollonius personally but they constantly quarrel with Damis and Panakestor,
the predecessor of Zenon, and with Zenon also. The cause of
these quarrels is evident. The peasants were mostly new settlers in the Arsinoite. Moreover, the State constantly introduced new rules which the peasants interpreted as being
directed against them. Finally the peasants had to deal with
a complicated system of officials and private agents who certainly did not work together very smoothly, and each one of
whom never forgot his private interests. No doubt, in all
these dealings the peasants were the sufferers. Nobody cared
how much of the produce of the land the peasants could retain;
the state agents were anxious to get the regular payments for
the State in full; the agents of Apollonius tried to get as much
as possible for their master and for themselves. No wonder
that the peasants were cheated very often and that a suspicious,
dull mood characterized their relations with the administration
and the landholders, just as in Russia under the old rCgime and
now under the bolsheviki."
Does it mean that the state as such did not aim a t protecting
the interests of the peasants as much as possible? Not a t all.
Such laws as the ~ 6 1 0 1T E ~ W V L K Oof~ Philadelphus show that the
State was anxious to regulate as far as possible the collection
of the taxes, to leave no place for the discretion of the officials,
to organize courts for dealing with complaints. We have seen
how helpless were Panakestor and Damis in confronting the
behaviour of the peasants in P.S.I. 502. The quarrel between
Damis and the peasants of Hephaestias was settled by a special
judge sent to Philadelphia by Apollonius.
But taking for-granted this care of the State for the peasants,
how can we explain the fact of the creation of large estates, a
fact which aggravated the hardships of the peasants and gave
no supplementary income to the State? I shall return to this
question in my last chapter.
The relations of the administrative officials of the estate with
the individual farmers seems to be better. This is not sur7a
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prising since the individual farmers worked for their own profit
and were free to sever the connection a t any moment. They
were not cattle like the crown peasants who had no individuality and appear always as a mass.
A large estate of the size of the estate of Apollonius could not
be administered by one man. NO doubt therefore the whole
management was subdivided into departments; Zenon, and
before him Panakestor, had many minor agents of different
ranks. This assumption is fully confirmed by our evidence.
At the time of Panakestor his nearest assistant was Maron,
the author of the letter P.S.I. 500 many times referred to. He
appears also in P.S.I. 501 and 613 of the same time and in P.
Lond. Inv. 2086 (no date) in connection with the management
of a bath; the latter papyrus may be safely dated in the year 29,
as after that Maron disappears entirely.
Under the rule of Zenon the man who is mentioned about sixteen times in connection with the management of the estate is
Jason, the son of Kerkion from Kalynda, perhaps a relative of
Zenon, who lived in Philadelphia a t the time of Panakestor
(P.S.I. 500 and 501). His letters are all concerned either
with the herds of the estate which grazed on the pasture
land of different villages of the territory of the Gwpeh (e. g.
Zbpwv K C + .P.
L ~Lond.
,
Inv. 2095; Hephaestias,. P. Lond. Inv.
2097), or with agricultural affairs mostly connected with lands
situated outside of the territory of Philadelphia. I n P.S.I.
360 he is busy with Herodotus in collecting grain in the villages
of Arsinoe and Ncaviu~oc;in P.S.I. 394 he accepts Admetus as a
warrant in the sum of 30 art. of barley for a certain Jollasfrom
Berenice; in P.S.I. 577 he is bound to furnish seed and cattle
to the farmer Dion~sius;in P.S.I. 579 he has to.care for grass
land; finally in the two documents P. Lond. Inv. 2095 and
2097 (cf. P.S.I. 368, a document of his hand probably, using
constantly the same expressions), especially in the second, he is
dealing not only with cattle but also with land planted with oil
plants, and with other matters. He is mentioned in the agenda
of Zenon (P.S.1. 429). Jason was not only an agent of Zenon
but had his own business; in P.S.I. 385 he farms a clerus and in
626 (comp. 377, 14) he appears as owner of some sheep. He is
closely connected with Herodotus (in P.S.I. 517 he is named
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alone, and in 360, 368, 429, P. Lond. Inv. 2097, along with
Jason). We may safely assume that both were in charge of the
herds of the estate and a t the same time managed the interests
of Apollonius in the villages which belonged to the territory of
the 6~peb. The combination is a reasonable one as most of the
pastures for the herds were situated in the territories of these
villages.
Of the same kind was the commission of Glaukias, P.S.I. 427,
2; he has to do mostly with live stock and especially with horses
and donkeys (P.S.I. 438 and 527), but a t the same time he cares
for sesame and croton, like Jason (P.S.I. 438), and performs
other commissions for Zenon (P.S.I. 439).
Another supervisor of the agricultural work in the estate was
Eutychides. I n the year 32 (P.Z. 37) he was called up by
Diotimus the sub-dioeketes to render his accounts. I n the
year 38 (P.S.I. 522) he reports to Zenon on the conditions
which prevail in his department; he says that there is no possibility of sowing more than 340 arurae with sesame, that he
expects to receive 600 artabae of barley and about 400 artabae
of chick-peas.
Along with these great personages in the life of the estate
we have minor ones, some Greeks, some natives7* They were
probably farmers of some parts of the estate and a t the same
time had charge of larger plots or sections. They bear therefore often the predicate yewpybs, farmer. Such are Asclepiades
(P.S.I. 365; 388, 61; 636; comp. 427, 18); Labos, a n Egyptian
(P.S.I. 427,6; in 371 he pays out some grain to different persons
occupied in the estate, their rations certainly, - ~ ~ r o p e ~ p i a ~ ) ;
Onnophris, another Egyptian, the same man who had charge
of the draft cattle in one part of the estate (P.S.I. 427, 12;
P. Hamb. 27; P.S.I. 422; 639, where he measures the land near
IIpeT . . . and reports to Zenon); Kerkion (P.S.I. 422, 5);
and Pyrrus (P.S.I. 427, 15; 417; 443; 629, 13; P . Lond. Inv.
2084). The most interesting documents of this series are P.S.I.
74 Most of them are enumerated in P.S.I. 427,-a
list of sacks and bags
distributed among different employees of the estate, two of whom were
perhaps slaves ( s a i 6 e s ) . I do not know why these sacks and bags in small
quantities were given to these persons. Was it for collecting and keeping
money and other things?
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522 and those connected with Pyrrus. At the end of his report
(p.s.1. 522) Eutychides speaks about Horus, the son of Onnophris. Horus is the chief of 300 arurae (1. 4: i?rtcrrCr7s i v /
( ~ p o ~ p a tT)
s ) but is comparatively inexperienced and careless.
There follows the enumeration of his crimes. Among the documents which are written by Pyrrus we have one (P.S.I. 443)
where he complains about the slowness in the payment of his
salary, both in money and in kind (+hvtov and at~oper~ia).
In the other, P.S.I. 417, a very long and badly preserved one,
he protests against his being charged with a payment of 240 artabae of wheat to the treasury on the ground of a statement of
Etearchus the nomarch. The payment is certainly due by him
either as a farmer or rather as a chief of a section of the estate.
The letter is both very amusing and instructive. Nicanor, perhaps the second sub-dioeketes of Apollonius, affirmed that the
wrong was done to Pyrrus not by Etearchus but by Zenon. Zenon was first charged with this arrear but (I quote the copy of a
1et:er by an unknown writer appended by Pyrrus to his letter
addressed to Zenon, fr. c.) "when I tried to exact the grain from
Zenon, Zenon told me to refer the debt to the account of Pyrrus
lest this debt might be reported to Apollonius as being that of
Zenon" ( I read in 1. 23 ff ., 'iva p~j/'A~oXXwviwt
bv[acphpq]/rac i v
Zivwvc bqeiXqpa). From the documents quoted above we may
infer that the sub-managers of the estate were partly officials, as
was Zenon himself, partly a combination of officials and farmers.
They received a fixed salary, but were responsible for the section
of the estate given into their care. Probably Agathon, of
whom I spoke above, tried to receive a commission of the same
kind (P.S.I. 400).
The revenues of the estate from its agricultural exploitation
consisted mainly in grain. One part of this grain was used in
the estate itself for paying salaries to the different workmen
and officials of the estate and for paying also some taxes (P.S.I.
371); another was certainly sold for money (P.S.I. 492). But
I have reasons for doubting that all the grain owned by the
estate was freely sold to private dealers in grain. P.S.I. 425
(no date) is a memorandum addressed to Zenon. The first part
of the document deals with grain which was sold by Zenon and
Diotimus to the toparchi. The trouble is that the quantity of
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the grain sold does not correspond to the contract (npPats),
a larger amount than was due being sent to some nomes ( I read,
1. 7 ff ., ciXXYeisT L Y ~ F { piv ] vopoirs ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ p ~ ~ cis
p ~instead
pkvov,
of ~ T which
L
makes no sense). And the writer of the document
adds, 1. 9: "let the grain be registered nome by nome, how
much was sold and how much was sent to the nome" ( I read
i]rCaraXrac not i]niaraXrac).
The document is not easy to understand. I would suggest
that the grain referred to is the airos iyopaar6s, the grain which
was bought on compulsion chiefly from the holders of military
cleri. From P. Petrie 11, 31-111, 53 (d) I conclude that the
grain of the cleruchi was usually temporarily retained by the
government pending the payment of the taxes and released only
after this obligation had been met. One of the taxes paid by the
cleruchi was EIS r8v ~yopaur8v06 4 r ~ p qhv~~Giaybypanra~.,-i.e.,a
payment in money instead of in grain (P. Petrie 111, 113; 11,
30 (a)-111, 131; 11, 20, col. 11, and 48, 7 and 16). I n the
last three documents the airos hyopaurhs is opposed to the
popc~bs(cf. P. Petrie 111, 100 (b); P.S.I. 321 and P.Z. 1: ui~os
@auiA~~bs;
Wilcken, Grundz., 357 and Chrest., 241). As P.S.I.
609 mentions a payment ds rdv iyopaarbv ~a96riaavlas a v v ~ k ~ a ~ e v ,
I venture to suppose that the estate of Apollonius like the
military cleri had to sell on compulsion a part of its grain to the
State and that this grain was distributed among different nomes
less rich in grain. Along with grain there were large amounts
of grass and hay which again were to a great extent expended in
the estate itself so that the administration had sometimes difficulty in providing its cattle with food. Nevertheless, some hay
was sold, see P.S.I. 559, year 29; but this document, fragmentary as it is, may refer not to the sale of grass and hay, but to
the renting of hay land.
Thus wheat, barley and other cereals, grass and hay hardly
gave a large income in money to the landholder, as most of the
produce was paid to the State, retained by the peasants and
farmers, spent in the estate as seed-grain, in rations in kind to
the administration and workmen, in feeding the cattle and
fowl, et cetera. A net revenue in money represented the
pIanting or sowing of the oil plants. Sesame, croton, et cetera,
were sown in great quantities in the estate (see, e.g., P.S.I.
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499, year 29; 500 (idem); 502 (idem); 522 year 38; P. Lond.
Inv. 2097, 1. 22 ff., Artemidorus also has large quantities of oil
seed, p. Z. 42). I have tried to explain the great development
of oil production. The new land, formerly marsh, was best
adapted to oil plants and gave abundant harvests. We have
no documents showing any restrictions imposed on the land
holder of the estate as to the quantity of Iand to be sown with
oil plants each year. I t may be that the State did not impose
any, or it may be that our evidence on this point is not sufficient.
As regards the produce in oil seed ( ~ o ~ riXac~d),
ia
the administration of the estate acted strictly according to the rules
established in the R. L. We have seen that in col. 43, 1. 11 ff.,
the R. L. prescribe that the holders of the Gwpeai deliver to
the treasury all the oil seed which they gather, retaining for
themselves only the necessary seed grain; in col. 44 they are
ordered not to have any oil factories in the villages which
belong to a Gwpci. What the expression "all the product"
really means, I do not know; does it mean the whole produce
of the fields including the share of the farmer? Or had the
farmer separate dealings with the State? Be that as i t may,
the question in itself not being very important, the administration of the estate acted as was prescribed in the R. L. I n the
year 34 Hermolaus the oeconome sends a special agent, Korragus, to Philadelphia to receive the croton from Zenon and to
transport it. Zenon has to take care of the donkeys for this
transport (P. Lond. Inv. 2079). The letter of Hermolaus to
Zenon, which informed Zenon about Korragus, was written on
the 15th of Mecheir (harvest-time), and on the 22d of the same
month Korragus is active in Philadelphia: he delivers receipts
for payment of croton which was certainly gradually delivered
to him by Zenon (see P.S.I. 358). The seed was delivered
without any preliminary testing of its purity; this work was
reserved for the place of destination, a large storehoase provided with good opportunities for the operations of the ~COapacs
of the seed. Meanwhile a sample of the seed, ten artabae, was
sealed in a special box; according to this of course the money
would be paid for the whole lot. The last act of the operation
the estate was the payment by the treasury to the estate
of the money due for the seed. I t is noteworthy that money
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for the seed was paid by the chief agent of the royal treasury
in the nome, the chief treasurer Python, a man well known t o
every student of the Ptolemaic papyri. I n P.S.I. 518, year 35,
in the month of Mesore, i.e., 4 or 5 months after delivery, he
pays the money for the sesame of the same year.
I t is noteworthy that in all these operations there is no trace
of the farmers of the state monopoly who play such a prominent
part in the law of this monopoly.
Since the village had no oil factories the population must have
been provided with oil b y one way or another b y the administration. This task seems to have been fulfilled by a special agent
of the administration, b iai TGL iXaiw~,the chief agent for oil.
I n the year 36 (P.S.I. 372) a certain Horus, son of Petarmotis,
a farmer, paid to this agent for the account of Teos, the oil
retailer of Sophthis, 8 artabae of sesame. Analogous is the
situation in P. Lille 9 where another shopkeeper of the same
kind has large quantities of sesame on the iiXws (threshing
floor). I n P.S.I. 438 a n agent of Zenon Glaukias tries to
catch the chief oil agent for regulating some affairs connected
with sesame and croton. I n this document this man is called
6 apbs TGL iXaioupyiwi, agent for oil making. He may have been
the agent of the State or of the oil farmers to deal with the shopkeepers of the Gwpeh, and with the administration of the estate.
I n what way the shopkeepers came into possession of sesame
seed I do not know.
Two documents of almost the same content (P.S.I. 349 and
566) of the year 32, letters of Theokles to Zenon, speak of
transactions in oil in which, besides the two correspondents,
Zenon the oil farmer is involved. Theokles must receive some
oil for the Xrv~+oi(makers of linseed oil?) and cannot get it without special permission from Apollonius and Diotimus and without a special guarantee from Zenon. This i s characteristic of the
care the State observed in its transactions in oil and shows
how difficult i t was to get large quantities of i t ; the shopkeepers
of course were merely retail traders only and sold only small
quantities. The guarantee required by Theokles from Zenon
shows that Zenon was responsible to the administration and to
the oil farmers for observation in the Gwped of the laws on oil
distribution.

VIII.

T H E ESTATE OF APOLLONIUS AT PHILADELPHIA
A N D MARKET
GARDENS
VINEYARDS,
ORCHARDS,

The Philadelphia documents of the Roman period discussed
in my second chapter show that Philadelphia a t that time
was an important centre of wine production, that a large part
of its territory was planted with vines, with fruit and olive
trees. This is also true for the early Ptolemaic period. Under
Philopator, as is shown by P. Petrie 111, 52 (a) and (b), the
territory or a part of the territory of Philadelphia paid for its
vineyards as the apomoira tax not less than 1% talents.
Extensive viticulture was common throughout the Fayum.
The whole nome of Arsinoe was covered with vineyards.
Many of them were very large indeed. I n P. Petrie 111, 67
(b) we meet with vineyards ( ~ r 4 ~ a of~ aa )certain Herakleides
which yielded 898% metretae of wine; 600 metretae were sold
for 1 talent and out of this sum the tax was paid, in amount
1893 dr. 3 ob.; the remainder amounted to 4106 dr. 3 ob. in
money and 298% metr. of wine. A special manager (6 apoeurqK ~ S )runs another large vineyard which belongs to a woman,
Eirene. This vineyard yields 200 metr. of wine (P. Petrie 11,
30 (e)-111, 69 (b)). Smaller vineyards are mentioned frequently (see, e.g., the document quoted above and also P.
Petrie 11, 27, 1-111, 69 (a)). The income of the State from
these vineyards was certainly very large. For the apomoira
of a number of villages in one meris, counting only the paurXr~+
~ 7 (crown
j
land) and the wine valuated in silver, the State
received 18,626 dr., and in addition more than 7,000 metr. of
wine worth about 20,000 dr. a t least. I cannot produce all the
data on this topic. I t would be a matter of great interest
to collect all the material and to investigate it from the historical,
economic and archaeological points of view.
The reason for the rapid extension of viticulture in the Fayum
and for the gradual transformation of the Fayum into a wine
land is easily understood. The owners of the vineyards were
mostly Greeks, to a great extent military settlers. Vine grow93
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ing, as one of the most prominent features of Greek economic
life, was a business with which they were thoroughly familiar.
Furthermore, as I have shown in my book on the C o l ~ n a t e , ' ~
planting of a plot of land with vines, provided permission had
been secured from the State, made the plot the hereditary prop~ t jState
~ ) . in its own interest
erty of the planter ( i p ( P ~ ~ ~ ~The
encouraged vine planting by the Greek settlers. The State
drew from the vineyards a large income in money. Moreover,
vine planting meant the investment of capital in the land by
the new settlers and so bound them to the land; thus soldiers
of the mercenary troops, officials and some adventurous business
men were gradually transformed into permanent settlers in
Egypt, attached to the land by important economic interests.
The wine market was made secure by the growing Greek population of Egypt and the State was glad to supply its wine drinking
army with local wine instead of spending huge sums of money in
buying wine abroad. The native Egyptians of course remained
beer-drinkers as always.
I t is worthy of note that the vineyard owners were mostly
Greeks; native owners were rather exceptional. I have no
reason to suppose that the natives were not inclined to plant
vines and thus to become land owners instead of crown peasants.
But I have every reason to assume that the State regarded such
a transformation without sympathy. We must not forget
that for planting a plot with vines special permission of the
State was required. I a m sure that the State granted such
permission to crown peasants only occasionally. I n the mind
of the Ptolemies, the prosperity of the land depended on the
crown peasants remaining state farmers and producers of grain,
bound to their place of origin and to their profession.
Vine planting developed rapidly during the early Ptolemaic
period. Under Philadelphus large tracts of the newly acquired
land were already planted with vines, and this is characteristic
not only of the Fayum. A glance a t such documents as P.
Par. 67 and P. Petrie 111, 117 and 122,-lists of revenues of the
State from the vineyards,-will fully establish this fact. There
is much of general history in this process, of the history of the
Hellenization of Egypt under the first Ptolemies. Such modest
76
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documents as the letter of Alkaeus to Sosiphon (P. Petrie I, 29)
are brilliant illustrations of my statement: Alkaeus informs
sosiphon that he planted three hundred vine roots and among
them some trees (irva8ev8pirs); the plantation is assiduously
watered.
Vine planting on a large scale was being carried out on the
estate of Apollonius also. I n the year 29 (P.S.T. 499) Panakestor received from Zenon a large amount of cuttings or sets,
probably of vines. A part of them had already come on twenty
donkeys, another part was expected. I n the year 34 this
operation was still going on; cuttings are loaded on a ship and
sent to Philadelphia (P.S.I. 568). Newly planted vineyards
are occasionally mentioned in the year 36 (P.S.I. 371, 1. 10 ff.,
cf. P. Lond. Inv. 2313). This planting of vineyards was
begun a t Philadelphia probably a t the very beginning of the
existence of the estate, as in the year 30 (P.S.I. 345) vintage
on a large scale is going on there. Kritias, probably an agent
of Zenon, is writing a hasty letter to Zenon: "They are preparing to gather the grapes. Send guards, not less than
ten, and write to my men to help guard. Write also to
Hegesianax lest some violence should occur." I n the same
year we see Damis dealing with large vineyards (P.S.I.
508) probably as a sub-contractor of taxes paid on them
(see further below). This last document shows that Apollonius
did not stand alone in Philadelphia as a possessor of large vineyards.
How large a part of the estate was planted with vines we do
not know. One of the documents mentions a man named
Alkimus, a vinedresser, who was the manager of thirty arurae
of vines and also of some new vine plantations (P.S.I. 371, 10:
'AX~cpos h[p]rc~ovpybs 6 T P O C ~ T ? K & S TGV X [irPovpijv] ~ a TOG/
i
rXabKov~a[i.
.]~ovvcocpC~wvhprtAhvwv; cf. P.S.1. 429, 23 ff).
Large quantities of wine of different kinds were shipped from
Philadelphia probably to Alexandria (P.S.I. 428); two kinds
are specially mentioned, Knidian and Chian wine, both famous
brands and one virtually Zenon's native wine; with them
native wine was also shipped (krcXhptor).
Thus we may say that Apollonius was busy in transforming a
Part of his estate into vineyards planted with the best sorts of
Greek vines. There was no danger that anyone would for-

.
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bid his transforming parts of his personal holding into ~ r i p a r a ,
hereditary property, almost a synonym for vineyard, a s he was
himself both the planter and the one who granted the permission for planting. For a man of such standing as Apollonius
it was not risky to invest money in vineyards and to wait nearly
five years before the money began to return interest.
How Apollonius managed his vineyards we do not know
precisely, but the fact that Zenon with his own hand wrote
instructions as to how to deal with vineyards (P.S.I. 624),
shows that Zenon himself closely supervised the management.
I t is a pity that these instructions are in such bad state of
preservation, not one sentence being complete. I t seems that
his instructions were based on scientific Greek treatises adapted
to the peculiar conditions of Egypt. We may trace the existence of such Greco-Egyptian treatises in both the Greek and the
Roman treatises on agricultux-e.76
On the other hand we have many references to vinedressers
(hpaeXoupyoi), mostly Greeks, who received fixed salaries, one of
whom, as we have seen, was the manager of a large vineyard.
I n P.S.I. 336, year 29, three of them, Peteuris, Onnophris and
Theophilus, two natives and one Greek, who were both ~qaoupoi
(gardeners) and Lpa~Xoupyoi(vinedressers), received salaries of
5 dr. for twenty days each. I n P.S.I. 371, 10, we meet Alkin u s mentioned above, who appears also in the agenda of Zenon
in connection with vineyards (P.S.I. 429, 23).
I n P.S.I. 414,
Menon the vinedresser claims his salary of 3 dr., and complains
that he has no other income, from vegetables for example, like
the other vinedressers (vegetables often being grown in the
vineyards cf. P.S.I. 434).
I n P.S.I. 628, Hellnogenes the
vinedresser is credited with his salary, as also in P.S.I. 672, are
two vinedressers, Kleon and Herakleides; the latter is also
mentioned in the list of people who received sacks and bags
(P.S.1. 427, 21,-'Hpa~Xci6€~g, this being the abbreviation of
LpacXovpybs or LpatXhv as found in many Petrie Papyri). Finally

''

Cf. P. Oxyr. 1631. The practice in Egypt, as illustrated by this
papyrus, followed closely the general instructions given by the Greek and
Roman manuals of agriculture. The basis of these manuals was certainly
the work done by the early Hellenistic scientists and practical men, whose
work in turn rested upon the theoretical investigations of Theophrastus.
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in p.S.1. 629 and 630, we have two documents dealing with
implements such as were especially used by the vinedressers:
different kinds of axes (hliva~,H E X ~ K ~hoes
L S ) , (6iKeXkar) and
spades (a~acpeia);
the axe is constantly the symbol of wine and of
Dionysus on coins of many Greek cities (e.g., Tenedus; see
Head, Historia Nummorun, 2, p. 551, and Index under Bipen,is). One of these documents, P.S.I. 630, speaks of these
implements being given to Alkimus whom we know as the
manager of one of the large vineyards. T h e same Alkimus
appears in P.S.I. 629 along with many other men, the names of
some of whom are identical with names of vinedressers found
in other documents; one example besides Alkimus, is Apollonides, mentioned as a vinedresser in P.S.I. 434, of which I shall
speak later. We may safely assume that the other names in
this document are names of vinedressers too, Andron and
Timocles, and perhaps Cheilon. Almost all of these men are
Greeks, all are specialists in vinedressing, each receives a salary
and like Alkimus, has to care for a large or small vineyard.
I t i5 probable therefore that most or perhaps all of the vineyards of the estate were managed by salaried Greeks who
received their implements from the estate and probably were
given the assistance of unskilled wage earners. One seems to
be the chief of all, the general supervisor of the vineyards in
general. I t is Herakleides. I n two interesting documents
(P.S.I. 433 and 434) he appears as the superior of a certain
gardener and vinedresser who was also a specialist in planting
melons, pumpkins, onions and garlic,-Euernpolus,
another
name to add to the list of vinedressers. I n P.S.I. 433, Herakleides gives to Euempolus land for planting garlic; in P.S.I.
434 he sends a man to accompany him on his inspection of
melon, pumpkin and onion plantations in different vineyards.
I n this inspection he has to deal with the stubborn and, as he
says, crazy Apollonides, whom we have already met, and he
mentions the names of two more vinedressers, Python and
Neoptolemus; the latter is mentioned with Alkimus in the
agenda of Zenon in connection with vineyards (P.S.I. 429, 22;
I do not know that Edgar is right in identifying him with
Neoptolemus the Macedonian, author of the petition P.Z. 38,
of which I shall speak later).
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These statistics show the importance of vine growing in the
husbandry of the estate. At least thirteen large vineyards
existed there and our list of course is far from complete. Of
the conditions under which the vinedressers named above were
employed we are not fully informed. That they received
salaries, were given manual laborers as help, and were furnished
with implements, are facts that do not prove that they had no
share in the profits. We have seen that the same conditions
apply to the individual farmers of the arable land. I am
rather inclined to think that the vinedressers also were a t once
hired specialists and farmers of the produce. An interesting
hint a t this is found in P.S.I. 434. Euempolus describes his
inspection of the melon, pumpkin and onion plantations in the
vineyards; the farmers of these plantations are obliged to pay
half of the produce kt avvr~p4aews,i. e., according to a special
agreement on the valuation of this produce; the payments are
made in money. Having finished with this topic Euempolus
begins to speak of other matters, about the farming of the
produce of the vineyards themselves. The operation of
farming this produce was fulfilled by Euempolus in the regular
form, in the presence of an official, Anosis, the village-scribe of
Philadelphia (s. Addenda p. 174), and in the form of a
public auction, 3rd ~ljpv~a.Thus the same methods were used
as on the arable land. A trick in this respect was played by
Apollonides, one of the vinedressers, who farmed his vineyard to
someone without any such formalities and received much more
money. This story of Euempolus shows that the vinedressers had
certainly not only their salaries but also a share in the produce
both of the vineyard and of the vegetable gardens planted in
the vineyards; they were therefore a t one and the same time
managers and farmers, like the yeopyoi of whom I spoke in the
preceding chapter.
I t is possible that some of them were a t the same time cleruchi.
If the identification of Neoptolemus, the vinedresser, with
Neoptolemus the Macedonian, one of the cleruchi of Philadelphia (P.Z. 38), proposed by Edgar be correct, the fact would
be established beyond doubt. A corroboration of Edgar's
point of view may be found in P.S.I. 588, where we find
Herakleides writing to Zenon about some houses (uraB&),
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mentioning Onnophris and Timocles whom we know as vinedressers, and mentioning also (1. 7), Cn~ybvwvpee' iirXwv C[C/3a[Xav],
i. e., one of the i~iyovoc(military term) as having been ejected
from his house with his weapons. This fragmentary letter
seems to point to the fact that Herakleides was himself a soldier
(P.S.1. 348, where again two vinedressers, Kleon and Herakleides, are mentioned together).
A vivid picture of the life in Apollonius' vineyards is given
by the same Euempolus in his long letter P.S.I. 434 (cf. 345,
quoted above, p. 98). Euempolus is not a very good stylist but
he has the gift of sharp characterization, as is shown when he
refers to the violent and half crazy Apollonides as one who is
nevertheless a good business man; he speaks a pointed vulgar
Greek and has a good sense of humour. I n 1. 15 ff. he says:
"Nobody prepares the wine vats, neither do they build new
ones, and time presses. Last year we began to gather the
grapes on Pachons the 28th (the letter is written on Pachons the
2nd). But they don't prepare themselves even to catch a
mouse (a proverb, no doubt)! Thus if you do not come yourself very soon and give orders about everything, stimulating the
rest of them, you will lose much."
What were the relations of Apollonius as a large vine grower
to the State?77 From the R. L. we know that the vineyards
of the bopeai paid one-sixth or one-tenth of the produce, the
apomoira, to the goddess Philadelphus, the deified sister-wife of
Ptolemaeus Philadelphus. But the vineyards in general paid
more than the apomoira. Besides a series of minor taxes,~ ~ l a 7 1 ~ 6 ~ , ( a V hand
a ~ iothers,
~ i ~ d ~they were subject to a heavy
tax of one-third or one-half of the produce, not including the
apomoira. This we know from P. Petrie 111, 117 (b) and 122
(dl. The tax was called ~pir11hpr~X&v~v
or i r b ~tpijs700 oivov.
In P. Eleph. 14, 2, this tax is included in the general name oi
K&$KOVT€S
&pyVplK~i&pol, and in P.S.1. 632 and P. Z. 38, it is
called &rcypa(afi. I t is probable that the vineyards paid in
addition a special land tax, krapobptov, (see P. Hib. 112, p. 302);
this tax seems to be of the same kind as the tax for the dykes
(xu~arutbv)and means perhaps a payment for using the irriga" The last treatment of the problem is that of Edgar, P. 2.38, Introduction.
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tion system; it is probably included in the bprup~~oi
&POL of P.
Eleph. 14.
Three documents of Zenon's correspondence give a splendid,
full picture of how the main tax, the one-third, was levied. One is
P.S.I. 508. The vineyards rented or farmed (see further below)
by Damis paid one-third or one-half of their produce in money.
This variation in the amount of the tax is explained by P. Z. 38.
Neoptolemus, the vinedresser and cleruch of Philadelphia,
protests in a letter written to the subdioeketes Diotimus against
the treatment of his father, Stratippus, owner of vineyards
in the Aphroditopolite nome, by Theokles, the former oeconome
of this nome and by Petosiris, the royal secretary. These men
assessed the vineyard of Stratippus for one-half of the produce,
taking the average of the produce for the last two years, instead
of assessing it for one-third, taking the average for the last three
years. They say that the vineyard is newly planted, which is
not true, as the vineyard has been bearing for four years. Thus
the newly planted vineyards paid a heavier tax than the old
ones, probably because of the smaller quantity of grapes which
they yielded. At the end of his petition Neoptolemus asked
Diotimus to reckon in with the payments of his father for the
vineyard, the sums which were paid by the wineshop keepers
to the treasury as the price of his fathel's wine.
The same Stratippus writes a similar petition to the king
(P.S.I. 632, cf. p. XVIII) concerning his vineyards in the
Aphroditopolite. He is himself a Macedonian, one of the
i ~ m i of
s the corps of Antigonus, cleruch in the Herakleopolite.
The petition is fragmentary and not dated. After having men7 ~ & K & T ~he) , complains, as far as I
tioned the apomoira ( 2 ~ and
can understand this fragmentary portion of the papyrus, that
being obliged to pay his imypacplj a t the rate of 3 dr. and some
oboli for the metretes, he happens now to pay much more, as
the oeconomes sell the wine for much less than for 3 dr.78 His
whole business is therefore in danger of being ruined, and he
'8
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asks the king to send to Apollonius the dioeketes and Nicanor
the sub-dioeketes his petition to have his payments made in
monthly installments. Here again the Cmypaplj is paid in wine
(it byPo; is the technical expression, P. Tebt 703), and the
wine is sold to the wine sellers by the oeconomes a t a price
which is fluctuating.
We may assume therefore, that first an agreement about the
amount in kind and the money value of the tax to be paid by the
owner of the vineyard was concluded between the farmer of the
tax and the owner of the vineyard, in the presence of the officials.
This agreement was of the same kind as those usual in the oil
monopoly, the collective contracts with the peasants about
cereals and the rest. This agreement, taking as the point of
departure the average paid for the last two or three years,
stated the sum to be paid in the current year in money. After
the vintage this tax was either paid in money, or if not, a certain
amount of wine was delivered by the tax-payer to the local
wine sellers, to whom all the wine of the locality had been
already sold by the oeconome and the farmer of the wine tax.
The value of the wine delivered by the tax-payer was entered
under the name of the tax-payer, and was paid to the treasury
by the wine seller; the treasury credited the money against the
payments due from the tax-payers; these are the payments
r~pijsoivov or rial, r~pijsOZVOV of the Petrie Papyri. When the taxpayer's debt was covered, the rest of his produce, hitherto
under arrest, was released (iptiva~),and the owner of the vineyard was free to sell his wine to anyone. The choice of course
was limited as the wine was sold in retail only by special shopkeepers who held licenses from the state.
This practice appears again in P.S.I. 383, year 38. Theron,
a farmer of a vineyard, has paid his tax for the year 38. His
payment was accepted by the treasury, to which it came with a
special document (btaypapG) signed by the tax farmers, who
received this document from the retailer who had bought the
os
The diagraphe stated how
wine (6 rbv ofvov i ~ v q ~ i v ~hrqhos).
much was due, how much was received in kind and how much
it was worth in money. The trouble in this case was that the
Payment was entered by a mistake of the agents of the tax
farmer, not for the year 38, but for the year ?7, and for this
year Theron had paid in full.
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T h e information presented b y the documents of Zenon's
archives on the subject of the taxation of the vineyards is therefore very extensive. B u t no one of these documents mentions
vineyards which belonged to Apollonius or to Zenon, and some
of the documents refer to vineyards which were not even
situated in the Arsinoite nome. How did all these documents
happen to be in the archives of Zenon? T h e answer to this
question is found in other documents of the same archives.
I n his agenda (P.S.I. 430) Zenon writes "to verify the accounts
of wine shipped to the landing place, for which nome the wine is
destined." I n P.S.I. 425, of which I spoke when dealing with
the grain, the second part of the document is devoted to pointing out mistakes committed by Zenon in his bookkeeping: (1)
in the formule of the agreements and contracts (uvyypacpai
and uippoXa); (2) i t is necessary to have rewritten the letters
given b y the warrantors of the retail traders in wine of the
Memphite and the Aphroditopolite; (3) the writer of the letter
asks for the list of the distribution of wine meaning probably
the wine sold to the retail traders, a list compiled b y Aristandrus
and Hermolaus, the oeconomes; the list is needed to show which
of the traders did not receive wine. T h e author of the letter
is probably the sub-dioeketes who had much to do with the
taxation of the vineyards.
Finally in P.S.I. 439, year 4 of Euergetes, Demetrius writes
a letter to Zenon informing him that he has sent to him Glaukias
who is bringing the accounts of the produce of the merides of
Themistus and Polemon. The accounts for the other 767ro1,
probably the third meris, that of Herakleides where Philadelphia
was situated, he had not yet received from his subordinates.
Zenon must read the accounts, sign them and send them back
to Demetrius. The produce of which Demetrius speaks is not
specified, but as near the end of the letter Demetrius speaks of
the sale of wine and of vinegar, we may be sure t h a t the yevfipara
are the produce of the vineyards of the entire Arsinoite nome.
I note moreover the fragment P.S.I. 650, which is addressed
to Zenon and speaks of retaining some wine and not allowing
it to be sold, probably because the man in question has not
paid his tax.
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If we look attentively a t the documents we see that Zenon
act, in the Arsinoite, the Memphite and the Aphroditopolite:
(1) as the man who makes contracts with the retail traders in
wine; (2) who distributes the wine among them; (3) who ships
the wine to different nomes. Moreover his agents register the
produce of the whole of the Arsinoite, and Zenon keeps in his
archives documents which are connected with certain irregularities in the levying of the wine taxes, the apomoira and the
epigraphe. T h e duties mentioned above correspond in almost
all details with what we know about the duties of the farmers
of the oil monopoly as depicted in the R. L. I have no doubt
therefore that Zenon was the general farmer of the taxes on
wine land for three nomes a t least, the Arsinoite, the Aphroditopolite and the Memphite. One of his sub-contractors was
probably Damis (P.S.I. 508); Zenon is asked in this document
to give his guarantee for Damis and to give the order to release
the wine owned b y Damis.
Thus Zenon acts a s a large tax farmer. Was i t on his own
account, or behind him do we see Apollonius as the real farmer
but unable to act as such since the law forbade officials to take
part in the farming of taxes (R. L., col. 15,l. 1 foll.)? I cannot
say, but surely i t is difficult to assume t h a t Apollonius allowed
his general manager to be involved in such big operations
without having his own share in these operations. As a large
vine grower he was interested in exercising control over wine
prices in the wine producing parts of Egypt. One of his
letters to Zenon seel~isto indicate that he owns large quantities
of wine even outside the three nomes farmed by Zenon, namely
in the Heliopolite (P. Z. 29, year 30). He asks Zenon to sell
this wine as advantageously as possible. Of course he may
have had vineyards in the Heliopolite too.
I see no reason to suppose that the vineyards of Apollonius
were not subject to the regular taxation. They certainly paid
the apomoira. Why should they not pay the other taxes?
Much scantier is our information about the production of
olive oil. This branch of agriculture did not yet prosper in
Philadelphia in the time of Zenon. However, he takes care to
plant olive trees (P.S.I. 430, 1 ff.; P. Lond. Inv. 2313, recto,
1. 7 ff.).
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Orchards and market gardens seem to have played an important part in the economy of the estate. I n P.S.I. 499, Panakestor is busy securing fig tree saplings, probably of a special
sort; in P.S.I. 430 Zenon notes, "to receive saplings of the
a new culture on a new land. I n
royal nuttrees,"-again
the early Ptolemaic times, probably, many new kinds of fruit
trees were first introduced into Egypt. I t would be interesting
to collect the information on this topic, on which there is so
much in the papyri. To illustrate this point, I see no reason
to suppose with Glotz (Rev. d. e'tudes gr., XXXIII, 1921, 169 ff .)
that in the accounts connected with the feasts of Adonis (P.
Petrie 111, 142) the ~drpva XaX~i6i~dL
and IIOYTLK~,
Chalcidian
and Pontic nuts, were imported into Egypt. They may as
well have been grown in Egypt itself. I t is worth noting how
many fruits and vegetables are enumerated in the list of goods
shipped from Philadelphia to Alexandria (P.S.I. 428, cf.
Wilcken, Arch., VI, 394): apples, royal nuts, pomegranates,
olives, onions, garlic.
Flowers seem not to have been produced on the estate.
They were bought elsewhere by the agents of Apollonius, at
least for some reIigious ceremonies (P.S.I. 333 and 489, comp.
vol. VI, p. XV).
Among the vegetables a special place was occupied by garlic.
We have seen that large plantations of garlic existed in the territory of Hephaestias (P. Lond. Inv. 2097, 1. 14ff.). At
Philadelphia, too, Zenon tried to introduce the cultivation of
two special sorts of garlic; that of Tlos and that growing in the
Oasis, or in a special Oasis in Egypt (TXui~dand 'Oaat~rri). I n
P.S.I. 433, year 36, Euempolus informs Zenon about his planting of garlic, probably on the border land of the estate (id T+S
~ C ~ p a s )Zenon
.
needs garlic to send to Alexandria (ds ~ d s
dmoa~oXis) and prefers especially the two sorts mentioned
above (cf. P.S.I. 428, 85). I cannot follow Vitelli in his note
to P.S.1. 323 (vol. VI, p. X); he understands TXui~das Tpui~h,
an obscure place in the Fayurn. Tlos in Lycia was situated
in one of the provinces of Egypt; the whole region was famous
for its garlic and was perfectly well known to Zenon, the man of
Kaunus. He tried therefore to grow this sort in Egypt and
T ~ K ~to
~ be a prodthe attempt was a success. The ' O C L U Lseems
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uct of Egypt. The document P.S.I. 332, year 29, speaks
probably about shipments of this kind of garlic to the Fayum,
for planting purposes (cf. Wilcken, Arch., VI, 387).79
Good honey in abundance was produced by the bees of the
Fayum. There was a special place there called Ptolemais
M~Xiuuovpyij~,
i.e., Ptolemais of the beekeepers (P. Tebt. 609,
verso). Honey was shipped by Zenon to Alexandria in great
quantities (P.S.I. 428), and Artemidorus asks Zenon to buy
honey for him a t Philadelphia (P. 2. 42). This honey was
certainly produced on the estate. I n P.S.I. 426, a man who
was probably a beekeeper complained to Zenon that he had
received no quarters in Philadelphia and could not get the
promised allowance in grain. Moreover, he cannot secure
any bees, and it is just the time before the second harvest of
honey begins. The man seems to have been invited to Philadelphia as a specialist in beekeeping. Many times we hear of
honey being bought in Philadelphia (P.S.I. 512 and 535; cf.
524). A man of the name of Sostratus is in charge of the
matter of honey in the first years of Euergetes (P.S.I. 391 and
524) and also earlier in the year 34 of Philadelphus (P. Lond.
Inv. 2092,l. 11 ff.). The last document is interesting as regards
the management of this industry by the State and the estate.
To Demetrius, the writer of the letter, some money was owed
by Zenon. Zenon advised Sostratus to pay the debt out of the
sale of the honey. But the honey had already been sold by
79 The attempts of the first Ptolemies a t improving vegetable culture
in Egypt are well illustrated by the story of the cultivation of cabbage told
by Athenaeus, Deipnosoph. IX, 9, p. 369 ff. After having mentioned
different authorities on vegetables in general, especially Euthydemus of
Athens (see Pauly-Wissowa, R. E., VI, 1505) and Theophrastus, who had
enumerated the different kinds of cabbage which were grown in the Greek
world, Athenaeus quotes uerbalim Diphilus from Siphnus (the doctor of
Lysimachus, Pauly-Wissowa, R. E., V, 1155) who related in his work the
attempts of the Ptolemies to improve Egyptian cabbage which was bitter,
by importing seed from Rhodes, famous for its cabbage: ~ p h p j 3 q62 ~ a X A i o r 7
~ i v c r a r~ a yiA u ~ w C r 7hv K b n , &v 61 ' A X c E a ~ 6 ~ ae i~~ ~ p h 76
. 8 ' 1 ~'P660u pcp6pevor

a r h ~ ~eisa 'AAc~iwBpcraw hai &wraurdw y A u ~ c i a vr o t c i rtjv ~pCpj3qw,p d J dw xpbwou

Cabbage ( b i p a w o r which is identical with K P ~ P B ~ )
Was produced in great quantities in Apollonius' estate and a special sort of
oil was prepared from the seed (?), P.S.I. 537. On the cultivation of Dumpkinsin Greece, see Athenaeus, Deipnosoph. IX, 14, p 372 b ff.
r & A ~ v &arxwpri<cr.
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the agents of Isocrates, the state banker, or treasurer and the
agents affirmed that the money received therefrom did not
cover their requirements. We may assume from this document that the beekeepers were dependent both on the State
and on Zenon. The first claim was the claim of the State.
The produce in honey was therefore sold by the officials of the
treasury to cover the requirements of the State and the rest
of the honey was divided between Zenon and the beekeeper.
Zenon appears here again in the rale of the farmer of the revenue
from the beekeepers. We must not forget that the beekeepers
belonged to the class of itaoreXais (P. Tebt. 5, 1. 168 f~ll.).~OThe
tax paid by the beekeepers was probably calculated in proportion to the yield of honey. I n P.S.I. 510, Teos the beekeeper
who came to Philadelphia from Busiris, paid 66 dr. and 4 ob.
for seven months. For the payment of this tax to the administration of Busiris, Teos being a native of Busiris, Zenon was
responsible; this shows him again in the r81e of a tax farmer.
Over and again we encounter the same system: the producer,
the State taking one part of the produce, the tax farmer and the
holder of the Gwpedr, who are identical, taking another part.
The rest was freely sold by the producer.
'O

See Wilcken, Grundz., p. 252.

IX.

T H E ESTATE OF APOLLONIUS A T
PHILADELPHIA

In discussing stock breeding we must distinguish the various
branches of this industry which were handled differently.
Live stock in Egyptian economy, both public and private,
were divided into four large classes: (1) cattle destined for draft
purposes,-oxen and cows; (2) animals for transportation purposes,- donkeys, mules, camels and horses; (3) beasts and fowl
bred for slaughter and for sacrifices,-calves, lambs, kids,
swine and geese; (4) wool-bearing animals,-sheep and goats.
Milk cattle as such were not specially bred in Egypt, although
cheese was made and eaten in large quantities, especially that
made from goat and sheep milk. Let me deal with each class
separate1y .81
We do not know the number of draft cattle on the estate of
Apollonius, but we must assume that the estate kept scores if
not hundreds. We have seen that Zenon had to furnish draft
cattle to his farmers as they possessed no cattle whatever.
This required large numbers of oxen and cows. In P.S.I.
509, year 30, one of the herds of draft cattle on the estate is
mentioned. Panakestor makes a contract with the farmers of
the pasture tax (ivvbProv) of the Arsinoite nome in the presence
of Zoilus the oeconome, and Diotimus his secretary. Panakestor declares fifty cows and oxen and thirty donkeys as liable
to the tax. Another herd (P.S.I. 351, year 32) was sent to the
pastures of Hephaestias; but the cattle found no pasture there,
only ~ u p i v g , i.e., wheat fields already harvested. In P.S I.
409, the number of calves which belonged to Apollonius and
No good investigation of the treatment of cattle by the State in
Egypt exists. I shall make a few suggestions in my commentary on P.
Tebt. 703; see meanwhile m y article in the Journ. of Eg. Arch., VI (1920),
173 ff. One of the most important questions is to understand what is
meant by the term ~ a u r A r u d sin connection with different classes of cattle
AS regards the draft cattle ( y t w p y r ~ b K T + Y ? ) , I a m now inclined t o think
that it was cattle held by the crown peasants but owned by the King.
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which were fed in the calf stable (pooXo~p6qrov)of Philadelphia
was eighty-one. Draft cattle were also used for breeding. Cows
seem to have been more appreciated than oxen, by the farmers,
no doubt because of the milk which they gave in addition to
their work (P.S.I. 577).
Of the relations between the estate and the crown peasants
in respect to the draft cattle, we are ignorant. Later, in the
second century B.C., as is shown b y P. Par. 63, 1. 173 ff.,
the cultivation of the royal land b y the P~ULXLKOL
yewpyoi, the
crown peasants, was of paramount importance. If there was
need of supplementary cattle besides the royal cattle, i. e., I
suppose, the cattle of the crown peasants, this cattle was
requisitioned without mercy from everybody, be they native or
Greek soldiers, the governors of the nomes themselves or even
"somebody else occupying a still more influential position who
owned land" ( K ~grepbs
V
TLS kp Papv[~h]~ac
~~iprvos
k/.$ovuiar [KEKT]qpivos 41). I t seems natural to suppose that the last class of
landowners were the holders of lands i v avvr&.$er,salary land,
or i v 6wpe8~, granted land. But the expression K ~ K T ~ ~ ~ V O
points rather to people who owned land, that is, had acquired
i t in hereditary title in one way or another, a process which was
almost unknown in the third century B.C., but had spread
widely in the second.
Nevertheless even in the third century the cultivation of
large tracts of crown land in the estate of Apollonius by crown
peasants may have had the same consequences: obliging the
landholder to help the peasants in case of need with his own
cattle. His interest in doing so, taking into consideration the
relations between the peasants and the landholder, as we know
them, is obvious.
Calves bred from the draft cattle belonging to the class
of royal cattle which was used probably by the crown
peasants in their agricultural work, were kept in special stables
(poo~orpir~ra)
supervised by special agents (poaxorpbqor) and
were fed a t the expense of the villages to which the stables
belonged (see P. Tebt. 703, and my forthcoming commentary
on it). They were used mostly for sacrifices (i~pcia)a t the great
feasts of the Greco-Egyptian religious calendar of the Ptole-
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rnies.82 A calf stable of this kind existed a t Philadelphia
also (p.s.1. 409, no date; cf. 438, 600, 604). A man specially
appointed for the purpose supervised this stable (cf. P.S.I.
375, 4). There were kept in this stable fourteen royal calves
and eighty-~necalves belonging to Apollonius. Great quantities of Apollonius' calves were used for sacrifices: forty-two
for the sacrifices a t the famous Pentaeteris of Philadelphus;
eighteen must be sent to Canopus and one must be sacrificed
a t the feast in honour of the divine brother and sister, Ptolemy
and Arsinoe (see P.S.1. 431; cf. 429). A special tax, ~vXaKLTL~6v
i~peiuv,was paid on the guards watching these animals
(p.S.1. 386). The grown calves, no longer fit for sacrifice,
seem to have been distributed among the men connected with
the estate (P.S.I. 409). I t is worth noting that the feeder of
the calves of Philadelphia reports on the calves of Apollonius
only, leaving aside the crown calves. We may suppose that he
reported on these to somebody else, not to Zenon.
We have seen that pigs were also used for sacrifices (P. Lond.
Inv. 2097, 3: where the herds of swine pasturing in the territory
of Hephaestias are called br~diepeia). The breeders of swine
according to P. Tebt. 5 , 168 ff., were b~orcXeis,like the beekeepers. This means that they were obliged to have a special
license from the state for practicing their profession and that
they paid a part of t h e produce of swine to the state. ~ a r ~ e
quantities of swine were bred in the estate of APollonius (P.
Lond. Inv. 2097). The manager of this department was
Herakleides, to be distinguished from Herakleides the vinedresser. 111 P.S.I.384, year 38, he is defined in a letter to Zenon
as "the man who deals under you with the ~ L K ( " (i. e., &v(,
which means farming of the swine trade): T&V b7rb UE ~ L K I ~ V
*pa~lra~evopivwvor 6 b7r6 ae ~ L K $rpaypa~~v6ptvos.
V
I n P.S.1.
379 and 381, years 37 and 38, he received from the bocpopfioi
(swine breeders, one of whom lived a t Ac~aiouNijaos) their
P ~ P Oi.e.,
~ , their rent in kind, a certain quantity of young pigs.
N o exhaustive treatment of this important question exists. See,
however, Plaumann, P. Grad. 6. T h e correspondence of Zenon furnishes
much new d a t a on this most interesting point; see especially P.S.I. 364,
409, 539, etc.
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I t seems therefore that the collection of the rent paid by the
swine breeders was farmed in Philadelphia to Zenon who had
special agents to collect the rent. He himself paid therefore a
special sum to the state, standing in the same position as that
which he occupied in relation to the beekeepers. He probably
also collected the tax paid by swine owners who did not belong
to the class of professional swine breeders. Swine, like the
other stock, were subject to the pasture tax, the ~vvbpiov,paid
by the sub-managers of the estate (P. Lond. Inv. 2097).
I n the same position certainly were the breeders of geese
( ~ ~ v o @ o u KWe
o ~ )have
.
no documents in the correspondence of
Zenon dealing with these people. But in P.S.I. 534, somebody
sends to Zenon twelve geese and asks that baskets and donkeys
be sent to him to take away still more geese. I suppose that
the writer of this letter is either a ~qvo/3ou~bs
or an agent of
Zenon for collecting the rent from the breeders of geese. I t
is interesting to note that some of the inhabitants of Philadelphia owned geese (Artemidorus, in P. Z. 42).
Zenon seems to have been a great lover of rare and fine hens.
P.S.I. 569 is a letter written by Philinus in which Philinus informs Zenon that he has sent him some special cocks and
their "sisters" of different colours (note the same expression as
that used for Ptolemy and his wife-sister!). This love of good
cocks is again a purely Greek trait (cf. P. Lond. Inv. 2098 about
some eggs of Egyptian fox-geese).
We find no special information in the correspondence of Zenon
about donkeys. Donkeys were common in Egypt, and were
probably kept in large numbers for transporting the agricultural
products from the fields to the storehouses and thence to the
river. We shall deal with this topic later, but it is an interesting
point that Zenon used for this purpose not only donkeys but
camels (P.S.I. 562, year 30; cf. 569, 11). This was a novelty,
as camels are almost never mentioned in the texts of the Ptolemaic period (Wilcken, Grundz., p. 373).
Great attention was paid by Zenon to horses which were probably kept with the donkeys and managed by the same agents.
An instructive document is P. Lond. Inv. 2095. Jason has in
his care some K T ~ ~probably
VV,
donkeys and horses which were
kept on the pastures near Zbpwv uhpy. The farmer of some
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land in this part of the estate, Petobastis (see above p. 87)
failed to furnish hay to the animals and grain to the men.
The two shepherds, Asclepiades and Apollonides, threatened
Jason with departure if they did not receive their salaries.
Jason had the greatest difficulty in getting money. He applied
to Glaukias but Glaukias had none. So he was obliged to
pawn some pieces of harness to a money lender. Of the same
nature is the letter P.S.I. 405 (cf. 424) where Hegesilaus,
one of the superintendents of the horses (P.S.I. 371, 18),
asks Zenon to order Theopom'pzrs (cf. P.S.I. 405,17,21 and 433,
6) to deliver hay for the horses lest they starve. I n other
documents grooms are mentioned: in P.S.I. 371, 14 and 19
they receive their salaries in kind and also receive some wheat
to pay the tax collected for the payment of the veterinary
~ Vpeople
);
are named in P.S.1. 371 as
surgeons ( ~ L T ~ L Ksix
grooms: Numenius, Stephanus, Heliodorus, Aristomachus, Apollonius, Horus; all but one are Greeks. The grain is paid to
them, as in P. Lond. Inv. 2095, by a farmer, Labos. Of
these men Numenius appears again in P.S.I. 527, a list showing
the distribution of horse harness to different men, one of whom
belongs to the M m p h i t e Gwpeir. The man who distributes
them is Glaukias (cf. P.S.I. 427, 438, 439). The same topic
occupies Zenon in his agenda (P.S.I. 430,l. 4 ff.).
Thus we meet again with a large department in the husbandry of the estate, that of draft cattle and especially of
horses. At the head of this department are the same men
whom we met as superintendents of the affairs of the estate in
the neighboring villages, Jason, Glaukias and a special agent,
Hegesilaus. Herdsmen or grooms take care of the horses;
almost all are Greeks. We know eight of them. Like the
farmers, the superintendents of parts of the estate and the
vinedressers, they receive salaries in money and in kind, and
also hay for their animals. No wonder they are Greeks; the
Egyptian fellahin and the Egyptian donkeys and camels of our
Own time are still not familiar with horses and do not like
them.
For what purpose Apollonius kept horses we do not know.
some of his travels Apollonius drove in horse carriages, but
I am sure that his main purpose was to have horses to sell for
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t h e use of the army (see below, App. V) and perhaps of the
state mail (Wilcken, Grundz., p. 373).83
Horses and donkeys were used also for organizing hunting
expeditions into the desert. Hunting was not a mere sport in
Egypt, but was regarded by the State as a good source of income.
No one who did not receive a special license and did not pay a
special rent to the state was free to hunt or to fish in E g y ~ t . ~
I n this way the hunting expeditions sent out b y Zenon were
probably organized. The hunters, headed b y a special agent
(in P.S.I. 350, Nicon is so named) received horses (P.S.I. 527)
and salaries (P. Petrie 111, p. 199 and 321). Zenon himself
was fond of hunting as a sport. On one of his expeditions for
hunting wild boars in the 6pvpbs of Philadelphia his life was
exposed to great danger; he was saved b y his Indian dog named
Taurus, which was killed by the boar. According to the fashion
of the time Zenon ordered an epitaph for this dog to be written
in verse. Among his letters two versions of this epitaph are
preserved (P. Z. 48). Who knows but that some fortunate excavator will perhaps find a t Philadelphia the grave of the brave
dog and its epitaph on stone, not on paper!
The Greeks in Egypt kept all their native habits and customs. We have seen how they extended viticulture, introduced
the cultivation of olive trees, imported new sorts of fruit and
vegetables, acclimatized the animals to which they were accustomed. One of their peculiarities was their predilection for
woollen and not linen clothes. We do not know how important
sheep and goat breeding was in the Egypt of the Pharaohs, but
under the Ptolemies certainly, and in the Fayum especially,
sheep and goat breeding assumed very large proportions.
The breeding of animals, like the planting of the vine, was one
of the most common occupations of the Greeks in their mother
country and represented on the other hand a good investment
for Greek capital, the animals being the private property of
Oa The relations between the irrorplp~aof .I\pollonius and those of the
King are not clear. Apollonius was probably regarded in this respect also
as a general farmer of the rent paid by the ixaonbpo~to the State. B u t
this is a mere hypothesis.
P. Meyer, Klio, XV (1918), 376 ff.; P. Ryl. 11, 98 a ; Preisigke,
Sammelbuch, No. 285 ff.
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their owners, as f a r as the Greek population of Egypt was
concerned.
On the estate of Apollonius sheep and goat breeding was a
matter of great importance. Four paragraphs in the agenda of
Zenon are devoted to this topic. Here again we have no
statistics. Large herds of sheep and goats are mentioned in the
of Zenon repeatedly, all of them living on
pasture lands of the different villages situated in the territory of
the estate, and of some villages of the Memphite nome (P.S.1.
368,377 b and a , 346,381; P. Lond. Inv. 2084). The managers
of this department of husbandry on the estate were Jason and
Herodotus (esp. P.S.I. 368; 360, 4; 372, 14 and 429, 13). Under
them worked regular herdsmen. T h e report of one of them
is the most instructive document of this series (P.S.I. 368).
The herdsman, whose name is lost, writes about his income and
expenses. His income is derived from payments of other
people's cattle pasturing on the pastures farmed b y him, from
the sale of young animals and from wool. His expense3 are
the salaries of the herdsmen, the purchase of hay and of food
for the dogs.
Therelations of Apollonius and Zenon to the State as regards
the pasturing of the herds were not different from those of other
inhabitants of Egypt. Zenon is not the master of the pasture
lands in the limits of the estate. He pays the pasture tax for
his herds just as others do (P. Lond. Inv. 2092); or, he or his
agents rent the pastures from the state; as a farmer of these
vopai he exacts the tax from others (P.S.I. 368) for whom he is
responsible to the State. Zenon's agents for this purpose
were probably Kallippus and Amortaeus of P.S.I. 361, year
35, to whom the nomarch Maimachus rented some vopai near
the shrine of Isis. The conditions are the same in the Memphite 6 w p ~ h . At a place Taskry, probably in the Memphite
"Ome (P.S.1. 380), the local crown peasants protest against
Apollonius' herds of goats grazing on the fields after harvest;
the peasants claim these pastures for their draft cattle. No
doubt these vopai were rented to the agents of Zenon for his
of goats. Finally in the year 35 (P.S.I. 362) the other
nomarch, Damis, informed Zenon that he had given some
Pasture land to the Arabs. These Arabs we have met already.
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They lived on the estate as a tribe and asked through their
tenmen ( 6 ~ ~ a r h p ~to
a i )be given as a chief, epistates, either
Sostratus, the brother of the nomarchi Damis and Etearchus,
or Maron, the well known sub-manager of the estate under
Panakestor. Of these tenmen one has a Greek, another an
Egyptian name, but all of them were certainly Arabs (see Addenda p. 159). I t seems that these Arabs were either prisoners of
war ( a i ~ ~ h X u r o or
i ) emigrants from the borderland between
Palestine and Arabia. They seem to have been shepherds who
went to Egypt with their herds of sheep and goats (P.S.I. 388,
56). This interesting fact may be explained as one of the
attempts a t the acclimatization in Egypt of a new breed of sheep,
the Arabian breed ('AptLP~a,see P.S.I. 429,17; 377,14, cf. P. Hib.
36, 6. 11). I t is not surprising that with the sheep, the Ptolemies took the shepherds who knew how to care for them.
The interest of Philadelphus in the fine sheep of Arabia is shown
by the fact that in his well known procession there were three
hundred Arabian sheep, thirty Ethiopian and twenty Euboean
sheep, and other rare animals (Callix. in Athen. 5, p. 201 B).
The borderland of the desert in the Fayum was exactly suited
to the animals of the Arabian desert. Another new breed of
sheep imported into Egypt by the Ptolemies was the Milesian
breed (Edgar, P. Z. 24, Intr.). This again is not surprising a s
the marshy land on the banks of the lake was just the type of
land to which they were accustomed in the marshy plain of the
Maeander. Another example of the effort of Philadelphus
to acclimatize new animals is the letter of Tubias (P. Z. 13),
the sheikh of the Arabs in Palestine, informing the king that he is
sending him some horses, donkeys and animals cross-bred by a
donkey and a wild ass.85
85 The attempt to improve the native breeds of animals by importing
better breeds from outside was common in the Hellenistic period. I n his
Memoirs, King Ptolemy Euergetes I1 (see Athenaeus IX, 17, p. 375 d;
Fr. hist. gr., 111, p. 188, fr. 9) tells of a special breed of white pigs which h e
has seen a t Assus in Asia Minor; and he says that King Eumenes of Pergamon was eager to buy good specimens of this breed for large sums of
money,-certainly with the aim of improving swine breeding in the Kingdom of Pergamon. A good parallel to the letter which I have mentioned
which speaks of remarkable cocks and hens, is furnished by another passage
of the same Memoirs dealing with pheasants, of which a great quantity
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NO doubt the chief aim in introducing new breeds of sheep
into ~ g y p was
t to get a finer quality of wool, the native Egyptian wool being one of the worst. Of course the herds provided
the estate with cheese too (P.S.I. 606; 618, 1, and esp. P. Lond.
Inv. 2095, 1. 15, where the price of one talent of cheese is
between 10 and 6 dr.) ; cheese was sold in the villages by special
merchants who had farmed this trade from the state (P. Petrie
111, 58 (a)) along with the trade in salt meat. But the chief
product was wool (P.S.I. 368, 399, 429). Raw wool seems to
have been sold and bought in Egypt without restriction, except
for the special tax for selling it on the market, and of course
for the taxes paid on the sheep and goats. No restrictions were
imposed on making woollen stuff and woollen clothes in one's
own house (P.S.I. 364; P. Z. 29, etc.), but the manufacture of
woollen stuffs for sale was regulatcd by the State in the same
way as the manufacture of linen stuff and ~ l o t e h s . ~ ~
Before the publication of Zenon's correspondence we could
only guess at. this, as the part of the R. L. dealing with this
topic was practically entirely gone and other documents were
scanty. Here again the Zenon papyri throw new light on the
whole problem.
A large factory of woollen stuffs was owned by Apollonius a t
Memphis. I t was run probably on the Greek model by using
either the labour of slave girls or of hired girls ( ~ a t 6 i a ~ a ithe
),

lived in the palace of the King a t Alexandria. Fr. hist. gr., 111, 188, f r .
10, cf. fr. 3; Athenaeus XIV, p. 654c. I do not discuss the ~ r o b l e mof the
relations between the State and the sheep breeders, a long and difficult
question. The p6pos paid for the sheep (?rpoj36rwv) and goats ( a i y ~ v )
was, in my mind, not different from the q6pos paid for the pigs and geese.
This in no way implies ownership by the State, but only a share in the
produce received by the herdsmen from their sheep and goats. See P.
Ryl. II,73 and p. 314 ff. We must not confound this rent with the payment
for the use of the pastures. Whether Zenon paid the rent (pbpos) for the
sheep which belonged to the estate or not, we do not know as yet, but I
have no reason to suppose that he did not.
"See the excellent book of the late M . Chwostoff, Studies on the
Organization of Industry and Commerce i n Greco-Roman Egypt, vol. I , The
Textile Industry (Kazan, 1914), p. 73 E. (in Russian); Th. Reil, Beitrage sur
Kenntnis des Gewerbes i m Hellenistischen Aegypten (Leipzig, 1913), p. 5 ff.
and p. 93 ff.
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first interpretation being preferable. I n P.S.I. 485, year 28,some scraps of an interesting letter, Addaeus, the Memphite
manager, writes about these aardiuxar whom he calls xaaa7ajrp ~ a ~ cloakmakers,
,87
(Vitelli reads ~ a u t a . ~ ~ . r and
~ ~ wabout
v ) certain
xiravaXXa or xr0avaXXa (to be compared with yvircpaXXa, wool).
I n P. Z. 24, year 30, Apollonius writes to Zenon: "You did well
in giving Milesian wool to the aardiaxar a t Memphis; give
another order to deliver them as much of i t as they need"
(cf. P.S.I. 605). And in P. Z. 25 we meet one of these T ~ L ~ ~ U K U L
named Sphragis, a slave name (cf. the name of the girl slave
bought by Zenon in Palestine, P. Z. 3), who was robbed of some
wool on her way from Sophthis to Memphis or Philadelphia.
I can explain these documents only by assuming that Apollonius
ran a wool factory a t Memphis on Greek lines by means of girl
slaves, bought probably in Syria and Asia Minor.
Another system, the Egyptian, was adopted by Zenon in
Philadelphia. I n P.S.I. 341, year 30, a Greek family of
specialists, weavers of women's woollen clothes, offered their
services to Zenon and were ready to emigrate from their place
Moithymis in the Memphite nome, to the splendid town of
Philadelphia of which the chief, they say, is such a nice man.
They proposed no conditions, probably because the conditions
were well known. They asked only for quarters (xa.raXupa).
Carpets in large numbers were also produced in Philadelphia
(P.S.I. 442). This time the weavers are natives. One of
them, Pais, seems to be the chief. The system under which
they work is just the same as that known for the linen industry:
work on order for the state and remuneration in money per
piece. I n P. Z. 29, year 30, Apollonius gives a n order to
Zenon to pay for the carpets out of the money received from the
sale of a certain amount of wine from the Heliopolite nome.
Contemporaneously with the introduction and development
of the woollen industry, Zenon tried to attract linen weavers to
Philadelphia. P.S.I. 599 presents many similarities with
P.S.I. 341. Some 6cphv~ai,linen weavers, inform Zenon t h a t
they are ready to settle down a t Philadelphia and to work there.
Their conditions are: for combing and washing one talent of
87 A composite of naubs (or nauu6s),-a
tailor; cf. xauo~orbs,-cloakmaker.

cloak, a n d fiaispra,-a

woman
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flax, 1 dr. and for weaving one othonion, 3 dr.; or, 1% ob.
to a man and
ob. to a woman daily, with the obligation to
furnish them one servant as help. Such a servant, probably a
was Choirine, the loom manager (iarovpy6s) who received
her pay in grain (P.S.1. 371).88
I n all these documents Zenon, and behind him Apollonius,
appear in the same r61e as in the management of the beekeeping
and swine breeding. Here as there, they have to do with the
class of baoreXeis, people working in their specialty for the State,
with the obligation to share the produce of their work with
the State, and here as there, they act as the farmers or contractors, that is, as intermediaries between the State and the
workmen, responsible for the workmen to the State. I think
that mutatis mutandis the same conditions prevailed in the
Memphite factory also. Certainly the products of this factory
and of the small house-factories of Philadelphia were delivered
by Zenon to the officials of the state in the same way as was
done by the farmers of the dwpch.
The large village of Philadelphia with its mixed population
of different employees on the estate, crown peasants, workmen
of different kinds, many attracted by the great building activity
which was going on in Philadelphia, new settlers of Greek origin,
especially military settlers, had its own complicated needs which
were partly covered by the production of the estate itself.
Moreover, Philadelphia certainly was an administrative and
economic centre for a large district of many villages. No
wonder that city life from the economic point of view developed
rapidly a t Philadelphia; and first of all comes retail trade in the
different commodities of daily life: oil and salt, bread, meat and
fish, wine and beer, clothes and shoes, et cetera.
I cannot deal here with the organization of retail trade in
Ptolemaic Egypt in general. As a rule no free trade existed
I n P.S.I. 404, u r i a ~ u o v(i. e., urua~eiov)is mentioned. I t is sold for
9 dr. a talent, b u t i t must first be combed. I t lies somewhere in the section
of t h e estate managed b y Pataikion a n d there is nobody t o guard it.
P.S.I. 573 deals with urramvpyoi, who were working o r intended t o work
on the estate. I d o n o t know whether flax or hemp is meant; in the
Byzantine epoch urr~aoupybsmeans the same a s Arvovpybs. See M. Chwostoff, o p . cit., p. 122, note 2. B u t I a m confident t h a t in the Zenon papyri
orixrrrov means hemp o r coarse flax for preparing ropes used especially on
ships.
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in the cities and villages of Egypt except perhaps a t Alexandria.89 The State regarded all retail traders as its agents, who
helped the State to sell its goods to the population Thus most
of the shops were run by people who received special licenses
from the State and were obliged to give up to the State a large
part of their profits, the State taking an active part in determining the retail prices of the goods. Take for example the trade
in oil and wine as depicted above. The shopkeepers were not
solely agents of the State but they were in constant and close
relations with it (see the mention of &Xa~o~haqXor
in Philadelphia
in the unpublished letter of the Zenon correspondence in
Manchester, P . Ryl. 8). I t was the same for the linen and
woollen industry, for most of the more important and even
for the minor trades. On these general principles, also, the
retail trade in Philadelphia was organized.
Our information on this topic is of course fragmentary but
sufficient to give a general idea of this side of life in Philadelphia. The most copious evidence which we possess refers to
the manufacture and trade in beer. We have known but
little of the organization of this trade in the Ptolemaic period.
The documents of Philadelphia are the first to give us a comparatively good idea of it.90
I n the year 31 (P. Z. 32) Apollonius writes to Zenon as follows:
"you must know that X (the name is not preserved) has
rented the beer shop at-Philadephia and has assumed the
obligation to pay to the treasury according to the daily output
of beer made from 12 artabae of barley. Make a contract
with him and after having taken from him his sworn declaration let him have the beer shop. Appoint also a trustworthy
collector who will control the business. The present brewer
shall fulfill his obligations for the time he managed the business."
Of the same beer shop Apollonius speaks in his letter P. Z. 33,
a little later in the same year. The brewer Amenneas was
See my article in the Journ. ofEg. Arch., V I (1920) 177.
For the most recent treatment see Edgar, P. Z. 32, Intro. He is
wrong in identifying &pas and ubvrag~s,which arc quite different; aivra[rs
means the supply of raw material, q6pos the payments by the brewer in
money out of the price received for the sale of the beer to the customers.
80
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accused by his treasurer or controller of having said something
which amounted to a crime. Apollonius sends a special judge
t o hear the case and threatens that if Amenneas is convicted
he should be led through the streets and afterwards hanged.
The matter seems to be of a political rather than of an economic
nature.
We knew before the discovery of the papyri mentioned above
that the tvroaoroi and {vrosijXai, beer brewers and beer shopkeepers, were generally the same, beer brewing being very
simple and requiring no special machinery. We knew also that
the rights of brewing and selling beer were not free to everybody, but that the brewers received special licenses and paid a
special &pos, or rent. The license of course took the form of a
special contract concluded by the brewer with the farmers of the
beer industry (tvrqpdr) and the state officials (a special chapter
in the R. L. treated this farming: fr. 6 (a) 13, and (h) 3). Now
we know much more. We know that the brewers received their
raw material, their barley, from the State or from the farmer
of the beer industry in the form of a special allowance which
they were obliged to transform into beer. T o this allowance
(aCvraE~s)reference is also made in P. Lille 3, col. 11, 49-53;
here 3000 art. of barley and 900 of sesame were delivered by the
state storekeeper or sitologue to the oeconome on the account
"of the beerfarm of the nome" (cis r d v {vrqpd[v] TOG vop00, ~ fP..
Petrie 111, 87). The amount of the allowance received by
each brewer determined the amount of his payment, of his
rent. The beer which he brewed was sold in his shop exclusively,
money for it being received not by him but by special treasurers and controllers who were of course either his accomplices
or his bitter foes. The money was paid to the treasury and
credited to the account of the farm. Here, after the cost of the
raw material was deducted and a general account taken by the
officials from the farmers of the beer industry (P. Par. 62,
col. V, 1, in R. L. App. I), the brewers received what remained
as their net income.
This organization is typical of many other branches of the
retail trade. The State secured for itself by means of such
organization both an assured sale for the barley which it collected from the crowr peasants and farmers, and a share in the
profits of the brewer.
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We do not know precisely what part was played in these
transactions by Apollonius. If he was the person who rented
the shops of Philadelphia to the brewers, it may be assumed
that in this special case he replaced the oeconome whose duty
it was to rent such establishments. But I doubt very much
that he did so. The shop was probably rented in the usual
way, and Apollonius was then informed of the name of the shopkeeper and the conditions on which he received the license.
But after the shop was rented, Zenon acting for Apollonius,
had to perform all the functions which were usually performed
by the farmer of the industry, that is, he had to conclude an
agreement with the brewer and to appoint a controller and
treasurer.
That the beer business was not an exception is shown by
scores of other documents found in different villages of the
Fayum dealing with other branches of trade. For Philadelphia
this fact is illustrated by a curious and characteristic document,
P.S.I. 402, undated. Arentotes, the boiler or rather roaster
(cpa~qbbs)of lentils, writes a letter to Philiscus the oeconome.
He says that he pays a rent for selling 35 artabae of lentils a
month. But (1. 4, ff.), "people in the town roast pumpkin
seed (or pumpkins?). Therefore no one now buys any lentils
from me. . . . They (the pumpkin roasters) come early in the
morning, sit down near me and my lentils, and sell the pumpkin
giving me no chance of selling lentils." He asks accordingly to
be allowed to postpone the payment of his rent. Here again
such a common product as lentils cannot be sold by everybody.
There is a special man who has rented this trade from the State,
liable to a special rent and to sell not less than 35 art. a month.
I t may be that his trade was hampered by the fact that pumpkins were not yet appreciated as a source of income for the State,
and that the trade in pumpkins remained temporarily free;
or it may be that the pumpkin trade was managed by the State
in the same way as the lentil trade and that only the taste of the
public had changed. I n any case the picture given by our letter
is a very interesting one. The fact that the letter was sent to
Zenon by Philiscus the oeconome shows that he was interested
in the affair, probably in the same way as in the beer business.
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Perhaps still more curious is one papyrus of the small collection of the Zenon papyri now a t Manchester in the Ryland
Library (no. 8). The writer of this letter, which is addressed
to Zenon, i5 Bubalus. We know him from some other letters
quoted above in part. I-Ie seems to be one of the members of
~ ~ ~ l l o n i court,
u s ' one of the former agents of Zenon. I n
p.s.1. 327, year 27, he is busy in importing goods for Apollonius from Syria; in P.S.I. 354, year 32, he tries to save the
hay in the Memphite Gwped from the soldiers who accompany
the King on his journey through Egypt; in P. Lond. Inv. 1912,
year 38, he is interested in his letter being delivered to Apollonius. I n P. Ryl. 8, Phaniaslgl the secretary of the imreis,
demanded that food should be provided for his soldiers who
were marching to take part in the feast of the Pentaeteria (see
note 82). I n 1. 10 ff., Bubalus says: "you must know that X
(the name is not preserved in full) who happened to be here said
that somebody has farmed the meat trade (payrpc~+)and would
pay a rent to the treasury; he will provide food for the soldiers;
in the same way the traders in oil who farmed the retail trade
will deliver oil so that there will be plenty of everything."
If Bubalus speaks of Philadelphia, as is likely since the letter is
addressed to Zenon, we have another instance of an occupation
which was farmed by the State, this time that of meat seller.92
Another example in another field is given by the documents
referring to the public baths in Philadelphia. P. Lond. Inv.
2086 is an interesting complaint of a certain Isidora, a woman
who rented from Zenon one of the baths in Philadelphia, not
however the largest one mentioned a t the end of the letter.
This letter may be taken as a proof that a t least the baths
built, furnished and provided with water by the estate (P.S.I.
This Phanias seems to he identical with the Phanias of P. Hib. 110.
H e may be also identical with the Phanias of P. Petrie 111, 20 and P.S.I.
609, who had to d o with the uiros irropaurbs,-the grain bought from the
cleruchi, mostly for the needs of the army. See Rostowzew, Pauly-Wis
sows-Kroll, R. E., VIT, 166. One Phanias is mentioned also in P.S.I.
438 and 539, but this one seems to have nothing to do with military affairs.
Cf. Lesquier, Rev. d. Bludes gr., X X X I I , 364; Dikaiomata, p. 99.
O2 See P. Petrie 111, 58 (a); Schubart, Einfuhrztng, p. 429; cf. Edwin
Moore Rankin, The R61e of the pkycrpor i n the Life of the Ancient Greeks
(Chicago, 1907). The p6ytrpcr in Egypt are retail traders in meat.
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445 and 542, no date), were private enterprises not subject to
the same treatment as was applied to the other branches of
trade dealt with above. As a matter of fact, Isidora does not
mention any official; she complains that Maron, not an official,
charged her with four gold staters without any reason. But another document, P.S.I. 355, year 33, a receipt of the treasury
to the bathkeeper Teos for the payment of his rent (phpos),
shows that baths were treated like the other businesses, regardless of the fact that they were built not by the State but by
private individuals. The bathkeeper had to pay to the State a
part of the income of the bath. I n the case of Isidora, Maron
and Zenon certainly acted both as the representatives of the
owner of the bath and as farmers of the bath rent for Philadelphia. What Zenon's relations to the baths a t Arsinoe were
(P.S.I. 584), and a t Koirac (P.S.I. 39.9, we do not know. I t
may be that these were Zenon's private enterprises.
Before finishing my survey of the economic life of he Gwped
of Apollonius let me pause a moment to examine bnother
vital branch of this economic life, transportation. The extent
of Apollonius' estate required a largt number of draft animals
to transport the produce from the fields to Philadelphia and from
Philadelphia to the nearest navigable channel. The nearest
landing place to Philadelphia was Kerke (Kep~6)on the main
canal of the Fayum. We have seen that the estate owned many
donkeys but they certainly were not sufficient for the requirements of the estate a t the busiest season, following the harvest.
I n P.Z. 36, year 31 (cf. 36" in P.Z. V, p. 19), we find how Zenon
secured the necessary number of donkeys for this season. The
document is a contract concluded on the second of Pharmuthi,
that is, a t harvest time, with some farmers (yewpyoi). I t is a
loan of money given by Zenon to the farmers to buy donkeys, on
the condition that if the money is not returned with the payment
of the rent Zenon is entitled to take the best of the donkeys. I
agree with Edgar that it was in this way Zenon attempted to
secure the transportation of the grain from the fields to Philadelphia and from Philadelphia to Kerke.
At Kerke Apollonius had not only a large fleet of barges and
ships but a dockyard for construction of new ones as well. The
documents of Zenon's correspondence show that Apollonius
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regularly built new ships. The main difficulty in this domain
was to secure the necessary quantity of lumber. Trees are
scanty in Egypt, and all the imported timber was apparently
used in Alexandria as there is no mention of it in the documents
concerned with shipbuilding outside of Alexandria. Thus the
great preoccupation of a shipbuilder in Egypt was to keep the
workmen provided with lumber. Of the Egyptian trees only
two kinds are good for the construction of ships, the acacia and
the sycamore. They grew sparsely all over the country, mostly
in the villages and in the sacred precincts where they may have
formed small groves. This explains why the sellers of wood in
Egypt were for the most part the priests of different shrines.
Besides the scarcity of wood another difficulty was that the
trade in wood was controlled by the State from which must be
secured special permission even for the sale of a single tree, nay,
even for the sale of dry branches.93 These conditions explain
why Spondates, who was in charge of the construction of some
ships in the year 35 (P. Z. 45), complains that the work is not
progressing because he has no sycamore wood. He asks that
a s soon as possible the tree which was offered to him by the
ibis feeders of Mea should be bought. The same situation
exists in the year 38 (P.S.I. 382). I t is expressly stated here
that to purchase a tree special permission from Hermolaus
the oeconome is required.
I t is a pity that P. Lond. Inv. 2305 is fragmentary and not
dated. I t deals with the construction of a river or sea ship
(~vpaia,cf. P. Z.2; 12; P.S.1. 594) probably a t Kerke. Beside
wood large quantities of resin, wax, red chalk or red lead are
used. One sees by the quantities of wax used in ship building
why beekeeping was so important in Egypt. Compare also P.
Z. 8 and 9.
The dockyard a t Kerke was operated not only for the private
needs of Apollonius. I n P.Z. 39, year 33, Zenon was ordered
by Apollonius to prepare as soon as possible some furniture for
some large ships ( ~ a v ~ o ~ i ~ wwhich
o v ~ oApollonius
~)
in fulfilment of
the order of the king, was obliged to have in readiness a t Alexandria for the journey of the king's daughter, the royal bride, to
" I shall treat this subject in my commentary on P. Tebt. 703; cf.
meanwhile my article in the Journ. of Eg. Arch., V I (1920) 175.
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Syria. I t is worthy of note that Apollonius is probably under
this obligation, not as the dioeketes but as one of the shipowners of Egypt.
The ships and barges of Apollonius were used almost exclusively for the transportation of goods. The managers of the
estate, Panakestor and Zenon, have no ship a t their disposal for
their journeys. Of course Panakestor asks Apollonius for one
(P. Z. 19), but Apollonius gives an evasive answer. If Panakestor can rent the ship to some one else for the time he is not
using it he may have one. Apollonius is not ready to pay the
sailors for the time they are idle (cf. P.S.I. 357, year 33). The
position of Zenon in respect to a special ship for his personal
use is the same. Demetrius sends him in the year 36 a ship for
his personal travel (P.S.I. 374).
Thus the fleet of Apollonius a t Kerke is constantly engaged in
transporting goods, above all, the products of the estate and
goods bought for the estate (see P.S.I. 429 and especially 427
and 428). The shipments from the estate given priority were
those which were sent as tivia, gifts in kind to the King. These
Eivta were in reality regular payments by the estate and the village for the maintenance of the King's court, although according to the personal character of the rule of the Ptolemies they
were regarded as personal gifts from Apollonius and the population of Philadelphia, their contributions, for giving a "crown,"
to the King on memorial occasions, such as the anniversary of
the royal birthday, of the coronation day, e t cetera. I n
P.S.I. 537, two ships are found to have been sent to Kerke for
transporting some xenia; one was left behind and was used for
the transport of wheat mixed with rye (?) or of oil made out of
radish. Still more interesting is the letter of Apollonius,
P.S.I. 514, year 34 (cf. P. Lond. Inv. 2320): "The King has
many times given the order about gifts for his 'crown.' Make
therefore the utmost effort, transforming night into day, for
shipping what is due from Philadelphia according to the schedule, and do it as quickly as possible; the extreme limit is three
days from this day for getting the xenia to Alexandria in time.
The matter is important and requires haste. Moreover send
what is due from us for the birthday of the King a t the time which
I appointed in my last letter."
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Here again Apollonius is responsible for the payment by Philadelphia of this extraordinary tax; for that, as a matter of fact,
is what the xenia were.
Kerke was only one of the stations of the commercial fleet of
Apollonius. Some documents ( P S.I. 437 and P. Lond. Inv.
2093) show that Apollonius was the owner of a large commercial
river fleet which he used probably not alone for transporting
his own goods. I t is a pity that we do not know the exact date
of P. Lond. Inv. 2093. The date as read b y Bell is K! i.e. year 24;
it seems that this papyrus belongs rather to the earlier part of the
correspondence of Zenon, t o the time when he was the chief
manager of the private economy of Apollonius. But some other
papyri, e. g., P.S.I. 601, 619 and 437, show that Zenon even
after he came to Philadelphia still had to do with the transport
business of Apollonius and his stolarches Kriton (mentioned in
P.S.I. 601). The whole series proves that the agents of Apollonius transported grain from and to different nomes of Egypt;
the Memphite, the Hermopolite, the Kolchonoyphite, the
Gynaekopolite, the Prosopite, the Diospolite; and t h a t they
acted much like a big transportation company, employing
many ship owners ( Y ~ ~ K X Iand
~ ~ captains
OL)
(~vpepvij~ar).I can
not treat this important matter in this article as proper treatment would require a special study of river transportation in
Ptolemaic Egypt.g4

"

One of the most interesting points in P. Lond. Inv. 2093, which requires
a special investigation, is the mention of a special payment called draxcwrU T L K ~ U , t o the naucleri, and the mention of special ~srpraraiwho worked
along with the captains of galleys or barges. I t reminds me of the designation of the corporation of naucleri and captains and other people occupied
in the State transport by the name xa~prarbs,-"service," which term is
used in some documents of the Roman epoch. See P. Giess. 11, 1. 11 and
Part 11, p. 160; Wilcken, Chrest., 170, 1. 27, note, and 444, 1. 11, note.
This term implies t h a t the corporations occupied in the transport business
were in no way private, free associations employed by the State, but
organizations perhaps formed and certainly controlled by the administration. The origins of this system both for the river and the sea transport
are surely early Ptolemaic. One of the most important instances for
proving this point is P. Lond. Inv. 2093.
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X. CONCLUSIONS
My investigation of the documents of the correspondence
of Zenon in the preceding chapters has shown how important is
this correspondence for an understanding of life in early Ptolemaic Egypt. The central features of this correspondence are,
on the one hand, Apollonius and behind him the King himself;
on the other hand, a part of the land of Egypt,-Philadelphia,
the creation of Apollonius and Philadelphus, typically representative of the newly created centres of economic and social
life.
I have already pointed out many times that the figure of
Apollonius dominates the correspondence of Zenon, not so much
as one who administered the economic life of Egypt in his
quality of dioeketes but more as a typically shrewd business
man, a big capitalist who knew how to use his influential position to the advantage of his own private affairs and to increase
his own wealth. But he did this not in opposition to the
tendencies of Philadelphus: he worked throughout in full
sympathy with the system of Philadelphus for the reorganization of the economic life of Egypt.
The ideas which dominated Philadelphus in his reconstruction of Egypt appear, sometimes in full relief, in or behind the
activity of his minister Apollonius as reflected in his business
letters. The Ptolemies in Egypt inherited from the Pharaohs
a highly elaborated administrative and economic organization
of a peculiar land with an economic basis quite unique when
compared with other parts of the civilized world. The leading
idea of the ancient Egyptian state, that of the Fourth, Eleventh
and Eighteenth Dynasties, was a strict coordination of the
economic efforts of the whole population to secure for each
member of the community and for the community as a whole
the highest possible degree of prosperity. This coordination
was created by the Kings inspired by the Gods, and thus the
King and his servants were paramount in Egypt, above criticism
and above all control. If the population wanted to be comparatively prosperous they had to obey the divine orders of the
King. The King was therefore the quintessence of the State,
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the very personification of the State, the emanation of the
divine force which ruled the State and the nation. This
leading idea was of course obscured in periods of trouble and
unrest, in periods of foreign domination, but it never died out.
I have told already how the Ptolemies grasped this idea and
made it their own, because it was the easiest way to govern
~
~ and~because
p
itt was in complete accordance with the
personal character of the rule of the Ptolemies, who regarded
~
~ as their
~
private
p
t property, as their large house (oi~os).
Accordingly, the ancient system of a personal and bureaucratic
of Egypt, with the economic point of view
predominant, was restored. systematized and concentrated in
the hands of the new ruler and his servants, his bureaucracy.
The King, identical with the State, was the centre and the
moving force of the life of the State; for him and through him
worked the mechanism of the economic life of Egypt. Every
forward step in the prosperity of every one of his subjects
ought also to increase the prosperity of the State, of the King.
Everybody worked not only for himself but preeminently for
the State, for the King. For what purposes the income of the
King was used, how the money paid by the population was
spent, was entirely and exclusively the affair of the King, and
nobody in the Kingdom need ask any question regarding this
subject. The crown peasants must plow and sow their land,
gather the harvest and pay their rent and the taxes; the artisans
must attend to their crafts; the merchants must carry on their
trade; the herdsmen must pasture their herds, and so on, all
under the strict control of the State and under the obligation
to give up a large part of the produce of their work to the King.
Directly above them stood an army of officials whose duty it was
to follow strictly the orders of their own superiors, and in
the last instance the orders of the King. These orders were of
course vested in the form of written laws, ukases of different
kinds, instructions, et cetera, which were known or ought to be
known to everybody, to officials and to the common subjects
of the King. The aim of these regulations was to create order
in the life of the State, and by this means to increase the income
of the State, to make the payments of the subjects regular and
Secure. This economic purpose was paramount, and for it in
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the last instance worked the whole administration of the land:
the judges, the general administration, the police force and the
highly developed financial and economic administration.
Egypt was the King's house, and the life of Egypt was run by
the King as by a master who stood beyond any control and
above every criticism. The duties of this master were to
protect his house from attacks from without and to keep his
house in order. The State, the nation, the people, for whom
the rulers must work,-all these lofty ideas of the Greek philosophy of the Hellenistic age were of course familiar to the Ptolemies who were educated by Greek philosophers and had them
in their service. Sometimes the Ptolemies made use of these
ideas in their orders and instructions, covering with them as
with a screen the brutal reality, but these ideas did not play
any active r81e in their internal policy.
Moreover, as I have already pointed out, the machinery of
the State must work smoothly and with regularity. Everything should proceed in order and according to a general plan.
For elaborating such a plan and putting it into operation the
Ptolemies made full use of the systematic and scientific genius
of the Greeks,-their strict logic, their philosophical training.
For the first time the administrative system of Egypt was, so to
say, codified; it was coordinated and set into motion like a well
organized.machine, constructed for a special, well defined and
well understood purpose. No discretion on the part of the
state's agents was tolerated, although the whole system was
based on force and compulsion, very often on brute force. The
system of compulsory labour was the main feature of the
Ptolemaic administration, and no opposition was tolerated.
The only protest which was possible was to strike and to put
oneself under the protection of the Gods. But we must not
forget that for the native population the King was himself a
God and perhaps the most powerful of all.95
$6 The ideas which I expound a t the beginning of this chapter are a
repetition, with some modifications brought about by the study of the
correspondence of Zenon, of the ideas which I developed in my article,
"The foundation of Social and Economic life in Egypt in Hellenistic
Times," Journ. of Eg. Arch., V I (1920) 161 f f . I hope to develop them
more fully in my projected book, Studies i n the Econonzic Conditions of the
Hellenistic and Ronzan World.
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After investigating conditions in Philadelphia as reflected in
of Zenon, we have before us just one piece
the
of the work of the Ptolemaic machinery. Every phase of
activity in Philadelphia is regulated by the administrative machine of the Ptolemies: agriculture, cattle breeding, industry
and commerce are conducted on lines identical with those on
which life in Egypt as a whole was run. Philadelphia was
~
~in miniature,
~
p and
t as our evidence is fuller for Philadelphia
than for any other place in Egypt the Philadelphian documents
supplement our knowledge of the early Ptolemaic Egypt in
many essential points. I t makes no difference that Philadelphia was a Gwpei, a granted territory, except that some parts of
the usual machinery were replaced a t Philadelphia by the
private agents of Apollonius, who worked on exactly the same
lines as those devised for the agents of the State, and were in
constant touch with the regular administration of the nome.
The estate of Apollonius was a part of an Egyptian nome just as
was any other toparchy of the meris of Herakleides in the Arsinoite nome. For the population of Philadelphia Zenon was a
State official, not different from the regular officials and tax
farmers of a toparchy.
But this fact, that the fiwpeh did not differ in principle from
the rest of the territory of Egypt in respect to the organization
of the administrative work and in respect to the treatment of the
native and immigrant population, is not the only one which
makes the correspondence of Zenon interesting and its study
fascinating. There are in this correspondence other points not
less important and not less interesting and new. Apollonius
himself was a Greek and his entourage, his collaborators, were
Greeks also. The court of Apollonius was the court of the
King in miniature and Apollonius himself a little King as well.
In dealing with the people who form the court of Apollonius
we do not feel ourselves in Egypt; we meet Greeks, especially
Greeks of Asia Minor everywhere, Greek names, Greek language, Greek habits, Greek costume. T o realize that we are
not somewhere in Asia Minor we should have to go down to the
lowest layers of the court and our correspondence does not
lead so far.
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These Greeks were of course mostly natives of the Greek
provinces of the Ptolemies and i f s o facto were their subjects.
But between them and the Egyptian subjects of the Ptolernies
there is an enormous distance; they belong to two entirely
different worlds. The Greeks serve Apollonius in the same
way and to the same purpose as Apollonius and the other
Greeks of the court of the King serve the King. They do it not
because they have to, not out of any sense of duty or because
of fear, but exclusively by their own free will, because they
find this service both attractive and profitable. Such men as
Demetrius of Phaleron may have had some ideal interest in
helping Ptolemy, by saturating his work of systemizing his
oi~ovopia ~ ~ ~ U L Xwith
L K ~ their scientific, philosophical spirit;
the scientists, literati and philosophers of the Museum may
have regarded Alexandria as another Athens, more quiet
and more appropriate for research work undisturbed by politics;
even Apollonius may have shared in some of these idealistic
motives, although in his correspondence we find not a trace
of it. But the members of his court of course worked exclusively for themselves, for creating for themselves secure and
profitable positions and a pleasant life. For them Egypt and
the court of Apollonius were as good or as bad as any other
place in the world. These Greeks, accustomed as they were
in Asia Minor to serve foreigners, were real cosmopolites,
preserving of course some peculiarly tender feelings for their
mother city. And how strange! I n Egypt, in one respect,
and in this respect only, they soon forget their old habits and
customs. I mean their being, according to the definition of
AristotIe, as many l G a T O X L T L K ~ . NO sign of any political
interest, of any part taken in the political affairs of the world,
and this a t a time when their mother cities still took an active
part in that political life, sometimes more active than before!
One cannot say that we have their business correspondence
only. I t is not true. Not all the letters of the archives of
Zenon are business letters. Nevertheless there is not one
word on politics or on anything except purely material interests.
And they are educated people. For a brave dog Zenon procures epitaphs of a professional poet. This means that they
all came to Egypt for one and only one purpose,-to enrich
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themselves, being as obedient, sometimes as servile as possible;
to enrich themselves by any means and to escape any responsibility for the means which they used for this purpose.
This spirit of Apollonius' court was of course the spirit
of the Greek part of the Egyptian population as a whole, in the
early ptolemaic times. Gradually a political life will be built
in the half Greek city of Alexandria; the boisterous spirit of
a Greek citizen will make its way through the indifference and
the materialism of the daily life; but this spirit will show itself
in intrigues, in pointed words, sometimes in turbulent riots only,
not i r pursuance of political ideals. And the same spirit was
probably the spirit of the Ptolemaic army. Most of the members
~f the leading circles of Alexandria belonged in one way or
another to the Ptolemaic army. Their spirit was certainly the
spirit of the army too. The soldiers are in Egypt, and not in
Asia Minor or in Syria, because the pay is better, life is easier
and there is less probability of losing their lives in battle.
They fight, these mercenaries, but without any enthusiasm,
just to show that they are good professionals, and so as not to
depreciate the value of their services on the military market.
This Greek element was exactly the element to which the
Ptolemies were bound by indissoluble ties of common origin,
common ideas, common past and common interests. The
Greeks brought the Ptolemies to Egypt, and with the Greeks
they stood and fell. The Ptolemies had to reckon with them,
with their spirit which originally was probably the spirit of
Alexander's generals too. But the spirit of the Kings, Soter
and Philadelphus, changed very fast. They soon began to
regard themselves not as generals of a conquering army, temporary masters of a conquered land, but as Kings of Egypt, heirs
of the Pharaohs. Very soon they became aware that their
only base was Egypt and they began to regard their possessions
outside Egypt as foreign provinces, in the same way as the
Pharaohs of the Eleventh and Eighteenth Dynasties did.
The age old spirit of an ancient civilized country, its traditions,
took hold of them. Subconsciously and consciously they felt
that Egypt, and Egypt alone, guaranteed them their security,
the lasting character of their power. The fates of Antigonus,
Demetriis, Lysimachus, even of Seleucus and Ptolemaeus the
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Thunderbolt are as many examples of the instability of the
great powers which were not based on a firm foundation. Philadelphus began to feel this more emphatically after his first
reverses, after the loss of Egypt's maritime hegemony. He
understood that were it not for Egypt he would lose his power
and his life like Antigonus and the others. His main task
therefore came to be to work strenuously for consolidating his
power in Egypt; and the main question for him was what to
do and how to deal with the Greek population of Egypt. Both
Soter and Philadelphus understood clearly that it was impossible
to base their State on the native population, except as on a
toiling mass which worked under compulsion and according to a
special schedule. And they were right, as was shown by the
attempts made by their successors in this direction. The population of Egypt never forgot that the Greeks and their dynasty
were foreigners and intruders. They had no means, except
strikes, to combat them, but they would not have tolerated
them had they had free hands.
There remained the Greeks, and the main aim of the first
Ptolemies was to make the Greeks feel themselves a t home in
Egypt, to tie them to Egypt with firm bonds. On the other
hand, the Ptolemies felt that Greeks concentrated in cities were
a constant danger, a constant menace to their power and
threatened a complete breakdown of the machinery of their
administration. The Ptolemies had first of all to safeguard
their own interests,-their
interests as the owners of Egypt.
There were two sides to this great problem: the need to bind
the Alexandrian Greeks to Alexandria, and the Greeks in the
country to the country. How this problem was solved is what
the correspondence of Zenon partially shows us.
We have seen how Apollonius in Alexandria strove to create
the commercial supremacy of Alexandria and of the Alexandrian merchants in the Mediterranean. He is the first of the
Alexandrian importers and exporters whom we can observe
individually,-one
of those merchants who dislodged the
Athenians and was successful in competition with the Rhodian
and Milesian merchants. We know that these Alexandrian
merchants were not satisfied with the Mediterranean only,
but followed the tracks of their Egyptian predecessors to the

shores of Arabia, Africa and as far as the harbours of 1ndia.O'
~t is interesting to see how closely the activity of Apollonius
in this field was connected with the activity of the State. The
commercial fleet of Apollonius was of course his private capitalistic enterprise, but was it an accident that he was a t the same
time the dioeketes of Egypt? We do not know what relations
existed in this respect between Apollonius and the King. But
taking into consideration the fact that aside from his sea-going
fleet, Apollonius possessed also a river fleet on the Nile and on
the canals, and that here he was bound by close ties to the
economy of the State, transporting for the most part goods
which belonged to the State, and working as an agent of the
State, we may suppose that the same relations existed between
him and the State in respect to his sea fleet. At Kerke he had
to prepare some equipment for the ships which he was obliged
to furnish to carry the King's daughter across the sea: this
means that the King regarded his fleet as one which was always
a t the royal disposal. I think that the relations which exisfed
between the Roman emperors and the Alexandrian merchant
fleet were an inheritance from the Ptolemaic epoch. The
powerful corporation of the Alexandrian naucleri of the Imperial
epoch, the corporation which transported goods belonging to
the State from Alexandria to Italy, was the same body whose
fleet was greeted by the inhabitants of Puteoli in the times of
Cicero, and this again was the same as the merchant fleet which
the first Ptolemies used for the exportation of their goods to
foreign landsg7 I can hardly believe that the ezrly Alexandrian naucleri were entirely free to carry out their business as

" On t h e question of the commerce of the Ptolemies with the East and
the South, see the excellent book of M. Chwostoff, Studies i n the History
of Exchange at the Time of the Hellenistic Monarchies and of the Roman
Empire, Vol. I , The History of the Oriental Commerce of Greco-Roman
Egypt (Kazan, 1907), in Russian, and my review of this book in Arch. j.
Papyrl&sf.,IV, 298 if. I t is a pity t h a t Chwostoff, a victim of Bolshevism
in Russia, could not have published the second volume of his Studies, which
would have dealt with the Western commerce of Egypt.
On the Alexandrian naucleri see Wilcken, Grundz., p. 379; Rostowzew,
Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, R. E., VII, 169; E. Breccia, Alexandria ad Aegyptum,
Alexandrie, 1918, p. 30; M , Besnier, Navicularii, Daremberg et Saglio,
a c t . des Ant., IV, 24; E . Kornemann, P. Ciess. 11 and part IT, p. 160.
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they pleased. They had first to respond to the demands of
the State; and in case of emergency the State could no doubt
requisition their sea ships as it certainly requisitioned their
river barges.
Nevertheless the Ptolemies did not hamper the activity of the
Alexandrian i n d the foreign naucleri to such an extent as to
make their business unprofitable. No doubt the Kings had
their own merchant ships in Alexandria; but the fact that we
hear nothing of these, and that on the contrary the inscriptions
occasionally mention the Alexandrian naucleri, those in Delos
for examplelgsshows that the foreign trade was carried on not
by the State but by private individuals of the type of Apollonius.
These men served the State, but they worked for themselves
too, and they gradually formed a powerful, rich class which
survived the power and the might of the Ptolemies themselves.
I t is a pity that the correspondence of Zenon gives us such
scanty information on this point. We have seen Apollonius
busily exporting and importing goods; we have seen his agents
fighting against the custom-duties farmers, and working for
their master in Syria, Phoenicia and Palestine; but the main
point,-the relationship existing between Apollonius and the
King, remains obscure. Let us hope that the still unpublished
documents of Zenon's archives will throw more light on this
question.
The documents dealing with the gold coinage of Philadelphus
lighted up for us one dark corner in the picture of the activities
of the foreign merchants in Alexandria. The order promulgated
by Ptolemy to transform the gold imported by these merchants
into Ptolemaic gold coins, meant that the foreign merchants
imported great quantities of it. They probably spent it in
buying both from the State and from private individuals,
goods produced in Egypt. We may surmise what kinds of goods
they bought: grain, linen stuff, papyrus, glass, ivory, perfumes
and other products of Egyptian industry.
P. Roussel, Delos colonie A thinienne (Paris, 1915), p. 92 ff. The
dependence of the Delian on the Alexandrian organization shows that the
Alexandrian was organized as a kind of State institution, just as in the
Roman period. Cf. above note 94.
98
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Extensive foreign commerce stimulated industrial activity
in Alexandria. The ancient, almost perfect industrial technique
of pharaonic Egypt, in the time of the Ptolemies was taken
over by Greek artisans; and here, as everywhere else where
Greeks came into contact with ancient, high civilizations, they
first adopted the native technique, learned every detail hitherto
unknown to them, even assimilated some artistic forms and
ornamentations, and then tansformed the whole in their own
spirit, making it accessible and desirable for all who shared
the Greek civilization. The markets of the Hellenistic epoch
came to be flooded with manufactured articles in this GrecoEgyptian style based on purely Egyptian technique. The
Ptolemies of course did all that was possible to increase the
industrial activity of Alexandria, but unfortunately we have no
evidence in the correspondence of Zenon on the means by
which they tried to achieve it. The example of the Memphite
factory of Apollonius shows that in Alexandria the factories
were probably run on Greek models and that large masses of
slaves were employed by the factory owners. But as far as we
know Apollonius took no part in the industrial activity of
Alexandria, and the point remains therefore as dark as it was
before the discovery of Zenon's archives.
The largest part of the new Greek settlers, however, was
scattered all over the country. The task of attaching them to
the country amounted therefore to the invention of devices
for letting the Greek population have their share in the economic
exploitation of the land, especially in the exploitation of the
natural wealth of the country,-the
arable land, the land
suitable for vineyards and fruit trees, the pastures, the wealth
of fish, game and minerals. The most striking feature of the
activity of the Ptolemies was their solution of this problem, and
the correspondence of Zenon allows us to look deep into the
means by which they achieved the task of making the Greek
population serve the interests of the State.
The most numerous part of the Greek element in the country
was the Greek or half Greek soldiery of the Ptolemaic army.
The army was not permanently occupied in war work. I n
time of peace it was a crowd of lazy men who might become
dangerous to the power of the Ptolemies. To release them after
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each war and to assemble them again before another war was
of course not only unwise but almost impossible, since the
markets for mercenaries were situated in countries hostile to
the Ptolemies. I t is well known that this dilemma was solved
by the Ptolemies and the other Hellenistic rulers by settling the
soldiers in the country, giving them parcels of land to work.
I cannot speak here of the military side of this phenomenon.
I am interested in the social and economic aspect only. Here
we meet scores of unsolved problems, the most important of
which is whether the soldiers received the land as substitutes
for salaries or whether they were intended to become gradually
a part of the agricultural population of the country.
This point is hotly debated. Lesquier in his well known book
on the military institutions of the Ptolemies and I in my book
on the Colonate, have tried to show that in the second century
a t least, the economic side of the problem was seriously taken
up by the Ptolemies; that they used their army to recover for
agriculture those fields which in one way or another had
become unproductive, but naturally were not unfit for agriculture.99 Gelzer, in his last treatment of the problem, has
made an attempt to show that in the early Ptolemaic time the
system of the Ptolemies was different.loO They gave the
soldiers not parcels of unproductive land, but good arable land
already worked by the peasants and remaining even after it was
given to the soldiers in the peasants' hands, provided the
peasants became farmers not only of the State but of the State
and of the cleruchi. The clerus was thus a substitute for the
salary, a kind of payment of the salary a t the expense of the
crown peasants. Lesquier combatted this hypothesis and
showed that the Papyrus Freiburg 7, on which the theory of
Gelzer was based, does not give the evidence necessary for the
solution of the problem in the way in which this was done by
Gelzer.lol
Lesquier, Les institutions militaires de L'Egypte sous les Lagides,
(Paris, 1911), p. 202 ff.; Rostowzew, Studien, p. 7 ff.
loo M. Gelzer, P. Freiburg 7 (Sitzungsber. der Heidelberger Akad., 1914,
2).
lo' Lesquier, "Le papyrus 7 de Fribourg," Rev. d. ttudes gr., XXXII
(1921) 359 ff., cf. P. Meyer, Juristische Papyri, p. 186 ff.
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The correspondence of Zenon shows that the whole problem
as formulated by the two scholars quoted above does not
exist. They are both right and wrong. We have seen from
the examples of Apollonius' Gwpeh and its settlement that the
problem which faced Philadelphus in the Arsinoite nome, and
rnutatis mutandis in the other nomes, was as follows. Extensive
irrigation work carried out by the engineers of Philadelphus
reclaimed scores of thousands of acres of arable land fit for
agriculture. As soon as this land was restored to condition
allowing agricultural exploitation, it must be worked a t once.
This could not be done by the cleruchi who had no cattle, no
implements, no training, and who might unexpectedly be called
for military duty; moreover, the work of assigning them their
cleri was a gradual slow process. The occupation of this land
a t once could only be accomplished by attracting to it a population of crown peasants. Thus the Arsinoite was settled by
emigrants from overpopulated nomes of Egypt, especially from
the Delta,-the
richest agricultural part of Egypt. This
emigration may have been sometimes voluntary, sometimes
compulsory. I have shown in my second chapter that most
of the geographical names and most of the religious cults of the
Arsinoite reflect this process of settling the nome by peasants
transported from different places in the Delta and in Middle
Egypt and given new homes and new fields. The emigration
agents, so to say, who had charge of the land and the new
settlements, were the nomarchs, responsible for the cultivation
of the new lands. As soon as the land became cultivable i t was
registered as such; a certain assessment of rent to be paid for
it was made; and the land was then handed over to the nomarchs
who were held responsible for its being cultivated in fact and not
in theory only.
Thusland7which was cultivable and was not cultivated did
not exist in the bureaucratic theory of the Egyptian administration and most of the cultivable land was as a matter of fact
cultivated by the peasants. Land not cultivated was either
land which was not fit for being sown with cereals, or land on
which the irrigation work was not yet completed. Grants made
Up of such land alor~ecould not of course be given to the
soldiers.
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Gradually, nevertheless, one parcel after another of the newly
reclaimed land was assigned to the cleruchi, but of course land
assigned to the cleruchi was taken from the arable land which
was already cultivated by the crown peasants. There was no
reason whatever for the cleruchi to turn out the peasants and to
begin to work for themselves, nor was there any reason for the
State to allow it. But I doubt very much whether all the
land received by the cleruchi was cultivated by crown peasants.
If it were, how can we explain the enormous increase in orchards,
olive groves and especially vineyards on the cleri of the military
landholders? How can we explain that they had to pay for
the supplementary irrigation work done on their plots? These
facts can be explained only by the supposition that the clerus
of a military settler consisted partly of arable and cultivated
land, partly of land which was not good for agriculture but by
means of some irrigation work could be transformed into
excellent soil for planting vineyards, orchards, some kinds of
vegetables. The history of the clerus of Apollonius shows this,
with ample evidence. One part of his land was arable when he
received his grant; i t was plowed and sown by crown peasants
under the supervision of the nomarchs; the crown peasants
became then farmers of Apollonius. But another part, and a
very large one, was not yet cultivated. Supplementary irrigation work on this part was done by Apollonius; a large part of
this land was then planted with vineyards and orchards; some
plots were given to individual farmers with the obligation of
carrying out irrigation work. Mutatis mutandis, as our evidence clearly shows, this history was the history of almost
every one of the military cleri.
Of course some of the soldiers had neither time nor money
nor interest for the improvement of the land which they received. These men of course received the hrccpbprov (rent) from
the crown peasants and did not care very much for their land.
But such men seem to have been rather exceptions. Most of
the soldiers were glad to receive parcels of land. Let us not
forget that the majority of them were peasants driven from
their own countries by poverty and debt or attracted by the
hope of a better life. Let us not forget also that the thriftiest
of them saved some money during their military service. No
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wonder if their first thought after receiving the land was to
invest their money in this land, to build a house, to plant a
garden and a vineyard, to raise some cattle. They might afterwards be called up for military service but their wives and
children would remain to work the land, and they could always
rent their vineyards if necessary.
Certainly the plots of land given to the cleruchi were in the
nature of substitutes for salaries. But a t the same time they
were a kind of school, a kind of test for selecting from the
army those who were willing and fit to become good farmers and
to create a n independent husbandry. Their interest was to
manage their land properly, lest they might lose it, as the
State insisted uponproper cultivation for regular payment of the
taxes. I have said already that the land planted with vineyards, the house and the garden became the private hereditary
property of the cleruchi, and could not be taken away even
after the death of the cleruchus who first received the plot.
The evolution of the land tenure of the cleruchi is well known,
but I would like to emphasize the fact that in the history of the
transformation of the cleri into private hereditary property
economic considerations played an important part. Good
husbandmen, good vinedressers and gardeners ought not to be
deprived of their resources in order to give the land to a vagabond soldier. But on the other hand the transformation of many
cleri into private property made it impossible to find lands for
the new soldiers other than those lands, which for one reason
or another in the troubled years of the second century B. C.
had become only partially productive or even altogether unproductive. This is the reason why in the second century unproductive land, almost exclusively, was assigned to the military
settlers. There was no other land available. But the object of
the assignments remained the same: to give a substitute for
salary to a soldier and to give him a chance to settle down on
the land, to raise a family and to create a new and prosperous
home.
The cleruchi and the officials who were treated in respect to
land assignments in the same way as the cleruchi, formed a
large and comparatively wealthy population in many agricultural diitricts of Egypt. Along with them there had come to
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Egypt many others of lower rank in search of a better life than
that which was the lot of the majority of the citizens of the
Greek cities of the mainland and of certain colonies. All the
herdsmen, vinedressers, weavers, horse-breeders, and so on,
whom we met in the correspondence of Zenon and who worked
on the estate of Apollonius, were of this class; by no means
all of them were then soldiers, or had ever been soldiers. The
number of these non-military settlers can scarcely be exaggerated. They poured into the land as long as the conditions
were favourable.
Egyptian economic life was opened to them by the Ptolemies
through the system of State farming and State concessions.
We have seen how logically this system was developed b y
the Ptolemies.lo2 At the time of Philadelphus almost no
branch of economic life was closed to these revenue farmers and
concessionnaires. I n t o the domain of agriculture they penetrated as farmers of the rent of the crown peasants, who worked
as farmers of great landowners. They found their way into
most other branches of the economic life and played a prominent part in all.
T h e system as such was modified according to the conditions
of the different branches of trade. But the main lines remain
everywhere the same and were formulated in general laws on
revenue farming. The public works were given to those contractors who undertook them on conditions most favourable to
the State. The big contractors let parts of this work to subcontractors, and so on. Almost every branch of productive
activity of the population was organized as a state concession, a n
dv4 and was managed by special contractors working hand in
glove with the o8icials. I t was their privilege to collect for the
State the rent paid by the industrial population, most of whom
were concessionnaires of the State also, as far as they received
special licenses for working in one trade or another under the
obligation of giving a part of the product of their work to the
State. This industrial population was called bao7~Xeis or
ipxcrXeypCcivoc .rais apoab8ots, and generally speaking the revenue
I maintain fully t h e main
'02 See Rostowzew, Geschichle der Staatspachl.
ideas of this book of mine although many parts of i t are already antiquated
and should be rewritten in the light of t h e new evidence.

farmers formed a part of this class. They might be vinedressers, or beekeepers, or shepherds, or weavers or brewers:
each of them had to share his produce with the State. The
vinedresser must secure a special license for planting his land
with vines, under the obligation of the payment of one-third of
the
to the State and one-sixth to one-tenth to the deified
Queen Arsinoe; the beekeeper gave up one part of his honey; the
herdsmen gave a number of the young animals and a tax in
money for the wool produced by the animals, for their milk,
for their work, paying moreover a special tax for using the
State pasture land; the weavers worked for the State, giving up
the whole of their produce in return for fixed remuneration
for their work; the same conditions apply to the workers in the
oil factories, e t cetera. Some of these concessions required
capital, some special skill, some needed mere muscular strength
only, but all were regarded as special concessions, and the
concessionnaires were obliged to give a part of their money,
their skill or their muscular strength to the State for permission to perform their work. The lower class of these concessicmnaires, like the workmen in the oil factories, were of course
natives, but most of the higher classes, especially in the branches
of trade recently introduced into Egypt by the Ptolemies,
were Greeks.
But this is not yet the end of the system of State concessions. The produce received by the State must be transformed
into money. I t was always easier to exact the rent from the
concessionnaires in kind than in money, as money was scarce in
Egypt. For this purpose there was created the system of
general revenue farming which transformed the produce into
money and gave the money t o the State. But even these big
contractors were not rich enough to handle the whole business
alone. Thus a n ingenious system of special concessions for selling the goods of the State was invented and put into operation.
The right to sell a special kind of product, say oil, wine, salt,
cheese, bread, meat, salted meat and fish, beer, even boiled lentils
and roasted pumpkins, was given to special concessionnaires,
who had the exclusive right to sell these products to the population of a certain district. They bought these products partly
from the revenue farmers, partly from the population, and sold
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them to customers, retaining for themselves only a part of the
profit. As these men had the monopoly of selling special products, and nobody was allowed to do it in competition with
them, so naturally they were the only buyers of most of theproducts of agriculture, of cattle breeding, of gardening, et cetera,
outside of the great merchants of Alexandria. Complete free
trade I affirm, did not exist in any branch of the economic
activity of the subjects of the Ptolemies.
There were therefore many opportunities for a shrewd Greek
business man to invest a little money and great cleverness,
thereby realizing a handsome profit. Of course the activity
of the concessionnaires was hampered by the strict control of
the State officials. But bureaucracies are all alike: one may
find many loopholes through which to creep.
Such was the position of the Greek population in Egypt,-a
position consciously created by the Ptolemies. What was the
significance in this system of the custom of granting large plots
of land with certain rights over the population to great personages like Apollonius? This custom fits perfectly into the whole
system. But let me first summarize the results of our
investigation as regards the Gwpeai. The Gwpeh was a combination of a grant of an exceptionally large plot of land,-a large
clerus, and of certain rights over the population and land of
one or more villages. The relations of the holder of the Gwpth
to his clerus were not different from those of any one of the
soldiers to his clerus. He could use it as he pleased, provided
the rights of the State on this territory were guaranteed, that is
provided the revenues of the State from this territory were
paid to the treasury. He was free to plant the land with vineyards and trees, provided he paid the duties to the State.
He improved the land by constructing new dykes and canals
but nevertheless this land also paid taxes to the State. The
surplus, after the duties to the State were paid, was divided
between the holder of the land and his farmers, be they crown
peasants, individual farmers, or contractors who undertook a
special work for remuneration in money or in kind.
More complicated were the relations of the holder of the
Gwped to the villages given to him as a "gift" by the King.
I n respect to these villages and their population the land-
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holder represented the State as far as the local administration
was concerned. He himself is the local administration, holding
in his own hands the duties and rights of the komarch and
"illage secretary, perhaps the toparch and the secretary of the
toparchy. Like them, he has only administrative, not judicial
rights, and he has of course more obligations than rights.
Briefly, he is responsible to the State for the population in
respect to their payments, to the preservation of order by
them, and in respect to their compulsory labour.
Concerning the payment of different taxes and rents, he
seems to hold the post of a general farmer of all the revenues
which are due to the State from the different classes of the
population. Perhaps he even possessed the rights of a general
revenue farmer with certain rights and duties of the oeconome,
if it was he who gave out the different branches of trade in the
village to the concessionnaires. He was probably also the
owner of most of the public village buildings: markets, baths,
beershops, et cetera. His position is comparable to that of
Ptolemy, the son of Lysimachus, a t Telmessus, and to that of
Josephus in Palestine as depicted by Flavius Josephus.
What is the historical origin of the Gwpeai? They have
nothing to do with the estates of the feudal lords in Egypt in
the Eleventh and following Dynasties. I see scarcely any
connection between them and the exceptional position occupied
by the temples in Egypt of the Pharaohs and of the pre-Greek
foreign domination. More similar are the grants given by the
Persian Kings to their high officials, like the famous grants to
Themistocles in Asia Minor. But we know practically nothing
about these grants, although we may suppose that they were
also introduced into Egypt by the Persian Kings.
Be that as i t may, the Gwpeai of Ptolemy Philadelphus form
one of the links in his general economic system and are an
important element in his treatment of the Greek population.
Of course one of the main aims of Philadelphus in granting
land to his companions, his generals and ministers, was to
remunerate them for their services, to give them a kind of
salary. But a t the same time, as appears from a close study
of the correspondence of Zenon, in giving land to Apollonius
and to others like him, Philadelphus intended to make as easy
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and as speedy as possible the great work of economic development, of introducing new methods in agriculture and industry,
by attracting a s many Greeks a s possible without creating
Greek cities. His companions were a t once faithful servants
of the King with great power in the country, and shrewd business men who succeeded in making large fortunes. They were
precisely the proper persons to direct the reclamation and
cultivation of new lands, to create new villages and cities, to
introduce new crops and new scientific methods in the technique of agriculture; and last but not least, to help the King
not only in placing new tracts of land under cultivation, but
also in planting them with the most suitable crops. I n giving
such men administrative power over the population, the
Ptolemies intended to p u t a t their disposal large numbers of
men for use in their great operations, and to give them a free
hand to attract new settlers. Finally, the r61e which they were
called upon to play as supervisors and general farmers of the
revenues of the State, was intended to enable them to create
in their villages new sources of income; to introduce one after
another new branches of industry and trade; in one word, t o
develop to the utmost the economic life of the village. I t is
not surprising t h a t after the experience which they had gained
in their Gwpeai, they tried even against the law, to extend their
tax-farming operations by acting as farmers of certain revenues
for the whole nome and even for many nomes.
If I look elsewhere for a similar organization of lands granted
to influential officials, I see only one. I do not mean the feudal
seigneurs of the Middle Ages; their position was entirely
different and had quite dfferent historical roots. I have in
mind the landholders in Russia, especially in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, before the time when they received their
lands and men in full title from the hands of the Tzars. Like
the owners of the Egyptian Gwpeai, they were temporary
holders of their lands, as long as they served the State; the
land remained the property of the Tzar. Like the Egyptian
landholders, they had administrative power over the population
and were responsible for the obligations of their people towards
the State. And we find the same reason for creating such a
special class of landowners: to satisfy both the political and
economic interests of the Tzars.
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Thus the Gwpeai were a kind of economic superstructure
over certain parts of Egypt, intended mostly to stimulate life in
these districts. As such the institution was necessarily temporary, transitional. I t is therefore not a n accident that our
evidence on the Gwprai is confined to the short period of the
reigns of Philadelphus and Euergetes. After all the available
land was pu under cultivation, there was rio longer need for
such big concessionnaires as Apollonius and others like him.
The striking economic feature of the period after Euergetes in
Egypt, was not a n increase in the amount of cultivable and
cultivated land but a gradual decrease. Land which was fertile
became dry or marshy again, and the efforts of the State were
directed towards reclaiming these lands again. Under such
conditions men who were willing to do the work wanted more
than a precarious title t o their land: they asked for the right
to dispose of their land as they pleased. This is the reason why
in the second century B.C. the institution of the Gwprai died
out, and instead, large and small private estates were granted
to the officials and soldiers, sometimes even against their
wills. The only survivals of the Gwpeal were probably the
appanages of the members of the royal family.
What did happen to the Gwpeai after they were taken away
from their holders we do not know. There was probably no
general rule. If there was no confiscation, the family of the
holder probably retained the vineyards and the gardens, the
houses and other buildings in the villages, b u t the clerus was
taken over by the State. I n such cases as that of Chrysermus,
the heirs might have retained even the whole clerus. But
these are mere conjectures.
A temporary revival of the Gwpeai is to be found in the Gwpeai
of Roman imperial times, grants which some leading persons
in Rome received from the heirs of the Ptolemies, the Roman
Emperors. But the organization of the otuiac. as far as we know
was slightly different.lo3 The grants have no military character; the otuiat were not cleri. I t is a superimposition of large
landholders over the real tillers of the soil, and that is all. T h e
ofiuiac.were not so many solid plots of land, but each consisted
On the o b a i a r see Rostowzew, Studien, p. 119 ff. New material for the
history r f the o b a l a r is supplied by some Ryland and Hamburg Papyri.
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of land scattered all over the nome of the Arsinoite, several
parcels in different villages forming one ohaia. It may have
been that Augustus and his successors wanted to induce some
millionnaires of Rome to invest their capital in improving the
agricultural conditions in Egypt, but I doubt very much whether
this attempt of the emperors was successful.

APPENDIX I
T H E OFFICIALS OF T H E ARSINOITE NOME MENTIONED I N T H E CORRESPONDENCE OF ZENON
Many times in the correspondence of Zenon we have met
with names and titles of officials with whom Zenon and Panakestor before him were in constant relations, receiving letters
from them and addressing letters to them. What kind of
officials they were and what relations existed between them
a n d the administration of the GwpeL of Apollonius is a matter
of importance and interest. The investigation of this question
is both difficult and complicated as in the Ptolemaic period in
general not much attention was paid to titles; accordingly, the
titles of the persons mentioned in the letters of this period,
except in contracts and other documents of the same nature,
are seldom given in full. The letters, the most instructive and
most numerous documents, very rarely mention the title even
in abbreviation.
I have spoken already about Apolloaius the dioeketes. By
his side in the correspondence of Zenon often appear his two
assistants, the sub-dioeketae (3~08to~~qrai),-Nicanorand
Diotimus. The question of the existence of such hao6io~~q~ai
a t all has been hotly debated (see Druffel, Arch., VI, p. 30 ff.).
The correspondence of Zenon decides definitely that such 05cials existed (Vitelli, P.S.I. 415, note 1). The title of L~o8roc~qT I ~ Sis repeatedly given to Nicanor and Diotimus in the archives
of Zenon and they are mentioned many times in the documents
of Zenon's archives and in other contemporary papyri without
titles. Nicanor is mentioned twice in P.S.I. 415 and 632, 11;
the title of ba08toc~~~?js
is given t o him in the latter of these two
papyri. Diotimus is mentioned many times, once with the
title ~ L O L K V ~ ~(P.
S
Z. 38), and once in a fragment quoted by
~ T $ Ssame
.
Edgar P. Z. 37, Intro. with that of L ~ O ~ L O L KThe
Diotimus is mentioned in P.S.I. 361; 409 a (?); 425; 566;
587; 591; P. Z. 37; and in other papyri: P. Freiburg 7; P.
Petrie 11, 4,2-111, 42 (c), 4; 11, 13, 17-111, 42 (d), 3; 11, 9, 1111, 43, 8; 11, 13, 1-111, 42 (c), 12; cf. Lesquier, Rev. d. Ctudes
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gr., X X X I I , 363 ff. The frequency of references to Diotimus
in the Arsinoite documents during a comparatively short
period, from the year 30 to the year 35 of Philadelphus, and the
paucity of the references to Nicanor, show that the Arsinoite
belonged to the part of Egypt which was under the special
care of Diotimus. On the other hand the variety of affairs in
which Diotimus was involved proves that there was no division
of business between him and Apollonius, no special domain in
which he alone was competent to act, but a general commission was given to him for a group of nomes. Another peculiarity is the fact that, as a n assistant of Apollonius, he was
engaged not only in affairs of State but in the private affairs
of Apollonius as well; in this respect he was the direct superior
of Zenon. We shall come back to this topic in Appendix
111. I t may be that Diotimus was competent for a t least the
Arsinoite, Memphite and Aphroditopolite nomes (see especially
P. Z. 38 and P.S.I. 566; Edgar, P. Z. 37, Intro.), and that
Nicanor was connected with the Herakleopolite (P.S.I. 632).
The next series of officials who were in close touch with Zenon
and the estate of Apollonius were the oeconomes. There is no
exhaustive treatise on the duties of the oeconomes.lo4 We
know now that there were several oeconomes in one nome, the
chief residing in the capital of the nome. We know also that
the division of the oeconomes into two classes, of which one
dealt with payments due to the State in money, the other with
payments in kind, was introduced in the late Ptolemaic epoch.
On the duties of the oeconomes we have plenty of evidence.
I cannot treat this matter here and can only refer to my investigations in my forthcoming comments on P. Tebt. 703. Briefly,
the oeconome was the local dioeketes of one nome or of one
part of the nome. He was the manager of the economic life
of the nome so far as the State was interested. Thus everything which was connected with agriculture, cattle breeding,
pasture land, industry, trade and transport, so far as these

'"

See A. Steiner, Der Fiskus der P t o l e ~ ~ t a e e(Leipzig,
r
1914), p. 10 ff.,
and the list of the oeconomes mentioned in the papyri p. 57 ff. Steiners'
treatment of the subject is both misleading and incomplete. H e has no
understanding whatever of the historical evolution. Cf. E. Preisigke, Fochwdrter, sub verbo.
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branches were under the control of the State, was his main
business; and he was especially concerned with the various
classes of contractors and concessionnaires who were the main
moving force in the economic life of Egypt. His chief duty was
to secure these contractors, t o sell them the different hvai or
branches of revenues, to supervise them and to make monthly
and final accounts with them. Such was also the activity
of the oeconomes in Philadelphia.
The question a s to who were the oeconomes during Zenon's
stay a t Philadelphia is not a n easy one to answer. As the
oeconomes were numerous in the Arsinoite, and a s the managers of the estate had to deal both with the central and the
local oeconomes, i t is not easy to decide which of the officials,
to whom the title of oi~ovbposwas given, were local and which
were central financial governors of the nome. Besides, there
are some men in the papyri who apparently performed functions
identical with those of the oeconomes but who are mentioned
in the documents without any title.
The earliest oeconome mentioned in the correspondence of
Panakestor and Zenon is Zoilus. He is mentioned many times
in the letters of the years 29 and 30 (P.S.I. 498, 502, 509;
P. Z. 18, 20; P. Lond. Inv. 2096, 1). He seems to have been
the central oeconome of the whole nome although this is not
quite certain. I n the letters he appears now as the official
concerned with the c o m p u l s o r ~labour, now as the manager
of the different hvai, always taking part in questions dealing
with agriculture on the estate. After the year 30 he disappears
from the documents of the archives of Zenon. I n the many
letters of the years 30 and following, we meet with several
persons who bear the title of oeconome. Some of them are also
known from Petrie and other contemporaneous papyri. I n
the papyri Petrie there is a man, Dionysius by name, who is
mentioned several times in connection with the activity of
Kleon, the chief engineer, as being the oeconome (P. Petrie 11,
14, 4; 13, 6, etc.). He appears again in one Hibeh Papyrus
(P. Hib. 110, 1 87) and in one of the Zenon papyri (P. Lond.
Inv. 1994, year 38). Two Petrie papyri of the same years
(11, 12, 4; cf. 13, 16j name a certain Philippus 6 i v TI~oXrpai6r
oi~ov6pcr:, and in the year 33 another Petrie papyrus, 111, 42,
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F(a), gives the title of oeconome to Aristophanes.lo6 Aristophanes may have been the local oeconome of some part of the
nome which was not in touch with the estate of Apollonius,
but Dionysius seems occasionally to have had relations with
Zenon and Apollonius; the name of Philippus has not yet
been mentioned in the published Zenon papyri. We have
also many references to a man named Hermolaus, who sometimes bears the title of oeconome and 'fulfills exactly the same
functions which are characteristic of the activity of Zoilus and
of the oeconomes in general (see P.S.I. 353, 354, 356, 358,
372, 382, 425, 544; P. Z. 38; P. Lond. Inv. 2079; all from
the year 32 to the year 38). But a t this same time, in the
years 33 and 34, we have frequent references to a man named
Philiscus who fulfills these same functions, although the
title oi~ovbposis never given to him (P.S.1. 359, 402, 419, 513,
591; P. Z. 41; P. Petrie 11, 13, 13, and P. Hal. 15, 8). I n
one of these documents he takes part in assigning land to the
cleruchi (P.S.I. 513) ; in another (P. Z. 41) he informs Zenon
that by order of the King he must meet a distinguished visitor
to the nome,-Ariston, probably the same explorer who was
sent out by Philadelphus to investigate conditions in Arabia
(Diod. 111, 42); and he says that he intends afterwards to come
to Arsinoe to take part in a public auction.
One may conclude from these facts that Zoilus, if he was the
chief oeconome, was followed by Philippus for a short time,
as in P. Petrie 11, 13, 16, Philippus seems to be the superior of
Dionysius; afterwards came Philiscus. Dionysius was probably
a local oeconome and Hermolaus was certainly the oeconome
lo6 Cf. also P. L i e 9 , time of Philadelphus,-a
petition from a retail
trader in oil in the village K h ~ ~ v otot Asclepiades, the oeconome. An.
oeconome Aristandrus who is many times mentioned in the correspondence
of Zenon (P.S.I. 361, year 3 5 ; 383, year 38; P. Lond. Inv. 2097, year 39, cf.
P.S.I. 544) was probably the oeconome of the Aphroditopolites. H e
appears in Zenon's documents exclusively in connection with Zenon's farm
of the wine revenues, which was not confined to the Arsinoite nome (P.S.I.
5 4 4 ) ; the only exception is P. Lond. Inv. 2 0 9 7 , l . 16. B u t we do not know
where the vopai of the ~ L K & itpeia, of which Jason writes to Zenon, were
situated. We must not forget t h a t the territory of Hephaestias bordered
on the territory of the Aphroditopolite nome.
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not of the Arsinoite, but of the Memphite nome.lo6 However,
these suggestions are liable to change according to new data
which certainly will enlarge our knowledge of the prosopography
of the officials of the Arsinoite nome.
None of the officials of the nome had such constantly close
relations with Panakestor and Zenon as the nomarchi. We
know three who frequently appear in the documents of Zenon's
archives and are also known from other papyri. First appear
Damis and Etearchus, two brothers with whom a third brother,
Sostratus, is associated without being a nomarch himself.
From the beginnings of the estate, Damis is especially active
in the conduct of affairs (P.S.I. 500, year 29; 502, year 29;
508, year 30; 587; P. 2. 35, year 32; P. Lond. Inv. 2090, 3;
2096, 3). I n the year 36 he has the title b r a p & 9~pCliurov(P.S.I.
366 and 367),Io7but he is still nomarch, as is shown by P.S.I.
lw We have some documents which point a t the connection of Hermolaus with the Memphite rather than with the Arsinoite nome. I n P.S.I.
425, two nomes, the Memphite and the Aphroditopolite, are mentioned,
and two oeconomes,-Hermolaus and Aristandrus; as also in P.S.I. 544;
both papyri deal with distribution of wine among the retail traders. Moreover in P.S.I. 354, which deals with a journey of the King, and with some
hay to be saved from requisition a t Moithymis in the Memphite nome, the
name of Hermolaus is mentioned; in P.S.I. 372, Hermolaus appears a s
taxing a retail oil trader of Sophthis,- again in the Memphite nome;
in the receipts for sesame, P.S.I. 358 and P. Land. Inv. 2079, the agent of
Hermolaus speaks of the agent of Zenon as being k~@tXaGeXqelas;finally, in
P.S.I. 382, Hermolaus is connected with Kerke, of which the exact situation is unknown but which may have been a landing place not in the Arsinoite but in the Memphite. But in P. Z. 38, Hermolaus is acting in an
affair connected with the Aphroditopolite. I t may be t h a t Hermolaus in
the year 32-33 temporarily dealt also with the affairs of the Aphroditopolite, as the former oeconome of this nome, Tlzeokles, had just resigned and
the new official, Aristandrus, was not yet appointed; he is first mentioned in
the year 35. I a m therefore almost certain t h a t Hermolaus was the chief
oeconome of the Memphite, and that his connection with Zenon must be
explained by the fact that the duped of Apollonius in this nome was under
the general management of Zenon; Moithymis and Sophthis were the t w o
villages situated within the limits of the 6upe&, and Kerke was the landing
place both for the Memphite and the Arsinoite Gwpcai of Apollonius.
' 0 7 Themislzts may have been another holder of a large Gupcd; he is identical with the eponyme of the Brpiorou ppis. Damis was his agent a s he
was an agent of Apollonius (P.S.I. 5 0 0 ) ; i.e., the State official in charge of
the large l o p e d granted to this important member of the court of Philadelphus.
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518 where the nomarchy of Philadelphia is called A6ptbs uai
'Erebpxov vopapxia. The same two nomarchs appear also in
P. Lille 2 and in P. Petrie 11, 13, 16. I n the last of these papyri,
along with Damis, we have another nomarch named Maimachus. This Maimachus is mentioned perhaps more frequently
than Damis and Etearchus in the documents of the years
33 and later (P. Z. 40, year 33; P.S.I. 513, year 34; 361, year 35;
P. Petrie 11, 26, 1 and 2-111, 64 (a), documents dated in the
year 35, and in the year 8 of Euergetes; 11, 39 (h)-111, 49;
11, 13, 16-111, 44, 1; 11, 39 (a)-111, 88; 11,23, 2-111, 33, all
undated; P. Hal. 12; P. Lille 5). This chronological and territorial overlapping of the nomarchi is awkward. We may
suppose that Maimachus became associated with the brothers
Damis and Etearchus, but his nomarchy bears his name just
as the nomarchy of Damis and Etearchus bore their names.
Another solution of the problem would be that Maimachus
was the nomarch of the neighboring nomarchy, to which
belonged a part of the estate of Apollonius; but in the year
33 (P. Z. 40) Maimachus acts in the affairs of some peasants
of the estate in the same fashion as Damis does in P. Z. 35,
year 32. I see no solution of this problem as yet.
The question of the functions of the nomarchi has never been
fully investigated. The frequent references to them in the
R. L. gave the opportunity to Grenfell to deal briefly with them
(R. L., p. 133), and he came back to the same topic in P. Tebt.
I, 213. Wilcken devoted a few lines to them (Grundz., p. lo),
and after him so did Martin (Les Cpistrattges, p. 141), although
Martin dealt almost exclusively with the Roman period.
And yet for none of the officials of the early Ptolemaic time
have we such full evidence as for the nomarchi. Let me therefore deal with them a little more a t length.
I n his investigation of the historical geography and topography of the Fayum in P. Tebt. 11, Grenfell pointed out
that the Arsinoite nome was divided from the early Ptolemaic
epoch into districts which do not coincide with the well known
merides of the nome, those of Polemon, Herakleides and
Themistus; but like the merides, these regions are designated
by the names of their chiefs,-the nomarchi. These sections
were in their turn subdivided into merides, not to speak of the

well known subdivision into toparchies and villages. We do
not know what the boundaries of the different nomarchies were,
except that they probably did not coincide with the boundaries
of the merides; this of course is not quite certain.
Within the limits of their nomarchies the nomarchi dealt
exclusively with the agricultural life of their territory. The
farming of the revenues forms a part of their duties as far as
these revenues were derived from the direct exploitation of the
land. For example, they play an important part in the farming
of the oil and wine revenues (see the R. L.), and in the farming
of the revenues derived from the pasture land, be it the tax of the
iv~6~tov
or the farming of fisheries and hunting.
But their main domain is agriculture,-the land both arable
and pasture. The nomarchi are in constant relations with the
engineers who build the dykes and canals. I n the contracts
of Kleon (P. Petrie 111, 42, F) they are members of the commission which gives out the work on the dykes and canals
to contractors. I n the contracts of Theodorus, the successor
of Kleon, although they no longer take any part in the
activity of the commission mentioned above, they often
appear a t the end of the contract, sometimes as the contractors
t h e m s e l v e ~ . ' ~I~find no other way of explaining this fact than
to suppose that in case of necessity, in case of lack of contractors, the nomarchi ex oficio took over the work instead of
contractors, and used, of course, compulsory labour. The
frequency of such cases in the papyri mentioned above proves
that it was not an easy task to find contractors in Egypt under
the conditions which were prescribed by the law. I t is also in
the r61e of contractors that the nomarchi act when it is necessary
to deliver great quantities of fascines of brushwood and reeds
for the dykes, bridges and sluices.10g This I explain by assuming that the brushwood and reeds taken from the marshy
land ( i ~ ~ o ~ o xand
i a Opuo~oxia) after this land was drained,
remained a t the disposition of the State and were disposed of
' 0 8 P. Petrie 111, 43, 2, col. I, 1. 29, 30; col. 111, 1. 10; col IV a t the bottom; uerso, col. IV, 1. 6 ff. Highly important is P. Petrie 111, 37 (a); cf.
P. Hal. 12.
'O' P. Petrie 11, 37-111, 44, 2-4, see especially verso, col. 111; cf. I I I , 4 1 and
46, 1 ; 11, 13, 20; 11, 26, 1 and 2-111, 64 (a).
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b y the nomarchi who controlled the works called ~vXo~onia
and
Opvo~o~ia.T h e fact that the nomarchi acted a s contractors
shows that they disposed of unlimited quantities of men
(acbpa~a)working under compulsion but for a remuneration.
I t is proved b y P. Petrie 11, 9, 1, where the engineer Theodorus
asks the sub-dioeketes Diotimus to give a n order to the nomarchi to send all their men for hasty work on the dykes. We see
therefore that in respect to the engineering work done in the
nome the nomarchi took a n active part in their capacity a s
officials who disposed of the manual labour of the population,
especially t h a t of the crown peasants, and a t the same time in
their capacity as the officials who managed the whole of the
unproductive land of their section. I n this last capacity,
for instance, they disposed of the pasture land by giving i t o u t
to herdsmen (P.S.I. 367 and 361).
When the engineering work had transformed the marshy or
sandy land into land virtually arable, the nomarchi had to take
care that this land should be plowed and sown and should yield
a revenue to the State. As the chiefs of the crown peasants
of their district and, so to say, as agents of immigration, the
nomarchi dealt both with the existing groups of crown peasants
and with new groups to be settled on the new lands. We
have seen that many new settlements in the Fayum received
their names from individuals with Greek names; this is especially true of small settlements like the i.rroi~ra,-hamlets."O
These names were probably the names of the men who owned
and settled these places. The fact that the sections administered
by the nomarchi bear their names testifies therefore that they
were the settlers of these districts. I have no doubt that the
original three sections,-merides, of the Fayum, which received
the names of Polemon, Herakleides and Themistus, preserve
in these names the record of their being settled by men bearing
these names, probably the first nomarchi of the Fayum.
As managers of the new lands the nomarchi entered into
agreements with the crown peasants on the conditions of work
on the new lands and of the payments to the treasury. They
supervised the work of these peasants, tried to settle misunder110

See t h e list of Grenfell, P. Tebt. I1 a n d above p. 9.
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disturbances and strikes, and had even a certain
power of ousting the peasants from their refuges in the temples
and sacred precincts (P.S.1. 490, 502, 536; P. Z. 34, 35, 40; P.
Land. Inv. 2090, 2096).
In the same capacity as managers of the productive and unproductive land, the nomarchi took also a n active part in the
assignment of the new lands to the military holders of these
lands and to the holders of the Gwpcai, and after the land had
been assigned they took care that land properly prepared for
cultivation was plowed and sown (P.S.I. 500). For this
purpose they again used the masses of the crown peasants,
acting as intermediaries between them and the new holders of
the land. We must not forget that the land given to the
cleruchi and to the holders of the Gwpcai remained the property
of the King, changing its status only temporarily. I t is not
surprising that the nomarchi cared also for the lands which
came back into the hands of the State (P.S.I. 536).
As the managers of the land the nomarchi naturally took
charge of a rational distribution of the crops, according to the
needs of the State. The famous P. Petrie 111, 75 (cf. 11, 23,
2-111, 33), which contains a report on the distribution of crops
on a territory of 180,000 arurae in the year 12 of Euergetes,
was probably compiled b y the nomarch for the use of the
oeconome on the basis of the reports of his assistants, the
toparchi, who in their turn certainly drew their information
from the reports of the komarchi and the village scribes.
P. Petrie 111, 75 has been regarded generallyn1 as a report
dealing with the whole amount of the sown land of the nome.
This of course is impossible. 180,000 arurae do not represent
I" Even by myself in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll, R . E., Frz4nrenlz*m; cf. P.
Meyer, P. H s m b . 24, I n t r o . This conception of t h e document is based on
the introductory formula: aap' 'Appwv[iov] v o p h p ~ o v705 'Apurvoi~our $ s /

~ a r t o s a p p k v a sy$s cis r6 iy € T O T / Bus 'ABbp A, ~ a B 6 r rkxk6w~av 0 2 r [ 6 ] a a p x o r . /
iv
' A P U L V O ~ Tfollows
IJL,
the list. I3ut this heading, a s I see now, does

not mean t h a t the crops of the whole of the Arsinoite nome were enumerated
but t h a t in this list t h a t portion only of the nomarchy was taken into
consideration which formed a p a r t of the Arsinoite nome. It is probable
therefore t h a t the area of a nomarchy m a y have included lands situated in
different nomes, a n d therefore a nomarchy was not a subdivision of a nome
but was a special division for special purposes of an economic nature.
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the area of the sown land of the Arsinoite. The fact that the
report was compiled by a nomarch shows that i t deals with the
arable land of one nomarchy only, perhaps with the arable land
of one of the three merides. Our papyrus enables us therefore
for the first time to judge the size of a nomarchy.
Finally, in the same capacity as managers of agriculture,
the nomarchi were closely connected with the payments of the
rent of this land to the State, whether land sown with cereals or
oil plants, or land planted with vines or trees, or land used as pastures.
T o the question of the origin of the nomarchi I cannot give
any definite answer. There are two opinions on this subject.
Wilcken (Grundz., p. 10) links the nomarchi of the Ptolemies
with the nomarchi of Alexander who were probably governors
of the nomes. Grenfell on the other hand (see above p. 152),
disconnects both and explains the title nomarch as a new
formation derived from vCpw, i. e., to distribute, the nomarchi
being, so to say, chiefs of the distribution of land and crops.
Against Wilcken is the fact that in the Fayum the nomarchi
never had to do with the whole of the nome, but from the first
only with sections of the nome. Against Grenfell is the
indefiniteness of the name and its separation from the similar
terms ~ o ~ h p x aand
c ~wphpxae. I should propose therefore the
solution that vopbs, a section, in this case means not a district
of Egypt as a whole but a district of the region called Aipv,lake. For distinguishing between the two, the name used for
these last districts was not vopbr but vopapxia, like ~ o ~ a p x i a
which is equivalent with ~ 6 ~ 0 places.
1,
The first sections of
the Lake district were called merides and their chiefs perhaps
~epeG6pxac;the subsequent subdivisions of these merides received
a different name, to distinguish them from the merides, and were
called not vopbs,-district, but to avoid confusion, vopapxia.
I n any case the name has a topographical not an explanatory
meaning: like toparch, and not like oeconome or dioeketes. I
doubt very much whether between the nomarchi of Alexander
and those of Philadelphus there is any historical connection.
The explanation for the division of the Limne into merides first
and into nomarchies later lies in the important and complicated
character of the functions of their chiefs, functions which
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required special acquaintance with local conditions and special
ability in dealing with the native population; this is also the
reason for employing men of native origin for these offices.
NO one man could master such a task in a large district; the
presence of the nomarch might be required a t a n y moment in
one or another part of his nomarchy. The nomarch ought to
be in constant touch with the population, and in all the complications recorded in our documents we see that the nomarch is
always a t hand and the oeconome is usually absent.
I n such provinces as the Fayum the nomarchi naturally
played a very important part in the administration of the
~ r o v i n c e while
,
their r61e was much more modest in the other
nomes of Egypt. I t is also only natural that their importance
gradually decreased rather than increased, even in the Fayum.
The nomarchy as an institution gradually lost its individual
character and occupied a modest place in the series of various
o5cials who worked in a nome in the last half of the third and
in the second century.
If I a m right in my description of the office of the nomarchi,
their r61e in the life of a Gwpea, their importance for this life,
and their constant relations with the manager of the GwpeiL,
need no special explanation. The Gwped of ApoIIonius was one
of the toparchies of a nomarchy, and the managers of the 6wpet
therefore were the nearest subordinates of the nomarchi. But
as these subordinates were agents of the dioeketes, the r6les
were inverted, and the nomarchi were agents of Apollonius
rather than chiefs of the district held by them.

ROSTOVTZEFP-A

A P P E N D I X I1
ZENON U N D E R EUERGETES
T h n v e- dealt
in the text of my article with the correspondence
of Zenon for the last years of Philadelphus, b u t the corresnondence
did not stop a t the year of the death of Philadelphus.
- xWe are in possession of some letters and documents dated in the
first eight years of Euergetes (see Vitelli, P.S.I. VI, p. X I I I ,
t o the no. 397, cf. P.Z. 64), and written by Zenon or for the most
part addressed t o him. We have rarely had occasion to quote
these letters in dealing with the estate of Apollonius, because the
character of the correspondence changes suddenly with the first
year of Euergetes. None of the letters of this period can be
referred to the affairs of the Gwpeh and none even mentions the
name of Apollonius. Yet Zenon still resides a t Philadelphia and
his interests remain the same, mostly material interests connected with agriculture, viticulture or cattle breeding.
I cannot believe t h a t this sudden change is accidental,
and I propose an hypothesis for explaining it. Of course i t is
merely an hypothesis, as our evidence is much more scanty
than for the preceding period. We have seen that Apollonius
disappeared from the stage with the first year of Euergetes and
we had every reason to suppose that his career did not end in
a peaceful way. T h e Gwped of the former dioeketes disappears
apparently a t the same time. I s it an accident? Must we not
assume that the h p e & of Apollonius returned to the State and
that Philadelphia became an ordinary village? But Zenon did
not disappear: he remained a t Philadelphia and his correspondence is still copious and full of interest. Let us investigate
a little more closely the character of this correspondence.
Zenon apparently even a t this period kept his connections
with Alexandria, and still had some influence. I n P.S.I. 392, year
6 of Euergetes, Hermocrates writes to him from Alexandria
asking for help in his hardships. He has to stand trial before the
King and is anxious to be acquitted; the matter seems to be of
a financial character, as is shown by the technical expression
&peo~r.He endeavours to get this acquittal by means of
--- .
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bribes to those nearest the King and by seeking protection.
He is short of money and asks Zenon to loan him some; in case
of acquittal he will give back double the amount. He asks
also for letters of recommendation. If Apollonius were alive
and had kept up his connection with Zenon we should have
every reason to expect mention of him, a hint a t him in such a
letter. Not a word is said about Apollonius.
Moreover we have seen that in the time of Philadelphus
Zenon was the chief administrative official a t Philadelphia.
The police force of Philadelphia was certainly a t his disposal.
Now in his correspondence he appears as a plain inhabitant of
philadelphia writing petitions to the chief of the local police.
I n P.S.I. 396, year 7 of Euergetes, he complains to Horus, the
chief of police, of the robbery of his wine cellar; another complaint of robbery is written in the year 6 by two farmers of his
vineyards (P.S.I. 393).
Whereas in the official documents we met the official title of
Zenon added to his name, we now meet with the plain designation of him and the members of his family, as ?rapeaiS~~oc
(P.S.I. 389, year 5 ; cf. 529)) i. e., as men who did not legally
belong to the population of Philadelphia, to those attached
to this village whether Greek cleruchi or natives. Was he still
officially a resident of Alexandria although not in possession of
the citizenship of Alexandria? I t is evident that if he is not
called by his official title it means that he has none. If he were
an official and not a private agent of Apollonius he would have
still kept his title as "former so and so." But he is sape~iG~por
and nothing more.112
We may assume therefore that Zenon under Euergetes was no
longer the manager of the hwpeh, but a rich and influential Greek
bourgeois residing in Philadelphia. His years of work under
*pollonius had apparently been profitable, and he had retired
to private life as a wealthy man.
' I 2 T h e same title is given in an official document to t h e faithful assistant
and perhaps relative of Zenon,-Jason from Kalynds, P.S.I. 385, year 2 of
Euergetes. I n this document Jason rents a clerus in Philadelphia. Cf.
P.S.1 394. T h e f a c t t h a t these documents, which belong t o Jason a n d
not to Zenon were found i n Zenon's archives testifies t o t h e fact t h a t Jason
Was a comqanion and probably a relative of Zenon.
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His economic affairs a t this period are extensive and various.
He was certainly in possession of large vineyards (P.S.I. 393,
year 6). His companion in these affairs was Sostratus, probably
the same man who was the brother of Damis and Etearchus
and an agent of Z e n ~ n . " ~The vineyard in question was very
large,-60 arurae, and was situated in the neighborhood of
Philadelphia. Two vinedressers were in charge of this vineyard, both Jews, Samuel and Alexander. They complained to
the chief of the village police that somebody had stolen from
the vineyard 30,000 reed props for the vines which had cost
12 dr. For the wine of this vineyard and perhaps of others
large jars were manufactured (P.S.I. 420, year 5), which, full of
wine, were kept in a special wine cellar; P.S.I. 396 mentions a
robbery from this cellar of 19 ~ephpiaof wine. I t seems also
that Zenon paid large sums to the treasury T L ~ ?O ~SV O U (P.S.I.
386,-200 dr.).
Not less important was his cattle breeding. He seems to
have specialized in goats. I n P.S.I. 386 he pays his ivvbptov,
pasture tax for not less than 500 head. I n P. Lond. Inv. 2084,
year 4, his herdsmen are going to strike. Two are preparing
to strike and one has already gone. The writer of the letter is
Pataikion who was connected with Zenon for some years
(P.S.I. 363 and 572, year 35; 404; 641; 620, 18; 629, 1I), probably
as one of the farmers of the estate. I n P.S.I. 626 along with
the other owners of sheep Zenon pays money for the ivvbpiov and
is registered for 175 sheep. One of the other owners is Jason
whom I have mentioned above, and another is Sostratus who
'I3 Here again we may suppoie that all these men were relatives,-a
nest
of Kaunians and Kalyndians. Sostratus is known from many documents
part of which I have mentioned before. I n P S.I. 410, he is again connected with Zenon; the third person mentioned in this papyrus is Keleesis,
the same who appears in our papyrus as a neighbor of Zenon and Sostratus.
I have no reason to suppose t h a t the brother of Sostratus, mentioned in his
letter to Hegetor (P.S.I. 431), was Zenon; the brother in question may
have been either Damis or Etearchus to whom Sostratus sent some pigs
from the herds of Appollonius for sacrifice. Nor have I reason to recognize
in the Sostratus mentioned so often in the Zenon papyri, more than one
man of t h a t name. In any case the close connection of Zenon and Sostratus makes i t probable t h a t Sostratus was a relative or a t least a fellow
countryman of Zenon.
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owns one hundred sheep. The sheep of Zenon are in the hands
of some shepherds: Pasis has thirty-five and Theodotus forty.
Certainly Zenon a t this period deals in wool (P. Lond. Inv.
2081, year 4) and is connected with the manufacture of woollen
stuffs (P.S.I. 387, year 4; 593; cf. for the date, 389). As a
of Sostratus Zenon seems also to have maintained
his relations with the beekeepers (P.S.I. 524; cf. 391, years 6 and
7). Finally he possesses a t least one bath a t Koi~at(P.S.I. 395)
and farms some land from other people (P.S.I. 390, year 5, cf.
388 verso and 385; cf. P.S.I. 400 and P. Z. 43). But his main
occupation seems to be lending money. I n the year 5 he
lends 150 dr. to a cleruch (P.S.I. 389). Perhaps to the same
~ e r i o dbelongs P.S.I. 529 where Nomus asks Zenon to lend
him money and offers as pledge his slave. Also not dated is
P.S.I. 532: two sons of a woman Thamoos are in prison for debt;
the mother asks to have them released and promises that they
will repay the loan by working for Zenon. Zenon seems to
have begun such operations a long time before he resigned or
was dismissed (P.S.I. 369, year 36).
Such was the independent husbandry of Zenon after he ceased
to be the manager of Apollonius. We may suppose that Zenon
was a prominent person a t Philadelphia during his stay there
in the first seven years of Euergetes. One of the papyri of this
time (P.S.I. 391, year 6) shows him being consulted about the
money to be spent for the gymnasium of Philadelphia; the
persons interested in i t were cavalry soldiers who formed the
main part of the Greek inhabitants of Philadelphia.
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APPENDIX I11
APOLLONIUS T H E DIOEKETES AS A CONTRACTOR O F
PUBLIC WORKS?
I n discussing the construction of dykes, canals and sluices
in the Fayum under Ptolemaeus Philadelphus, I have not
mentioned a curious series of papyri which deal with the work
of stone cutters (Xarbpo~),who were partly free men (CX~uOepoXarbpo~),in the quarries somewhere near Philadelphia. The
series in itself seems to have no relation to the works carried out
on the estate of Apollonius, but seems to be closely connected
with the activity of Apollonius as dioeketes. The work done
by the stone cutters was certainly a part of the irrigation work,
which included the creation of a system of land and water ways
in this part of the Fayum.
The key for understanding the whole series of documents is
given by two Papyri Petrie, 11, 4, 2-111, 42 (c), 4 and 11, 13,
1-111, 42 (c), 12, both of the year 30. The first of these papyri
is a letter of Apollonius to Kleon the engineer concerning a
contract concluded by Apollonius and the tenmen ( 6 e ~ a r t i p ~ a ~ )
of the stone cutters through Diotimus as the intermediary.
According to the contract Kleon must supply the stone cutters
with the iron implements for their work. There is no doubt
that Apollonius, the author of this letter, is Apollonius the
dioeketes and Diotimus, his assistant, is the sub-dioeketes.
The second papyrus mentioned above refers to the same contract and speaks of Apollonius as the dioeketes. The tenmen
of the stone cutters complain in this document that they do
not get what was stipulated in their contract (ypapfi) which is
in the hands of Diotimus the sub-dioeketes and Dionysius the
oeconome. The same stone work forms the subject of one of
the papyri of the correspondence of Zenon (P.S.I. 423, no date).
The document is a letter of Horus who digs wells (PpCara) and
ditches (bXeroi). He denounces in this letter another man
who works in the same region, using the labour of prisonand offers to carry out all the work alone as he is
ers (&cp.rrQra~),
well provided with men. Zenon, to whom the letter is addressed,
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should come to measure the work already done and should
also send food for the workers. Is i t an accident that prisoners (&gpD.ra~)sent by Apollonius appear again in P. Petrie 11,
13, 3 and 4, cf. 4, 10-III,42 (c), 8 and 9? I n P. Petrie 11, 13, 3,
they are building an bxipopa, that is, walls to strengthen the
banks of a canal for the construction of a bridge or sluice. The
editors understand bxipwpa as a prison! Other papyri of the
same series also refer to Apollonius. I n P. Petrie 11, 4,8-111,
42 (c), 1, one hundred and forty stone cutters are idle; they
point out that the dioeketes may be angry as he wants speedy
work (70; ~ L O L K ~ TUTE~~SOVMS).
O ~
Similar complaints are found
in P. Petrie 11, 4, 1,-although Apollonius the supervisor of the
work (iPYo6ihurqs),of this papyrus is of course not Apollonius
the dioeketes, and also in P. Petrie 11, 4, 9-111, 42 (c), 2.
How can we explain the active part taken by the dioeketes
in this work of the stone cutters? He appears here not only a s
a person interested in the progress of the work but also as the
employer of the stone cutters. The explanation of this fact
may be found in P. Petrie 11, 13, 18 (b) and 13, 6 1 1 1 , 42 (g),
7 and 4, no date, which tell us that a certain Apollonius, "for
the purpose of relieving the King" (~ovpi{wv r d v PacrtXia), took
over as a contractor the whole work in the quarries, and was
giving out parts of the work to minor contractors. May we
not connect this papyrus with the series referred to above,
and also with another series which deals with the repair of
the roads in this part of the Fayum; for this purpose stone is
being brought on special barges (XtBqyoi)? (See P. Petrie 11,
13, 18 (a) and 111, 46, 1.) The work is done a t full speed
because the administration expects a visit from the King.
Apollonius himself asks for reports on the progress of this work
(P. Petrie 111, 46, 1).114
1 cannot help thinking that the three series of documents
form a unit. I suppose that a visit of the King was imminent.
He intended to come for an inspection of the irrigation work.
We know from one letter of Metrodora, wife of Kleon the engineer, that this visit ended badly for Kleon. Is it not natural
"'Perhaps this journe:. is identical with that of t h e year 32, which w a s
announced by Athenagoras to the oeconome of the Memphite Hermolaus.
See the letter of Bubalus to Zenon, P.S.I. 354.
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to assume that Apollonius, well acquainted with the plans of
the King and seeing t h a t the work progressed b u t slowly
because of the lack of ~ o r , ~ r a c t o r decided
s,
to take up the work
himself and t o carry it o u t b y means of subletting the work
to minor contractors and to squads of free stone cutters?l15
I do not discuss here the opinions of the other scholars who have dealt
with the same series of papyri. See their works quoted above in note 61.
116

A P P E N D I X IV
T H E HISTORY O F T H E NOMOI TEAONIKOI O F
PTOLEMY PHILADELPHUS
AS

far as I know nobody as yet has investigated the history

of the Revenue Laws, the v b p o ~TEXWVLKOI
of Ptolemy Philadel-

phus. And yet the document itself tells its history. The first
part of the papyrus contains the general vbpos T E ~ W Y L K ~ Swhich
,
dictates the general conditions on which the farms were given
out. I t is dated probably in the same year of Philadelphus as
the law on the apomoira and the law on the kXa~~fi,
in the year
27 of his rule. More complicated is the history of the following
section which deals with the apomoira. The new organization
of the tax called apomoira, a sixth or a tenth of the produce of
the vineyards and gardens, was introduced in the year 23
of Philadelphus. I n this year are dated two orders ( ~ ~ o u ~ h y y a ~ a )of the King each followed by a single ~pbypappaor
Gihypappa. The orders are short and of a very general character, introducing the rpoyphppa~aor dtayphpya~a,which in their
turn prescribed certain preliminaries to the collection of the
apomoira. I have mentioned and described them in the text
of my article, p. 42 ff. No detailed measures for the colle, tion
of the apornoira are published in our document with the orders
of the year 23. But such measures originally existed in the
series of documents of the year 23. I n the existing document
they are replaced b y the order of the year 27 and by the text
of the law on the collection of the apomoira. The history of
the law on the apomoira was then as follows. I n the year 23
three orders were published by the King: two of them introduced orders to collect preliminary statistics necessary for the
collection of the apomoira; the third introduced the law on the
collection of the apomoira and ordered the collection to be
carried out. I n the year 27 this last order and the law were
republished with modifications and were dated in the year 27;
the first two orders of the year 23 were appended to this order
and to the law.
The next section of the R. L. contains the v6pos hkai~ijr.
There are no documents appended to this law. The law
165
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apparently was a new one, first introduced in the year 27 b y
Philadelphus. The first lines of this section are missing. But
I presume that there was no TpbUTaypa a t the beginning but
simply a heading, e. g., Aihypappa iXai~fjslike A i a y p a p p a Tpam{Dv (col. 73) or Nbfios i k a i ~ f j like
s
Nbpos ~ E K & T T ] S(~01.8 0 ) . We
know too little of the Hellenistic legal terminology to underheading
stand the difference between vbpos and G i h y ~ a p ~ a The
.
of the next section, t h a t on the 6eov~vpdr (col. 8 7 ff.), is not
preserved.
The whole document seems to be an attempt a t a codification
of the rules which regulated those parts of the State economy
which were organized as incomes of the State collected by
tax farmers. Some of the taxes which were dealt with in the
new law were farmed before the publication of this attempt a t a
codification; for some taxes the farm system was first introduced b y the new law. The "Codex" was published by the
order of the King by the dioeketes Apollonius and was compiled by his officials. The notes in the copy which preserved
for us the regulations (col. 22 and 38) were written b y the man
who was sent to Alexandria to copy the roll for the officials of
the Fayum and who made the copy in the office of the dioeketes
Apollonius. If my attempt a t tracing the history of the R. L.
is correct, we may assume that Satyrus, the predecessor of
Apollonius, was the author of the Nbpos ~ K T ~ sthe
, , law on the apomoira, and that Apollonius was the author of the codified
N6pob TEXWVLKOL
and of the Nbpos i X a i K f j S .

APPENDIX V

THE B R E E D I N G OF HORSES BY P T O L E M Y
PHILADELPHUS
I n the works on the organization of the Ptolemaic army no
attention has been paid to the highly important question as to
how the Ptolemies supplied their cavalry with horses. We
must keep in mind the fact that cavalry played an important
part in the Ptolemaic army in three subdivisions: the horse
regiments, the elephants or tanks of the ancients, and the
armed chariots which were a heritage from the ancient
Orient. On the means by which the army was supplied with
elephants, see m y articles in Arch. IV, p. 301 and V, p. 1 8 ;
Lesquier, Les institutions militaires sous les Lagides, p. 3 5 3 ;
Wilcken, Grundz., p. 263, and the new evidence in P. Tebt.
111. But the question of the horses was never treated in full
and there are only a few words in Lesquier, 1. cit., p. 103. If we
take into account the picture which is given by Appian of the
strength of the Ptolemaic cavalry (Appian, Prooem. 10: ~ a i
TOTS ipois /?auiXcibi pbvois $V u ~ p a ~ ii-eh mf&v pupih6es EZKOOL ~ a i
p U p i h 6 ~ ~~ T T ~ W V~ i n u a p e s~ a iXicpav~cs
i
a o X c p i u ~ a i ~ p i a ~ b u i o~i a i
i i p p a ~ ai s p h x a s GiaXiX~a), we must suppose that large studs
existed both in Egypt and in the Ptolemaic provinces, especially
in such provinces as the Ammanitis,-a
large prairie land
famous for its horses (see above note 3 5 ) . We have seen t h a t
Tubias, the sheikh of this land on one occasion sent to Philadelphus as a personal present (tivia) horses and donkeys. Horse
breeding was certainly carried on in Egypt also in spite of the
unfavourable conditions. Studs in Middle Egypt and in the
Arsinoite are often mentioned in the Hibeh, Petrie and Tebtunis
papyri (see P. Hib. 118, a , col. I1 and b, col. I ; 1 6 2 ; P. Petrie
111, 62 (b); P. Tebt. 842-/3auiX~~oi ' ~ X T O L and i ~ . r r o ~ ~ b r $ o i We
).
have seen t h a t Apollonius himself indulged in horse breeding
on his estate. I should like to connect with these documents
two documents of the Petrie series. P. Petrie 111, 54 deals
with horses of the Ptolemaic soldiers, probably cleruchi. Special inspectors of horses are mentioned and the duty of i?r?rorpo+eir
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(feeding the horses) seems to lie with the cleruchi. Can we not
assume that the soldiers kept the horses given to them by the
State even after the expeditions, when they were spending their
time in their quarters (a~aOpoi)or on their cleri, under the
obligation of caring for the horses and of feeding them; by the
way, a good parallel to the Roman equites equo public0 and
equo privato. I s the Antiochus mentioned in this papyrus
not the same as the Antiochus of P. Hal. 1, 166, Dikaiomatu p.
98? More instructive still is the series of documents P. Petrie
11, 25-111, 61, year 21 of Euergetes. The editors call these
documents "Accounts o j 'cetturini.' " But a mere glance a t
the documents shows that they are accounts of food delivered
to horses and men divided into avvwpi8es and lippa~a(chariots
of two and four horses?); the men are called $vioxo~and inaoK&OL,-coachmen and grooms. These horses and men were
moving in detachments through Ptolemais Hormu, probably
northward, and some of them stopped for a while a t this landing
place. Food was delivered to them on the order of the oeconome according to r7jv ~ a p d'Ap~ipwvosTOG ~ T L U T ~ T O~Ui j Kv ~ T UT+V
xhpav (2aawv or inao~po+iwv?)ivroXtjv. The names tippa~aand
avvwpi6es being technical names, the journey of the detachments must have had an official character. I have no doubt
that the a p p a ~ and
a avvwpi8es were either military chariots moving
towards Alexandria for shipment to the place where the army
was operating, or perhaps were race horses going to Greece to
take part in some world-famous races. Either assumption is
possible and both testify to extensive horse breeding in Egypt
for the purposes of which a constant supply of fresh horses
from Arabia was a prime necessity.

ADDENDA E T CORRIGENDA
CHAPTER I
While my manuscript was already in the press Mr. C. C.
Edgar published three new articles on the Zenon papyri: V
(Annales du Service des Antiquite's de Z ' ~ ~ ~ pXt X
e , 19 ff.) containing nos. 49-54 and additions to nos. 36 and 46; VI (ibid., p.
181 f,) containing nos. 55-64, and V I I (ibid., X X I , p. 89 ff.)
containing nos. 65 and 66. The new documents are mostly well
preserved and each of them supplies us with new and valuable
information. One new papyrus of the Zenon series was acquired
by the University of Michigan (Inv. 40, quoted P. Mich.)
and was published by Prof. A. E. R. Boak in the Alumlti
Journal of the University of Michigan for the current year in
facsimile and translation. Finally Dr. H. I. Bell has sent me
his copies of 22 new letters of the Zenon archives recently
purchased by the British Museum. The study of these new
documents has corroborated most of the views expressed in my
paper. Except for some minor corrections which I was able
to insert into the proofs of my book, I had nothing to change
in the text. Nevertheless the new evidence is important; i t
throws new light on several debated questions and gives t o
some of my hypotheses the character o: ascertained facts.
Therefore I have thought it useful to report in these "Addenda
et Corrigenda" on the content of the new documents and to
assign to several of them the place which they should have
occupied in my book had I had the opportunity 3f using the
new evidence in time. Most valuable is the information on
the end of the career of Apollonius and on the life of Zenon
under Euergetes.
CHAPTER I1
Contemporaneously with the Zenon papyri documents of
other periods were found in Philadelphia. Philadelphia seems
to have been a vast field of haphazard exploration since 1914
and during the War. Beside those mentioned in the text, this
exploration yielded the valuable papyrus containing an edict
of the Emperor Hadrian which was lately published by Jouguet
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in Rev. d. itudes gr., X X X I I I (1920), 375 ff. Some others of
the same series and tyme are in the Ca ro Museum and will
certainly yield new information on the history of Philadelphia
in the late Hellenistic and the Roman period.
CHAPTER 111
P. 20. M y hypothesis on the disgrace and perhaps the
violent death of Apollo~ziusafter Euergetes became King of
Egypt was fully confirmed by two new documents of the Cairo
Museum (P.Z. 61 and 55). The first is dated in the year 5 or 6
of Euergetes. I t is a document dealing with the payments due
from a surety of an insolvent contractor of Philadelphia. The
persons t o whom these payments were due are the former and
r ) the territory of Philade1ph:a
the actual chiefs ( i a i u ~ i ~ a of
which is called now officially "the Philadelphian toparchy"
( o i K Q T Q~ j i h a 8 i h p e i a v i. e. r b ~ o i ) . This territory in 1. 1 ff. of the
document is described 'more fully as "the lands round Philadelphia, formerly the estate of Apollonius" ( . . . ~ a s d@iXaGiXcpeiav ~ i j sa p i ) r [ e ] P ~ voirugs ' A a o X X w v i o u G[wpecis]) and in 1. 5 ff.
the chief of the territory is called "epistates of the lands round
Philadelphia when the estate of Apollonius has been confiscated
after his death" (the Greek text is fragmentary and not yet
satisfactorily restored in spite of the efforts of Edgar and Grenfell, but the general sense of the passage is clear). The date
of this confiscation and of the death of Apollonius is supplied by
the second Cairo papyrus, P.Z. 5.5, year 1 of Euergetes; my
interpretation of this document is different from that of Edgar.
The writer of this letter, probably addressed to Zenon, asks
Zenon (?) to give him a new house in the village. He lived
formerly in the house which belonged to Phileas, the former
secretary of the Arsinoites (probably an officer, the secretary
of the horsemen who were settled in the Fayum). "But now,"
he says, "as the estate was taken away from the dioeketes and
they bid me to move from these quarters" he insists on receiving
another house (1. 4 ff. : K E [ K ~ ] ~ L U T y~ dL p r d h a h p x o v r a s a p d
~ L O L K ~ T O G / ~K e~ A~ e i ~ o u vTi ) ~ [ ~ sap'a
S ] irroF i ~ ~ w ~ e y v M
) . y interpretation implies that the writer of the letter lived in a house
which was the property of Apollonius and was given by him to
Phileas as a military lodging ( ( r ~ a B ~ 6 s ) .Now when the house
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was confiscated as a part of Apollonius' estate, the new administration bade the occupants move. If the letter were addressed to Zenon, he may still have been the manager of the
former estate of Apollonius. If m y explanation of the document be correct the confiscation of Apollonius' estate was
carried out in the first year of Euergetes. The first of the documents quoted above decides the question as to what happened
to the estate of Apollonius after its confiscation. The lands
around Philadelphia formed now as before a separate territory;
but it was no more a Gwpeh, as i t was not given to another
holder but was managed by a state official with the title epistates. I t is an interesting problem whether this was a temporary or a lasting arrangement and what kind of functionaries
these epistatae were. From the Magdola documents we know of
some functionaries with the title of epistatae. They seem to
have acted as chiefs of police of this village. Can we identify
their position with that of the epistatae of Philadelphia whose
functions were of an economic, not of an administrative character? I reserve my judgment on this question and on the question of the epistatae in general until we have more material.
Thus far, the epistatae seem to me to have been not regular
hut emergency officials (cf. Wilcken, Grundzuge, p. 412; P.
Meyer, Juristische Papyri, no. 76 (p. 265), note 5).
No new decisive evidence is furnished by the new Cairo papyri on the question of the szcccessors of Apollonius in the office of
dioeketes. I n P.Z. 62, year 6 of Euergetes, and P.Z. 63, year 7,
two high officials are mentioned: Zenodorus and his chief Sosibius. The latter may be identical with the well known prime
minister of Philopator, who played such an important part in
the history of his reign (see Edgar, P.Z. VII, p. 91, note I ) ,
conlp. Anc. Gr. Inscr. in the Br. Mus. 819 which shows that he
had a t one time of his career close relations with the province
of Caria). Both Sosibius and Zenodorus are dealing in these
documents with economic and financial affairs of the country.
I t may be that Sosibius was the dioeketes and Zenodorus one
of the sul~dioeketae.Edgar may be right in assigning Theogenes,
the dioeketes of the years 5 and 6 of one of the Ptolemies of the
third century B.C., to a later time, to the reign of Philopator
(P. Petrie 11, 38(b); P. IAle 3 and 4; Edgar, P.Z. VI, p. 198,
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note 1). Be i t as it may, we still have no decisive evidence on
the immediate successor of Apollonius, whom I supposed to be
Kleandrus.
P. 26. A series of new and highly interesting docllments
(P.Z. 54, year 39) throws new light on the provincial adnzin,istration- of the Ptolemies. T h e documents deal with Kalynda in
Caria. I have no doubt that the strategi a n d oeconomes mentioned in these documents are officials of the central administration a n d not local magistrates. Their superior in their financial
activities is the dioeketes. H e and his subordinates in Caria are
anxious to keep the finances of the provincial cities in good
order and they exercise therefore strict control over them. T h a t
is the reason why they interfere in matters which may seem to
be of purely local interest (cf. Anc. Gr. Inscr. in the Br. Mus.
897; Usener, Neues Rhein. Mus., XXV, 49; R. Dareste, Bull.
de corr. hell., IV, 341 ff.). T h e Alexandrian administration had
also of course the decisive word in all exemptions from taxation
and from other burdens which in the first instance were managed by the local magistrates. T h e same kind of control was
exercised later over the finances of the self-governing cities of
the Roman provinces by the governors of these provinces (proconsules, propraetores, legati), the financial agents of the Emperors (procz~ratores)a n d later by special officials appointed b y the
Emperors, the curatores a n d correctores. I t is only natural t h a t
the central administration paid much attention to the city
finances as the cities were responsible for the taxes of their
districts, a n d disorder in their finances deeply involved t h e
finances of the State.
C H A P T E R IV
P . 32. T o the group of documents dealing with the 41e.va7zdrian palaestra a n d the boys who were educated there and in
whom Zenon took such a vivid interest we may now add P.
Lond. Inv. 2312 which is a somewhat corrected duplicate of
P.Z. 11. Another duplicate of the same document giving the
second p a r t of P.Z. 11 is in the Cairo Museum (still unpublished). T h e study of the new document led me t o reconsider
our evidence on the palaestra. There is another explanation
of t h e documents dealing with the palaestra which is perhaps
more probable than that which I suggested in t h e text of my
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article. I n t h e Alexandrian palaestra boys were trained to take
part in the contests a n d games which were organized on Greek
lines by the Ptolemies in different parts of t h e country. One of
the boys mentioned in the correspondence of Zenon, Pyrrus, was
trained in athletics (P.Z. 11; P . Lond. Inv. 2312). Zenon bears
the cost of his training a n d even apparently supports the family
of t h e boy, especially his mother (P.Z. 11, 1. 8 ff.; P.S.I. 443).
He is keenly interested in his victory. T h e trainer of the boy
and t h e director of the palaestra Hierocles explains to him in
his letter t h a t there is no reason whatever to be ansious about
the sucres. of the boy, as he is doing very well. "With the help
of the Gods." he says, "I a m confident t h a t you wil be
crowned." T h e keen interest of Zenon in the issue of some
contests is testified also by P.S.I. 364, year 35. Zenodorus
informs Zenon in this letter t h a t Dionysius, t h e brother of Zenodorus, has won the prize in the game in honour of the Ptolemies
a t Hiera Nesos (a village of t h e Fayum). Besides Alexandria
there was a palaestra in Philadelphia which was supported by
voluntary contributions of the inhabitants, P.S.I. 391. I n this
palaestra the cavalry soldiers who lived in the village were keenly
interested. T h e director of this palaestra was Demeas; he
died (P. Lond. Inv. 2096, 1. 3) a n d was replaced by Agelaos
and Philus in the year 6 of Euergetcs. As in t h e Alexandrian
palaestra boys were trained in Philadelphia to take part in the
games. One of these boys, Heral~leoteswrites a long memorandum addressed to Zenon and to Nestor, P . Lond. Inv. 2096.
The latter is identical with the person who wrote the letter
P.S.1. 391. which informs us of the existence of and of the prevailing conditions in the palaestra of Philadelphia. Nestor
and Zenon seem to have been honorary presidents of this palaestra. The boy Heralileotes is trained in music (tit9apw8tx~j).
He received from his former director, late Demeas, by bequest
a musical instrument, a n iifiravov; something happened with
this instrument tit is n o a in the hands of a certain Glean), and
the bo!. aslcs to give h i n ~back this instrument or to buy for him
of the same quality. Moreover, the boy is anxious about
his Penrion, uhich he receiver apparently from Zenon a n d
Nestor, and insists on tllih pension being increased. Herakleotes
twice t h a t he is a free boy (hheb@tpor, 1. 12 and 24))
which irlplies perhaps that the palaestra educated not only
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free boys but also slaves (note that Pyrrus is called aai3hpcov).
Such are the documents. What was the reason for Zenon to
show so keen an interest in the palaestrae both in Alexandria
and in Philadelphia and to support boys trained in these palaestrae, to invest in them large sums of money? I t is hardly
possible that Pyrrus and Herakleotes were relatives of Zenon
and Nestor. They and their educators would certainly emphasize i t in their letters if i t were so. On the other hand the
victory of Pyrrus is the victory of Zenon and Zenon was very
anxious about this victory. He is afraid to waste his money.
We may of course suppose a purely sportive interest of Zenon
and Nestor. But is i t not more probable t h a t the interest was
not only of a sportive character but that Zenon and Nestor were
interested materially in the victory of their boys? I n the Hellenistic period the Greek agones were contests of professionals
and the prizes consisted not only in crowns but also in comparatively large sums of money. Large sums could b- also
gained by betting on the best trained boys. The matter requires careful investigation which cannot be given here. Our
documents must be compared with the inscriptions of the same
period. See meanwhile F. Klee, Zur Geschiclzte der gymnischen
Ago7ze an griechischen Festen, Leipzig, 1918, a book which I was
unable to consult.
P . 41. My hypothesis of Artemidorus having taken the
post of oeconome held formerly by Zenon in the household of
Apollonius seems to be confirmed by P.Z. 49, of the year 39.
I n this letter Artemidorus appears as a man entitled to send
out instructions for Zenon. I n P.Z. 50, of the year 36, we
, stolarch. His agent is buying up grain probmeet K ~ i t o n the
a b ' y or Kriton.
CHAPTER V
P. 50. A duplicate of P.Z. 36 (P.Z. V, p. 19), 1. 20 shows
that Philadelphia even under Zenon had a village scribe (~wpoypappa.rcirs). From the year 31 to the year 36 the duties of the
village scribe were performed in Philadelphia by Anosis, see
P.S.I. 356, 4 ; 434, 11 ff.; 441, 26; 664, 5 ; P . Lond. Inv. 2310,
21, an Egyptian. M y statement in the text should be corrected
according to this new evidence.
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p . 52,116 From some new documents and from several already
mentioned in the correspondence of Zenon we may infer that
~ ~ ~ lwas
l not
~ ~the i only
u ~owner of a large estate in the
of Philadelphia. Many other men of his standing
seem to have had either Gwpeai or large military holdings in this
part of the .4rsinoite. Such a rich and influential landholder
was PJziLinus. I n P.S.I. 513, 1. 11, year 34, he is mentioned as
the eponyme of a military corps, some officers of which received
lands in the territory of Philadelphia. He occupied therefore
a very high military position under Ptolemy Philadelphus. With
Zenon he was in constant relations and certainly on very friendly
terms. I n P.S.I. 569 he is sending to Zenon some specimens
of rare fowl especially cocks and hens (see above p. 110) and
asks Zenon to give to his agent Moschus some double cloaks.
In p.S.1. 527 Zenon sends to him some donkeys with suitable
harness. But the most characteristic documents are the letters
P . Lond. Inv. 2307 and P.S.I. 600. I n the first Philinus asks
Zenon to deliver to a certain Posidonius one keramion of sweet
wine and to send to himself some boiled wine, some honey and an
animal for sacrifice, probably a calf. Zenon must hurry "for
we must be in time for the visit of the King." Another short
billet of the same type and probabIy time is P.S.I. 600. Philinus asks Zenon to hand over a calf to a servant of Diognetus,
the calf-breeder to be sent in safety to Philinus. I t is evident
that a visit of the king was imminent, and Philinus was preparing a banquet for him. I cannot help thinking that another
banquet of the same kind was given to the King in Philadelphia itself by Apollonius or by Zenon in his name. We
Possess a curious list of names in the archives of Zenon (P.S.I.
548). The list contains thirteen names, all Greek. One of
the persons enumerated in this list is Philinus, another Posidonius, his friend mentioned above, two more are Themistus
and Zoilu4, son of Telestes. \Ve shall see presently that both
Themistus and Tclestes were persons of high military rank.
I cannot help thinking that the names in the list are those of
the officers who lived near Philadelphia and whom Zenon intended to invite to take part in the reception of the King.
Another neighbor of Apollonius and probably holder of a large
was I'elestes. He is mentioned several times in the
116

Cf.p. 76, note 67 and 151, note 107.
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Zenon papyri. I n P.S.I. 502, 1. 15, Zoilus the oeconome accompanied Telestes in his journey of inspection; in P.S.I. 569 his
agent Libanus is mentioned, and the same Libanus is mentioned again in 562 as a man who had a t his disposal some
camels. There is no doubt that Telestes is identical with the
general mentioned twice in the Hibeh papyri (85, 14 and 9 9 , s ) .
From P. Lond. Inv. 2308 we may conclude that he owned
land and herds in the neighborhood of Philadelphia. I n the
year 6 of Euergetes Phanias, an agent of Zenon, buys for
Zenon 81 sheep sold "at the auction of Telestes," 1. 8 and 15
(ix T ~ STEX~UTOU
/ haap~eias). The same sale is meant and the
same Phanias is acting in P.S I. 438, cf. 539. Apparently
Telestes and his estate have met the same fate as did Apollonius and his estate. Under Euergetes the lands and the
belongings of Telestes were confiscated and sold a t auction.
Zenon did not fail to profit on this occasion. He buys rare sheep
for a ridiculous price-81
sheep for 64 drachmae. Finally
Themistus was the holder of an estdte near one of the many
villages of the Fayum with the name Ptolemais (P.S I. 366,
year 36). Themistus was probably the man after whom the
"region of Themistus" (9cpia~oupepis), one of the three subdivisions of the Arsinoite nome was named. As P.S.I. 366
names the well known Damis as the agent of Themistus we may
conclude that the estate of Themistus belonged to the same
nomarchy as that of Apollonius. I remind the reader that
Themistus is one of the officers enumerated in the list, P.S I.
548
CHAPTER VI

P. 62 With P.S I . 488 mu4t he compared the fragmentary
but exceedingly interesting P. Lond. Inv. 2315. Like P.S.I. 488
it is an offer of a contractor to undertake some work connected
with the bllilding activity of Apollonius near Memphis. -4
certain Techestheus makes an offer to Zenon to extract some
from a rocky place near Alemphis and to deliver
gravel (XaX~t)
it for shipment. The offer reminds one of the contracts concluded by Theodorus, the architect. I n a postscript the same
man offer< his services for providing a village (Philadelphia:!)
with water. In a somewhat similar document, P . Land. Inv.
2311, a man whose name is not preserved, h u t whom I suspect
to be the engineer Kleon, orders Apollonius to reinforce one of
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the sluices, probably in the territory of Philadelphia. Apollonius has a t his disposal a man with the name Leonidas and a
workman on a monthly wage (xa~ap$v~os).
P.69. I t is worthy of note that along with a garden which
was planted for Apollonius in Philadelphia (P.Z. 21, year 29),a
grove of trees or a park (akuos) was also planted, probably a t the
same time, P. Lond. Inv. 2313,l. 8. The superintendent of this
planting is Hermogenes; ten slaves are helping him. There
was also a large fruit garden in Philadelphia (aaph6~iaos)of
which the managers were Herakleides and his son Ptolemaeus,
p Lond. Inv. 2313, col. 3
CHAPTER VII
p , 81. Another farmer of the type of Dionysius was Paopis.
His letter to Zenon is preserved in P . Lond. Inv. 2316. He
built for himself a house in Philadelphia and was therefore an
emigrant. His parcel like that of Dionysius consisted of marshy
land covered with reeds and brush wood. For the clearing of
this land he received a payment in money: he claims that one
hundred drachmae for the clearing of twenty-four arurae were
still unpaid; the operation which he performed he calls iai~oahs
cf. P.S I. 323. But there was not very much wood on his plot,
mostly reeds. An interesting feature of his husbandry is that
he has a sub-farmer and uses hlred labour (ahpara) which of
course was paid for in kind and in money by the estateanother instance of the estate furnishing labour to the individual farmers. Still more interesting is P. Lond. Inv. 2312. I t
is a long expense account. In the first column are enumerated
farmers, superintendents of different parts of the estate who
received labour, probably slave labour (aa~6hpia)from the
estate and money for its payment. I suppose that the labourers
were slaves since for the hired labourers the correspondents of
Zenon use not the word aai6hpia (cf. aardiaxai P.S.I. 667 and
~ a t ~ h p P.S
t a I. 628, 20) but either ahpara or ~ L U O W T O L or ~arapClrj~"OL,
and the terms aai6hp~aand ~iai6iu~ai
are frequently used
for men and women employed in the textile industry. Some of
the superintendents who are enumerated in the account are
well known to us: Kerkio~z who grows wheat (cf. P.S.I. 422;
670) employs thirty slaves for weeding his fields; M y s (P.S.I.
640, cf. 551 verso 1. 20; 576, 1. 1) employs the same number for
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weeding his flax; Labos (P.S.I. 427, 6 and 371) employs fifteen
men for clearing his chick-pea crops; Peteminis, an Arab (P.S.I.
368; 519, 1 ; 596), employs thirty for his kiki-plantation; Onnophris (P.S.I. 427, 12; 422; 522, 4; 588; 639; P. Hamb. 27)
received ten slaves for weeding poppy crops. Besides these we
have Andro~zicuswho plants olive trees with the help of ten
slaves, Ilermogenes who plants a park with the same ndmber of
slaves and Herakleides, the superintendent of a fruit garden
(cf. P.S.I. 672, see above p. 177). A certain Dionysius is called
"planter" ( ( P ~ ~ o ~and
P ~receives
6 ~ ) a monthly payment. Agathon
is perhaps identical with the farmer of P.S.I. 400. Some other
names occur in the document for the first time, probably wageworkers. The document is very instructive as showing the
variety of crops grown on the estate and the large number of
men employed for the purpose.
P. 89. I t is evident that the estate of Apollonius carried
out many and various commercial operations connected with
the economic life of the estate. The estate had many goods to
sell and no less to buy. The special agent of Zenon in this
respect was Sosus. He was mentioned in many documents but
his functions were not quite clear to me (P.S.I. 362, year 35;
589 (no.date); cf. 439, year 4 of Euergetes). T h 9 t is the reason
why I have not mentioned him in the text. P . Mich. Inv. 40
leaves no doubt as to his functions. He is the salesman of the
estate. He sells grain. He superintends the purchase of hides.
He ships wine. He has on hand some gum, evidently for sale
also (gum-styrax, modern storax, was taken from trees in upper
Egypt; in P.Z. 63, year 7 of Euergetes one of the "Carian nest,"
Sostratus, mentions his expedition to upper Egypt for this
purpose; the operation is called 6 ~ ~ ~cf.~ P.S.I.
6 s ; 628,l. 10, note
and 620,l. 6, note). Another agent of the same kind was Pyron,
P.S.I. 418 and 571, who was employed b y Zenon for different
purposes. His business is big enough to oblige him to have in
his pay two secretaries. In P.S.I. 571 he is engaged in buying
up poppy seed. I t is typical that Pyron asks Zenon to give him
a parcel of land. I t shows that many of the agents of Zenon
were farmers "on the side" so to say. The fragmentary letter
P. Lond. Inv. 2326 which deals with matters similar to those
touched on in P . Mich. Inv. 40 may have been written by the
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same man, Sosus. Besides grain and wine the estate produced
and sold large quantities of hay, P.S.I. 354 and 559. I suppose
that hay was bought up by the State for the cavalry horses, cf.
p. 183.
CHAPTER V I I I
I n P.Z. 51, year 37 we meet two more vine-dressers, Apollonius and Menippus. The same document testifies again to the
production of vegetables in the vineyards. The man with the
name Metrodorus (P.Z. 51, 52; P.S.I. 429, 29; P . Lond. Inv.
2323) is not an agent of Zenon but a state official. One of his
duties is to appoint and to pay the guards of the vineyards
(P.Z. 51) for which purpose a special tax was collected (the
( p ~ h a ~&~p~~ c~ h~hbv v~He
~ ) .has also to do with the collection of
taxes paid b y the owners of vineyards. The same P.Z. 52 decides the question of the existence of a special land tax paid b y
the owners of vineyards (iaapohprov). The usual rate was 3
drachmae for one arura
CHAPTER I X
P. 109. Interesting data on swine breeding are furnished by
P.Z. 49, year 36. A large herd of 400 pigs was rented to a swine
breeder Petos for the payment of 211 little pigs a year. This
man fled with the herd leaving only seven pigs and a certain
number of little pigs. An order is given to arrest his sureties or
to exact the money from them. I t is worthy of note that the
swine breeders like the beekeepers and the breeders of geese
were mostly natives. Swine breeding seems to be very ancient
in Egypt and pigs were used not only for providing meat but for
agricultural purposes also, e.g. for treading corn on the threshing floors and for treading in the grain when the fields had been
sown, see Edgar P.S. 49, Intro., cf. 0. Keller, Die antike Thierwelt, p. 394.
P. 113. P.Z. 53, year 39 deals with goats. I have mentioned
in the text some documents which testify to a large part played
in this field by Arabs. These Arabs seem to have dwelt in Egypt
for a long time as three of them have Greek names: Demetrius
the tenman of the tribe (P.S.I. 386; 538, 1. 1 ; P. Lond. Inv.
2084), Limnaeus (P. Lond. Inv. 2084) and Hermias (P. Lond.
Inv. 2084; P.S.I. 380); two have Egyptian names; Petechon
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(P.S.I. 538, cf. 571) and Peteminis (P.S.I. 368; 519; 596;
P. Lond. Inv. 2312). Three of them, Demetrius, Limnaeus
and Hermias appear again in P.Z. 53. Jason, the well-known
superintendent and assistant of Zenon rents to Demetrius and
Limnaeus a herd of 144 she-goats. They agree to pay yearly
for the use of this herd 216 young goats. Hermias and a son of
Demetrius Apollonius act as sureties. The conditions are the
same as in the domain of swine breeding. After the death of
Apollonius these Arabs were still in Philadelphia renting herds
from Zenon, see P. Lond. Inv. 2084, year 4 of Euergetes (the
writer of this letter Pataikion is a well-known agent of Zenon
P.S.I. 363; 404; 572; 620; 629; 641) and P.Z. 60, year 5. The
high rent paid by the goatherders as compared with the relatively low rent paid by the swine breeders is explained probably
by the fact that thegoatherders had less expense for feeding their
animals. Unfortunately the part of P.Z. 53 which dealt probably with the taxes and the payments for the pasture land is not
preserved. Cf. the similar contracts enumerated in P. Meyer,
Juristische Papyri, no. 4a.
P . 114. T h e reference in P. Lond. Inv. 2308 (above p. 176)
to sheep clothed in skins (apb/3ara 6 ~ 0 6 i ( o O e ~ aeves
,
pellitae)
which belonged to Telestes is another instance of the progressive character of the husbandry of the third century B.C. The
same kind of sheep are also mentioned in P . Petrie 111, 109.
I t is a n account of the payments of different taxes by some
holders of military plots. This kind of sheep was certainly
imported to Egypt from Asia Minor or Greece by the cleruchi.
We may suppose t h a t the custom originated in Asia Minor, in
the Lydian kingdom and the Ionian colonies (Strabo, X I I ,
546, implies that the custom was widely spread in Asia Minor),
spread thence to Greece (-4ttica and Megara, see Varro, r.r.,
11, 2 and Diog. L., VI, 41) and to Italy, especially to Tarentum
(Varro, 7.r., 11, 2; Columella, VII, 20 Hor., Carltz., 11, 6, 10;
Strabo, IV, p. 196). I t is worthy of note that one of the chief
importers of such novelties into Egypt was Telestes. He owned
the skin clothed sheep; his manager used camels in his husbandry; note also the love of Philinus and Zenon for rare fowl.
P. 115. As regards the use of slaves in different branches of industry in Ptolemaic Egypt new evidence is furnished b y the big
document P.Z. 65, year 4 of Euergetes. The man who owes
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money to Zenon was in the service of Apollonius and employed
girl slaves in his business. Unfortunately we do not know what
was his trade. Edgar may be right in supposing that he ran a
bakery.
p. 117. An important branch of trade in Philadelphia was the
fabrication of pottery. Philadelphia as an important centre
of wine production needed large quantities of jars. P.Z. 61, year
5-6 of Euergetes shows that this branch of industry was managed in the same way as the others of which I spoke in the
text of my article. The right of making jars was a concession ( ~ V G )
and was rented to a contractor who paid for i t in kind, furnishing
the estate with the jars needed for the keeping of wine. After
the death of Philadelphus the epistates played in this domain
the part which was played before by Zenon. They are responsible in the last instance before the State for the arrears of the
contractor. We know several of the potters who worked in
Philadelphia before the death of Apollonius. The most prominent were Paesis and Lysimachus (P.S.I. 441 and P . Lond. Inv.
2310) and their associates. They have some hired labourers
( ~ L O B W T O ~in
) their service.
Special workmen in lead were engaged in repairing the jars (P. Lond. Inv. 2325).
APPENDIX I
P.Z. 52, year 38 brings supplementary evidence on Hermolaus
In this papyrus he appears again as the oeconome of the Memphite nome. I see no reason to suppose with Edgar, P.Z. V, p .
27, that he was the oeconome of the Aphrodito~oliteand managed a t the same time some districts of the Memphite I
believe that he was the oeconome of the Aphroditopolite for a
short period only. Ammonius who was mentioned in P.S.I.
524 and 510 appears again in P.Z. 63 and 64. He was the
Oeconome of one part of the Herakleopolite nome. The constant
mention of the oeconomes of the neighboring nomes in the correspondence of Zenon confirms my view of the Gwpeh of Apollonius as consisting of lands which belonged to different nomes b u t
formed one economic unit under the management of Zenon.
Under Euergetes, in his first years, the oeconome of the Arsinoite was Hermaphilni (P. Petrie 111, 43 (2), col. 11, 1. 8 ; c01.
1. 16; col. V, 1. 8; verso col. 11, 1. 7; col. 111, 20; P.S.I.
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386, year 2; 399; 417; 598; 639; P.Z. 62, year 6; P . Lond. Inv.
2309, verso, 1. 9). P.S.I. 417 shows t h a t he was oeconome of
the Arsinoite even in the last years of Philadelphus.
A P P E N D I X I1
A series of new documents published b y Edgar belong to
the first eight years of Euergetes. It fully confirms my view
of the position occupied by Zenon in Philadelphia during this
period of his life. During his stay in Philadelphia when he
was the manager of the estate of Apollonius, and earlier when
he lived in Alexandria and abroad, Zenon has not confined his
activity to the affairs of Apollonius only. He steadily built u p
his own fortune. One of his favorite occupations was a kind
of private banking. He lent money to everybody, especially to his subordinates. P. Z. 65 tells the long and complicated story of one of these operations of Zenon (cf. P.Z. 58).
Zenon has lent 900 drachmae to a certain Philon, who was
employed b y Apollonius, a t the rate of 2 per cent a month
which makes 25 per cent a year. I n the year 4 of Euergetes the
money was not yet paid. The payment of interest stopped with
the year 29. Before this time Zenon regularly intercepted the
salary of Philon taking i t as payment of the interest and of a
part of the capital. I t was easy for him to do so as he was the
oeconome of Apollonius a t this period. When he was transferred to Philadelphia the payments naturally stopped. We
have seen that the same operations were cariied out by him in
Philadelphia also. Moreover we have had every reason to suppose that Zenon during his stay in Philadelphia acted for several
nomes as a general contractor of the duties paid b y the owners
of vineyards. No wonder that he became a rich man. I have
no doubt thaf even before the death of Apollonius he owned in
the neighborhood of Philadelphia large vineyards and herds.
Along with him the whole "Carian nest" of his friends and relatives, all employed either by the State or by Apollonius, acted in
the same way. But the most brilliant time of Zenon began
after the death of Apollonius. I am inclined to suppose that he
profited by the disgrace and execution of his master and emerged
out of this catastrophe as a man of large means and of great
influence. I have already pointed out that under Euergetes he
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stood in the centre of business interests in which many other
persons, the whole "Carian nest," were involved. Besides Jason
and the others, whom I have mentioned in the text, to the same
company belonged Kleon and Sostratus, the sons of Jason, and
probably the three brothers Damis, Etearchus and another
Sostratus, of whom the first two were nomarchs. I t is not easy to
separate the affairs of these relatives of Zenon from the affairs of
Zenon himself. They all form one trading company. The interests of this company were many and various. I enumerated a
part of them in the text. The Cairo papyri furnish us with a large
amount of new evidence on the same subject. P.Z. 62, year 6 of
Euergetes shows that Zenon still was the general contractor of
the vineyard duties for several nomes. His agents or subcontractors were Demethus and Hippocrates, cf. P.S.I. 439 and 528.
On the verso of P.Z. 61, year 5-6 are mentioned two large vineyards of 60 and 30 arurae owned b y Zenon, cf. P.S.I. 393,
1.20 f . P.Z. 60, year 5 gives another instance of his large herds;
he rents his herds to the Arabs, whom I have mentioned repeatedly and provides them with pastures; he may have rented large
pasture lands from the State. On the verso of the same papyrus
he is interested in a herd of pigs which was rented b y his brother
Epharmostus to his old associates of the time of Apollonius,
Pyrrus and Pytheas. One thousand beehives were owned by
Sostratus and Kleon, the sons of Jason, one of Zenon's associates (P.Z. 63, year 7). No doubt Zenon was interested in their
business. Another associate of Zenoa in this affair was Xenophon. The same two men, Sostratus and Kleon, were large dealers in hay. They probably furnished the cavalry of Euergetes
with hay during his expeditions to Syria. They speak of 150,000
bundles of hay owned by them and of a ship rented by them for
1200 drachmae for the transportation of hay (P.Z. 63). By the
way it is interesting to compare this operation of Sostratus and
Kleon with the anecdote told by Machon, the contemporary of
Philadel~husand Euergetes, one of the most famous authors of
the new comedy, whose residence was Alexandria (ChristSchmid, Gesch. der gr. Lit., 11, p. 36). The anecdote is preserved
b y ~ t h e n .X
, I I I , 583. I t deals with a hetaera, Hippe (*1rrn)
by
name, who was kept by Theodotus the superintendent of hay
( 7 6 ~ini ybprou r b ~ revbpuov).
e
This Theodotus may have bought
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the hay from Sostratus and Kleon. He profited heavily and
Ptolemy (Euergetes?) knew it, bubprobably did not mind it. Was
he the same Theodotus, the Aetolian who later betrayed Philopator in Syria? His rivalry with Sosibius might have begun under
Euergetes, under whom Sosibius occupied an influential post.
Finally Zenon dealt largely with baths, renting and probably
building them (P.Z. 64, year 8). On the relations of Zenon to
the horsemen of Philadelphia new evidence is furnished by a
papyrus of Cairo (unpublished) a copy of which was kindly sent
to me by Edgar. I t is a letter of Ptolemaeus (probably the
strategus, cf. P.S.I. 542) to Zenon: IIroXepaios ZGvwv~ xaipeiv.
yCypaph UOL Zva ei6?jis r1jv yevopCvgv i d @aviou oi~ovopiavrois irreGaibpkg~cvy d p atroPs aPui TOGTO rb ZTOS r d yevfjpara, €is 6& r d Ereira
hi 70; 6pC[e]poil701s 'L)PTOUS
hvaa??joai. ai, otv h ~ b [ u r e ~ X o8sv ]r a p a bjfierar 76 [ T E ] [ u ] ~ d a p oKai
v 76 Xoi7rbv ? [ i s
74 iv rois i?rr€6ai,

i. e. "Ptolemaeus to Zenon greetings. I have written to you for
information on the arrangements taken by Phanias as regards
the horsemen (or 'the orders issued by Phanias'). He released to them all their revenues in kind for this year, but for
the next year they must have their horses in full numbers.
Send therefore somebody to collect the sesame and the rest of
the barley due by the horsemen." Phanias is the same secretary of the horsemen whom I mentioned in the note 91. The
new document shows that I was right in assuming in the
Appendix V that the burden of i?rirorpopia (maintenance of
the horses) lay with the horsemen and that they were obliged
to keep the horses in full numbers according to the requirements
of the military administration. Which was the part played
by Zenon in these matters? I t seems that he was an intermediary between the horsemen of Philadelphia and the military
administration, an agent of the government and a representative
(a kind of business manager) of the horsemen a t the same time.
Here again he seems to have played the part of a tax farmer and
was responsible for the payments due by the horsemen to the
State. As the Cairo document bears no date we cannot
decide whether Zenon played this rBle of the representative
of the horsemen under Apollonius also and retained it later
or whether he became responsible for the horsemen after the
death of Apollonius.
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Phatreus 72
Philadelphia, Passtm
Phi ladelphna, Ptolemy , G n g , Pasflm
Phlladelphus goddess sister wife of Philadelphus, 99
Phileas, secretarq of the horsemen, 170

INDICES
phllinus eponjme o f a m i l i t ~ r ycorps holder of
a Bwpra, 110 175,180
phllippus oeconome 149,150
phlllscus, oeconome, 50 51, 120 150
phllnn, memher of the "house' of Apollonulis
19 44,182
Phllonrdes,alias Reltenuris slave, 20
Philopator, Ptolemy, Klng, 11,26,42 44,46
93,171,184
Phllus,directorof a palaestra, 173
Phoen~cia 26 38,134
Phoenlclan commercial aCtiVlty, 3
Pindarus slave, 20
Polemon meris of, 102 152,154
Pontic nuts 104
Posldonius master of the table of the King,
(1GCarpos) 34. 35
Pos~doniusfriend of Phllinus, 175
Posidonius, farmer, 82
Prosop~te,nome 125
Psenemu* (Psenomus), 80
Psentaes farmer 82
Psenobastls farmer, 82
Psenomus (Psenemus), 80
Ptolemaeus Keraunus, the Thunderbolt 21
131
Ptolemaeus son of Chrysermus, diplomat, 44
Ptolemaeus, manager of a palaestra, 32
Ptolemaeus strategus, 184
Ptolemaeuq superintendent of 1 fruit glrden
177
Ptolemals 4Le 13
Ptolema15 ApvpoF 64
Ptolemais I-Tormu 168
Ptolemali MeXcuuoupy&v. 105
Ptolemais, village 149,176
Ptolemles adminiitration 126 129, 156,
arclirves 22, arm> settlement 136, 167
hullding of \ i l l a g ~ s 9 I ~ o r e z u c r ~ r )22
,
c?len(i?r 108 economic pol~cv, 94, I40
144 forelgn protlncec, I6 24 26, 27 l Zl
li2 g?mes In the honour 173 imperlali\t~c
polic), 22 improvement of the aarlculturc
105 of the animal husbandry 112,114 in
crewe of the indu5trial activltv, 135 I nrc
79 m tritlme commerce 133 114 person ll
character of t h e n rule 21 124 127 politlczl
ynrl economic l c t l v i t ~ 2
, 5 regulat~onand
coordin~tionof the life in E g > p t 126, 127
12'4 relitton to the Grrek populzt~on 128
1 q2 I15 142 144 new hrinches o l trrilc
141
Ptolemv 11 \ Philddelphu4
Ptolem) anrl 4rsinoe deified 109
P t o l e m ~ son of Lyslmlchus, 26,4,, 79 141
Puleol~,l iZ
Pyron, cllesman of the estate, I78
Pyrnn 60
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P) rrus, agent of Zenon, 88 89
Pyrrus, boy tralned in a palaestra, 173,174
Pyrrus, rents plgs, 183
Pytheas, rents pigs, 183
Pq thocles, 76
Python, chief treasurer af the nome, 92
Python vlnedresser. 97
Rhabatammana, 33
Rhodes 105
Rhodian merchants 132
Roman conquest of Egypt, 12,contracts, 60.
documents. 11 'domus," 36,emperors, 11,
133, 145, 172, Empire, 27, equites, 168,
Gromatici, 58, landowners, 12, magnates,
36,papyri 12 p e r ~ o d93,125,134,
,
145,152,
170 prlncipate 20,provinces, 172,treatises
on agriculture 96 veterans, 13,world state.
27
Romans, 4
Rome, 4,5,145,146
Rubbayat 8
Rubensohn, 0 , 2
Russla, 86,144
Russlan Grand Dukes' households, 31.
Ryland, Mrs 9
Saite, nome, 82
Samuel vlnedresser 160
Sarapion manager of the estate of Kall~xenes,
45
Sztyrus dioeketes 17,166
Seleucus, King 131
Seneca, 12
Serapeum of Delos 38
Serap~s,38,sanctuary, 38
ilcll) 52 79
Sidon 31 52
Slplinus 105
5myly J G 1
Snknopaiu Vemz 8 12
ioli 52
Sophthli blllige 31 31 92 116. 151
Sosiblus dloekete~ 171 181
Soslcrates 20
ioiiphon 95
5ostrdtuc aacnt of 7enon brother of the no
m rrchi Damls ~ n Ftearchus
d
56 57 85 114
131 160 161 178 183
co\tratus in chrrae of honey 105
S ~ s t ttu+
r
son ol Jzwn 183 184
Sows sale5mnn of the e s t ~ t eI78 179
5oter Ptolemy King 2 22 23 131 I32
Sphragiq girl slave 23 5 % 116
Spundate5 1gent of 7enon for ihiphullilin~
123
Stephanus groom 1 1 1
Stotoetls, ircretar5 (durrypa9evr) 57

INDICES
Stratippus, owner of vineyards, 100.
Straton, of Zenon's staff, 25.
Syria, 3, 4, 24-27, 33-36, 38, 39, 52, 116, 121,
124,131,134,183,184.

Syrian grain, 26,27; oil, 34; provinces, 16; war,
22,23; wine, 34.
Syron Kome (2bpwv nhp?), village, 83, 87,
110.

Taitaro, village, 54, 61, 62.
Tanis, town, 11, 28, 32; village, 13, 49, 50, 60,
62.

Tarentum, 180.
Taskry (Tbonpv), village, 54, 113.
Taurus, dog. 112.
Tebtunis, 46.
Techestheus, contractor, 176.
Telestes, eponyme of a military corps, holder
of a 6wpeb, 76,175,176, 180.
Telmessus, 26,45,46,79,143.
Tenedos, 97.
Teos, bath keeper, 122.
Teos. beekeeper, 51. 106.
Teos, oil-retailer, 92.
Thamoos (8apo6s). 161.
Themistocles, 143.
Themistus, eponyme of the meris, holder of a
6wpeb, 151, 175, 176; meris of, 102,151,152,
154, 176.

Theodorus, engineer, 2, 11, 18, 47, 59, 60, 63,
67-69,153,154,176.

Thcodorus, 72.
Theodotus, State superintendent of hay, 183,
184.

Theodotus. shepherd, 161.
Thogenes, dioeketes, 10, 19, 171.
Thcogeoes. 7 1.

Theokles, oeconome, 92, 100, 151,
Theophilus, vinedresser, 96.
Theophilus, 71.
Theophrastus, scholar, 96, 105.
Theopompus, 111.
Theron, farmer of a vineyard, 101.
Thoeris, goddess shrine, 69.
Thrace, 26.
Timaius, 71.
,Timocles, vinedresser, 97, 99.
Tlepolemus, 76.
Tlos, 104.
Tripolis, 33.
Tubias, sheikh of the Ammanitis, 25, 26. 114,
167.

Tyre, 33.
Verres, 79.
Verrinae, 79.
Vespasian, Emperor, 12.
Vitelli, G.,6,23,27,104, 116, 147,158.
Wilcken, U., 59.60, 152, 156.
Xenophon, associate of Zenon, 183.
Zenodorus sub-dioeketes, 171,173.
Zenon, chief manager of the Gwpedr of Apollonius in Philadelphia, formerly oeconome
of his "house," passim.
Zenon, oil farmel, 92.
Zoilus, agent of Apollonius 33,38.
Zoilus, banker, 38.
Zoilus, oeconome, 19.46, 5 1,60, 73.75!76, 78,
107, 149, 150, 175.

Zoilus, son of Telestes, 175.
Zopyrion, 76.

INDEX I1
SUBJECTS
Acacia, 123.
Accountants, 17.
Accounts, 31, 102. 177.
Agenda of Zenon, 33,7 1,72,81,87,96,97,102,
111, 113.

Agentsof Apollonius abroad, 33,34, 36,38.
Agones, Greek, 174.
Agriculture, 3, 35, 38-40, 129, 144, 148, 149,
153, 156.

Animals, importation of new breed ., 112, 114,
115, 180; draft animals, v. Cattle; for sacrifices (iepeTa), 52, 71,107-109, 150,175; for
slaughter, 107; for transportation, 10;;
woolbearing, 72, 107.
Apomoira, v. Taxes.
Appanages of the members of the royal family
145.

Apples, 104.
Artisans, 127.
Asses, wild, 26; crossbred, 114.
Assession of crops, v. Valuation
Assignation of land, v. Land.
Auctions, public (&?raprcia orhai, K?jpvna)
98, 150, 176.

Axes (htivar, ~ e h k n e r s )65,
, 97.
Bakeries, private, 70; public, 181.
Bankers, 38, 106.
Banking, private, 182, v. Loans.
Barges (XiBvy6s), 34,35,71,124,125,134,163.
Barley (KPLBQ),52,53,72,87, 88,90, 118,119,
184.

Baths, 70,87,121,122, 143,161,184: business,
122; bath keepers, 122; bath-rubber, slave,
21; v. Farming and Rents.
Beasts, v. Animals.
Bees, 105; beehives, 183; beekeepers, 51, 105,
106,10~,110,141,161,179; beekeeping, 117,
123; v. Rents.
Beer, 94, 117, 119; brewers ( t v r o ~ o r o l )118,
120, 141; allowanceof rawmaterial(uirvrah r ) , 118, 119; shops, 50, 70,118-120, 143,v.
Collectors, Controllers and Treasurers;
shopkeepers (rurorrCXar), 118-120, v. Contracts; trade, 118, 120, 141; v. Farming and
Rents.
Boar, wild, 112.
Bays trainei in the palaestra. 32,172-174.

Branches, dry, 123.
Bread, trade, 117, 141.
Breeding of animals, v. Animals, Cattle, Geese.
Goats, Horses, Sheep, Swine.
Bricks, 57, 70.
Bridges, 64, 153, 163.
Brushwood, fascines, 153; brushwood land, v.
Land.
Building activity, 56,57,69,70,72.
Burial of Adonis or Osiris, 37.
,
105; seed oil,
Cabbage ( ~ p b p 8 7 bhpavos),
105.

Calves, 107-109; royal, 109; for sacrifices
(icpcTa), 52,71,107-109, 175; breeders, 175;
supervisors ( p o u ~ o r p b p o r ) , 108, 109;
~ u a r d s ,109; stables ( p o u ~ o r p b p r a ) , 108,
109; v. Taxes.
Camels, 107,110,111,176, 180
Canals, 3, 53, 59, 66, 67, 153, 163; construction, 65, 68, 69, 142, 162; maintenance, 13,
58; estimate of work and expenses of constructing, 57,58; canal of Kleon, 61, 68; V.
Irrigation.
Captains ( ~ v ~ e p v ~ r a125.
l),
Carpenters, 30,36.
Carpets, 116.
Carriages, horse, 52, 111.
Cat feeders (aiXoupoflou~oi)of Sophthis, 51,
54.

Catoeci, 13; catoecic land, 13.
Cattle, 52, 83-85, 87, 90, 139; breeding, 12,
108,129,142,148,158,160; draft (revybpra),
52, 72, 82, 88, 107, 108, 111, 113, 122; milk,
107; royal ( f l a u r X l ~ k n r j q ) , 107, 108;
peasant (yewpyrnd n r ? j y ) ,107; v.Taxes.
Cereals, 68,83,90,101,137,156.
Chariots ( i i p p a r a , uuvwpi6es), 167,168.
Chart or map of a plot of land of 10,000 arurae,
57, 58.

Cheese, 107, 115; merchants, 115; trade, 115,
141.

Cheiristes, 85.
Chick-peas, 88, 178.
Chrematist, 80.
) , 42, 43, 48, 63, 64,
Cleruchi ( ~ X ~ p o O x o r13,
90.98,100, 121,136-139,150, 155,159,161,
167,168,180,v. Military settlers.

Cleruchic land, 13,43,49,66; terminology, 48.
Clems (uhepos), 42, 48, 52, 53, 62,66,68,71,
87,90,136139,142,145,159,168,v.Aopad.

118, 119; over seed grain, 83; over the transport business. 125; over the watering of land,
66,67; over the tradein wood, 123.
Controllers of beer shops, 118-120, v. Beer
shops.
Cooks (pdryerpor), 30,36.
Coordination of the economic activity of the
population, 126-128.
Corporation of the naucleri, 125, 133, v.
Naucleri.
Correctores, 172.
Court of Apollonius, v. "House."
Courts of complaints, 74, 80,86.
Cows, 50, 52, 82, 107, 108, v. Cattle.
Croton, 52,77,88,90-92; seed, 64, v. Oilplants.
Crown peasants, v. Peasants.
Cults religious, 137; royal, 10, 37, 69.
Curatores, 172.
Custom duties, 12,26,27; farmers, v. Farmers;
houses, 25, 33, 35; station a t Philadelphia,
12.

Cloaks, 175.
Cloakmakers ( ~ a u u q x j r p r a ~116.
),
Cloth, 11.32; trade, 33.
Cloths for rubbing horses, 72.
Clothes, 117;linen, 115; woolen, 112,115,116.
Cnecus, 77.
Coachmen ( u u v o p r u r a i , jvioxor~,25,26,168;
Median slave, 2 1.
Cocks, 110, 114,175.
Codification of the administrative system, 128;
of the laws on revenue farming, 166.
Coins,36,97,134.
Collectors of beershops, 118,119, v. Beershops.
Colonization of the Fayum, 9, 10.
Commerce, 3, 129; foreign, 35, 132-135; of
Apollonius, 33-39; o f the King, 35.
Complaints of the individual farmerq, 82, 83,
85, 177; of the crown peasants, 73-75, 79,
80, 85.
Compulsion a s the base of the administrative
Day expenses, sealing of by State officials, 57.
system, 128, 132; compulsory labour, v.
Dekatarchi, v. Tenmen.
Labour.
Diagraphe (draypa&), 101.
Concessions, system of State, 140, 141, v.
Dioeketes, 2, 21, 22, 28, 29, 34, 147, v. ApolFarming, Licenses and Monopolies.
lonius, Chrpsippus, Eutychus, Kleandrus,
Concessionaires, 140-143, 145, 149, v. Farmers
Satyrus, Sosibius, Theogenes.
Confiscations, of d o p e a i , 20, 170, 171, 176; of
Distribution of the crops, 155, 156; of land, v.
land for debts to the treasury, 83; of land
Land.
under the Romans, 12, 13.
Ditches ( i ) ~ c r o i )61,69,
,
162.
ConEicts with peasants, 73-81, 86.
Division of the crops, 77, 78.
Contractors, 142, 149, 170; of building work,
Dockyards, 122, 123.
176; of irrigation works, 53, 59-62. 153, 154;
Doctors, 31, 36, 105.
for making jars, 181; of public works, 140;
Dogs, 112, 113, 130.
of stone work, 163.164; generalcontractor of
Domus, Roman, 36.
irrigation work (bpyoAdr/3os), 60, 61; subDonkeys, 26,50,88,91,95,107,110, 111, 112.
contractors, 60,140, 163,164,183.
114,122,167,175.
Contracts, 71, 176, 180; with beer shopkeepAwpe6, origin, 143: transitional character of
ers, 118-120, collective a i t h peasants, 72 74,
the institution,l45; disappearance,46; return
76, 84, 101; for the division of crops, 77-79,
to the State, 158; ronfiscation, 20, 170, 171,
84; for grain, 90, for irrigation works, 53,58176; legal position, 42, 46, 48; substitute for
60, 63, 153; for land lease, 60; for loans, 23,
s.tlary, 143;royal grant,42,47,48,49,129,142;
46, 122; for the sale of a slave, 21; for stone
royal land ( ~ i@j a u r h m + ) ,48. 49; cleruchic
work, 162; for the collection of f i e rent in
character, 48, 49, 142; temporary, personal
kind, 81: with tax farmer;, 107; for wine,
character 48, 49, 144, 155; consists of land
102, 103; approval of the contracts by the
and villares, 43, 47, 48, 142; consists of
administration of the nome, 53; renuucialands in di6'erent nomes, 181; administrative
tion ( y p a p j ci?roarauiou), 74, 75, titles
powers of the holders over the population of
in, 147.
the villages, 47, 49-53, 142-144; relations t o
Control of the State, system, 127; over the
the State administrat~on,143, 147, 155, 157;
agriculture, 84,149; over the heer trade, 118;
control of the >trite, 57,58,66.70; payments
nver concessions, 142; over construrtions, 57,
to the State, 142; organization of the admin70; over the expenditures of the Gwpcdr, 5;;
~ s t r a t l v ework, 129. revenues, 62,89,90.
over the expenditure on irrigation, 57, 58,
Awpeai, of Apollonrus in Philadelphia, passim;
66; over the finances of the provincial citles,
in the Memphile nome, 38, 39, 51, 53, 54,
172; over the planting and the gathering of
61, 111, 113, 121, 151; of Chrysermus, 44,
crops, 56.57, 64-66.84; over the retail trade,
48; of Kallixenes, 45; of Nicanor, 45; of Phil-

Inus. 175; of Telestes, 175; of Themlstus,
151, 175; Palestine as a 6opeci, 26,46,143;
Telmessus, 26,45, 46, 79, 143.
Drainage, 9, 61, 64-66, 68, 69, 153, v. Irrigation and Land reclamation.
Dykes ( ~ B p a r a )59,64,68;
,
construction, 47,
54, 63, 65, 68, 69, 142, 153, 154, 162; con
tractors, 53, 62; building or repair b y
individual farmers, 82; estimate of the work
and expenses of constructing, 57.58; maintenance, 13, 18, 47, 53, 58,60; guards ( x w p a r o p b X a ~ c s )67;
, v. Irrigation and Taxes.
Edict of Hadrisn, 169.
Eggs, 110.
Eglogist, chief, in Alexandria, 17, 19.
Elders of the peasants (?rpcu@irrapor), 53,73,
74.81, 85.
Elephants, 167.
Engineers, 2, 18,47, 53, 58-63,66-68, 137,153;
and contractor, 60, 61; salary, 18, 68; V.
Horus, Kleon, Komoapis, Petechon, Theodorus.
Engineering works, 11, 154, v. Irrigation.
E .~ i-n r.a ~ ,hv.
e . Taxes.
Epimeletes, 45.
Epistates, 50, 51, 89, 170, 171, 181; of the
Arabs, 51,114.
Epitaph for a dog, 112, 130.
Eponyme of a military corps, 44, 45, 76, 175;
of a meris, 151.
Eouites.
Roman. 168.
.
Exchange of foreign gold into Ptolemaic, 36,
134; of gold plate, 36; of worn gold coins, 36.

.

Factories, house, 117; oil, 12, 43, 91, 92, 141;
of woollen stuffs,53, 115-117, 135.
Farmers of land, individual, 63,81-89,98, 107,
108, 110, 111, 117, 119, 138, 142, 177, 178;
of plantations of vegetables, 98; of vineyards, 101; general farmer of land. 84; subfarmers, 177; salaries, 83 89; v. asa ants.
Farmers ot taxes and revenues, 103, 106, 117,
129, 140, 141, 144, 166,184; general farmers,
143, 144; of the bath rent, 122; of the heer
industry, 119, 120; of the custom duties,
33-35, 134; of the oil monopoly, 92, 103;
of the pasture tax, 107; o f the rent in kind
(C~rpbpra),77-79, 81; of the rent paid by
the i~?rorti)por,112; of the revenue from the
beekeepers, 106; of the taxes on vineyards,
101, 103; general farmers of the taxes on
vineyards, 182, 183; sub-farmers of the taxes
on vineyards, 95, 103; v. Yents and Taxes.
Farming ( J v a i ) , system, 26, 140, 141, 149,
165, 166; of taxes, 103; of beer industry
( h q p A ) , l19; of cheese and salt meat trade,

.

115; of fisheries, 153; of hunting, 153; of land
revenues, 153: of making of jars, 181; of meat
trade, 121; of the retail trade in oil, 121;
of the oil revenues, 153; of the revenues from
the pasture land, 153; of the swine trade,
109, 110; of the produce of the vineyards,
98; of the wine revenues, 150, 153; v.
Licenses, Rents and Taxes.
Feeders of cats ( a ~ ~ o u p o @ o u r t o i51,
) , 54; of
ibises, 123.
Feudalelements In Egypt,4.
Fig trees, 104.
Fish, 117, 135; salted fish trade, 141; fishing,
112.
Fisheries, 153.
Flax, 116, 117, 178.
Fleet. commercial of Apollonius, 35, 122-125,
133.
Flowers, 104.
Food for soldiers, 12 1; for dogs, 113
Foreman of the coachmen and grooms, 26.
Fowl, 90, 107, 175, 180.
Fruit, 104; gardens, v. Orchards; transportation, 104; trees, 93, 104, 135; introduction of
new kinds, 104, 112.
12"
Game, 135.
Games (contests), 173.
Gardeners ( ~ q a o u p o i )30,36,96,97,139.
,
Gardens ( ~ a p h B e ~ u o11,13,
~ ) , 17,69,70,139,
142, 145, 165. 177, 178, v. Orchards and

-laXes.
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Garlic'
Geese, 52, 107, 110, 115; fox-geese, 110;
breeders (~qvo@ouKoi),
110, 179; v. Rents.
Giris, slaves (aardiortar), 25, 54, 65, 115, 116.
Glass, 134.
Goats, 71, 107, 113, 115, 160, 179, 180; breeding, 112,113; milk, 107; v. Rents and Taxes.
Goatherds, 180.
Governors of the nome, 14, 156.
Grain, 72,89,94, 102, 179; ( u i r o s / 3 a u r A r ~ b s ) ,
90; ( u i r o s m o p l ~ b r )90;
, Syrian, 24,26,27;
bought on compulsion ( u i r o s h y o p a u r b s ) ,
90, 121; buying, 85, 174; collecting, 85,87;
distribution, 90; payments of to the State,
37, 45; rations ( u r r o p e r p i a ) , 53, 67, 88-90,
105, 111, 117, v. salaries; registration, 90;
release, 90; sale, 89, 90, 178; seed, 77, 8285,87,90,91;furnishing of seed (xopqyeiv),
85; trade, 24, 27, 134; transport, 122, 125.
Granaries, public. 66.
Grapes, gathering, 95, 99.
grass land, v. Land.
Grass, 82, 83.90; seed*;
Grooms ( i a a o ~ b p o r )25,
, 26, 111, 112, 168.
Gravel (xhArE), extraction, 176.
Gromatici, Roman, 58.

INDICES
Guards, of the calves, 109, of the crops (-rev?
p a ~ o ~ i r A a ~ e8s1), ,of the dykes ( x w p a r o
p 6 A a ~ e s )6, 7 , field guards, 1 4 , of f l 3 ~ 117
.
of vineyards,95,179, v Taxes
Gum styrax, 178
Gymnasium, 161
Harness. 111, 175
Harvest tlme, 78, 8 1 , 9 1 , 122
Hay ( x b p r o s ) , 30, 45,90,111, 113,121, 179,
184 requisition, 151, transport, 183, dealers,
183, State super~ntendent of hay (6 Cni
x b p r o v ) , 183

Hemp ( u r ~ n n v o v l 117
.
Hens. 110, 114, 175
Herds, 11, 54, 87, 88 l o ' , 109, 113-115, 1 6 0 ,
176,179,180,182,183

Herdsmen, 113, 115, 127, 140 141, 154, 160
Hldes, 178

Hoes ( G L K t k A a l ) , 97.
Honey, 52, 105, 106,141, 175
Horses ( ~ 7 f i v 7 7 iaaor),26,10,52,88,107,110
,
112, 114, 167, 168, 179, 184, race, 168, royal
( i n n o r f i a u r A m o i ) , 167 breeding, 167,168

breeders ( i ~ a o r p b p o ~1)4,0 , 1 6 7 , buymg for
thearmy, 25, 27, sale to the army, 111, 112,
maintenance ( i n a o r p o p i a ) , 167, 168, 184,
State inspectors, 167, supenntendent in the
estate, 111, v Hegesllaus, studs ( i ~ n o s p b p
LOY), 112, 167,184,

carriages,

52,111,1mple

ments for the care.72,stables ( i ~ a G v e s ) , 7 0
Horsemen (cavalry men, in?rcTs), 52, 70, 100,
121, 167, 170, 184 secretary, 121, 170, 184,
v Cleruch~and Mll~tarysettlers
) court of Apollonms, 28-32,
'House" ( o i ~ i a or
35-37.39.129-131,174,182, of the Hellen~s
tlc kings, 20
Houses, 52, 69, 7 0 , 9 8 , 9 9 , 139 145, 170, 177,
ejection, 99 factories, 117
Hunters, 112, huntrng, 112, 153
Hypod~oeketes ( ~ ~ ~ o ~ L o ~ K T vJ T ~Cub
L),
dioeketes
Ibis feeders of Mea, 123
Implements for the care ot horses, 7 2 , for
stone cutters, 162, for vlnedressers, 97. 98
Industry, 3, 129, 148, 180 new hranches 144,
Ilnen, 116-118, 166 woolen, 116, 118
Industrial activity, 11, 135 technique. 135
Inscription for the health of Apollon~usand
Zenon, 6 9
Inspect~onjourney of Apollonlus, 28.29. of the
King to tbe Fayum, 163
Iron trade, 35
Irrigat~onworks, 84, 138 In the Fayum, 9 , 11,
137,162,163, ln the estate, 56-69, chart and
estimate, 51-59 contractors. v Contractors,
contracts. v Contracts, Gnanclng, 62 64.

6 6 , insnection by the Klng, 163, mainte
nance, 6 0 , 6 4 supervlslon bv the State, 6 2 ,
supervisor of the expend~tures 56-58, 6 4 :
waterlng of the land, 4 9 , 66 67, 7 2 , 8 2 , v

Engineers

Ivory, 134
Jars for wlne, 160, 181
Klds 107.
Klki, h4, 56, 6 5 , 178. v 011plants
K~tchen,7 0
Knlght ( ~ T T E ~ s7)0,
Komarch~,4 7 , 50, 5 1 , 8 0 , 143, 155, 156

Laurel, 6 9
Lead, 123, 181
Lease, 7 4
Legat]. 172
Lending 01 money, v Loans
~ ~ ~ trade,
t l l s120, 141, v Rents
Licenses. 109, 140. for brewlng and selling
beer, 119, 120, to export slaves, 3 3 , for
huntlng, 112, for the sale of trees, 1 2 3 for
the sale of wlne, 101, to run a shop, 118, for
planting one's land with vlnes, 94, 96, 141,
v Conceaslons and Farming
Linen Industry ( M o v r ~ p d ) ,116-118, 166;
clothes, 115, stuff, 115, 134, weavers
( b p h v r a r ) , 116,117

Labour compulsory but paid, 51, 6 0 , 61, 68,
128, 143, 149, 153, 154, 162, slave labour, v
Slaves
Labourers, v Workmen
Lambs, 107
Land, arable, 54, 68, 81, 83, 9 8 , 135-138, 153,
154, 156, sown ( ~ a r ~ o n a p p e yI qe ) , 155,
sown with cereals, 1 5 6 , w ~ t hSesame ( u l ) u a
p i ~ r yy f ) 6 4 , w ~ t hollplants, 87, 156, grass
land, 64, 8 7 , hay land, 9 0 , pasture land, v
Pastures, suitable for vlneyards, 135, new,
74, 8 2 , 8 3 , 9 1 , 9 4 , 137, 144, 154, 155, pro
ductive, 155, part~ally productive, 139,
border land of the desert ( x t r p a ) , 104, unproductive [ B a o p o v ) , 1 4 , 61, 136, 139, 154,
155, fallow, 8 3 , unlrrigated ( B f i p o x o s y e ) ,
45,63, overgroyn wlth brushwood, reeds and
weeds ( & ~ A ? r r s ye or 8 p v p b s ) , 63-65,68,73,
7 7 , 112,177, marshv ( r e v a y ~ ) , 6 1 , 6 8 , 1 5 3 ,
salty ( d A p v p i s ) , 6 1 , sandy (Ccpap*
ye),
6 1 , 6 8 shore ( a l y r a i b s ) , 64 crown or royal
( p a u r A r ~ $-ye), l3,48,49,66,84,93,108,state
( o i r u t a ~ i )y e ) , 1 2 , catoeclc, 1 3 , clemchlc,

v Cleruchic land, owned by Roman veterans, 13 hereditary ( ~ r e p a ) , 1 0 8private,l3,
,
4 3 , privileged, 7 7 , C v 6 w p s 6 , 43, 48, 108,
Cv u u v r h [ e r as a suhst~tutefor salar~es,4 3 ,
108, 136, 139, 143, status of drfferent classes
of land, 4 3 , irrigation, v Irrlgatlon reclama
tion, 2 , 6 1 , 6 3 66,68,69,73,74,82,136-138,
144, 145, 177, Improvement, 142, intenslfi
catlon of the productlv~ty,4 9 , sowlng twlce,
4 9 , clearlng of brushwood ( ~ b O a ~ a r@XOs,
~ o n i or
a b h o r o p i a ) , 56,63-65,69,82,153,
154, 177, c u t t ~ n gof reeds ( O p u o x o n r a ) , 6 5 ,
153, 154, burning of the stumps ( & p n v p r a p b s ) , 56, 64, 65, 6 9 measurement, 77, 8 8 ,
survey, 7 6 , assignment, 52, 75, 76, 150, 155,
dlstributlon, 137, 138, 156, settlement, 135140 contracts, v Contracts registration of
cultlvable land, 137, confiscation, v Con6s
catlon increase of dry land, 14 decrease of
cultlvable, 145, v Rents and Taxes

L~nseedoil, 92
List of the vlllages of the Fayum, 9 , of the
rekenues of the State from vlneyards. 9 4 ,
of payments for cattle, 5 2 , of goods, 1 0 4 ,
of officers, 175, 176
Liturgies, 13
Llve stock, 88, 107, v Cattle and Horses
Loans of money, 2 5 , 8 1 , 8 5 , 122, 159,161,182,
contracts, 2 3 , 4 6 , 122
Loom manager ( i u ~ o u p p b s rslave,
,
117
Lumber, 123

Mall, State, 112
Managers, chief, of the Gwped of Apollonius In
Philadelphia, v Panakestor and Zenon, of
the Gwpcd of Apollonius In the Memphite
nome, v Addaeus, of Apollonms' estate
abroad, v Melas, of the Gwped of Kalllxener, v Sarapion, of the palace of Apol
lonlus, v Arterr d o n s , of the servants of
Apollonrus, v Amyntas, of the table of
Apollonlus ( C X i a r p o s j , v. Artemldorus
Markets, 143, buildings, 4 5 , places ( u v v o t ~ i a ) ,
69, 7 0 , gardens, 104, v Vegetables, v
Taxes
Master of the table of the Klng ( M C a r p o s ) ,
v Pos~donlus
Meat, 117. 179, trade ( p a y r p r ~ f i ) .121, 141,
retall traders ( p b y c r p o r ) , 121, salt meat
trade, 115, 141, v Rents
Melons, 97
Memoirs of Euergetes 11, 114
Merchants, 127, foreign, 3 6 , 134, wholesale
( ? p r o p o r ) , 3 6 , associations of Bosporan, 3 5 ,
the King a wholesale merchant, 35
Merld=s, 152-154, 156, of Herakleldes, 42,
102, 129, 152, 154, of Polcmon, 102, 152,
154, of Themlstus, 102, 151, 152, 154, 176
Milk, 107, 108, 141. v Taxes
Milltar) lodgings ( u ~ a O p b s )98,168,170
,
M l l l t a r ~settlers, 10, 11, 13, 52, 7 1 , 7 5 , 7 6 ,
9 3 , 9 4 , 117, 135-139, 142, 155, l b l , 173, 175,
180, v Cleruchl and Horsemen.

Minerals, 135
Money transact~ons,7 1 , 7 2 , v Banklng and
Loans
Monopolies, oil, 6 6 , 92, 101, 103, 165, salt 5 1 ,
sale, 142, v Concessions and L~censes
Mules, 107
Muslcal Instrument ( i l p y a v o v ) , 173.
Myriarun, 47.48 68
Myrrh. 37.
Names ot v~l'aees0-1 1 137, 154
Naucleri, 125, 134, corporations, 125, 133
Nomarchi 1 0 , 4 7 , 7 7 , 8 4 , 137, 138, 151-157, v
Ammonlus, Dam~s,Etearchus, Ma~machus
Nomarch~es, 152, 113, 155-157, nomarchy of
Damis and Etearchus, 42. 152
Nuts ( ~ a p v a ) 104
,
Nuttrees royal, 7 2 , 104
Oeconomes, 2 , 2 9 , 3 7 , 3 9 , 4 7 , 53, 5 9 , 6 2 , 6 6 , 7 3 ,
7 4 , 7 7 , 7 8 , 84, 85,

loo,

101, i a 7 , 119, 120,

123,143,148-151,155-157,168,172,181,182,
v Ammonius, Aristandrus, Ar~stophanes,
Ascleplades, D~onysms,Hermaphllus, Her
molaus, Metrodorus, Philippus, Phll~scus,
Theokles. Zo~lus.of the "house" of Awllo
nlus 7enon, 29-34, 37-39, 182, Artem:
dorus,v Artemldorus
Oil, 5 4 , cabbage seed 011, 105, llnseed oil, 9 2 ,
olive 011, v Ollves, made out of rad~sh,124,
seed ( p o p r i a C A a r ~ d )42,63-66.91,
,
plants,
64, 65, 7 7 , 7 8 , 8 2 , 9 0 , 9 1 , land planted with
011 plants, 8 7 , 156, dlstrlbutlon, 9 2 , factories
(CAaroirpyrov),12,43,91,92,141,
monopoly
( i . A a c ~ $ ) ,6 6 , 9 2 , 101,103,165, production,
6 6 , 9 1 , testing of 011 seed ( ~ & @ a p u r s )9, 1 ,
retall trade, 117, 118, 121, 141, retail traders
( k A a r o ~ h n ~ A o r92,118,121,150,151,
),
revenues, 153. v Farmers and Farming, makers
of linseed 011 (Arve+bol),92,chlef agent for oil

(6Cnl r G r C h a i w r ) , 92
Ollves, 104,011,33,34,66, 7 2 , 103, restrlctlons
on the Importation, 3 4 , 6 6 , seed, 7 2 , trees,
11, 93, 103, 112, 178,gro\es (CAarGvas), 11,
138, garden olive, 6 9
Onions, 97.104
Orchards ( a a p b S e r u o s ) , 42,43,68,72,104.138,
177. 178. v Gardens
Oves pellltae, 180
Oxen, 52, 7 1 , 82.83, 107. 108, v Cattle
Page corps, 32
Palaestra, 3 1 , 32, 36, 172-174, honorary presi
dcntsof, 173, managersof, 36,173
Palm plantations, 11, 12
Papyrus, 134
Park ( B k u o s ) , 177,178
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Remuneration in money, 116, 117, 141, 142
Pastures ( r o p i ) , 88, 107, 110, 113, 115, l35,
177, v. Salaries; in kind, 142, 177, v. Grain
150, 183; pasture land, 12,87, 113,141,148,
rations; in land, v. Land.
153, 154, 156,183; v. Taxes.
Rents, 127, 141, 143, 156; in kind for the land
Payments due to the State, 51,89, 148,184, v.
i k ~ l p b ~ ~ o44,
v ) 77-79,81,83-85,89,90,
,
138;
Rents and Taxes; in advance, 76; due by the
payment of one third of the harvest, 76, 78,
State for the produce, 77, 91, 92; to the
84; pbpor from the beekeepers, 51,106, 141;
naucleri ( 6 r a ~ c i p r u r i ~ 6 v125;
) , to individfrom the breeders of geese, 110, 115; for
uals,v.Remunerations and Sa1aries;for other
goats, 115, 141; forsheep, 71, 115, 141; from
people$' cattle pasturing on the pasture
the swine breeders, 109, 110, 115, 141; for
land, 113.
hunting and fishing, 112; for making jars,
Peasants (yewpyoi), 46, 59,60,63,64,75,77,
181; for plantations of vegetables, 85; in
82, 84, 88, 98, 122, 152; crown peasants
money for land, 81, 83, 84, 90; for fallow
( f l a u r X i ~ o yewpyoi
i
or Xaoi), 10-13,44,50,
land, 83; for plantations of vegetables, 98;
61, 6R, 71-74, 79, 81, 84-87, 94, 101, 107,
for baths, 122; for the sale of beer, 118,119;
108, 113, 117, 119, 127, 136-138, 140, 142,
of lentils, 120; of meat, 121; v. Taxes.
1 5 4 , 1 5 5 : ( 6 ~ p b a r oyewpyoi),13;
~
(obura~oi
Renting of herds of pigs and goats, 179, 180,
y t o p y o i ) , 12; ( x p o u o 6 r ~ o ly w p y o i ) , 12;
183.
relations t o the State, 77, 78, 84-86; to the
Repayment of advances, 83.
landholder, 72-76, 78, 80,81,84-86, 108; V.
Requisition of draft cattle, 108; of hay, 151;
Cleruchi and Farmers.
of river barges, 134.
Perfumes, 134.
Rescripts ((oiXdrvBpwxa), 72, 76, 78.
Pheasants, 114.
123.
Pigs, 109, 115,160,179,183; for sacrifices ( ~ J L K Resin,
~
Retail prices, 118; trade, 117-121, 141; traders
itpeTa), 52,71,109, 150;white, l l 4 ; v . Swine
( u a ~ X o s ) 118,
,
151; in beer, v. Beer; in
Planters ((ourovpybs), 178; (Cp(ovreur?js), 94
meat (pbyerpoi), 121; in oil, 92, 118, 121,
Police, 47, 159; policemen ((ouXa~;rai), 50 ,
150,
151; in wine, 100-103. 151; v. Taxes.
51; native policemen ( p h x i p o r ) , 51; chief o f
Revenue Laws (N6por TEXWYLKO~),
1, 2, 7,
police, 50,51,54, 159, 160, 171.
17,42,
43,47, 48,63, 77, 78,86, 91, 99, 103,
Pomegranates, 104.
115, 119, 152, 153, 165, 166.
Poppy, 178; poppy seed, 178.
Roads, repair, 163.
Potters, 181; pottery, 181.
Ropes for ships, 117.
Press for vinacia, 70.
Priests, of Aphrodite, 37,38, 54; of Astarte, 544:
Sacrifices (iepcia), 108, 109, v. Animals.
sellers of wood. 123.
Sailors, 33, 76, 124.
Prison for debt, 161.
Salaries, individual, in money, and in kind
Prisonen ( 6 e u p G r a r ) , 162,163;of war f a i x p b (6$hviov anduiroptrpia),89,111; to a conXwror), 114.
tractor. 53; to engineers, 18, 68; to farmers,
Proconsules, 172.
ST, 89; to the guards of the dykes, 67; to
Pmcuratores, 172.
herdsmen, 113; to hunters, 112; to memhers
Propraetores, 172.
of the"houseW of Apollonius, 30, 37, 182; to
Proxeni of Delphi, 44.
sailors, 124; to vinedressers, 96-98; monthly
Pumpkins, 97, 105, 120, 141; seed, 120.
wages to workmen. 177,178; revenuesof land
assubstitutefora salary, v Land; v. RemunQuarries, 162, 163.
eration.
Sale, 74; of dry branches, 121; of grain, 89,90,
178, of horses, 11 1, 112; of young sheep and
Rations In kind, v. Grain rations.
goats, 11.3; of trees, 123; of wine, 100-103,
Reclamation of land, v. Land.
116; of wool, 113, 115; v. Retail trade,
Reeds, fascines, 153; props for vines, 160; v.
Monopolies.
Land.
Salesman of the estate. I78
Registration of the daily expensesof the estate,
Salt, 117; monopoly, 51; trade, 141, v Tnxes
57; of the populationof the village, 51; of the
Sample of seed sealed. 91.
vineyards, and orchards, 42; of the produce
of the vineyards, 103; of workmen (&TO- Sanctuary of Serapis, 38.
Caplings, 72, 104.
y p a w j ) , 62.
Scrapers tor horses, 72.
Release of grain, 90; of produce (hprCuar),
Scribe (attorney) for the peasants, 73, 74. v.
101; of revenues in kind, 184; of wine 103.
Secretaries.
Religious life, 37, 38, 54.
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Stuffs, linen, 115, 134; woolen, 115, 161.
secretaries, of Apollonius, 31, 36; of the Arsinoite nome, 170; of the horsemen, 121, 170,
Swine, 65, 107, 109, 110; breeding, 109, 114,
184; of the oeconome, 107; of a local official
117,179,180; breeders (fiopop&d),109, 110,
179, 180; stables, 70; manager of the swine
(&vrrypapefis),57,59; royal ( y p a p p a r c i s
p a 6 1 X 1 ~ ~ l 47,58,76,77;0f
),
thesalesman of
trade (spay,uarrubpcvos), 109; V. Pigs,
Rents and Taxes.
the estate, 178; of the 7 6 x 0 47,
~ 143; village
Sub-dioeketes (firro8iotm)ral), 102, 147, 148,
secretaries ( ~ w p o y ~ a p p a r e iscribes),
s,
47,
v. Diotimus, Nicanor, Zenodoms.
50,51,98,143,155,174.
Suh-managers of the estate, 87, 89, 110, v.
Seed, v. Grain and Oil.
Herodotus, Jason, Maron, Glaukias, EutySellers of wood (priests), 123.
chides.
Sesame, 52, 56, 64, 65, 77,88,90,92,119,151,
Superintendent of hay, State, 183, 184.
184, v. Oil plants.
Superintendents of parts of the estate, 88, 97,
Settlements, new, 10,69,144,154.
111 , 177; of horses, 1l I, v . Hegesilaus.
Sheep, 11, 87, 107, 114, 115, 160, 161, 176;
Arabian, 71,114; clothedin skins ( a p b p a r a
Supervisor of the irrigation works in the estate, 58, v. Diodorus; of vineyards, 97, v.
fiso61@epa- oves pellitae), 180; breeding.
Herakleides.
112, 113; breeders, 115; new breeds, 114,
Sureties, 170, 180, v. Warrants.
115; milk, 107; v. Rents and Taxes.
Sycamore, 123.
Shepherds,65,111,114,141,161.
Ships,30, 95, 122, 124, 133, 134, 183; gold
Tailor, 50.
prowed and gold pooped, 24; light silverpooped (+prbXrov), 23; large ( r a v p o ~ k p - Tamarisk (pvplng), 64, 65.
Taxes, 13,14,45,86,90,127,139, 141-143,166,
Koupor), 123; merchant of the King, 134;
172, 180; f k v ~ aas extraordinary tax, 125;
v. Fleet.
exemptions ( b r e i j s ) , 43, 45, 172; register
Shipbuilding, 70, 122-124; shipbuilders, 123;
of taxes on land, 13; taxes on cattle, 52; for
shipowners (valr~Xqpor),124, 125; equipment, 31, 123, 133.
,
on gardens.
the dykes ( X o p a r i ~ 6 v )83,99;
17,165; guard tax ( ~ ~ X ~ K L T L83,85;
K ~ Von
),
Shoes, 117.
the guards of the calves (cpUXaKt~iK6~
Shops, shopkeepers, v. Retail trade.
itPdwu), 109; for the guards of the vineShrines, 64, 69, 113.
v
99,179,
yards ( p u X a ~ r r r ~ b&p?reXhvwv)
Sitologues, 85, 119.
yp&(orov, 45; for the maintenance of water
Slaves, 20,72, 161,178,180; boys trainedin the
works, 64; for the milk produced by the
palaestra, 174; employees of the estate
animals, 141; on virpov, 11; pasture tax
(aai8es),88;in the household of Apollonius,
(Cvvbpiov), 85, 107, 110, 113,115.141, 153,
25,~ 54,65,
L ) , 115, 116,
30; girls ( T ~ L ~ ~ u K
181; loom-manager, 117; sacred, 51; buying
160; on retail trade inoil, 151; on the sale
and stealing, 25, 26, 30; getting back, 20,
of products in the market ( i r h v r o v ) , 11;
30, 72; importation from Syria, 26, 34;
on the sale of wool on the market, 115;
labour ( r a r 6 & p r a ) , l l 5 , l l 6 , 135,177; trade,
salt tax ( ~ X L K ?19;
~ ) ,on sheep and goats,
33.34.
115; paid by swine owners who were not
Sluices (B(ocurs~, 66, 67, 153, 162, 163. 277;
professional swine breeders, 110; for the
maintenance, 47.
payment of the veterinary surgeons
Spades ( u ~ a p c i a )97
,
(iarprKbv), 111; on vineyards, 95, 99-103,
141, 165, 179, 182, 183, paid in wine
Stables for calves (pou)(orpbpia), 108, 109;
for cattle. 69; for horses (ixa&vcs), 70; for
(it bypoi), 101, in money (ripiis O'LVOU),
swine, 70.
99, 101, 160, paid to the temples, 17, p a d
Stolarrh, commander of the Reet of Apollonius,
to the deified Queen Arsinoe, 141;apomoira,
29,32,36, 125, v . Rriton.
17, 93, 99, 100, 103, 165, 166; epigraph?
Stone cutters (Xarbpoi), 162, 163; free (bXcvfi-rrrypawj), 99-101, 103, land tax (bna~ t p o X a r b p o ~162,
) , 164; work, 57, 70, 162po6p~ov), 99, 179; tax for the wool
164; supervisor of the work ( ; ~ ~ o ~ L ~ K T ? s )produced
,
by the animals, 141; for the work
163.
of animals, 141.
Storax (gum), 178.
Temples, 75; industry, 3; territories, 4; tax
Storehouses, 69, 85, 91, 110, 119; owners
from vinayards, 17, 141.
(<y6oXtir), 36.
Tenmen ( 6 € ~ a r & p x a rof
) , the Arabs, 51, 114,
Strategi, 2, 172.
179; of the stone cutters, 162; of the workStrikes (duaxwpe;v), 65, 67, 75, 76, 78, 80,
men, 61.
81, 85,128,132.155.160.
Timber, 123.
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Tollenos (shadoofs), 49
top arch^, 11,47.77,78, 89, 143, 155, 156
Toparchles, ll,50, 153, 156, 157,170
Trade, 148, new branches, 144, forelgn, 134,
In beer, 118, 120, 141, bread, 117, 141,
cheese, 115, 141, cloth, 33, salted fish, 141,
gram, 24, 27, 134, Iron, 35, IentlIs and
pumpk~ns,120, 141, meat, 121, 141, salted
meat, 115,14l,myrrh,37,o1l, 117,118,121,
141, salt, 141, slaves, 33, 34, wood, 123,
wlne, 117,118,141, v Retalltrade
Transportation, 71, 72, 95, 102 105, 110, 122.
148,178,183, busmess, 125, companies, 125,
of goods, 124,125,133,134, State transport,
125
Treadlng corn on the threshing floor by pigs,
179, gram m the fields by plgs, 179
Treasurers, State, 106, of tne nome, 92, of the
house of Apollonlus, 31, 36 of beer shops,
SO, 118,119
O SApollonms,
)
31
Treasury ( ~ ~ U K of
Treatises on the management of the vlneyards,
96
Trees. 123, 142, 177, 178. groves (bvasev6p&s), 95, land planted w ~ t htrees, 156, sale,
123.

Valuation of crops. 75 79, undervaluation
(b?rorcpjaers), 76, 78, of goods for the
custom house, 25, of the produce of the
plantatrons, 98, of the produce of the vineyards, 100, of wlne In 51lver. 93
Vats, wme, 99
Vegetables, 104, 138, improvement of the cul
ture. 105, 112, plantatrons In the vmeyards.
96-98, 179, lnspectlon of the plantatlons. 97,
98, transportatlon, 104,105, v Rents
Veterans, Romans, 13
Veterinary surgeons, 111
V~llcus.29
Vmac~a,70.
Vanegar, 71, 102
Vanes, cuttlngs. 95, Creek, 95 props for, 160.
roots, 95
Vineyards (&preA&v), 13,23,43,68.71, 72,
93 103,138,139, 142, 156, 159,160,179,182,
183, new (v&pvros), 95,transformatron Into
hereditary property of land planted wlth
n n e s ( x r j p a r a , hppvreurjs). 94 96. 139.
145, llcenses for plantlng vlnes. 94.96, 141.
natherlng of grapes, 95, 99, waterlog. 95.
regirtratlon, 42, reglstrxtlon of the produce,
103, valuat~onof the produce, 100, accounts

of the produce, 102, inventory of all the vineyards, 17, taxes, v Taxes, treatises on the
management, 96, general manager of the
vlneyards In the estate, 97, v Herakleldes,
) , 98, vtne
managers, (6 r p o e u r ~ ~ h s93,95
dressers (bpreAovpyoi),95 99,111,139 141,
160, 179, ~mplements,97, 98, salary, 9698, guards of the vlneyards, 95,179, manual
labourers as help, 97, 98, plantatlons of
vegetables In the v~neyards,96 98, 179, v
Irr~gatlon,
Vlntage, 11, 95, 101
Vlt~culture,93, 112, 158

Warrants, 63,87, 102, v Suretles
Water m the canal, 72 supply, 80, 176, v
Irrlgatton
Wax, 123
Weavers, 69,140,141, ofcarpets, 116, of Imen,
116, 117, of women s woolen clothes, 116
Weavlng mdustry. 11
Weeding of fields, 177, 178.
Wells ( p p e a r a ) , 162
Wheat,66, 72,82,89,90, 111, 124, 177, three
months wheat, 49, harvested wheat fields
( a u p i q ) 107
Wlllows ( i l e a ) , 64
Wlne,94,100 103,116,117, 151,153,160, 179,
bo~led,175, n a t ~ v e( C ~ L ~ & ~ L94,95,
O S ) ,new
(yAeO~or),42, Synan, 34, sweet, 175, axe
symbol of wine, 97, dlstnhutlon, 102, 103'
151, production, 11, 93, 181, release, 1031
revenues, 150, 153, sale, 100 103, 116,
transportat~on,72.95, 102, 103, 178, trade,
117, 118, 141, retall traders (wlne shopkeepers), 100 103 151 cellars, 69, 101, 159,160,
contracts, 102, 103, glfts (Eevra), 34, dla
graphe, 101 taxes, v Taxes
W w d , dragging and pllmg, 65 loaded, 71,
scarcity, 70, trade, 123, wood work, 57, 70
Wool (yvbpaAAa), 71, 115, 116, 141, 161,
sale, 113,115, transportatlon, 71. v Taxes
Woolen clothes, 112, 115, 116, factor~es,53,
115 117, 135 Industry, 116, 118, stuffs, 115,
161
Workmen, 74,98, 117, nage worken, 177,178,
hrred ( ~ a r a p j v r o r )177.
,
(pro@wroi), 82,
83, 177, 181, ( m u p a r a ) , 60 62 154, 177,
reglstratlon ( a r o y p a q f i ) 62 v Labour

INDEX 111
GREEK TECHNICAL WORDS AND GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES
LI/3poxos 7 6 , 4 5 , 6 3
'A@pZ@i~ls,
9
aiyraAbs, 64
alE, 115, v goats
a i X o v p o j 3 ~ d s51,
, v cat feeders
aixp&Xor0s, 114
&Xr3rrv, 65
dA[rcrv, 65
d X t ~ j 19
,
rtApvpis, 61
QXoos, 177, v parks
bkws, 92
bpaeAovpy6s, 95,96, v vrnedressers
bpreAOv, 96, v vrneyards
&paeAhv vebpvros, 95
&va@oA7)x o p & r w v , 47, v dykes, construc
tlon
ErvaGcv6p&s,95
bvaxwpciv, 65, v strlles
&vrrypape6s, 57, v secretaries
bvrrr6rayp&perv, 90
& E h , 97
h a a p r c i a , 176, v auctions.
& r o y p & p w 8 a r , 33
&roypaq+, 62.
'AroAAwvr&s 10
(Q r a p ' ) ' ~ r o ~ ~ w v r 24,
o v29.39
,
(6 r a p ' ) 'AnoAAwvrou hv 9tAabeApriar
~ $ 6u
1 ' A p ~ r v o i r ~40
r,
(6 xspi) 'AaoAAwvrov, 24
' A ~ ~ A A ~ TM~ A
S L S~ i )9 ~ ~ ,
dxopov or &?rbpov d v o p a ~ w v14,
, v unproduct~veland
d ~ o u r i A A e r v90
,
b ~ o a r o A j ,104
bxouroA7) vavrGv, 76
LipyvplKoi (66~01,100
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